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The Chairman. The chairman of a large private equity firm is the ultimate decision maker. Which companies to buy. How many billions to pay. Who to hire as CEO. How many millions to pay.

If his judgment is flawed, the chairman loses everything. Maybe even his freedom. But if he negotiates the lies, lawsuits, and vendettas that haunt his world, he becomes one of the richest and most powerful men on earth.

CHRISTIAN GILLETTE GAZED OUT FROM the pulpit at a grim-faced congregation, then down on an open coffin—and Bill Donovan’s face. Until two days ago, Donovan had been the chairman.

Gillette was just thirty-six, but suddenly that enormous responsibility had been thrust upon him, the decision to promote him made by a razor-thin majority of Everest Capital investors late yesterday at the climax of an emotionally charged meeting held in a conference room overlooking Wall Street. The controversial vote had come within three days of Donovan’s death—as stipulated in the partnership’s operating agreement.

“The world has lost a great man,” Gillette declared, ending his brief eulogy. Donovan wouldn’t have wanted something long and drawn out. He’d been obsessive about efficiency—and the lesson had been learned.

As Gillette stepped down from the pulpit, he heard the muffled sobs of family, the stony silence of enemies. Donovan had touched many lives for better and worse. It was the inevitable consequence of being chairman.

“I’m sorry for your loss, Ann,” Gillette said quietly, getting down on one knee before the veiled widow in the front pew. “We all admired Bill very much.”

“Thank you,” she whispered.

Gillette rose and moved deliberately up the cathedral’s center aisle, pausing to acknowledge high-profile guests: George Stockman, U.S. senator from New York; Richard Harris, CEO of U.S. Petroleum; Jeremy Cole, quarterback of the New York Giants; Miles Whitman, chief investment officer of North America Guaranty & Life; Thomas Warfield, president of J.P. Morgan Chase. Each one standing up well before Gillette reached him. Pledging their loyalty and assistance in low voices after taking one of his hands in both of theirs. Each with a different agenda, but all focused on one thing: Gillette’s sudden control of billions.

Gillette gave them a subtle nod in return, studying their expressions with his piercing gray eyes. Gauging their sincerity. For the first time truly experiencing the power he now wielded. The three men who until yesterday had been his equals—Troy Mason, Ben Cohen, and Nigel Faraday—trailing him at a respectful distance as he worked his way up the maroon carpet. Not until Gillette had made it to the back of the church did the congregation begin filing out.

Dark clouds hung low over New York City and raw November gusts whipped trash and newspapers down Park Avenue as Gillette moved through the church’s arched double doorway. It had been a warm autumn—until the day of Donovan’s death.

Gillette paused at the top of the marble steps leading to the sidewalk, taking in the scents of wood smoke and caramel wafting from a street vendor’s cart. Taking in the moment. He’d dedicated the last ten years of his life to Everest—the powerful Manhattan-based private equity firm Donovan had founded two decades ago with just $25 million of limited partner commitments. Typically logging eighty hours a week for the firm. Rarely taking a vacation day. Suddenly, that sacrifice had paid the ultimate dividend.

A pretty blond woman walking past the church flashed Gillette a coy smile. He watched her move down the sidewalk, looking away when she glanced at him again over her shoulder. He’d been seriously involved with just two women during the last ten years, both of whom had left after only a few months when they realized they’d always come in second to Everest. The lack of companionship only made his desire that much stronger.
As the woman neared the limousine waiting to take him to the cemetery, Gillette allowed himself a final glimpse.

“Come on, Chris,” Cohen urged, clasping Gillette’s elbow and pulling him down the stairs. “You don’t have time for eye candy right now. We’ve got to get you to the cemetery.”

Until yesterday, Cohen and Gillette had been equals. Together with Mason and Faraday, they’d formed the managing partner team supporting Donovan. But now he’d risen above them. Now he had absolute power. There would be jealousy, maybe worse.

“Take your hand off me,” Gillette ordered. “And, Ben, from now on call me Christian.” He watched Cohen’s demeanor chill, but he didn’t care. He was going to establish dominance quickly. “Understand?”

“Is that a sine qua non?” Cohen asked solemnly.

Gillette’s right hand contracted slowly into a fist. He hated Cohen’s habit of using Latin. “Dead languages don’t impress me.” He’d been waiting a long time to say that.

Cohen’s lower lip quivered ever so slightly. “So it starts already?”

“Do you understand?”


As they reached the bottom step, a heavyset chauffeur emerged from the limousine and lumbered toward the back. The instant the chauffeur lifted the passenger door handle, the limousine exploded in a brilliant flash of white and yellow light, killing him and the blond woman walking past. The massive concussion spewed jagged metal fragments hundreds of feet in all directions.

Gillette brought his arms to his face but he was a fraction of a second too late.
Private Equity. High-risk investment dollars committed by large institutions and wealthy families to a few financial gunslingers who operate from behind a shroud of secrecy.

The gunslingers’ mandate: Deliver huge returns. Fifty, 75, 100 percent a year—consistently. Much more than investors earn on money market accounts, bonds, or publicly traded stocks. And don’t tell anyone outside the circle how you do it. Confidentiality at all costs.

If they get it right, the gunslingers make their investors—and themselves—incredible amounts of money. Billions and billions. If they get it wrong, and the extent of the risks taken comes to light, they scatter for places where English is rarely spoken.

Gillette glanced past the driver into the rearview mirror of the hastily ordered Lincoln Town Car. The wound on his forehead had finally stopped bleeding at the cemetery, but there were several red stains on his starched white shirt, blood on his handkerchief, and he had a thin maroon cut at his hairline. Stark reminders of how close he had come to quickly following Bill Donovan into the ground.

“You okay, Christian?” Cohen sat beside Gillette in the backseat. A wisp of a man with thinning, curly black hair, Cohen remembered every number he had ever calculated. He took off his glasses and cleaned the lenses with a tissue. He was only thirty-seven, but he already needed bifocals—the price of staring at a computer screen day after day. “You’ve got to be worried about what happened.”

“I’m fine,” Gillette answered firmly. Cohen was the one who looked like he’d seen a ghost right after the explosion. And he hadn’t been hit.

“Maybe you should skip the reception,” Cohen suggested gently.

“No.”

“Looks like you might need a couple of stitches.”

“I’m fine.”

“You don’t always have to be so tough.”

“Enough, Ben.”

“We’ll figure out who was responsible,” Cohen vowed angrily. “We’ll use the McGuire brothers. I’ll call Tom tomorrow.”

McGuire & Company offered security services—surveillance, background checks, investigations, and executive protection. It was a worldwide operation with offices stretching from New York to London to Hong Kong. Tom and Vince McGuire, brothers and ex-FBI agents, ran the firm for Everest Capital, which owned the company through its sixth private equity fund.

“It won’t take long to nail whoever did this,” Cohen added.

Gillette peered out the rear window. Faraday and Mason were in the limousine behind them. Escorting the widow from the cemetery to Donovan’s thousand-acre Connecticut estate for the reception. “Don’t waste the time or the money, Ben.”

“What?”
“I mean it.”

“There has to be a quid pro quo,” Cohen insisted. “People have to understand that we’ll come after them if they do something like this.”

“You’ll never figure out who blew up the limousine,” Gillette said. “No one will. Not even Tom McGuire. The same way no one will ever figure out what really happened to Bill Donovan in that stream.”

Donovan’s body had been found Wednesday morning, facedown in a trout stream that snaked through a remote part of his heavily wooded property.

Cohen squinted. The way he always did when he was startled or confused. “What do you mean, ’What really happened to Bill’?”

“Don’t be naïve, Ben.”

“Bill drowned.”

“Did he?”

“Christian, the police are sure he—”

“I walked that stream with Bill a few years ago. It isn’t very wide and it doesn’t get deeper than a few feet. It’s hard for me to believe anyone could drown in it accidentally. Bill was murdered,” Gillette said bluntly.

“My God,” Cohen said, his voice hushed. “I never even thought about that.”

“What about the limousine exploding? Doesn’t that tell you something?”

Cohen hesitated. “That’s a good point. I guess I—”

“There’s something I want you to do,” Gillette interrupted him.

“What?”

“Find out about the woman.”

“The woman?”

“The woman who was walking past the limousine when it exploded. If she had children, I want Everest to take care of them. And do it anonymously,” Gillette emphasized. “No money trail, understand? I don’t want some ambulance chaser turning generosity into opportunity.”

“I’ll see to it,” Cohen promised, slipping his black-frame glasses back onto the bridge of his nose.

They were silent for a few minutes while the Town Car headed deeper into the Connecticut forest.

“Mason’s angry,” Gillette spoke up as the driver slowed down ahead of a sharp curve.

“Why do you say that?”

“He thought he’d be chairman.”

“He would have if Bill hadn’t died so suddenly,” Cohen agreed. “Troy was Bill’s favorite. Everybody knew that. But I don’t think Troy’s angry. Just sad.”

“Troy wanted what I now have more than anything in the world. The same way Faraday did.” Gillette looked over at Cohen as the car came out of the curve. “The same way you did, Ben.”
Cohen’s pale cheeks flushed instantly. “You need to understand something, Christian. My wife and daughters are much more important to me than my career.”

“I know how devoted you are to your family,” Gillette acknowledged brusquely. He’d worked with Cohen for a decade and heard about the girls constantly. “I also know you wanted to be chairman. Don’t lie to me.”

Cohen pursed his lips, unable to hide his irritation at Gillette’s comfort with candor. “I would have done a good job,” he muttered under his breath.

“Do you think Troy will resign?” Gillette asked.

“How can he? Most of his net worth is tied up in Everest. If he resigns, he forfeits his stake in the firm. That’s the deal we all signed up for.”

“What do you think his stake is worth?”

“Sixty million. Same as yours and Faraday’s. Same as mine.”

Donovan had been careful to make each of the managing partners equal minority owners of Everest Capital.

“What if I fire Troy?” Gillette asked, aware that Cohen knew the ins and outs of Everest’s legal documents better than anyone.

Cohen had always been focused on details. Which was why he hadn’t been elected chairman yesterday, Gillette realized. Not even really considered. The chairman of a big private equity firm had to think strategically, and Cohen was constantly off in the weeds, chasing minutiae. He’d received only one vote—his own.

Gillette knew how many votes each of them had gotten after checking the minutes of the meeting just before the funeral. As chairman, he was the only one inside Everest—other than Donovan’s widow—who had access to them. He’d beaten Mason by a single vote. It had been that close.

“What happens then?” Gillette pushed when Cohen didn’t answer. “If I fire Troy.”

“We get an investment bank to do a formal appraisal of his stake,” Cohen answered. “To confirm the $60 million figure. Then we pay it to Troy in equal monthly installments over five years. But he doesn’t share in the upside if his stake turns out to be worth more than sixty later on. You, Faraday, and I keep that.”

“What if he’s terminated for cause?”

“You mean if he’s convicted of a felony?”

“Right.”

“He forfeits his stake immediately, and, again, the three of us get it.” Cohen shook his head. “There’s no chance of that, though, Christian. Troy’s a lot of things, but he’s no criminal.”

“Isn’t there a broader definition of cause in the partnership agreement?” Gillette saw a curious expression spread across the other man’s face. As if Cohen was surprised anyone else might know the complexities of the agreement as intimately as he did. “Something less black and white than being convicted of a felony?”

“Yes.”

“Something about committing acts that could harm Everest’s reputation or be detrimental to its business prospects. Our business prospects.”

“If you fired Troy using that clause, he’d sue us,” Cohen said confidently, “and probably win. Like our lawyers always tell us about the employment contracts of the CEOs at our portfolio companies, it’s very hard to rely on that clause if you want to fire them. You’ve got to have something more.”
“But it’s there,” Gillette prompted. “Right?”

“Yes.” Cohen hesitated. “Are you really thinking about firing Troy?”

Gillette glanced at the railroad tracks paralleling the road. He’d been fascinated by trains for a long time. Ever since that summer—years ago, a lifetime ago—when he’d been forced to depend on them. “What about Donovan’s stake in Everest?” he asked, avoiding Cohen’s question. “What happens to it now that he’s dead?”

“There’s a special exemption in the partnership’s operating agreement for Bill,” Cohen explained. “Because he was the founder, his widow stays in and shares the upside as we sell companies. She doesn’t get paid out right away in one lump sum like Mason would if he resigned. And thank God,” Cohen added quickly. “The widow’s share of Everest is worth more than four billion at this point.”

“But she has no authority,” Gillette spoke up. “She can’t tell me how to run Everest.”

“No, she can’t. As chairman, you now have total control.” Cohen paused. “Unless a significant number of the partners get together and vote to remove you.”

“Tell me about that.”

Cohen shrugged. “It’s pretty simple. If 60 percent of the partners decide to remove you, they can. Someone calls a meeting and they vote. But that vote can only be called once a calendar year. The only other way you can be canned is if you’re convicted of a felony. Then it’s automatic.”

“I thought I saw something in one of the ancillary documents to the partnership agreement that covered the widow’s voting rights,” Gillette said. “Does she have something different from everyone else?”

“Definitely. And it’s big.”

“Oh?”

“Yeah. No matter how many limited partners there are in the funds, she gets 25 percent of the vote. It’s a provision Donovan always insisted on. As I understand it, he had a tough time getting the limited partners to buy into that early on, before we got here. But when his track record got good, when he started making all that money for the limiteds, they stopped caring about it.”

Donovan hadn’t advertised that. “What if we raise another fund?” Gillette asked, watching the train tracks veer away from the road and disappear into the forest. “Would she share in the upside of that one, too?”

“No. She keeps Bill’s stake in all of our existing funds, but she doesn’t automatically get a piece of any new ones we raise. She might come in as an investor in the next fund if we asked her to, but she wouldn’t get a piece of Everest’s upside share of that fund. She’d be a limited partner in that one like everybody else.”

Investors in Everest Capital’s private equity funds were known as limited partners, “limited” because they had no management authority over the fund. Gillette, Cohen, Mason, and Faraday were the managers. Responsible for identifying companies to buy; finding executives to operate them; and deciding when to sell. With Gillette now being the ultimate decision maker on all major issues.

The investors had limited financial liability as well. They couldn’t lose more than they put in. Which had never been an issue for any of Everest’s seven funds. Going back twenty years, each Everest fund had returned at least three dollars for every dollar invested.

Everest Capital earned an annual fee from the limited partners to cover expenses—for things like the salaries of Everest’s thirty-three employees and the lease expense for its Park Avenue offices. The aggregate fee—a percentage of the total dollars Everest managed—was a hundred million. Big money. But the real sizzle for Gillette, Cohen, Faraday, and Mason was the opportunity to share in the profits, or “ups,” from the sale of portfolio companies out of the funds.
Typically, Everest acquired ten to twenty companies with each fund, running the companies for three to five years after buying them. Significantly increasing profits before taking them public or selling them to bigger companies. In most cases cashing out for much more than they paid. Distributing the sale proceeds back to the limited partners after the transaction.

The kicker for Gillette and the others came after the limited partners had gotten back their original investment. Once that happened, Everest kept 20 percent of the profits. So, if the original investment by the limited partners was ten dollars and Everest turned that into forty over the life of the fund, Everest kept six—20 percent of the thirty-dollar gain. Of course, if the original size of the fund was ten billion and that ten billion turned into forty billion, the “ups” were six billion. Six billion split just four ways—now that Donovan was dead.

The last private equity fund Everest had raised—Everest Capital Partners VII—was 6.5 billion. It was the seventh fund Everest had raised, and was one of the largest of its kind. Donovan and Nigel Faraday had led the money-raise, completing it eighteen months ago. A little over half of the 6.5 billion was invested in seven companies.

Already, Gillette was planning a new fund—Everest Capital Partners VIII—which would be ten billion dollars. Along with the five billion Everest still managed in funds I through VI—and the 6.5 in VII—the firm would control more than twenty billion dollars of private equity capital. Once VIII was raised, Everest would become the most powerful private equity firm in the world.

“The four of us keep all the Everest upside in the next fund,” Cohen continued. “And, as chairman, you decide how that’s divided.”

Gillette’s eyes narrowed. Twenty billion dollars. A tremendous amount of money. Easily enough to convince whoever had just tried to kill him to try again. “You said the widow wouldn’t share in the upside of the next fund.”

“That’s true,” Cohen confirmed.

“I assume she wouldn’t get that 25 percent voting block either.”

“No, she wouldn’t.”

“How does that work?” Gillette asked. “When does she lose that right?”

“As soon as we raise another fund that’s the same size or bigger than the last one. Once that happens, she’s just like everybody else. Her vote is equal to her pro rata piece of the current fund. Her dollar commitment divided by the size of the fund.”

There were implications to that—good and bad—Gillette would have to sort through. But it would take at least a year to raise VIII, so it would be a while before he’d have to deal with them. “Ben, we’re going to start raising the eighth fund next week,” he announced. “The target for Everest VIII is going to be ten billion dollars.” It was the first time he’d mentioned this to Cohen.

Cohen squinted and his mouth fell slowly open. “Ten billion?”

“Yes.”

“But we’re only a little over halfway through the seventh fund.”

“The partnership agreement states that I can start raising the next fund after we’ve invested 50 percent of the current one.” He’d checked that clause this morning, too.

“Sure, sure, but Bill always waited until we’d invested at least 75 percent,” Cohen countered. “He thought it was better that way. So the limited partners would feel like we were more focused on generating returns and not just raising more money so we could collect bigger management fees. We didn’t start raising VII until we were 80 percent of the way through VI.”

“Ten billion is a lot of money. We’ll need extra time.”
“Will the insurance companies and the pension funds commit that much?” Cohen asked skeptically. “Is there enough money in the market to do this?”

“There’s always enough money.”

“I don’t know.”

“Don’t worry.”

“It’s what I do best.” Cohen sighed, adjusting his glasses. “Christian, there’s something you should know.”

Gillette glanced over. “What?”

“Both Kyle and Marcie have been approached by other private equity firms. They’ve been offered very nice packages. Big salaries, guaranteed bonuses, and big pieces of the ups.”

Kyle Lefors and Marcie Reed were managing directors at Everest Capital. One rung below Cohen, Faraday, and Mason on the Everest organization chart. There were several other managing directors at the firm, but Lefors and Reed were the most talented.

“I knew about Lefors,” Gillette said.

“How?”

“Tom McGuire.”

“Of course.”

“But I didn’t know about Marcie.” Gillette took a deep breath. “I don’t want to lose either of them.”

“What are you going to do?”

Gillette heard the concern in Cohen’s voice, and the reason was obvious. There was really only one way to deal with the problem. Promote Lefors and Reed to managing partner and give them a piece of the ups in VIII. Of course, Cohen, Faraday, and Mason wouldn’t want that because it would mean less for them. Cohen and Mason might argue against the promotions calmly, but Faraday would go ballistic. He had a terrible temper.

“I don’t know yet. I need to think about it some more.”

“Just don’t—”

“Did I see Faith Cassidy at the funeral?” asked Gillette, switching subjects as he pulled out his Blackberry—a cordless, handheld e-mail and cell phone device—and began rifling through his messages.

Faith Cassidy had exploded on to the pop music scene last year with a debut album that sold millions. Her second album had come out recently. Through the sixth fund—the same one that owned McGuire & Company—Everest owned the entertainment company that controlled Faith’s music label.

“Yes, she was at the church,” Cohen confirmed.

“She’s an attractive young woman.”

“I suppose,” Cohen agreed indifferently, watching the trees flash past.

“Who invited her?”

Cohen stayed silent.

“Ben?”
“All right, I did,” Cohen admitted. “Bill liked her a lot. I thought it would be a nice gesture. You have a problem with that?”

When the Town Car had climbed the long, steep driveway and eased to a stop in front of Donovan’s mansion, Gillette stepped out and waited for Troy Mason to escort the widow up to him.

“Thank you again for delivering the eulogy,” she murmured from behind the black lace, still clasping Mason’s arm. “I know Bill appreciated your kind words.”

Gillette glanced at Mason’s bitter expression. Mason was tall, blond, and handsome. A man who would have been playing football on Sundays instead of buying and running companies if he hadn’t destroyed his left knee in the Rose Bowl his senior year at Stanford. He still walked with a slight limp.

Gillette and Mason hadn’t spoken since the decision of the partners had been announced yesterday afternoon. Normally they talked five to ten times a day.

“It was an honor, Ann,” Gillette assured her, turning his attention back to the widow. Trying to see behind the veil.

“People will be here soon,” she whispered.

Gillette nodded. “We should get you inside.” There was a gust of wind and the veil fluttered. For a moment he caught sight of her pale face and drawn lips. “May I use your husband’s study this afternoon?”

The widow slid her arm from Mason’s and moved beside Gillette. “You know people will want your time, don’t you?”

“No doubt.”

“Even if all they can get is a few seconds,” she murmured. “Because of all that money.”

Now that she was close, he could see through the lace. “Yes.”

“We chose wisely the other day,” she whispered, her back to Mason. “Bill would have voted for Troy. He loved Troy like a son.” She hesitated, gazing off into the distance.

Like the one she could never give him, Gillette thought to himself.

“Offer me your arm, Christian.”

Gillette glanced over the widow’s shoulder into Mason’s burning eyes before turning to escort her down the stone path. “Thank you for your vote at the meeting,” he said. “Without it, I wouldn’t be chairman.”

“You should thank Miles Whitman. I was going to vote for Troy until Miles called and told me you were the best person for the job. I’m glad he did.”

Miles Whitman was Everest’s largest investor. “So am I,” Gillette agreed.

The widow clasped his arm tightly. “Take care of my money, young man.”

“Like it was my own.”

They were quiet until they were almost to the mansion.

“Always make people come to you, Christian,” she advised him as they reached the stone terrace in front of the main entrance. “Always make people see you on your terms. When you’re prepared. Never before.” She turned to face him. “I learned a lot over the last twenty years. Even as just the wife.”
Negotiations. The purchase of a company—price, cash or paper, representations, warranties. Details of a senior executive’s pay package—salary, bonus, stock options, perks. Terms of a critical financing—interest rate, repayment schedule, covenants. Issues that the private equity professionals deal with constantly because the CEO of a company owned by a private equity firm can’t make a move without his chairman’s approval.

And, in a world dominated by constant negotiation, there is one hard and fast rule. It isn’t the one who wants something less who has the advantage. It’s the one who appears to want it less.

EVERYTHING ABOUT DONOVAN’S STUDY WAS imposing. The huge stone fireplace. Big desk. Dark wood walls. Expensive furniture. Oil paintings. Photographs of him with famous people—politicians, sports figures, entertainers—cluttering the credenza and floor-to-ceiling bookcases. All of it designed to intimidate the visitor.

Gillette took a deep breath. The scents of leather and wood smoke. It reminded him of his father’s study.

The wooden chair behind the wide desk creaked as Gillette eased into it. Through the dim light he gazed at himself in a gold-framed oval mirror hanging on the far wall. Black hair parted on one side, combed back behind his ears. Sharp facial features—a thin nose, strong jaw, prominent chin, and high, defined cheekbones. And intense gray eyes that people naturally locked on to. At six two and a fit 190 pounds, he was an imposing figure on the other side of the negotiating table—which always helped.

The image in the mirror blurred as the exploding limousine flashed through his mind once more. He grimaced. Two people dead. A few more paces and he would have been—

A knock on the office door broke the stillness.

“Christian.”

He recognized the heavy English accent immediately. “Come in.”

The door opened and closed quickly, and Nigel Faraday appeared out of the gloom. Faraday was pale, round-faced, and rarely without a drink in his hand if he wasn’t at the office. This afternoon was no exception.

“Bloody hell.”

“What’s wrong, Nigel?” Gillette asked, watching the Brit swirl the ice in his glass with his finger.

Faraday was Ben Cohen’s alter ego. Faraday hated details and had no desire to be tied down by a family. Thriving instead on Manhattan’s nightlife. Entertaining Everest investors three or four evenings a week, often until two or three in the morning. An expert at raising cash, he had that knack for knowing the exact moment to ask for big money—and getting it.

“Our plan was a bust,” Faraday muttered, throwing back a healthy swallow of scotch. “Fucking Cohen.”

“Not even going to try to deny the conspiracy?” Gillette asked, touching his forehead to make certain it wasn’t bleeding again. They weren’t particularly close, but he’d always liked Faraday. His sarcasm was entertaining, and, if you weren’t careful, the accent could be hypnotic.

“Cohen was supposed to get you down those steps faster, then tell you he’d forgotten something in the church and get away from the limo. But all that little fucker can do is run numbers. And babble Latin,” Faraday added, smiling. “Mason and I should have remembered that.”

Gillette almost smiled back—three days ago he would have—but he controlled his expression. Things were different. He had to maintain his distance now that he was chairman. “Next time you’ll do a better job of preparing.”
“You’re fucking right we will.”

Gillette shook his head. Faraday dropped the f-bomb constantly.

“Chris, I—”


Faraday chuckled, then coughed and wiped the smile away with the back of his hand when he realized Gillette was serious. “Well, look, I just wanted to make sure you were all right. I was worried about you there for a few minutes, what with all that blood. I’m not going to lie and tell you I wasn’t disappointed that I didn’t get the nod from the limited partners yesterday. I thought I had more than a few of them in my pocket. After all, I raised a lot of their dough.” Faraday paused. “But I’m glad you’re all right.”

Of the ninety-three investors in the Everest funds, Faraday had won only three votes. Translation: The limited partners enjoyed the entertainment, and they committed dollars to Everest when Faraday asked, but they had no confidence in his ability to actually manage the money. To acquire healthy companies and make savvy operating decisions once Everest owned them.

“Thank you,” Gillette said quietly.

“I also came to let you know that Senator Stockman fucking wants to see you.”

Gillette glanced up from a manila folder lying on one corner of Donovan’s desk. “Looking for handouts, is he?” It hadn’t taken long for the parade to start.

“I’m sure he’d refer to it as ‘support.’ ”

“Aren’t you fucking sure?” Gillette shot back, spotting a razor cut on Faraday’s cheek. Faraday was swarthy and always nicking himself.

Faraday’s round face slowly broke into another grin. “Yeah. I’m fucking sure.”

Gillette nodded. “I’ll see him. But tell him it’ll be a few minutes.”

“Should I come back in with him?”

“No, send Cohen.” Faraday’s grin evaporated and anger flashed across his face, but Gillette motioned toward the door before the other man could complain. “Go.”

When Faraday was gone, Gillette glanced back into the mirror. Urgency and efficiency. Make the most of every second. Bill Donovan’s mantra. Over the last ten years Gillette had become a disciple.

Faraday worked his way through the crowd toward Cohen. A thousand people had been invited to the reception and all of them seemed to have accepted.

He tapped Cohen on the shoulder. “Hey, Moses.” His nickname for the little man.

Cohen excused himself from his conversation with Faith Cassidy. “What is it, Nigel?” he snapped, irritated at being interrupted.

The Brit grinned smugly. “Where’s your wife?”

“Why?”

“She’s usually smarter about monitoring your fucking pecker.”
Cohen pursed his lips. “Why do you like hassling me so much?”

“Because it’s so fucking easy.” Faraday gestured with his glass. “Our new leader has summoned you to the study. By the way, he’s calling himself ‘Christian’ now.”

Cohen rolled his eyes. “Yeah, I know.”

“Sit down, Ben.” Gillette motioned toward the two chairs in front of the desk.

Cohen chose the one farthest from the door.

“I need your help.”

“I want to help in any way I can, Christian. Especially right now when you’re just taking over.”

Gillette studied Cohen’s expression, trying to determine whether the signs of submission were sincere. “Senator Stockman wants to meet with me, and I need someone else in here while we talk.” Gillette watched Cohen relax. He understood that a new order had just been established, and that he was now second in command. “Just so there’s no misunderstanding later about what was said.”

“Thanks,” said Cohen, looking down. “I appreciate your including me.”

Gillette waited for Cohen’s eyes to come back up to his. “Did you talk to Mason?”

“Yes.”

“And?”

“And you were right, Christian. One drink and Troy wouldn’t shut up. He’s definitely bitter. Apparently, Donovan was planning to step down at the end of the year and turn everything over to Troy.”

Gillette nodded. It was exactly as he’d thought. “How about Miss Cassidy? Did you talk to her?”

Before Cohen could answer, the door opened and Senator Stockman walked into the study. He was tall and distinguished, with silver hair and a healthy tint to his skin. He strode purposefully to the desk and extended his hand without glancing at Cohen.

“Look at you, Mr. Gillette,” Stockman said as they shook. “Suddenly you’re a powerful young man.”

Gillette motioned for Stockman to sit in the chair beside Cohen’s. He’d met the senator several times over the last few years but always in Donovan’s presence. Before today, Stockman never seemed to remember his name.

“It’s such a terrible thing about Bill,” Stockman observed, crossing his legs at the knee as he sat down. “But one man’s loss is another’s gain. Isn’t that true, Mr. Gillette?”

“It’s a zero-sum world,” Gillette agreed quickly, gesturing toward Cohen. “Senator, meet Ben Cohen.”

Stockman tilted his head slightly without looking over. “What do you think happened to your boss, Mr. Gillette? Was it an accident like the police are saying? Or did Bill have help filling his lungs with water?”

“Why would I think Bill was murdered?”

“Because if you’d come out of the church thirty seconds earlier, we wouldn’t be having this conversation.”

The office went deathly still for a few moments.

“Why did you want to see me?” Gillette finally asked.
“I thought it made sense for us to get together as soon as possible.” The senator smiled. “To talk about ways we can work together.”

Stockman and Donovan had never gotten along. They’d always made a point of being good at public palm-pressing, but they were at opposite ends of the political spectrum, and that had ultimately turned into an intense personal dislike. There was no chance that they would have ever helped each other. But maybe there was an opportunity here.

Gillette opened one hand and gestured. “I’m interested.”

“I’d like to ask a few questions about Everest first.”

“Go ahead.”

“How many companies do you control?”

“Twenty-seven.”

“And how much do those companies have in combined sales?”

“Wait a minute,” Cohen objected. “That information is highly confidential.”

“It’s fine, Ben,” Gillette said smoothly. “Senator Stockman would never disclose anything confidential about us to anyone. Would you, Senator?”

Stockman smiled thinly. “Of course not.”

“Answer the question, Ben.”

Cohen took an irritated breath. “The twenty-seven companies have combined sales of over eighty billion dollars.”

“How many employees is that?”

Cohen shot Gillette a quick look.

“Tell him.”

“Almost a million.”

“A million employees,” the senator said wistfully. “That’s a lot of votes. How many of those companies are you chairman of, Christian?”

“Seven,” Cohen answered for Gillette. “But with Bill’s death, as the new chairman of Everest Capital, Christian will automatically take those chair positions as well. That’s another thirteen.”

“Jesus. Chairman of twenty companies. And chairman of Everest.” Stockman chuckled. “I hope they can clone you, Christian. Otherwise, you won’t have time to take a crap let alone—”

“What do you want, Senator?”

Stockman folded his hands in his lap. “In a few days I’m going to announce my candidacy for president,” he explained, his voice low. “I want Everest Capital’s support, specifically those million votes. Employees listen to their chairman.”

Over the last few weeks, Gillette had heard rumors about a Stockman campaign for the White House.

“As you know,” Stockman continued, “I’m a Democrat. As you also know, Bill Donovan was a conservative. A senior member of the Republican National Committee, in fact. It never made sense to ask him for help. I would have had better luck with a brick wall. But I hear you’re different. I hear that even though you grew up in Beverly Hills,
you relate to the common man. To the blue-collar set, especially minorities. Those people are a significant piece
of my constituency. So, I want your support, Christian. I want you to tell all those Everest employees to vote for me,
and I want you to be active behind the scenes. Calling on people who matter and getting them to support me.”

Stockman glanced at Cohen for the first time. “We’re not talking about a one-way street here.” He ran the fingertips
of his hand over the lapel of his suit jacket. “As I’m sure you both know, I have friends in high places. At the
Securities and Exchange Commission, for instance.” He paused. “Over the years Everest Capital has made billions
selling companies it controls to the public. True, Mr. Cohen?”

“True.”

“In fact, one of my aides told me you still own big pieces of several of those companies. In addition to those
twenty-seven companies you own outright. Is my information accurate?”

Cohen nodded.

“With all the scrutiny on corporate accounting and control these days, public offerings can easily get bogged
down by SEC bullshit. Even shelved sometimes.”

Cohen flashed Gillette an angry look, anticipating what was coming.

“Obviously, that’s not something you want,” Stockman pointed out, following Cohen’s glance. “I can help you
there.” He raised his eyebrows. “Or not.”

“Hold on,” Cohen snapped. “We’ve taken fifteen companies public over the last ten years. We know plenty of
people who can—”

“Have someone in your office call my assistant,” Gillette instructed Stockman, cutting off the conversation. There
was no need for this to escalate. Not right now, anyway. “Her name is Debbie.” He rose and moved out from behind
the desk. “Have them arrange a lunch for us next week,” he continued, taking Stockman’s hand, helping him up out
of the chair and guiding him to the door. “We’ll go to the Racquet Club. Would you like that?”

“That’s a nice place, Christian. I haven’t been there in a while. Yes, I would like that.”

Gillette opened the door. “I look forward to hearing more about your campaign, Senator.”

“Thank you.”

“What a prick,” Cohen muttered when Stockman was gone. “Threatening us like that with his SEC contacts. Like
we’re babes in the woods when it comes to IPOs. And telling us he’s so damn sensitive about minorities. I’ve
checked his track record, Christian. He’s big business all the way. He’s just got a great PR machine behind him.”

“Have Tom McGuire put together a report on him,” Gillette instructed, sitting back down. “Tell him to get me
everything on the guy. I want it by tomorrow afternoon.”

“You’ll have it,” Cohen promised.

“And, Ben, I don’t want to have to show someone out of a room like that again. You’ll do those things from now
on. Got it?”

“Uh-huh,” Cohen agreed hesitantly. As though he wasn’t sure he wanted to be anyone’s butler.

There was a soft tap on the door, and Gillette’s eyes flicked to Cohen’s.

Cohen rose and moved to the door. “Now Richard Harris wants time,” he called.

“Fine.”

Cohen gave the okay to Harris’s messenger.
“Do you think Mason is having affairs with women who work at his portfolio companies?” Gillette asked. Mason was chairman of the other seven Everest-controlled companies, and there were always rumors that he used his position to manipulate women into bed. But nothing had ever been proven.

“I . . . I don’t know.”

“I didn’t ask if you knew, Ben. Just what you thought.”

“I don’t want to speculate. Troy’s my business partner. And my friend.”

“Damn it, Ben, tell me what you think.”

Cohen squinted and adjusted his glasses. “I’d guess it’s possible.”

“Really going out on a limb, aren’t you?”

“Huh?”

“Nothing.”

Another reason the investors hadn’t given any consideration to his being chairman of Everest, Gillette realized. And why Donovan had never made Cohen chairman of any of Everest’s portfolio companies. Cohen could calculate numbers better than any quant jock on Wall Street, but he couldn’t be tough. If there was one thing a top private equity professional had to be, it was tough. Sometimes even with friends.

“The guy is a walking sexual harassment suit,” Gillette said flatly.

“Oh, I don’t know. I think a lot of that stuff is overblown.”

“It’s a lock he’s banged women who work at his companies.”

Cohen didn’t respond.

“A big, well-publicized sexual harassment suit could negatively impact our reputation and our business prospects. Wouldn’t you say, Ben?”

“Maybe.”

Gillette stared hard at Cohen for a few moments, irritated by his indifference. “When you speak to Tom McGuire about Senator Stockman, have him find out if Troy’s doing anything stupid when he goes to board meetings.”

“I’m not comfortable doing that. It’s not right.”

“I don’t care if you’re comfortable, Ben. Just do it. Understand?”

There was another knock at the door.

This time Cohen was up immediately. A moment later, Richard Harris followed him into the office.

After shaking hands with Gillette, Harris sat in the same chair Stockman had used. “Congratulations, young man,” he offered warmly. As chief executive officer of U.S. Petroleum, the country’s largest industrial company, he was one of the most influential men in corporate America. “Your promotion was well deserved, Christian.”

“Thank you.” Gillette gave Cohen a quick nod of approval. Harris had always called him “Chris.” Obviously, Cohen had given Harris the message at the door. “What do you want?”

Harris blinked several times. “Well, I can see why the limited partners chose you to take over the firm. It’s like I’m speaking to Bill. Never a wasted second.”
Gillette glanced at his watch.

“You own a Canadian production company that’s got some very nice oil and gas reserves,” Harris continued quickly, catching Gillette’s impatience. “Laurel Energy.”

So, that was the reason for the meeting. Harris wanted Laurel. Which could be a tremendous opportunity to solidify his position in the minds of the Everest limited partners right away, Gillette realized. To negotiate a sweetheart deal to sell one of the portfolio companies at a high price immediately after being elected chairman. Early wins were so important.

“I want it,” Harris continued.

“A lot of people do,” Gillette countered.

“I’ll pay you whatever amount gives Everest Capital a 50 percent annual return. That’s damned good. Your limited partners will be very happy. It’ll be a nice announcement to make so soon after taking control.”

“What did we pay for Laurel Energy, Ben?” Gillette wanted to know, irritated that Harris had anticipated his desire to have a big win right after becoming chairman. That wouldn’t help his negotiating position.

“Two billion,” Cohen answered. “We used three hundred million of equity out of Fund Six, and we put together a $1.7 billion loan from Citibank to close the transaction.”

“When did we buy it?”

“Almost three years ago.”

“How much of the billion seven debt is still out?”

“Around a billion two, but—”

“So I’ll pay you a billion in cash for your equity,” Harris offered. “That’s seven hundred million more than the three hundred million you invested. And U.S. Petroleum will take over that Citibank loan. You’ll be free and clear of that.”

Gillette glanced at Cohen. He seemed nervous. Like he was calculating his share of the $700 million profit, and he was worried the deal might not go down. “What do you think, Ben?”

Cohen shrugged.

“It’s not enough,” Gillette said, shaking his head, frustrated with Cohen again.

“It’s more than enough,” Harris retorted.

“I’ve got a suggestion. A way to bridge the gap.”

Harris looked warily at Gillette. “Oh?”

“U.S. Petroleum owns an oil field service business based in New Orleans. You picked it up a few years ago when you bought out that exploration company up in Alaska. It’s not a core asset.”

Harris smoothed his tie. “No, it’s not,” he admitted.

“I’m told that the company does a billion a year in revenue and a hundred million in net income.”

“That’s about right. So what?”

“So I’ll pay you four hundred million for it.”
Harris’s face turned red. “Four hundred million? Four times net income? You might as well steal it from me, Christian. You could turn around and sell it the next day for at least a billion and a half. My public shareholders would crucify me.”

“Don’t tell them,” Gillette suggested bluntly. “We won’t say anything about the deal. It’ll be quick and clean. No publicity.”

Harris shook his head. “It wouldn’t work. Our accountants would make me put the transaction in the footnotes to the year-end financial statements. That’s when the shareholders would find out.”

“No way. U.S. Petroleum is huge. Two hundred billion a year in revenues. Your accountants shouldn’t make you mention it. It’s immaterial to the overall size of the company. But, hey, if the green eyeshade guys start yammering about sticking it in there anyway, let them know you’ll move the accounting engagement to another firm.” Gillette pointed at Harris. “What do your accountants make a year off U.S. Petroleum? Twenty, thirty million?”

“More like forty,” Harris muttered.

“Then it’s an easy decision for the lead partner. It’ll be like our transaction never happened.”

“I don’t know.”

Gillette let the suggestion sink in for a moment. “Well, that’s my offer, Richard. You sell me the oil field service company for four hundred million, and I sell you Laurel Energy with all those sweet oil and gas reserves for a billion dollars plus the Citibank debt.” He hesitated, tapping the desk. “Look, I know why you really want Laurel,” he said flatly. “It’s got exploration options on several large tracts of land up there in Canada that may contain a huge new field. We haven’t shot our seismic tests yet, and it’ll be a while until we do and we get the results back. But if all that oil and gas is there, it’ll make a billion dollars plus debt look like pocket change. At that point, my investors will be crucifying me. Let’s not dance without music. It’s a waste of time. Now, do you want to do the deal or not?”

Harris fumed for a few seconds, then nodded. “Yeah, I do.”

“Good. Get your attorneys started on the documents right away. I want both transactions closed no later than January tenth.”

“I’ll see you to the door, Mr. Harris,” Cohen spoke up, catching Gillette’s subtle indication that this meeting was over.

“What do you think?” Gillette asked when Harris was gone.

“I think a billion dollars plus debt is a lot to pay for Laurel Energy if the engineers don’t find any major reserves on the option properties.”

“I agree, but Harris probably had his people do some preliminary work on the area. He’s making a bet. If he loses, he overpaid, but not by that much. If he wins, he looks like a superstar.” Gillette raised one eyebrow. “What he doesn’t know is that we’ll be finished with the seismic tests before January tenth so we’ll know what the deal is up there before we ink to sell. If we strike black gold, we’ll renegotiate. Right?”

Cohen shrugged. “Hey, caveat emptor.”

Gillette counted silently to five, then spoke. “Next time you want to say ‘buyer beware,’ just say it. Understand?”

“Come on,” Mason said quietly, running his finger down the woman’s arm. They were standing in a corner of the mansion’s great room, at the edge of the crowd. Mostly hidden from view. “Follow me.”

“You’re terrible, Troy,” she said, an anxious smile playing across her lips. “No, I couldn’t.”
“This isn’t a request, honey, it’s an order. Just like when I tell you to get me coffee.” He slid his hand down the back of her dress and squeezed one of her buttocks. “Now, get to the basement.”

“Troy!” she hissed, slapping his hand away.

“I’m just playing,” he whispered, leaning down and kissing her on the cheek, but not before first making certain no one was watching. “You know how much I care about you.”

“Where’s your wife?” she asked.

“At home. Back in Manhattan.”

“How did you manage that?”

“The baby’s sick,” Mason explained. “Besides, my wife isn’t big on funerals.”

“‘Oh.”

“Meet me downstairs in five minutes,” he instructed. “There’s a guest room down the hall past the pool tables.” He’d stayed at the mansion before and knew his way around. “The stairs to the basement are on the way to the kitchen.”

“Forget it. I’m not going to—”

“And take off your panties before you come,” he interrupted.

“Troy, you’re terrible. I’m not going to . . .” Her voice trailed off. He was already heading through the crowd.

“Thanks for stopping by.” Gillette shook Miles Whitman’s hand as they stood by the office door. Whitman was the chief investment officer of North America Guaranty & Life. “I appreciate it.”

“Glad you won.” Whitman glanced at Cohen, then back at Gillette. “I won’t take any more of your time, Christian. I’m sure lots of people are trying to get in to see you today.” He turned to go, then stopped. “Nine o’clock Tuesday morning, right?”

Gillette had requested a meeting with Whitman to discuss the new fund. “Right, nine o’clock.”

When Whitman was gone, Gillette headed back to Donovan’s desk. As he was sitting down, Cohen called from the doorway. “Now Tom Warfield wants to see you.” Warfield was the president of J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., one of the world’s biggest banks.

Gillette shook his head. “Warfield’s going to beg me to replace Citibank with J.P. Morgan as our house bank. He was always on Donovan’s ass to do that. I’m not going to deal with him now. Tell him to call Debbie to arrange a meeting. But no lunch,” Gillette added quickly, rubbing his eyes. His contacts were starting to burn. “Warfield tells too many stories. He bores me to death.”

Cohen relayed the message to the Morgan vice president waiting outside the office, then called to Gillette again. “How about Jeremy Cole? Got time for him?”

Gillette had met the Giants’ quarterback several times. The first this past September outside the team’s locker room after the season opener. “Yeah, five minutes.”

Cohen turned to head back to his chair.

“Ben.”

Cohen stopped in the middle of the room. “Yes?”
“Go find Roger Nolan for me.” Nolan was CEO of Blalock Industries, a power-tool manufacturer that Everest owned. “He’s here, isn’t he?”

“Yeah. Why do you want him?”

“Just get him, will you? Tell him to wait outside until I’m finished with Jeremy.”

Cohen turned and headed for the door.

A few minutes later Jeremy Cole limped into the office.

“What happened?” Gillette asked, pointing at the leg.

“Ah, I got hit in practice yesterday,” Cole explained in his heavy Alabama accent, wincing as he sat down.

Cole was big, like Troy Mason. He’d led the Giants to the play-offs as a no-name rookie and quickly become a star in Manhattan.

“We’re going half speed, just running through a couple of plays out at the Meadowlands, you know, and one of the defensive vets with a rookie grudge spears me way after the whistle blows.” Cole laughed harshly. “They cut him this morning at eight o’clock.”

“But, what about the Packers next weekend. You going to be ready?”

“I’ll be okay. If I’m not, one of the doctors’ll shoot me up with something good.”

“One of them?”

“Yeah, it’s like they’re everywhere. Sometimes I think we’ve got more medical people on payroll than players.”

“Well, as a season ticket holder, I’m glad to hear the Giants are focused on maintenance. Always keep the assets well oiled.”

The two men shared a quick laugh.

“Did you want to see me about something specific?” Gillette asked. “Or is this just social?”

Cole took a deep breath. “I hate to bother you, but people tell me you might be my best bet.”

Gillette anticipated the request, already considering what he’d get in return. “You want me to convince the Giants to renegotiate your contract, even though you inked a five-year deal back in July.”

The young quarterback gazed at Gillette, astonished. “How did you know?”

“I hear things, Jeremy.” Gillette was friends with the oldest son of the Giants’ majority owner. They’d gone to college together at Princeton and had stayed in touch over the years. “Tell me about the contract.”

“I was an idiot. I agreed to five hundred thousand per.” Cole banged the chair with his fist. “I should be making five million next year, but I was a sixth-round pick, Chris. I had to take what I could get.”

Gillette considered correcting Cole for calling him Chris, but didn’t. Cohen would take care of that later. “And, even though you’ve had a great year, they won’t give you more money.”

“They told my agent to pound salt. They told him they wouldn’t renegotiate anything for at least two years. Which is crap. Professional football is a brutal sport. My career could be over every time out. I deserve better than —”

“I get the point,” Gillette said, raising his hand.
Cole fell silent.

“I’m willing to help, Jeremy. But if I get somewhere, I may ask you for a favor in return.”

Mason grabbed the young woman’s wrist and pulled her into the guest room, then shut the door and pushed her back against the wall beside the bed. Reaching beneath her dress, he slipped two fingers deep inside her. As instructed, she’d removed her panties before coming downstairs.

“This is crazy,” she moaned, her hands fumbling with his belt buckle, then the button. Unzipping his pants carefully. “We shouldn’t be doing this here.”

“Why not?”

“Someone might find us,” she gasped, leaning back against the wall as his lips came to her neck and his fingers moved in and out. “Jesus, I work for you, Troy.”

“Don’t worry. No one will find us down here.”

“You better be sure.”

“Relax. I know what I’m doing.”

The office door opened and Marcie Reed appeared. She was tall and blond with long legs she constantly accented by wearing short dresses—even at funeral receptions. Roger Nolan followed her through the door.

“Hello, Christian,” she said.

Gillette glanced up from a file he was studying. “Hi.”

“Ben said you wanted to see Roger.” Marcie was on the board of Blalock and responsible for it on a day-to-day basis, reporting major issues to Donovan as necessary. “I’m assuming that you’ll take over as chairman for Bill, but that you’ll want me to stay on the board?”

“ Probably.”

“So, I thought it made sense for me to be here.”

Gillette shook his head. “This is going to be one-on-one.”

“Oh.” She’d been about to sit down.

“But thanks for bringing Roger back here.”

“Sure,” she sniffed, irritated.

Gillette nodded at Nolan, then gestured toward the chairs in front of the desk as Marcie turned and stalked out of the room.

“Hello, Christian.” Nolan sat down without shaking hands. He was heavyset, bald, and had dark, thick eyebrows that gave him a naturally serious expression. “Why do you want to see me?” He was tapping his thigh impatiently.

“What’s the matter, you double-parked?”

“Huh?” Nolan gave Gillette a confused look.
Gillette pointed at the other man’s fingers. They were still tapping.

“Oh . . . no.” Nolan crossed his arms tightly over his chest. “I’ve got all the time in the world for you, Christian,” he muttered.

“Having a nice time today?” Gillette asked politely.

“As nice as possible under the circumstances.”

“Good.” Nolan and Donovan had been close. Too close as far as Gillette was concerned. Everest had owned Blalock Industries for three years, and, as CEO, Nolan had never made budget. It was one of those rare instances in which Donovan allowed personal feelings to influence his business judgment. Gillette leaned forward. “Remind me, Roger. What’s your salary?”

Nolan’s eyes flashed to Gillette’s. “What?”

“What’s your salary?”

“I only answer to the chairman as far as those kinds of questions go.”

Nolan must not have heard Marcie, Gillette thought to himself. “That would be me, Roger. Now that I’m chairman of Everest, I automatically take all of Bill’s chair positions at the portfolio companies as well.”

Nolan’s defiance drained away quickly. “Oh.”

“What’s your salary?” Gillette demanded again.

“Two million.”

“And what did Bill give you as a bonus last year?”

“Five.”

“Christ,” Gillette hissed under his breath. “How much did Blalock do in revenue last year?”

“Three billion.”

“What was net income?”

Nolan hesitated.

“Answer me, Roger.”

“Twenty-one million.”

“Damn it,” Gillette said loudly, pounding the desk. “Your salary and bonus were almost 25 percent of the company’s earnings. That’s ridiculous.”

“Hey, we did pretty well.”

“Pretty well? You make $20 million on $3 billion in revenues and you tell me you did pretty well? If that had been the Allies’ attitude during World War Two, we’d all be goose-stepping and eating bratwursts. Look, you’ve never hit your budgets and, given the preliminary reports I saw yesterday, you aren’t going to this year either.”

Nolan shrugged. “Foreign competition is tough. You gotta accept that.”

“I don’t gotta accept anything. My investors don’t. They want results, and so do I. One way or the other, I’m going to get them.” Gillette pointed at the older man. “Roger, you’re fired.”
Nolan recoiled in the chair, grabbing the arms so tightly his knuckles turned white. “You prick,” he seethed, gritting his teeth. “You can’t do that.”

“I just did.”

“Who’s going to run the company? You?”

“I can’t do any worse than you.” Gillette shook his head in disgust. “Your office at HQ in Philadelphia is being packed as we speak. Your personal items will be delivered to your house tomorrow. Under no circumstances are you to go back to the office.”

Nolan took a deep breath. “You still have to pay me two million a year for the next three years,” he retorted, trying to find a silver lining. “That’s how my contract reads. You gotta pay me no matter what.” He forced a smile to his lips. “I’ll enjoy playing my daily round of golf knowing I’ve made fifty-five hundred bucks on you.”

“Fifty-five hundred bucks a day,” Gillette repeated. “Two million a year divided by three-sixty-five, huh?”

“Yes,” Nolan said hesitantly.

As though he hadn’t expected the calculation to be understood so quickly, Gillette thought to himself, easing back in his chair. Taking his time to deliver the smart bomb. “I understand your son just had a nasty little run-in with the law.”

Nolan’s eyes flashed to Gillette’s again. “What the—”

“Cocaine, right? Tough rap for a college kid.”

“You son-of-a—”

“The cops caught him with a bag when they pulled him over for speeding,” Gillette kept going. “Given your personal net worth and, therefore, your ability to hire legal talent, you ought to be able to get him off without too much damage. And I’m impressed with your ability to keep it out of the newspapers. You pay off an editor up there?” Nolan’s mouth was falling slowly open as Gillette spoke. “But here’s the thing, Roger. Your son’s dealing.”

Nolan held up his hands. “My God.”

This was the dirty part of business, but Nolan had brought it on himself. He was playing golf at least three times a week. Mostly at Pine Valley, where you couldn’t talk business even if you wanted to—club rules. He’d totally neglected the company, and now he was going to pay. And he wasn’t going to earn six million dollars for the next three years just to play golf. “There’s no need for this to get nasty, Roger. I’m willing to be reasonable.”

“What does that mean?” Nolan asked, his voice barely audible.

“A hundred thousand dollars a year for the next three years, and you keep your medical and dental benefits. You agree to that, and your son gets off free and clear. You won’t even have to hire an attorney.”

“How can you do that?” Nolan whispered.

“I have friends in Portland who can help. I’ve already spoken to them.”

Nolan’s breathing was labored. “How about two-fifty?”

Gillette shook his head. “No. It’s the deal as offered, or—”

“All right, all right.” Nolan held up his hands. “I’ll take it.”
There was a sharp rap on the door.

“Who is it?” Gillette called loudly, annoyed that Cohen hadn’t gotten back yet to perform his gatekeeper duties.

“Kyle,” Lefors called back. “It’s important.”

“Come in.” Gillette pointed at Nolan. “We’re done.”

Lefors moved to the desk, waiting until Nolan was gone before he said anything. Lefors was tall and dark; physically, he resembled Gillette. “You’re going to love this,” he said, grinning.

Mason kissed the woman deeply for a few moments, addicted to that feeling of her fingers wrapped around him. Then he pulled her dress over her head and tossed it on the floor. He smiled to himself as she sank to her knees without being told to, taking him in her mouth. After three months she knew him so well.

As her tongue flicked up and down, he reached between her breasts and unhooked her bra, watching approvingly as she dropped her arms to her sides to let the lacy garment fall from her shoulders onto the floor next to the wall behind her. Now she was naked, except for those black suede high heels which wouldn’t be coming off. He loved the look of a woman in nothing but heels. Of the five women he was involved with, he enjoyed her the most. She was gorgeous and uninhibited. Willing to do anything.

Mason peeled off his shirt as she helped him step out of his pants. Then he pulled her to her feet and picked her up, carrying her to the bed and laying her down gently on the mattress. Kneeling in between her legs and kissing her again.

“I love you,” she whispered as she spread her legs wide and reached for him.

“Me, too,” he moaned, entering her. Moving gently at first, then harder.


“I know, I know.” Mason groaned, pulling her legs up over his shoulders. He interrupted his motion for a moment when he saw the strange look in her eyes. As he followed her gaze toward the door, she let out a shriek and scrambled away. “Oh, Christ,” he muttered.

Gillette stood at the end of the bed, glancing back and forth between the woman’s face and a piece of paper. Then he locked onto Mason’s eyes.

Cohen was by the door, arms folded across his chest, staring down at the floor. Kicking at something on the carpet with the toe of his black shoe.

Mason gazed back into Gillette’s icy expression, the dark features blurring before him as the blood pounded in his brain. Finally, he looked away, too embarrassed to meet Gillette’s stare any longer. “Chris, I—”

“Put your clothes on, Troy,” Gillette ordered, handing the piece of paper to Cohen as he headed for the door. “I’ll be outside.”

Gillette took Faith Cassidy’s hand and smiled. Moments ago he’d fired Troy Mason, his closest competitor in the race for the chairmanship of Everest Capital. Giving Mason a million dollars in severance. Informing Mason that he would never be allowed inside Everest again, and that he would forfeit his equity stake in the firm, a stake Cohen had estimated at sixty million dollars. Sex with a woman who reported to him had cost him fifty-nine million dollars. It was a hell of a price to pay for getting laid, Gillette thought to himself.

“I’ve always wanted to meet you, Miss Cassidy,” Gillette began, subtly motioning for Cohen to move off. “You’re very talented.”
“Thank you,” she said, stepping closer and putting her hand on his arm. “Please call me Faith.”

Gillette nodded, recognizing in her expression that she understood who he was. That, as instructed, Cohen had explained it all before Gillette joined the conversation. While he was axing Mason downstairs.

As Faith smiled up at him, he allowed himself a brief moment to drink in his victory—and revel in his power.

“Christian.”

Gillette’s gaze snapped left, and he peered into the darkness. It was late and the light from the mansion didn’t reach out here. He’d been about to get into the back of the Town Car. “Who’s there?”

Mason appeared out of the darkness. “Can I talk to you for a minute, Christian? Please.”

Gillette let out a quick breath. He needed to be more careful now, he realized, scanning the area as his eyes became accustomed to the dark. In fact, he probably needed a full-time bodyguard. He’d speak to Tom McGuire about that in the morning. “Go on.”

“Thanks. Look, I’m sorry about what happened in the basement,” Mason apologized, running one hand through his tousled hair. “It was a one-time thing. It’ll never happen again. I swear.”

“You expect me to believe that was really a one-time thing?”

“Huh?”

Gillette stepped toward Mason until they were close. “Have you had sex with other women at the companies you chair for us?”

“No.”

“You’re a terrible liar, Troy.” Gillette didn’t know if Mason was lying, but it didn’t matter. One indiscretion was enough. All it would take for a vindictive woman to drag Everest into a nightmare of a lawsuit.

Lefors had given Gillette the tip about Mason being in a basement guest room with the young woman, but Gillette had been careful about using the information. Going on the Internet to confirm—on the company’s website—that a woman with the name Lefors had mentioned really did work in the marketing department there. Then he’d pulled the woman’s picture down off her bio and printed it out. Standing at the foot of the bed, he’d compared the face in the picture with the face of the woman beneath Mason before either of them knew he was there. Deciding, as the woman scrambled away, that she was, in fact, the one in the picture.

“You’re a liar, Troy,” Gillette said coldly. “I won’t have a partner who’s a liar.”

“I’m not a liar. I’m telling you the truth.”

Gillette shook his head in disgust and turned back toward the waiting car.

“Christian!” Mason trotted to the car as Gillette got in, prying the door open when Gillette reached for the handle. “Don’t do this to me,” he begged. “I’ve worked my ass off to get to this point. We’ve been partners for ten years. Don’t leave me with nothing because of one stupid mistake.”

“I told you, Troy. You’ll get a million bucks as severance. Cohen will make the arrangements next week.”

“When my wife finds out I’ve lost my stake in the firm, she’ll divorce me and take every penny the IRS doesn’t.”

“Sounds like she wouldn’t believe tonight was an isolated incident either.”

“I’m begging you,” Mason pleaded desperately, sinking to his knees beside the Town Car. “Don’t do this to me.”
“You should have thought this through before.”

“I’ll be lucky to get a job washing cars.”

“At least in New York,” Gillette agreed.

“Christian.” Mason was beginning to hyperventilate “Come on. What do I have to do?”

“There’s nothing you can do.”

Gillette slammed the door shut, the car lurched forward, and Mason tumbled to the asphalt.

“Here you are, Ms. Hays, 250 thousand dollars.” The man placed the leather briefcase on the table in front of her. “The 25-thousand-dollar monthly payments will start once you get to the destination. Which shouldn’t take long. We’ll be monitoring you. You’ll receive the monthly payments in cash, as agreed.”

Kathy Hays gazed at the briefcase. Two hundred fifty thousand upfront, plus twenty-five thousand a month. And their promise not to tell her family what had happened five years ago. A horrible chapter in her life she thought was closed forever. One she thought she’d hidden from everyone. But they’d found it—and so much more.

But they’d promised they wouldn’t tell anyone what they’d found—as long as she stayed quiet about setting up Troy Mason.
Conflict. Nation vs. nation. Neighbor vs. neighbor. And the most destructive conflict of all—self vs. self. The fuse of all evil.

MARIA WAS THE BABY OF the family. But at five years of age, she already had more personality than most adults.

Gillette grinned at the little girl sitting on his lap. Admiring her jet black hair and the fire dancing in her mahogany eyes while she studied him with her serious look, tiny brows furrowed. Maria would have made something of herself even without his help. He’d come to recognize that fire in the eyes of all successful people.

She giggled, wrapped her small arms tightly around his neck, and kissed his cheek hard. “Te amo, Chreeees.”

“I love you, too, Maria.” Gillette liked coming here because he could completely relax. “I’m thinking of a number between one and ten,” he said loudly so that Selma, Maria’s mother, could hear, too. She was standing in front of the stove stirring a pot of stew. “You go first, Selma.”

Selma stopped stirring for a moment and thought. “Um, three.”

Gillette looked down at the little girl and raised one eyebrow. “Four,” Maria piped up.

“Very good,” Gillette said approvingly. He had taught her how to play the game last time, and she’d learned fast. Always play the odds. A much better chance of the number being greater than three. “The number’s seven.”

Selma groaned. “I always lose at this.”

“You go first this time, Maria,” Gillette said.

“Six,” the little girl answered quickly.

“I’ll say four,” Selma called as she began stirring again.

“Seven, again,” announced Gillette.

“I’m not playing anymore.” Selma laughed. “It’s too hard on my ego.”

“Why did you say six?” Gillette asked Maria, making sure of her strategy.

“If I go first, I should say five or six,” she answered, looking toward the ceiling and putting a finger to her lips, remembering what he’d taught her. “That gives me the best chance. You used a big number the first time, and I thought you’d use a big one again.”

Gillette broke into a huge grin. “Very, very good.”

“I’ll take her,” Selma said, picking Maria up off Gillette’s lap and setting the little girl on her wide hip. Selma had been slim as a younger woman, but having seven children had taken its toll. “How have you been, Chris?”

Gillette loved Selma. When she asked how you were, she meant it. She really wanted to know. It wasn’t just some throwaway question as it was for most people. “I’ve been good, Selma.” Bad grammar. “Well” would have been correct, but he wanted her to think he was a regular person.

She wagged her finger. “That’s what you always say. You’ve done so many nice things for me and my family. I want to know more about you. Like what’s going on in your life.”
“It would take too long to tell you. Besides, my life is pretty boring.”

“Oh, I bet.”

“Could I get some water?” he asked, starting to stand up.

“Sit, sit,” she ordered, moving quickly to the cabinet for a glass, then to the sink.

As she put the glass down in front of Gillette, eight-year-old Jose Jr. burst into the kitchen clutching a toy truck, his younger brother, Ruben, in hot pursuit. They raced around the table several times, shouting at each other in Spanish, then darted back into the living room.

“I don’t know how you do it,” Gillette muttered, taking a drink.

“I don’t even hear them anymore.” Selma shot him a sly look. “Someday soon you’ll be doing it.”

“Oh no, I won’t.”

“Oh yes, you will. Some young thing will melt your heart and you’ll give in.”

“Selma, I’ll be a bachelor until the day I—”

“Buenas noches, Señor Gillette.”

Gillette felt a hand on his shoulder and glanced up. Jose Medilla stood beside the chair, smiling down from beneath a bushy black mustache. Jose was short and wiry with leathery brown skin and a wide face. He was first generation Puerto Rican American. His grandparents still lived in a shack on the outskirts of San Juan.

“Buenas noches, Señor Medilla.”

“Can you stay for dinner?”

“Thanks. I’d like that.”

The spread at the funeral reception had been exceptional—long rows of sterling silver trays full of everything imaginable, catered by several five-star Manhattan restaurants—but Gillette hadn’t had the time to sample any. Tom Warfield had wedged his way into Gillette’s conversation with Faith and suddenly there were four more people involved. So Gillette had returned to Donovan’s office to regain control.

“I’d never pass on Selma’s stew.” Gillette knew it was important for Jose to feel like he was giving something back. Even if it was just a meal. “Not even for a steak at Sparks.”

“Selma’s cooking is better than any Manhattan steak house’s,” Jose said proudly. He motioned toward a pair of French doors that opened onto a deck spanning the back of the four-bedroom home. “Can I show you the house?”

“Sure.”

They moved out into the chill of the central New Jersey night. Princeton University, where Gillette had gone to school, lay only a few miles to the west.

“That’s the one.” Jose pointed across the back of his one-acre lot toward the brightly burning lights of another home. “The husband is a professor.”

“When did it go on the market?”

“Yesterday.”

“What are they asking?”
“Four hundred and seventy thousand.”

“Offer five hundred Monday morning,” Gillette instructed. “Let him see what he gets tomorrow, then move. Understand?”

“Sí.”

“Your brother is in the Bronx?”

“Sí.”

“How many children does he have?”

“Three.”

“Will this house be enough?”

“This house will be like a castle for him, Christian. Alex lives in a two-bedroom apartment on top of a bodega and with many cucurachas.”

“Call him tonight. Tell him we’ve agreed. And tell him to leave everything he has at that apartment. We’ll get him what he needs down here. Furniture and clothes. The same way we did for you.”

“Good. Cucurachas have a bad habit of hitchhiking.”

“What about the neighbors?” Gillette asked, scanning the rooftops looming in the darkness. “How are they treating you?”

“They tolerate us.”

Gillette grunted. “Pricks.”

“You can’t expect people here to accept us with open arms, Christian. They’re all professionals. All gringos. When they bought in this neighborhood, I don’t think they expected a Puerto Rican factory worker with seven children to move in.” Jose pointed across the yard. “It’ll be interesting to see what happens when my brother comes.”

“If anything does,” Gillette said, “let me know.”

“I can take care of myself.”

Gillette glanced at Jose. “Yeah, I’m sure you can.”

“That’s why nothing’s happened so far. People are afraid of how well I can take care of myself. Of how far someone like me would go.” Jose twirled a finger beside his ear. “Loco, you know?”

Gillette leaned against the deck railing. “Did you really kill a man?”

“Sí.”

“How?”

“I slit his throat.”

“Why?”

“He was trying to slit mine. He wanted to be the father of Selma’s children, too.”

“How old were you?”
“Seventeen.”

“Jesus,” Gillette muttered. At seventeen he’d been surfing off Santa Monica and hanging out on Rodeo Drive.

“Christian?”

“Yes?”

“Why do you do all this for me and my family?”

Gillette took a deep breath and glanced at the house he was about to buy for Jose’s brother. Conflict. Always conflict.

Mason held his head in his hands. A week ago he was sure he was going to be the next chairman. Donovan had promised him. Now he was barred from Everest for life, and fifty-nine million dollars poorer.

“I’m screwed,” he murmured, tears filling his eyes as he sat in the darkness of his Manhattan penthouse.

He swallowed hard and reached for a .38-caliber pistol lying on the coffee table. His career, his money, his future. Gillette had taken them all.

Mason cocked the gun, pressed the barrel to his temple, and slipped his finger behind the trigger.

Gillette stepped back into the kitchen from outside just as Jose Jr. and Ruben ran a lap around the table again. He grinned, watching them disappear into the living room. Then his smile faded, and for a moment he simply stared.

The young woman the two boys had darted past was gorgeous. One of the most beautiful creatures he’d ever seen.

Selma bit her lower lip, trying to hide a smile.

Gillette caught Selma’s smile, realizing in that instant that this had been neatly choreographed. But he didn’t care. The young woman was too beautiful for him to care.

“Chris, this is Isabelle, my youngest sister. She’s visiting from San Juan.”

The man shivered inside his triple-layered, goose-down parka as he moved carefully across the frozen ground toward the ghostly outline of his specially outfitted Ford Explorer. You had to move carefully up here, no matter how much you wanted to reach the warmth of your truck. If you fell and something snapped in the bitter cold, you were a dead man. Survival time out here was measured in minutes, not days.

He brought his hands to his ski mask as a brutal gust of wind whipped snow past him. People thought they understood the meaning of “remote.” They watched specials about places like this on the Discovery Channel, so they thought they knew. But they had no idea. Images on a television screen couldn’t convey the isolation that dominated this barren area of Canada eight hundred miles north of Montana.

His breath iced up the window of the idling truck when he reached it, but he didn’t stop to admire the geometric patterns. He yanked the door open and hopped inside. He was one of the few people in the world who did understand this place. Who understood how weeks of little or no human contact spent almost entirely in darkness could play on your mind. How watching the aurora borealis shimmer across a star-laden sky could send shivers up your spine, no matter how many times you’d seen it. How you questioned your sanity ten times a day for being up here.

Once inside the truck, he removed his thick gloves, picked up a clipboard, and scrawled notes on a pad. They’d plant the last of the dynamite near this spot tomorrow and run the test. Then he was going to get the hell out of here.
and go someplace warm.

Gillette stopped in front of the pool hall and watched the Town Car’s taillights disappear down the Brooklyn street. He’d sent the driver off, telling him he’d get a cab back to Manhattan. The guy hadn’t hesitated a second. Just taken off like a bat out of hell the moment Gillette closed the door, happy to get out of the rough neighborhood as fast as possible.

It was late, almost one in the morning, but Gillette wasn’t tired. He didn’t need much sleep. Never had. Just a few hours a night and he was fine.

He was still dressed in the neatly pressed charcoal suit he’d worn to the funeral. Tie stuffed in his pants pocket, white shirt open a couple of buttons at the neck. He reached for the inside pocket of his suit jacket and his wallet. Before leaving home this morning for the funeral, he’d taken everything out of it except the cash and his driver’s license.

He took out what was left of the cash—two hundred dollars—and put the bills into the shirt pocket of a man lying on the ground in front of the pool hall cradling a wine bottle in both arms. The guy never moved, never even said thank you. But this wasn’t about charity. It was about going in unarmed.

The place was loud, smoky, and crowded. Rap music blared, and there was the constant crack of the cue ball. Every table had onlookers. People keeping an eye on the quarters they’d put down to reserve the next game. People there to root for the players—girlfriends, boyfriends. People just interested in seeing a good game. And sharks waiting for the best time to slip into the flow without seeming too enthusiastic.

Gillette was keenly aware of the looks he was getting. It wasn’t hard to catch them. He was the only white guy in the place—and the only guy wearing a suit.

He’d never been here before. He’d heard about it from a couple of guys in Queens. There were supposed to be some very good players, guys who could have made it on the circuit, and he liked the pressure their games would give him. He used it to test himself. He could beat anyone in here on a quiet, neutral table. He knew that. But in front of the hometown crew, without a dime in his pocket, it might be a different story.

He watched for a while, getting the lay of the land. It was clear to him after a short time that the back four tables were reserved for the best players. No smiles, no conversation, no alcohol. Just hard looks, crisp shots, the sounds of the game, and the dance of the two players around the table.

And one guy managing the gate for each table. The guy who held the money.

“How long’s the list?” Gillette asked loudly.

The gate glanced up, casing Gillette. Toothpick moving to the left side of his mouth as he took one more look at the expensive suit. “Just one ahead.”

“What’s the bet?”

“Five grand.”

“Put me down.” Gillette nodded at the gate’s scratch in his notepad.

“Money first.”

“I’m good for it,” Gillette said evenly. “I’m sure you understand why I don’t want to let go of my cash.”

The gate shook his head. “’Fraid not. You got to give it to me now.”

Gillette smiled confidently. “You really think I’d walk in here without the money?”
The gate looked Gillette up and down again. “You better be good for it. You tell me you don’t have the money when you lose, and you won’t make it out of here alive.”

An hour later, Gillette leaned over the green felt, curled his left forefinger around the cue, and lined up the shot. Other than the cue ball, the eight was the only one left on the table. It was an easy scratch, and, if he didn’t make the shot and didn’t scratch, the other guy would definitely drop the eight on his next attempt—and win. He’d owe five grand to a man whose biceps were as big around as his thighs. With no way to pay. And an IOU wasn’t going to cut it.

Gillette closed his eyes for a moment, tuning out the crowd. More and more people had circled around the table as the match—best of five—had unfolded. There were probably fifty people watching at this point. Some screaming at him. Not wanting him to beat the neighborhood hero.

The cue ball rolled smoothly toward the eight, smacking it exactly where Gillette had aimed. No doubt the eight would drop, but the problem now was the cue. If it dropped, too, he’d scratch and the human mountain who was his opponent would win five thousand without having to take another shot.

In his peripheral vision, Gillette was aware of the eight ball dropping into the far corner pocket. But he was watching the cue as it rolled back the length of the green table toward him and the near corner. It was headed straight for the pocket, moving more and more slowly. The crowd screamed as it rolled and his opponent watched bug-eyed. Finally, it stopped, a quarter of the ball hanging over the pocket. The crowd groaned loudly and man mountain broke his cue in half over his knee.

Gillette handed his cue to someone in the crowd and moved to where the gate sat. The gate handed Gillette a wad of bills, which he slipped into his pocket with the tie.

“Hey, boy,” the gate asked as Gillette turned to go.

Gillette turned back. “What?”

“Did you have it?”

“Have what?”

“You know.”

Gillette moved back to where the gate sat, reached into his jacket pocket, and removed his wallet. Then he opened it up just enough that the gate—but no one else—could see that it was empty.

The gate smiled broadly. “Cool, man, but I’ll remember next time.”

“There won’t be a next time.”

“What? You think you’re too good for us now?”

“Got nothing to do with it,” Gillette answered, looking around. “I like this place, but I just beat the best in the house, so I’ll never get a money game in here again. And I never play for fun.”
The Male Curse. The relentless urge to hunt. The ruthless drive to conquer. The insatiable need to amass.

FAITH CASSIDY SCRIBBLED ANOTHER AUTOGRAPH, this time on the label of a champagne bottle. As she handed the pen back to the nervous young man who had approached her, she gave him the smile that had sold millions of CDs. It was the third time in the last ten minutes she’d been asked to sign something.

“You ever get tired of that?” Gillette asked when the guy was gone.

Faith picked up her glass of Chardonnay. “Tired of what?”

“People constantly wanting something from you.”

“No. Not fans, anyway.” She took a sip. “Do you ever get tired of managing all that money?”

Gillette ran the tip of his forefinger across his bottom lip. “No.”

“You aren’t telling me the truth.”

He looked at her curiously. “Why do you say that?”

“You hesitated when you answered.”

He shook his head. “You shouldn’t read anything into that. I give every question due consideration.”

She groaned. “Due consideration? Are you really that boring, Christian? If you are, I’m leaving. I want someone who talks to me like a real person, not somebody who sounds like the lawyers micromanaging my career.”

“I’m thirty-six. I can’t change who I am.”

“Can’t or won’t?”

Gillette gazed at Faith over the flame of a single candle. She was blond with large green eyes and a voluptuous figure he knew had been surgically enhanced. She wasn’t classically beautiful—not like Isabelle was. Faith overpowered you with her curves and enticed you with those bedroom eyes.

Still, it was Faith’s personality Gillette found most intriguing. She was confident but not arrogant. And she had a charisma and a passion about her that was contagious. She seemed to say whatever was on her mind—a luxury he didn’t have. What he said, he said with candor. But he didn’t say everything. He couldn’t.

“How about when your limousine explodes?” she pushed when he didn’t answer. “Do you get tired of managing billions then?”

He smiled for the first time. “No. I call the dealer and order a new one.”

She laughed. “You have a wonderful smile, but you don’t show it enough.”

“Always leave people wanting more. You know that. You’re an entertainer.”

“Are you really that calculating?”

He pushed his spoon around the tablecloth. “Are you really that direct?”

“I heard you were. I thought you’d appreciate it.”
“How exactly did you hear I was?”

“Mutual friends.”

“I doubt we have any mutual—”

“Okay, I guessed,” Faith admitted. “But it seems logical. One of my assistants researched you on the Web. A man who’s chairman of so many companies, of the company that owns my record label,” she reminded him, “a man like that would have to be direct. He’d have so many demands on his time, he’d have no choice.” She paused. “But maybe a man like that doesn’t appreciate having the tables turned on him.”

“Maybe not,” Gillette agreed coolly.

“And maybe I’m risking my next contract.”

“Not as long as your CDs keep selling.”

“Oh, I see how it is.”

“Business is business.” Gillette folded his hands in his lap. “Remind me again, Faith. How many albums have you done?”

“Two.”

“When did the first one come out?”

“A little over a year ago.”

“How many copies did it sell?”

“Over five million.”

No wonder so many people were begging for her autograph. “And the second one? When was it released?”

“A few weeks ago.”

“How’s it doing?”

She glanced down. “Fine.”

“Better than the first one?”

“It’s early, you know,” she murmured. “Still early.”

Clearly there was a problem. “Is it as good as the first one?”

“Better,” she said firmly, her expression turning steely. “Much better.”

“Then what’s the matter?”

Faith shrugged. “I don’t know.”

“Is the music label giving you the dollar support?” Gillette thought for a second, trying to remember if he’d seen or heard any plugs for her new album. “I’m probably not a very good measuring stick, but I don’t remember seeing or hearing anything. I’d think they’d be flogging TV and radio at this point.”

“I don’t get into all that,” she said quietly. “I just sing.”

“Uh-huh.” Definitely something wrong. “I’ll make a few calls and see what’s going on.”
“Thanks,” she said softly.

Their eyes met again and he caught appreciation in her expression. Then, what he thought was sadness.

“So, how did you feel when your limousine exploded?” Faith asked.

“The same way you felt when you got that letter a few weeks ago.”

McGuire & Company handled Faith’s personal security. Yesterday morning, after going through the file he’d put together on Senator Stockman, Tom McGuire had given Gillette the Reader’s Digest version of Faith Cassidy’s life. Including a quick mention of her bra cup size going from a “B” to a full “C” after surgery six months ago.

“What letter?” she demanded, her tone turning apprehensive.

“The one from the wacko who’s been stalking you since your Chicago concert.”

“How do you know about—”

“I just do, Faith.” She had no idea that Everest Capital owned McGuire & Company. It was the only portfolio company not mentioned on the Everest website. For good reason. It didn’t make sense to advertise to the outside world that Everest spied on people. “I have access to a lot of information.”

“Obviously.” She nodded at his unused wineglass. “Is it what you do that keeps you from having a glass of wine? Do you always have to be in complete control of everything? Including yourself?”

“No.” A lie.

“What is it, then?”

His first instinct was to say nothing, but he understood the power of pulling the curtain back on a fragment of his life. People felt like you were allowing them inside. Even if it was just for a few minutes, they appreciated it. Sometimes to the point where they felt like they owed you something.

His gaze moved slowly down over her breasts—barely covered by a sheer midriff top—to a diamond dangling from a gold belly ring.

“My mother was an alcoholic,” he finally said, glancing away. “She drank too many martinis one day and dove into the pool. My father found her on the bottom that night when he got home.”

Faith brought her hands to her mouth. “She hit her head when she dove in, didn’t she?”

“It’s more complicated than that. You see, she couldn’t swim. She hated the water. Before that day she’d never been in the pool, not even up to her ankles.” Gillette picked up his glass of water and took a sip. “The coroner put the time of death at three that afternoon, but she’d turned on the pool light beneath the diving board.”

“Why?”

“So my father would see her as soon as he got home. It was suicide.”

Faith shook her head. “I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have pressed.”

“That’s why I don’t drink, Faith. I can’t risk outside influences like that clouding my judgment.” Gillette hesitated. “You were right. I do have to be in control of myself. I have too many decisions to make all the time. Sometimes it seems like I have to make one every minute.”

“Does the pressure ever get to you?”

“No,” he answered firmly. “I can’t allow that.”
“What exactly do you do?” she asked. “Your messenger tried explaining it to me at the reception, but all I picked up was that you control a lot of money and you’re chairman of quite a few companies. Including Everest, now.”

“Was it that obvious I sent Ben Cohen?”

“Yes, but he wasn’t the first front man to come up to me. Senator Stockman sent his guy, and so did that football player. What’s his name? Jeremy something.”

Gillette glanced over the flame again. “Jeremy Cole?”

“Yeah, that’s it. I’m supposed to see him later this week.”

Gillette felt his pulse jump. A competitive combustion fueled by some basic instinct deep inside.

“Does that bother you?” Faith asked, grinning.

“Does what bother me?”

“That I’m going to see Jeremy Cole.”

“Of course not.”

“Sure,” she said sarcastically, leaning back in her chair and smoothing the napkin in her lap. “So, tell me what you do.”

“We buy companies,” he explained, glancing at the diamond bellybutton ring sparkling in the candlelight. “After we buy them, we grow them. A few years later we sell them. And we usually sell them for more than what we paid.”

“You must be very rich.”

“I don’t worry about making the monthly mortgage payment.”

“You probably don’t even have a mortgage.” She hesitated. “Have you always been rich?”

“Meaning?”

“Is your father wealthy?”

“My father died when I was twenty-two. The summer after I graduated from college.”

Gillette had been motorcycling cross-country when he’d gotten the news about his father. Killed in a private plane crash at the Orange County airport. On takeoff. It had been a clear day with no wind and, after fourteen years, Gillette still didn’t buy the official “pilot error” explanation. There were rumors about what had really happened, but everything he’d ever investigated had led to a dead end. Even Tom McGuire had come up empty-handed.

Faith put her elbows on the table and held her head in her hands. “I keep asking the wrong question, don’t I?”

“It’s not your fault.”

“I’m still sorry.”

“Thanks.” Gillette cleared his throat. “I was very proud of my father. He was a hell of a man. He started a Los Angeles investment bank in his early thirties, and sold it ten years later to one of the big New York firms for a hundred million. Then he went into politics. He was a United States senator when he was killed in a plane crash.”

“Wow. I guess I should have known all that, but I’m not really into politics.”

“And you’re from the East,” he pointed out. “Probably more relevant, you were twelve years old at the time.”
Faith raised both eyebrows. “You certainly know a lot about me.”

“Having information is the key to success in my business. The key to success in anything, really. Without it you’re like every other jerk out there who’s just hoping for good luck.” He thought about Tom McGuire for a moment. How McGuire gave him that advantage. “Fortunately, I have people working for me who are good at getting information.”

“Is it hard having a father who was so successful?”

“What do you mean?”

“Do you feel like you have to live up to what he accomplished?”

Gillette thought about the question. He’d never had anything but support from his father. He’d never felt envy or jealousy, never been pressured. “No.” He would have put the question right back to her, but, thanks to McGuire, he knew she’d grown up poor in rural Kentucky. She was completely self-made.

“So, you’ve always had money,” Faith said wistfully. “That must be nice.”

He stared at her hard. He’d pulled the curtain back enough. There was no reason to let her in on what it was like to be cut off at the knees by someone who owed him so much.

“What do you do with it all?” she asked.

He gave her a curious look. People he dealt with either understood what he did with his money or were afraid to ask. “I invest.”

“If you already have so much, why work so hard to make more? Why be chairman of all those companies and have to deal with a mountain of stress?”

She didn’t understand that everything he had—his net worth was more than $70 million—he’d made on his own. That he was constantly driven to make more because you never knew what could happen. You never knew who was going to try to screw you and take what you had. But he wasn’t going to tell her all that because then he’d have to explain why he was such a hard man. “It’s what I do,” he answered quietly.

“But for what purpose?” she pushed.

“Purpose?”

“What’s the point? I mean, do you work that hard so you can buy houses and planes and cars and boats that you’ll never use? Or is there more to it than that? Something deeper.”

“I give a lot to charities, if that’s where you’re headed with this.”

“Do you give to those charities just for appearance, or for real?”

“I don’t understand.”

“Do you give to those charities because you think The New York Times might call you out if you didn’t? Because it would be an embarrassment to Everest Capital if its chairman wasn’t socially responsible,” Faith continued, making quotation marks with her fingers. “Because your investors and your competitors might figure Everest wasn’t doing well if the chairman of the firm didn’t give to charities. Or do you do it without an agenda? Is it purely a selfless act without any expectation of a benefit to you? Without any of that calculation you seem to be so good at?”

“There’s no such thing as a selfless act.”

She groaned. “Oh, God.”

“Look, there’s always a benefit. Nothing’s pure. Maybe the act just makes the person who does it feel good, but
that’s a benefit. Think about it.”

“I have.”

“And?”

“And I believe there are definitely people who give and don’t ask for or get anything in return.”

Gillette shook his head. “This is like arguing about the sex of angels.”

“What’s that supposed to mean?”

“It means there isn’t a right answer.”

She laughed. “Maybe they’re both sexes. Angels, I mean.”

Gillette rolled his eyes. “Look, the bottom line is you have your view, I have mine, and neither one of us is going to change the other’s mind.”

“Normally, I’d agree with you. But I might make an exception. At least, temporarily.”

“Why?”

“You’re very attractive, and not just physically. You’re . . . precocious. I like that in a man.”

“Precocious. That’s a big word.”

“Hey, I may not write all the lines, but I don’t sing a syllable until I know what every word means.”

It was Gillette’s turn to smile.

“I know one thing,” she continued. “You could be an angel.”

“Yeah, right.”

“I’m serious. You put up this tough veneer, but underneath you’re a very caring person.”

“You don’t know that.”

“Yes, I do,” she replied firmly, leaning across the table and entwining her fingers in his. “I have good instincts that way.”

He looked down at her hand, aroused by the softness of her skin.

“Don’t just give money, Christian. Get down in the trenches. Get involved at the grassroots level. You’re so charismatic. You could make such a difference.”

Gillette stared at her over the flame, tempted to tell her about Jose and Alex. Then he spotted another young man headed toward the table clutching a napkin and a pen. He gestured to a bodyguard standing against the wall a few feet away, who quickly intercepted the fan. When the young man had been escorted away, he turned back to her.

“Tell me about yourself, Faith. Where did you grow up?”

“If you know about that stalker letter,” she said, pulling her hand from his, “I’m sure you know where I grew up.”

So, she was smart, too. Which was good. He far preferred a challenge than a pushover. “Fair enough. So, tell me something I don’t know.”

She finished what was left in her glass. “I’m a twenty-six-year-old pop singer.”
“I’d know that by—”

“And, since I was a teenager, I’ve been too busy with my career to ever have a real romance.” Faith gazed into his eyes. “But I think I might finally be ready.” She gave him a determined look. “Now it’s your turn. Tell me something about you.”

“Like what?”

“Like what do you do for fun?”

Typically, he would have sidestepped the question, but he was tempted to answer. Maybe because she was one of those creative types he rarely got to spend any time with but found so compelling, or because he wanted her to be interested in him. At least, tonight. “The other night I won five grand shooting pool out in Bed-Stuy.”

Faith giggled and waved. “Sure you did.”

“Seriously. I’m not too bad.”

“Uh-huh. Where do you play?”

“Places in the Bronx and Brooklyn where there’s real talent.”

“Do you take a posse for protection?”

“No. I go by myself.”

Faith shook her head. “Do you really expect me to believe that?”

“Believe what you want.”

“Give me a break, Christian. Win or lose, you wouldn’t make it out of those places alive. Come on, tell me something else. Something I can believe.”

“Something else,” he repeated. “Like—”

“Like, do you have any brothers or sisters?”

He hesitated, glancing away after a few moments.

“Christian.”

“No, I’m an only child.”

“Oh. Well, how about this? Tell me something you believe in.”

“Something I believe in?”

“Yeah. Something that guides your life. A principle.”

Gillette thought for a few seconds. “Okay, I don’t really trust anyone.”

She looked up, the smile on her face disappearing. “Why?”

“Because sooner or later, everyone will let you down.”

Jose and Alex stood on the deck of Jose’s home, gazing through the gloom at the house that would be Alex’s.

As instructed, Jose had walked across the lawns separating the homes at nine o’clock this morning and bid $500
thousand dollars—thirty thousand more than the listed price. The professor had laughed callously at the offer, assuming Jose had no way of paying for another house in the neighborhood. So Jose had turned around and walked back home.

Ten minutes later the man was on Jose’s doorstep, out of breath. Apologizing profusely for his insolence. He’d called the bank officer Jose had given as a reference and found out that Jose could pay cash.

Alex’s chin fell slowly to his chest, and he rubbed his eyes to wipe away the moisture. “I’m going to be able to give my children a nice home, hermano,” he whispered. “I’m going to be able to give them a real chance at life.”

Jose put an arm around his brother’s shoulder. “I know, Al. I say the same thing to myself every day.”

“This is beautiful, Christian.” Faith stood beside Gillette on the balcony of his duplex apartment overlooking Central Park. The lights of the West Side shone brightly in the distance. “Really.”

“Thanks.”

She turned so she was facing him. “I had a wonderful time tonight.”

“Good.”

“I want to get to know you better,” she said quietly. She kissed him deeply, then stepped back, slipped off her top, and tossed it over the railing. Allowing him a few seconds to see her breasts in the moonlight, nipples erect in the chilly November night, before putting her arms around his neck and kissing him again. “I don’t want to go home yet.”

“And I don’t want you to see Jeremy Cole,” Gillette said firmly.

She moved back again, stepped out of her jeans, and stood before him naked, arms at her sides. “Okay.”

“Ready, Alpha?” The voice came crackling through the walkie-talkie.

The man hesitated, making certain the sensors were online, making certain the laptops were picking up everything. He checked each screen to make absolutely sure that all of the sensors were transmitting data. He didn’t want to have to do this again. For some reason he had a bad feeling about being up here this time.

“Affirmative. Alpha instructs you to blow the load.”

Moments later, the Explorer shuddered as the dynamite detonated.
Allies. As vital in business as in war. Because business is war.

“GOOD MORNING, CHRISTIAN.”

Gillette rose from his chair at the head of the long conference table. He’d been waiting ten minutes. Typically, he would have walked out after five. But not with this man. “Hello, Miles,” he said, nodding respectfully.

Miles Whitman was chief investment officer of North America Guaranty & Life. With more than three trillion in assets, it was the country’s largest insurance company. Whitman had sole authority over a trillion of that, making him one of the most influential people in the financial world. He could make and break Wall Street careers with his decisions, because an investment banker was nothing without a dependable flow of cash—and Whitman controlled the biggest river of all.

For the most part, Whitman invested in liquid securities: bank deposits, federal and state debt obligations, and the stocks and bonds of highly rated public corporations. But, like most insurance companies and other big investors, North America Guaranty—known as “NAG” in financial circles—allocated a percentage of its portfolio to private equity firms like Everest Capital. To the gunslingers like Christian Gillette who were generating huge returns. Whitman and his staff didn’t have the expertise to buy and manage companies themselves, but, like everyone else, they salivated at the profits.

“I see you’ve adjusted quickly to your new position,” Whitman observed drily, sitting down.

“What do you mean?”

“You’re at the head of my table.”

“Donovan training,” Gillette replied unapologetically. “Always take the head of the table. Especially when it isn’t yours. Gives me an immediate edge. People assume I’m running the meeting, even when I’m not.”

Whitman chuckled, running his manicured fingernails along the razor-sharp part in his snow-white hair. “That’s why we elected you chairman last week, Christian. Right here in this room.” He made a sweeping gesture toward the far end of the table. “Because you take control,” he said, adjusting his trademark bow tie. “I should be more specific,” he said, holding up a finger. “Those of us who know what we’re doing elected you.”

“Thanks for hosting the meeting, Miles.”

“Glad to. Hopefully, the speech I made right before the vote about backing you and not Troy helped sway one or two of the limited partners who were on the fence.”

Apparently you swayed just enough.”

“Checked the results, did you?”

Gillette watched the other man stretch, fingers straight out as he reached for the ceiling. Whitman was sixty-two but still very active. He played squash three times a week at the Harvard Club against men half his age—and won—and cross-country biked at least twenty miles each weekend through the Connecticut state forest adjacent to his Greenwich property. “Of course I did.”

“Good for you. Always understand who’s with you.” Whitman finished stretching. “And, more important, who’s against you.”

“I appreciate your talking to Ann Donovan, too. Without her 25 percent voting bloc, I would have lost.”
“How did you find out about that?” asked Whitman curiously.

“Ann told me at the funeral reception. She said she was going to vote for Troy but that you convinced her that wouldn’t be a good idea.”

“I’m glad she took my advice. I felt strongly about that.” Whitman turned his head to the side and grinned. “You okay? You look a little tired this morning.”

“I’m fine.”

“Already feeling the stress of running the second largest private equity firm in the world?”

After peeling off her clothes on his balcony at midnight, Faith had led Gillette to his bedroom and kept him up most of the night making love to him over and over until he’d finally ushered her down to the lobby and into a taxi at six this morning. He’d given her one of his shirts to replace the top she’d tossed over his railing, and he’d been relieved when they hadn’t been met by a mob of paparazzi. Faith was a popular target.

“I’m not feeling any stress at all, Miles. I’m saddened by Bill’s death, but I’m ready to carry on the Everest legacy.”

“Very good,” Whitman said approvingly. “Just the right amount of deference to the fallen leader, combined with energy for the future. Did you talk to a consultant or are you just a natural?”

“My father was a senator,” Gillette reminded Whitman. “I know what to say and when to say it.”

“Oh, that’s right.” Whitman’s expression turned serious. “How are the troops at Everest doing?”

“What do you mean?”

“Well, the general just died. You’ll have to be careful you don’t lose lieutenants. Especially the good ones. Marcie, Kyle. They may think their prospects for getting rich just took a hit, and they may consider going somewhere else. You have to convince them that Everest won’t miss a beat with you as chairman.”

“I’ll take care of that in the next few days.” Gillette checked his watch. Today was jammed, but he didn’t want to rush this man. “I need to talk to you about Troy.”

Whitman glanced up. “What is it?”

“He’s gone.”

“Gone?”

“I fired him at the funeral reception.”

“You’re kidding. Why?”

“He was having sex with a woman who worked in the marketing department at one of our companies, a company Troy was chairman of.”

Whitman rolled his eyes. “Oh, Jesus. So you were staring down the barrel of a massive sexual harassment lawsuit.”

“Exactly.”

“How did you find out?” Whitman asked.

“You don’t want to know.”

“As your biggest investor, I need to know. This’ll get out, and I need to be able to support you with evidence.
People will call and ask me about what you did to him.”

Gillette’s mind flashed back to the image of Mason on top of the young woman in the basement. “He invited her to the funeral reception, Miles. While you were talking to Senator Stockman on the first floor, they were in a basement bedroom.”

“Christ!” Whitman banged the table. “What an idiot.”

“Yeah. Like you said, that kind of crap could put us in court and cost us tens of millions of dollars.”

“And a lot more than that in bad press,” Whitman agreed. “You had no choice. But how do you know he was having sex with her?”

“I walked in on him.”

Whitman stared at Gillette for a few moments without blinking. “How did you find out he was down there?” he finally asked.

“One of my people tipped me off.”

“Who?”

“Kyle.”

Whitman raised both eyebrows. “Really?”

“Yes.”

“You figure Kyle saw an opportunity, a chance to get one of you guys out of the way so he could move up?”

“Probably.”

“What did you give Mason in severance?”

“A million.”

“What about his ups? Did you let him keep any?”

Gillette shook his head. “I don’t want him associated with Everest at all.”

“That’s cold.”

“He had it coming.”

“Don’t go out of your way to make enemies, Christian,” Whitman advised. “You’ll have plenty without even trying.”

“I already do, and it doesn’t bother me.”

“A limousine blowing up doesn’t bother you?”

“I’ll be fine.”

Whitman grimaced. “Be careful.”

“I am.” Gillette could tell Whitman wasn’t convinced. “Look, Tom McGuire has people with me full-time now.” As Everest’s largest investor, Whitman was familiar with the portfolio companies, so he knew about McGuire & Company. “They sweep the limousines every few hours and rotate the vehicles constantly. They check my homes, the boats. Everything. And they’re rerunning background checks on everyone at Everest. Tom’s taking every
precaution. I’m satisfied.”

“Do you trust Tom?”

Gillette thought for a moment. “I have to trust someone.” But maybe Whitman had a point. Maybe getting someone from the outside as well wouldn’t be a bad idea.

“What do you think Mason will do?” Whitman asked.

“I don’t know. I didn’t talk about it with him.”

“You should help him land on his feet. He’s got a lot of information about Everest stored up in his head. Some you’d probably rather have him keep quiet. You don’t want him showing up at one of your competitors spilling his guts. Remember, control every string. That’s the key in your world.” Whitman adjusted his bow tie again. “So, let’s get to the main attraction. What’s the real reason you came to see me this morning?”

Gillette nodded. “Okay. Well, look, NAG has always been one of our biggest backers. You’ve been an anchor tenant in each of our seven funds.”

“Yep. We committed three million bucks to the first fund Bill put together twenty years ago. I remember presenting that to the investment committee like it was yesterday.”

“And now you are NAG’s investment committee. You make all the big decisions around here.”

“Don’t remind me,” Whitman pleaded with a groan. “Why do you think my hair’s so white? What did I commit to your last fund? To Everest Seven.”

“Four hundred million.”

Whitman whistled and grinned. “Four hundred million. That’s a lot of money, Christian. Somebody might think I actually had faith in you guys.”

“And now I’m asking you for more.”

“What a surprise.”

“At this point we’ve invested over half of the 6.5 billion of the seventh fund, so I’m getting ready to raise the next one. Our eighth.”

“Didn’t Bill usually wait until the current fund was at least 75 percent invested before he started raising the next one?”

“He did, but my target for this fund is ten billion,” Gillette explained.

“Ten billion?”

“Yes. I’m going to need extra time to raise that much.”

Whitman hooked his forefinger over his lower lip. “That’s odd,” he murmured through his hand.

“What is?”

“Paul Strazzi was in here yesterday. He’s going to start raising his next fund, too. His target is the same as yours. Ten billion.”

Paul Strazzi ran Apex Capital, the largest private equity firm in the world. Apex was also based in Manhattan. Apex and Everest had been rivals for years.

Thirty years ago, Bill Donovan and Paul Strazzi had worked together at Morgan Stanley, a high-powered New
York investment bank. They’d been in the same associate class and started out as friends, but the relationship had soured as they constantly competed for promotions, raises, and bonuses. Ultimately, they’d each gone off on their own in the early eighties to start private equity firms, guiding their respective entities to the top of the financial food chain, competing for investors and performance as viciously as they had for promotions and bonuses at Morgan Stanley. Now Apex and Everest were the number one and two private equity firms in the world.

“Strazzi was here yesterday?” Gillette asked.

“Yeah. He called me first thing yesterday morning. Wanted to see me right away. Took me to lunch and laid the same thing on me. Ten billion dollars of a new fund. Apex’s last fund was seven billion. We invested four hundred million in that one, too.”

“Donovan wasn’t happy about that.”

Whitman shrugged. “Hey, Strazzi’s performance has been excellent over the years. Just like you guys. There’s no rule against me investing with both of you.”

Gillette thought for a moment. “That’s a hell of a coincidence. Strazzi coming in yesterday, I mean.”

“Maybe it isn’t a coincidence.”

“Maybe not. But, Miles, the question is at what level will you support my new fund?”

Whitman hesitated. “I have an idea.”

“What?”

“Increase your target to fifteen billion.”

“Fifteen?”

“Yes.”

Gillette clasped his hands together and rested them on the table. “Miles, that would be the largest private equity fund ever raised. By far.”

Whitman’s eyes danced. “I know.”

“Do you think there’s enough capacity in the market to fill a fifteen-billion-dollar fund and a ten-billion-dollar fund at the same time?”

Whitman shook his head. “No way. There’s probably several hundred billion dollars committed to hundreds of private equity firms around the country, but there’s not enough in the institutional coffers for two funds that size being raised simultaneously. Our total portfolio here at NAG is three trillion, but we only allocate 2 percent of that to private equity. That’s sixty billion, and that’s the maximum we commit to the entire sector of private equity. Which is probably about a hundred funds right now.”

“Then why are you suggesting I increase the size of Everest Eight to fifteen?”

“Because I don’t think there’s enough capacity for two ten-billion-dollar funds, either. Not being raised at the same time, anyway. But there is capacity for one fifteen-billion-dollar fund. More important, I think it’s time for one of you to take over. Having two firms this size just bids up prices you both ultimately have to pay for the companies you buy. So make the play, Christian. Head-to-head with Paul Strazzi. Everest raises the largest private equity fund ever.” Whitman paused. “Or Apex does.”

“I’ll think about it, Miles, but the question still stands. At what level will you support me.”

“A billion dollars.” Whitman let out a heavy breath. “Along with our commitments to Everest’s other funds,
that’ll be over two billion to you guys.” He looked up, his expression darkening. “That’s a lot of money for me to have with one private equity firm. Probably too much. The CEO will question me hard, but I have faith in your ability, young man.” He pointed at Gillette. “Don’t disappoint me.”

“Don’t worry,” Gillette answered calmly.

“Young portfolio companies will have to be squeaky-clean during the fund-raising, Christian. No bankruptcies or scandals of any kind.”

“Of course.”

“I can’t stress that enough.”

“I hear you.”

“How is the portfolio doing?” Whitman wanted to know.

“Overall, fine. In line with our historical performance. We’re on track to generate 50 percent returns with the seventh fund. We’ve got a couple of investments that aren’t doing as well as we’d like,” Gillette admitted. “The power-tool company, for one. But that’s natural. You can’t bat a thousand when you control twenty-seven companies.”

“Blalock Industries. That’s the power-tool company, right?”

“Right.”

“Roger Nolan runs it.”

“Not anymore.”

Whitman glanced up.

“I fired him,” Gillette explained.

“You’ve been a busy man. Do you carry an ax with you at all times?”

“He never hit his budgets, Miles, and he whined about foreign competition. Yesterday I promoted Fred Cantwell to CEO. Fred had been the chief operating officer.”

“Roger and Bill Donovan were good friends, weren’t they?”

“I don’t care. I can’t let personal relationships influence my business decisions.”

Whitman nodded approvingly. “Good for you, son. Too many people do. I think you’re going to do just fine as chairman.”

“Thanks.”

“But whatever you do, don’t let any of your companies fail while you’re raising this next fund,” Whitman advised strongly. “Keep them on life support if you have to. Put in more dollars even if you don’t think you’ll ever see the money again. Just don’t let a single company go down. That would spook the investors.”

“I don’t believe in throwing good money after bad,” countered Gillette. “We’ve always been careful about that at Everest. We’ve only had a few companies go down in twenty years, which is damn good. But the reality of this game is if you’re in it long enough, sooner or later you’re going to have companies blow up. You know that, Miles. Fortunately, we’ve had a lot more winners than losers. As a result, you and our other investors have done well.”

“Quite well,” Whitman agreed. “But this is fifteen billion dollars, Christian. Twice as much as anyone’s ever tried to raise for this kind of fund. Take my advice. Don’t screw up. No bankruptcies, no scandals, and keep the
companies running at all costs. Once you’ve raised the fund, fine, back to financial Darwinism. But not until you have fifteen billion dollars of signed subscription agreements sitting in your lawyer’s office. Understand, amigo?"

“I understand.”

“How long do you think it’ll take to raise Everest Eight?” Whitman asked.

“A year.”

“That’s probably right,” the older man agreed. “Maybe a little faster with a break or two.”

Gillette glanced over at Whitman. “I assume that because you’re supporting me, you won’t support Paul Strazzi’s new fund.”

“Bad assumption,” Whitman replied sharply. “I’ll give Strazzi an early soft commitment of a billion dollars, too. Whoever gets to fifteen first, that’s who I’ll go with.”

Gillette had anticipated that answer, but it had been worth a shot. Getting North America Guaranty out of the market would have been a critical blow to Strazzi.

Whitman smiled. “Let the games begin.”

“I’ll get to fifteen first,” Gillette promised firmly.

“I don’t doubt it, Christian. When you focus on something, you seem to make it happen. Even something huge like this.” Whitman shook his head. “But Paul Strazzi is a street fighter. He grew up in a rough part of Brooklyn, not Beverly Hills,” Whitman said pointedly. “Paul has the toys now. Boats, cars, and planes. But he hasn’t forgotten where he came from. He’ll do whatever he can to screw you. He’ll be out to prove a hard lesson to a young gun. There won’t be any rules, I guarantee you. That’s the essence of Strazzi’s success. He’ll do anything to win.”

“So will I,” Gillette said flatly.

Whitman chuckled. “Look at you. I just gave you a billion-dollar commitment, and it’s like we’re talking about the weather. No big deal. In fact, it’s almost like you’re disappointed.”

“I wanted two billion.”

Whitman laughed. “I admire you, Christian. If I could do it over again, I’d do private equity.” He took a deep breath. “A fifteen-billion-dollar fund. It’s really amazing.”

“You manage trillions,” Gillette pointed out.

“Oh, but most of it is in bank CDs and U.S. government securities. How exciting is that? Where’s the risk? You’re the one buying and selling entire companies,” Whitman said wistfully.

Gillette stood up. He needed to get going, and he had what he’d come for. “I appreciate your support, Miles,” he said, shaking the older man’s hand.

“Of course.”

“I’ll be in touch.”

“Christian,” Whitman called as Gillette reached the conference room door.

“Yes?”

“I’m a big football fan.”

“I know.”
“Well, the Super Bowl’s coming up. I’d really like to get my hands on four tickets to it. Good ones. Don’t you have a connection with the family that owns the Giants?”

“I do,” Gillette confirmed. “And I’ll get you four box seats on the fifty-yard line. But, in return, if I get to 14.5 billion first, I want another five hundred million from you. I want a billion five in total. Is it a deal?”

Whitman thought for a moment. “Deal.”

“Good.”

“One more thing,” Whitman called.

“What?”

“How much key man life insurance is Ben Cohen carrying on you?”

“Five million.”

“Tell him to triple that.”
**Enemies. They are everywhere.**

“MR. STRAZZI WILL BE WITH you in a moment.”

The young woman wore a revealing top and a pleated skirt that rose high on her tanned, tapered legs. Mason tried not to look, but his eyes kept flickering to her bare skin.

“Would you like something to drink while you wait?”

Mason snapped himself out of it, remembering how cold the barrel of the pistol had felt against his temple that night after the funeral reception. He’d been just about to pull the trigger when Strazzi called. “Water’s fine.”

“Okay.” She hesitated, her full lips breaking into a smile.

A suggestive smile, he was certain. He tried to fight it but smiled back. It was instinct.

“I’ll be right back.”

Mason cursed under his breath when she was gone. He couldn’t keep going on like this. At some point, there wouldn’t be any more chances.

“Here you are,” she said, returning to the office a few moments later with bottled water and a glass of ice. She put the glass down on a table beside the leather chair and poured.

“Thanks.”

“Oh, sure,” she said, doing a double take.

“What is it?” he asked, catching the hint of recognition on her face. He’d seen that same look on the faces of other women before.

“Has anyone ever told you that you look a little like Brad Pitt?”

“Um, no.”

“Oh, I doubt that.” She put the bottle down beside the glass. “Why don’t you stop by on your way out,” she suggested. “I’m right down the hall. My name’s Vicky.”

Her hand hung suspended in front of him—sinewy fingers and long nails highlighted at the tips by a perfect French manicure. “Hi, Vicky.” His fingers closed around hers. “I’m Troy.”

“Troy Mason, right?”

“Right.”

“Paul’s been looking forward to meeting with you.”

“He has?”

“Oh yes.” She gave him another smile, then twirled around and headed out of the office. “See you in a little while,” she called over her shoulder.

Mason watched until she disappeared, allowing himself a few seconds of vulgar fantasy. The hell with it. Dogs had to hunt.
“You like that?” a loud voice boomed into the office.

Mason’s eyes snapped toward the voice. Paul Strazzi stood in the doorway opposite the one Vicky had just gone through.

“She’s smart, too,” Strazzi continued, sitting down behind his desk without shaking hands. “Not just a pretty face.”

Mason said nothing, thinking about what a terrible first impression he’d made.

“Glad you could come by this morning, Troy.” Strazzi was a bear of a man. Six six and 240 pounds with a barrel chest and a massive skull covered by a full head of short-cropped gray hair. Still in decent shape for a fifty-seven-year-old. “No need to be so dressed up,” he said, gesturing at Mason’s necktie. “We’re business casual here at Apex. One small way out of many that we’re different from Everest.”

“Different from Everest. I like the sound of that.”

“I’m sure you do.” Strazzi gestured again. “So take it off.”

“What?”

“The tie. Take it off.”

Mason slowly undid the knot, then slid the tie from around his neck and draped it over the arm of the chair.

“Undo the top button of your shirt, too.”

Mason obeyed.

“That’s better,” Strazzi said. “Now we can relax.”

Mason had never met Strazzi, but he’d heard the man was eccentric—and dictatorial. That he ran Apex Capital with an iron fist. That no decision was made without his input. From which companies they bought to the brand of paper clips they used.

“So your partner, Chris Gillette, fires you the day after he takes control of Everest.” Strazzi sneered. “That’s a hell of a thing.”

The image of taillights gliding away into the darkness at the Donovan estate was etched into Mason’s memory. Gliding away as he picked himself up off the asphalt. “Yes, it is.”

“You should have expected it.”

Mason recoiled slightly. “Why? He was my friend. At least I thought he was.”

“He did what any alpha wolf would do. He drove out his closest rival when he took control. Friend or not.” Strazzi nodded at the door Vicky had left open. “Shut that.”

Mason stood up deliberately, forcing irritation into his expression, aware that being told what to do was all part of a mind game. Unfortunately he had no choice but to obey Strazzi’s order. He needed this job.

“How did he do it?” Strazzi asked when Mason was seated again.

“What do you mean?”

“How did Gillette get you out of Everest so fast without a fight?”

Mason had anticipated this coming up. Just not so soon. “He caught me having sex with a woman who worked for me at one of our portfolio companies.” Maybe he could move to Vermont and open an ice-cream shop on the main
street of a little town. Maybe then he and his wife could start over.

Strazzi rubbed his large Roman nose. “Good, Troy. I thought it would take us a while to get to the bottom line, but I guess you’re desperate.”

“You guessed right,” Mason agreed, grabbing his tie. He assumed the meeting was over.

“Gillette gave you a million bucks but he stripped you of your ups. Right?”

Mason hesitated, gazing at Strazzi.

Strazzi nodded. “Yeah, I know the deal.” He pointed at the tie hanging from Mason’s hand. “Put that down. You’re not going anywhere.”

“How do you know the deal?”

“I have a source inside Everest.”

Mason’s eyes narrowed. “Who is it?”

Strazzi shook his head. “I’m not telling you. Not yet anyway.” He pulled a cigar from a desk drawer and lit it. “Would you rather be loved or respected, Troy?” Strazzi blew out the match and tossed it in a trash can.

“Do you mean—”

“No qualifiers, son. Just answer the question. Loved or respected?”

Mason paused. The answer Strazzi was looking for wasn’t clear. His first instinct was to say “respect.” Strazzi was a hard-nosed man with a fiery temper. He axed people at will and let attorneys and courts deal with the details. But he was a passionate man, too. A family man with ten grandchildren. “Loved.”

“Why?” Strazzi demanded, exhaling a cumulonimbus cloud of smoke.

Mason shrugged, wishing suddenly that he could be true to his wife, that he wasn’t so tempted by other women. “Isn’t that what we all want?” he asked, surprised at the conversation. He’d anticipated that this would be about his background, and what he could do for Apex.

Strazzi put the cigar down in a large, circular ashtray. “Right answer, wrong reason. A man who’s respected gets cards on his birthday and a gold watch at sixty-five. But a man who’s loved can inspire others to do incredible things, and those of us who inspire can take advantage of those incredible things.” Strazzi’s expression hardened. “Of course you could say the same thing about hate. Hate can inspire people to do incredible things, too.” Strazzi picked up the cigar again. “And sometimes hate becomes love. Sometimes hate really is love.”

Mason understood. He’d hated his Stanford football coach for three long seasons, detested the brutal practices and the tongue-lashings he’d endured in front of the entire team for minor mistakes. Then the man had made him captain his senior year, and they’d won the Rose Bowl and ended up ranked fifth in the nation. They’d accomplished an incredible thing. Despite his heavily bandaged knee, Mason had hobbled up to the man when the game was over, hugged him, and told him he loved him.

“I hated most people at Morgan Stanley when I started work there right out of City College,” Strazzi spoke up. “They were all punks who’d gone to Princeton, Harvard, and Stanford. I was just a social ‘project’ to them. I had the wrong last name and I’d gone to a minor-league school. I figured I was around just to remind them of how much better they were than me.

“But this one guy took me under his wing,” Strazzi continued, taking another puff on the cigar. “He convinced me I could go through the white-shoe set like a bullet through rotten flesh. He convinced me they didn’t have something I had—the drive to do whatever it took to get what I wanted. I’ll never forget that man as long as I live. He’s the one person I’ll never turn my back on.”
Mason thought about asking who that person was. But, like the question about Strazzi’s source inside Everest, he assumed he wouldn’t get an answer.

Strazzi put his feet up on the desk. “Where did you go to school, Troy?”

For the second time, Mason assumed his answer would end the conversation. “Stanford undergrad and Harvard Business School.”

“Best of the best.” Strazzi sneered.

“Yeah, well . . .”

“Didn’t want to tell me that, either, did you?”

“No.”

“Do you hate Chris Gillette?” Strazzi asked, suddenly slamming his feet to the floor, leaning over the desk, and pointing the smoking cigar at Mason. “Or do you just dislike him?”

Mason stared into Strazzi’s burning eyes. This was an easy one. “I hate him.”

“Good. So do I, and I want to take him down. I want to take his whole damn firm down. I want to destroy Bill Donovan’s legacy.” Strazzi puffed on the cigar. “Will you help me?”

Mason felt emotion surge through his body. “Oh yeah.”

“And are you willing to do whatever it takes?”

“Yes.”

“Anything? Anything at all?”

Mason gazed at Strazzi intently, trying to understand exactly what the other man meant. But maybe there was nothing to analyze. Maybe there were no boundaries. Maybe it was just that simple. “Yes.”

“All right, then. Welcome aboard. Let’s talk compensation.”

“One question, first.”

“What?”

“How did you know to call me so fast?”

“What do you mean?”

“You called me at home after Donovan’s funeral, only a few hours after Gillette canned me. How did you know?” Strazzi smiled. “I told you. Chris Gillette has enemies he thinks are allies.”

The bodyguard trotted across the sidewalk and opened the limousine door. Gillette spotted the handle of a pistol protruding from the man’s shoulder holster as he bent down and slipped into the vehicle. “Thanks.”

“You’re welcome, sir.”

Cohen was waiting inside, scribbling notes on a legal pad. “How did it go?” he asked, looking up.

Gillette relaxed onto the seat beside Cohen. “Miles committed NAG to a billion five,” he answered, omitting the
fact that the commitment was conditional. That it was only going to the firm that raised thirteen and a half billion first.

“A billion five? That’s incredible, Christian. Congratulations.”

“Thanks.” Gillette watched the bodyguard get in beside the driver. “The rest of the raise won’t be that easy.”

The small cell phone Gillette carried in his suit jacket began vibrating. He used the Blackberry strictly for business calls. This phone was for social calls.

He pulled the phone from his pocket, loving the way it fit snugly in the palm of his hand. He’d become a techno-junkie over the past few years, always looking for the latest gadget. “Hello,” he said, not recognizing the number on the tiny screen.

“Hi.”

It was Faith. He recognized her voice immediately. “How are you this morning?” He was aware that Cohen was listening intently.

“Great. I still have that glow. I had a wonderful time last night.”

“Me, too.”

“Listen, I have to go to Los Angeles this afternoon to do some PR stuff. You know, drop by a few stores and sign some CDs. Why don’t you come with me? It would be a lot of fun.”

Gillette hesitated, remembering how good it felt to be with her. “I’m sure it would be fun, but I’m stacked up over the next few days with Everest stuff.”

“Disappointing me already,” she said, her voice turning sad.

“Hey, look, I—”

“I’m just kidding,” she interrupted. “I know you’ve got even more going on now that you’re chairman. I just thought I’d take a chance.”

“When are you back?”

“It’s a quick trip. Tomorrow or the day after.”

“Call me tonight,” he suggested. “We’ll get together when you get back.”


“Have a safe trip.”

“That’s not what I meant.”

“Call me tonight,” he repeated, catching the beginning of her frustrated groan as he cut the call off. “Bye.”

“Was that Faith?” Cohen wanted to know.

Gillette slipped the phone back into his pocket.

“Did you sleep with her?” Cohen pushed when he didn’t get an answer.

“None of your business.”

“It is when you fire Troy for doing the same thing.”
Gillette turned slowly on the seat. “It isn’t the same thing, Ben,” he said evenly. “And don’t ever be disloyal to—”

“It’s exactly the same thing. Ultimately, Faith Cassidy works for you. And I’m not being disloyal, damn it, I’m trying to protect you. Who the hell do you think decoyed the paparazzi away from your front door this morning?”

Gillette stared at the small man for a few seconds. “I appreciate that,” he said quietly, realizing suddenly that maybe he shouldn’t take Cohen for granted, that Cohen could be more than just a numbers guy. “Have you found out whether or not that woman who was killed in front of the church had children?”

“She had three.”

“How old were they?”

“Nine, seven, and four. Two girls and a boy. She was divorced, and the kids have gone to live with her sister on Long Island. There’s child support from the ex, but it isn’t much, and the sister has a full plate with four kids of her own.”

Gillette glanced out at the Brooklyn Bridge as they headed north on the FDR toward midtown. “Give each child a quarter of a million.”

“That’s a lot of money,” Cohen said. “It isn’t our fault she was—”

“They’re kids, Ben. Young kids. It doesn’t matter whose fault it is.”

Isabelle’s image drifted suddenly through Gillette’s mind: long black hair, sculpted cheekbones, smooth, honey-brown skin, and dark eyes. There was something about her that haunted him, something he couldn’t shake. Thinking about her was distracting, and he hated being distracted.

He’d only spoken to her for a few moments in Jose and Selma’s kitchen. Not long enough to really even draw a first impression. But here he was, thinking about her—again.

“Take it out of my bonus,” Gillette instructed.

“Okay, okay. I agree.” Cohen put his hands up, giving in. “We need to do the right thing here. I’ll make the arrangements, and we’ll all share the burden. Not just you.”

Fifteen minutes later the limousine eased to a stop in front of the Everest building.

“I have a few more things I want to cover,” Cohen said, “but I guess they can wait until we get upstairs.”

“We’re stopping here for you,” explained Gillette. “I’m on my way to see Tom McGuire, then I’m having lunch with Senator Stockman. What do you want to cover?”

Cohen checked the list of items scrawled on the legal pad resting on his knees. “We need to talk about all the companies you’re chairman of now. All twenty-seven of our control investments, with Bill dead and Troy fired. You can’t possibly handle that many chairs and raise ten billion dollars.”

“I agree, and the target isn’t ten billion anymore. It’s fifteen.”

“Fifteen?” Cohen asked, squinting.

“Miles convinced me to go for that much. He wanted to commit a billion five.” An exaggeration of the number and not the real reason Whitman wanted Gillette to raise the target. But Cohen needed confidence. “But he can’t be more than 10 percent of any individual fund. That’s an internal NAG limit.”

“Jesus,” Cohen muttered under his breath. “I hope we can raise that much.”

“I have no doubt we can,” Gillette said. “Okay. Let’s talk about the chairmanships. What’s your recommendation?” He saw that Cohen had been taken off guard.
“Well, I . . . I guess I would—”

“From now on,” Gillette interrupted, “when you bring up an issue, do it along with a recommendation. I may not agree, but I always want a recommendation.”

“Okay.” Cohen paused. “Um, how about this? You keep fifteen chairs and split the balance between Faraday and me. That would be six each for the two of us.”

Gillette shook his head. “Nigel’s going to be focused on raising the new fund. That’ll be a full-time project. And I need you to run the office.”

“So you aren’t going to give me a single portfolio company?”

The cell phone vibrated again. Gillette pulled it out and flipped it open. It was Jeremy Cole. “Hi, Jeremy,” he said, holding up his hand to Cohen.

“Hey, I got a message that you called. What’s up?”

“I talked to the Giants yesterday. They’ll be contacting your agent in the next few hours, if they haven’t already. They’ll be offering you six million per for five years with a $10 million signing bonus. Take it. Don’t let your agent get greedy,” Gillette warned. “I’ve gotten everything there is to get. Understand?”

“I . . . I understand. My God, Christian, how did you do that?”

“Don’t worry about it. Now I need a favor.”

“Anything. Just name it.”

“I need tickets to the Super Bowl. Whether you and the Giants get there or not.” Gillette could have called the owner’s son, but he wanted Cole to step up. “It’s in New Orleans this year, right?”

“Right.”

“Okay. I need four seats. Good ones, too. It’s for a very important friend.”

“Done. I’ll make the arrangements right away. For all the other stuff, too: passes to the parties and as many luxury suites as you need at the best hotel in the French Quarter. I’ll take care of everything.”

“Good. By the way, how’s Faith Cassidy? Weren’t you two supposed to see each other this week.”

“How did you know?”

“Word travels.”

“Uh-huh. Well, she canceled on me,” Cole grumbled. “Something about having to go to L.A., but she wouldn’t reschedule. That hasn’t happened to me in a while.” He laughed. “Maybe you could help me with that, too.”

Faith had done exactly as she’d been told. Power was a beautiful thing. “Maybe,” Gillette said. “Look, I’ve got to get going. Remember, tell your agent not to get greedy. If he does, I can’t help.”

“I’m calling him right now.”

Gillette closed the phone, ending the call.

“Is it Miles who wants Super Bowl tickets?” asked Cohen.

Gillette nodded. “Let’s get back to the chair positions. Here’s what I’m going to do. I’m going to promote Marcie and Kyle to managing partner. Both of them are already board members at several of our portfolio companies. They’ll replace me as chairman at those companies, and I’ll appoint them to chair positions at a few others as well.”
As you suggested, I’ll keep fifteen and split the remaining twelve between Marcie and Kyle. Of course, you, Nigel, and I need to talk about how much of the ups we’re going to give Marcie and Kyle. I’m leaning toward splitting 10 of Mason’s 25 percent between them: 5 and 5. We’ll keep the other 15. At least for now.”

“You’re not even going to give me one chairman seat?” Cohen asked angrily.

“I told you. I need you focused internally.”

“Just one, Christian. Being chairman of a company is something you’ve always taken for granted because you’ve always had lots of those positions. I just want to be able to tell my daughters I’m chairman of one of our companies. Please.”

“No, Ben. And don’t beg. It’s pitiful.”

“Hi, Vicky.” Mason leaned into the young woman’s small office.

Vicky looked up from her desk. “Are you and Paul done?”

“Yes.”

She smiled self-consciously, starting to say something, then stopping.

“What is it?” he asked.

“Nothing.”

“Come on.”

“I don’t usually do this.”

“What?”

“I was going to ask you to lunch, but you’re probably already busy,” she added quickly.

Mason’s eyes ran down the plunging lines of her top. “No, I’m free. Let’s go.”

His cell phone rang as they headed toward the door. It was his wife. He shut it off without answering.

Paul Strazzi watched Mason and Vicky move toward the elevators. He loved how predictable a man like Mason was. It made the pursuit of money so much easier.
Unconditional Trust. In a world dominated by the cutthroat race to extraordinary financial gain, unconditional trust is nonexistent. In the end, a private equity professional must assume that those circling around him are ultimately driven by money—and nothing else. Otherwise, he’s setting himself up for failure.

TOM MCGUIRE MOVED INTO THE back of the limousine, letting out an exasperated breath as he eased onto the seat beside Gillette. He’d been standing on the corner of Eighth Avenue and Fifty-seventh Street for the last twenty minutes—cooling his heels.

Gillette knew the heavy breath was meant to let him know McGuire was angry, but he didn’t care. He didn’t have time for egos. It was all about what was best for Everest. “Hi, Tom. I’m having lunch over on Fifth, so we’ll talk while we ride. The driver can take you wherever you want to go after he drops me off.”

Tall and lanky with gray, unkempt hair and round, tortoiseshell glasses, McGuire reminded Gillette of several of his Princeton professors. He always seemed disheveled in his unpressed, button-down shirts, khakis, and rumpled sports jackets with elbow patches.

Vince, Tom’s younger brother by four years, was the opposite. Short and muscular, he wore crisp turtlenecks, designer jeans, and cowboy boots. And while Tom had an easygoing manner about him, Vince was intense.

They were night and day, black and white, but they made an excellent team. Tom the brains, Vince the muscle. The perfect combination to run a global security company. They were co-CEOs, and they’d doubled the company’s revenues since Everest Capital had bought the company three years ago.

Bill Donovan had been chairman of McGuire & Company, and now Gillette was taking over. It would be one of the fifteen chairs Gillette would keep. He’d been the other Everest board member since the beginning, so he’d known the McGuire brothers since the beginning.

McGuire nodded subtly to the bodyguard peering back at them over his shoulder from the passenger seat. “You’re meeting with Senator Stockman, right?”

“Yes.” Gillette glanced from the bodyguard to McGuire, catching the exchange. “You dig up anything else on Stockman?”

McGuire winced.

“What’s wrong?”

“I hate this crap.”

“What do you mean?”

“It’s so predictable.” McGuire reached for the console on the limousine door, and pushed the button that raised the panel between the front and back seats. “I found out this morning that Stockman’s having an affair with a woman who works for him. Her name’s Rita Jones. She’s twenty-four and pretty,” McGuire stifled a chuckle, “in her own way.”

“What’s so funny?”

“She’s black. It kills me when these lily-white guys like Stockman get the jungle fever because they—”

“Enough,” Gillette interrupted. McGuire didn’t air his prejudices publicly, but once in a while he let loose with a comment Gillette didn’t appreciate. And there were no African-American senior executives at McGuire & Company, a situation Gillette was going to change now that he was in charge because there were plenty of deserving
candidates in middle management. “Just tell me what’s happening.”

McGuire rolled his eyes, irritated. “The affair’s been going on for six months. Stockman uses an apartment in
Queens a couple of nights a week. One of his aides pays for it so there’s no direct money link. He’s also brought
Jones down to Washington a couple of times. His wife has no idea what’s going on, not, at least, from what we can
tell.”

Good. It was something he could use, especially if Stockman’s wife didn’t know. “How do you find this stuff out,
Tom?”

“Hang out in the gutter long enough and eventually all the garbage flows past you.”

The McGuire network was broad and deep. Gillette had checked on that before Everest made the investment.
He’d found that the brothers knew a lot of people in a lot of different places, not just the gutter. “Take me through
Stockman’s background one more time, will you?”

“Sure. He’s from upstate New York, near Albany. Cornell undergraduate, then the Wharton Business School at
the University of Pennsylvania after two years as a Chase Manhattan corporate banking trainee. After business
school he worked as an investment banker at Morgan Stanley for ten years, then went into politics. Served a couple
of terms as a state senator before moving on to the big time in D.C.

“ Wealthy?”

McGuire shook his head. “Not really. No major money in his or his wife’s family. Both families belong to all the
right clubs, but that’s because they settled in the area two hundred years ago, so they know everybody. Stockman
made some bucks at Morgan Stanley, but he put a lot of that into his campaigns. And his investment portfolio got
dinged pretty bad when the tech stocks got crushed in 2001. It hasn’t come back.”

“Anything else?”

“No, but we’re still looking.”

“What about Donovan?” Gillette asked. “Any more news there?”

“Yeah, one of Vince’s guys spoke to somebody he knows at the coroner’s office in Connecticut. There were
bruises on Donovan’s body consistent with a struggle,” McGuire explained. “No heart attack, either. Bill’s ticker
was fine, but the cops are still calling it an accidental drowning. They aren’t following up. We don’t know why.”

“Could they be involved? Paid off, maybe?”

“With the stakes as high as they are, anything’s possible at this point.”

“But who would want Donovan dead?”

McGuire ran a finger inside his collar. His shirts always hung loosely around his thin neck. “I might have an
idea.”

“Talk to me.”

“Well . . .” McGuire hesitated. “I don’t know if I want to—”

“Come on, Tom.”

McGuire gazed out the window for a moment. “For starters, how about the guy you’re having lunch with?”

“Stockman?”

“Yeah.”
“Why would Stockman want Bill Donovan dead?”

McGuire flashed Gillette an odd look. “You don’t know?”

“No.”

“Oh.”

Gillette cleared his throat, making certain McGuire heard his frustration. “Tom.”

“I just assumed Bill told you this stuff. After all, you were his partner.”

“Don’t assume anything.”

“Look, here’s the thing. Bill told Stockman a few months ago he’d do whatever he could to keep him out of the White House, said he’d spend a ton of dough on negative ads himself. Call people. Anything.”

“Why?”

“That I don’t know. Bill told me he’d found out something about Stockman that really pissed him off, but he wouldn’t tell me what.”

“You think it was the affair with the Jones woman?”

McGuire chuckled. “Ah, no.”

“Maybe it was just that Stockman’s a Democrat and Donovan was a big Republican.”

McGuire shook his head. “I don’t think that was it, either.”

“Well, it seems like a stretch to me that Stockman would go as far as having Donovan killed.”

“I know for a fact that Donovan was going to try to derail Stockman’s campaign.”

“Yeah, but who knows if he really could have.”

McGuire smirked. “You’re selling Bill short. Even though he was a Republican, he was very connected on both sides of the political aisle. He could have made things tough for Stockman, and he had the economic muscle to get his message out. Particularly with that network of radio and television stations Everest owns.” McGuire hesitated. “Believe me, they hated each other from a long time back.”

“Still, it seems like a long shot.”

McGuire shrugged. “Hey, you asked me to speculate.”

“Who else?” Gillette asked as the limousine turned right onto Park Avenue.

“Bill’s widow,” McGuire replied bluntly.

“What?”

“Boy, I never gave Bill enough credit,” McGuire said, shaking his head. “I figured you guys would have known about this, too. I never thought Bill could keep a secret, but I guess I was wrong.”

“Known about what?” Gillette demanded.

“He’s dead, so it doesn’t really matter,” McGuire muttered.

Gillette was getting frustrated. “Tom.”
“All right, all right. Bill liked younger women. The same way Stockman does.”

“Really?” Gillette never had a clue, never even caught Donovan looking at a woman that way.

“That’s why I don’t think Bill would have cared about Stockman’s affair,” McGuire continued. “Bill was old school about all that. He thought powerful men deserved distractions. As compensation for all the stress.”

“I assume Ann wasn’t on the same page.”

“Not even the same book.”

Gillette hadn’t realized until just now how close Bill Donovan and Tom McGuire were, and it struck him as strange that McGuire would air the dirty laundry so fast. There had to be another motive here. “Did Ann know what Bill was doing?”

“She probably suspected for a while, but I don’t think she knew for sure until a few months ago.”

“What happened?”

“There was an incident at the mansion. Ann was traveling in Europe with an old girlfriend from college and came back a few days early. She wanted to surprise Bill, and she sure as hell did. Caught him with a twenty-three-year-old in their bedroom. World War Three broke out. Bill had to spend a bunch of money to put the place back together. He told me they reconciled, but maybe Ann was just taking her time.”

“That’s hard to believe.”

“You’ve known Ann longer than I have, Christian, but you haven’t spent as much time with her. She’s a spitfire. She might seem quiet on the outside, but there’s a temper and a mean streak in there.” McGuire laughed harshly. “And Bill was relentless. Maybe Ann found out a while ago, and the thing in the mansion was the straw that broke the camel’s back. Did you know he tried to tag Faith Cassidy one night?”

Gillette looked up.

“Yup. It was about six months ago,” McGuire continued. “Took her to dinner in Manhattan, supposedly to talk about her next contract. Basically attacked her in the limousine on the way back to her apartment. She had to fight her way out of it, then catch a cab.”

“Jesus.”

“Bill put her contract negotiations on hold the next morning, and ordered the record label to cut back on marketing dollars for her next album.”

The limousine pulled to a stop at a traffic light. They were only a few blocks from the Racquet Club.

Gillette gazed at McGuire. Now it was beginning to make sense. Why Faith had been so tight-lipped about what was going on with her second album. She probably thought his ultimate loyalty would be to Donovan, that he wouldn’t believe some story about Donovan coming on to her in the back of a limousine. That he’d figure it was just a pathetic attempt to extort marketing money out of the record label.

“How do you know all this?” Gillette asked. He made a mental note to check into Faith’s contract negotiations this afternoon. And to check the amount of ad dollars she was getting.

“I guess I was the one Bill told his secrets to,” McGuire said. “The only one, I’m finding out. I suppose Bill needed to tell someone these things. Obviously, he couldn’t tell Ann.” He smiled. “In the end, most human beings need to tell someone their secrets. If they didn’t, my job would be a whole lot harder.”

“Does Vince know about this stuff?”
“Yes,” McGuire answered directly. “He and I tell each other everything. We keep each others’ secrets.”

Gillette took a deep breath. He wanted to see if Tom thought there were others who had motive, but he’d have to follow up on that later. There was something else they needed to talk about before his meeting with Stockman, and he was already forty minutes late. “What about the limousine, Tom? Any more information on the explosion?”

“Yeah, we’re pretty sure the bomb was set off by a remote control device and not a timing mechanism. One of Vince’s boys got that from his contacts inside the NYPD crime lab.”

As they pulled to a stop in front of the Racquet Club, Gillette rubbed his eyes. His contacts were beginning to burn. He was supposed to have picked up new ones last week, but there hadn’t been enough time. And he hated asking Debbie to do things like that. “So someone was watching me that day,” he said quietly.

“Apparently.”

“Then why—”

“It must have been a warning, Christian,” McGuire interrupted. “Probably meant to scare you. Maybe from being chairman.”

Gillette stared at McGuire for several moments, then patted the other man’s knee. “Good work, Tom. Thanks. Let’s talk again later today or tomorrow. What’s your schedule?”

“I’m around for a day or so, then I’m flying to London Thursday afternoon.”

The bodyguard opened Gillette’s door, allowing bright sunshine to stream in.

“Okay,” Gillette said, shading his eyes. “I’ll call you later.”

“Christian.”

Gillette turned back around. “Yes?”

“There’s something else I want to talk about.”

“I’m really late, Tom.”

“It’s important. Please.”

Gillette nodded to the bodyguard, who shut the door. “What is it?”

“I want to talk to you about the firm,” McGuire began. “About McGuire & Company.”

Maybe he was about to find out why Tom McGuire had been so open about Bill Donovan’s secrets, Gillette thought. Maybe that had all been bridge building leading up to this. “What about it?”

“Vince and I want to buy McGuire & Company back from you.”

And that explained everything. “That’s interesting,” Gillette said slowly. “Obviously, it’s a surprise and I need time to think about it.”

Everest had acquired McGuire & Company three years ago for a hundred and fifty million dollars. Tom and Vince had done well in the original buyout, grossing five million each, but the venture capital firm that had originally backed the brothers had raked in the lion’s share of the payout. Tom and Vince were comfortable now, but not wealthy. After paying taxes and what they owed on several personal loans, they’d netted a million each in cash. A decent sum, but not enough to retire on.

So they hadn’t. They’d stayed on after the transaction to run the company for Everest, signing long-term contracts to be co-CEOs. And they’d run it well, doubling revenues and tripling profits in the last three years. Now they
wanted the big payoff. They wanted to cash in on the stock options Everest had given them as part of the contracts to stay on after the acquisition. The options were worth tens of millions on paper, but nothing in cash because the firm was private and the shareholder agreement didn’t allow them to exercise the options and sell the underlying shares unless Everest consented. Gillette could see that money-hungry look burning in Tom McGuire’s eyes.

“You and Vince have done a great job running this thing, Tom. You know how much we at Everest appreciate that.”

“Then let’s agree on a price and do a deal,” urged McGuire.

Gillette didn’t want to have this discussion now. As the widow had counseled him at the funeral reception, he wanted to negotiate on his terms, at his time. But he didn’t want to irritate Tom McGuire, either. The man was directly responsible for his personal security. “Where would you get the money?”

“We have a backer,” McGuire answered quickly, giving away nothing specific. “Someone who’ll supply the funds and give us 50 percent of the stock to manage the company. And we don’t have to put up a dime.”

“Fifty percent?”

“Yeah.”

“When did this person approach you?”

“A few weeks ago.”

“Did you tell Donovan?”

“Of course. Right away. Bill thought it was a great idea. I’m surprised he didn’t tell you.”

“Me, too.” There was no way to know if McGuire was telling the truth about that. The McGuire brothers were different in many ways, but they shared a poker face a Vegas high roller would have cut off a hand for. “Who is this person?”

“Asked me not to say yet. Not until we’ve agreed on a price.”

“Why?”

McGuire shrugged. “Beats the hell out of me. You probably have a better idea than I do why there’s so much concern about staying anonymous. You finance guys are more paranoid about secrecy than we are in the security business.”

This was a problem, Gillette realized. A huge problem. He needed the McGuires on his side. He needed to be able to trust them—with his life, given everything that was going on. But if he didn’t negotiate with them, they’d be furious. Then how safe would he be? “How much were you thinking about paying?”

McGuire smiled. “I was thinking you’d tell me. You’re the money man. I don’t know much about this financial stuff. I’m just a security guy.”

McGuire was trying to be cagey, trying to get the other side to talk first so he wouldn’t leave anything on the table, but it wasn’t going to work. Gillette had a lot more experience in this kind of chess match than McGuire. “I’m sure your backer gave you some indication of what he’d pay.”

“Well…” McGuire’s voice trailed off.

Gillette saw McGuire struggling. “When he does, let me know.” Gillette turned to open the limousine door.

Maybe in a normal scenario, Gillette thought to himself, but with the threat of terrorism heightened around the world, the security space was hot, especially for a multiservice global firm such as McGuire & Company. Two top investment banks had approached Everest several months ago about taking McGuire & Company public, and the price talk from the Wall Street firms was five hundred million—which was why Gillette doubted Donovan would have thought a Tom and Vince McGuire–led buyout would have been such a great idea. The IPO would be a nice payday for the McGuires, but the public market would never give the brothers 50 percent of the company for no money down. Which was what they really wanted. That was how they could ultimately make hundreds of millions, not just tens.

“When are you back from London, Tom?” asked Gillette. He was very close to signing an underwriting agreement with one of the investment banks—basically agreeing to do the IPO. Which Tom would quickly find out about because, once the agreement was signed, the investment bank would immediately start the due diligence process, digging deeply into the company’s records to confirm figures and legal issues. It was the first step in the IPO process, and Tom and Vince would have to be intimately involved in it as CEOs of the business.

“Sunday,” McGuire answered.

“Okay, if for some reason we don’t hook up in the next couple of days, let’s get together early next week and talk.”

“But give me your initial reaction now, Christian. I want to be able to tell Vince and our backer what you thought.”

Gillette hesitated. “It sounds good. I’m inclined to start talking to you seriously about it, but let me run it by a few of my guys at Everest.” Never let the other side think that you can make the decision on your own—even if you can.

“All right?”


“Sure.”

Gillette would never leave two hundred million on the table—the difference between the IPO price and what the McGuires were offering. He’d have to find a way to string McGuire along without letting him know about the discussions he was having with the investment bankers about taking McGuire & Company public. At least for a little while.

He was still fifty miles from the nearest town, still out in the middle of nowhere, creeping through the pitch black and the driving snow because the Explorer’s headlights had given out ten minutes ago, along with the windshield wipers and the defroster. Now the engine was beginning to falter, slowly losing power like everything else in the vehicle already had.

The man tried punching the accelerator, but it didn’t help. It was just a matter of time before the truck would be done, and he cursed himself for knowing nothing about engines. He’d been warned to have at least a basic knowledge of how the things worked, but, in all the years, he’d never gotten around to it.

A few minutes later the engine died and the Explorer drifted to a halt. “Damn it!” The man banged the steering wheel as he turned the key over and over again in the ignition, trying in vain to restart the engine. But no amount of urging was going to make it start again. There was nothing to do but wait for help, which could take days. Especially if the snow kept falling heavily. He might be dead by then.

He switched on a flashlight hanging from the rearview mirror, then picked up several photographs of his two children that were lying on the passenger seat and gazed at them. Bill Jr., thirteen. Cindy, eleven. They lived with their mother in Houston. She’d gotten custody of them two years ago in the divorce. He could still remember the judge shaking her head when she heard how much time he spent away from the family.

He touched Cindy’s face. Now he saw them two weeks a year. It didn’t need to be this way.
As he was staring at the pictures, the driver-side door flew open, and, before he knew what was happening, he was facedown in the snow beside the truck. Still grasping the photographs.

Two men held him down in the drift while a third reached onto the floor in front of the passenger seat, picked up the box containing the seismic tapes, and switched it for another box. “Got ’em.”

They tied his hands behind his back, picked him up roughly, and hustled him into another truck—snow covering his beard and mustache—then drove a mile to the lake. There, they pulled him outside into the blizzard again, untied his hands, and tossed him into a large hole they’d cut in the foot-thick ice. He tried, over and over, to pull himself from the water, but each time he clutched at the ice, one of the men stepped on his fingers. He’d scream in pain each time a finger snapped, but there was no mercy.

Finally, he slipped below the surface—and the darkness closed around him for the last time.
Confrontation. Most people hate confrontation in any form—standing up to the boss in person, fighting an unauthorized credit card charge over the phone, or calling a neighbor out for something her child did to yours. People shrink from confrontation like vampires from the sun, putting off the battle until it becomes unavoidable. Oftentimes they’ll roll over at the last moment rather than face the enemy.

And people hate confrontation for good reason. It causes their palms to perspire, brings on shortness of breath, makes their hearts race like there’s no tomorrow. It isn’t natural to like confrontation.

But a private equity professional must embrace confrontation—almost seek it. Because, ultimately, confrontation leads to progress—one way or the other. And any progress is better than no progress. So, the sooner the better.

After all, time is money.

“YOU’RE FORTY-FIVE MINUTES LATE.”

Gillette sat down beside Senator Stockman at a table in a quiet corner of the Racquet Club’s large dining room. “It couldn’t be helped.” He glanced at the glass in front of Stockman. It was half full of a clear liquid, but he couldn’t tell if the liquid was alcohol.

“You should have at least called the club to let me know what was going on,” Stockman sniped. “My time is extremely valuable.”

Gillette noticed several sidelong glances coming from the other tables. Stockman was instantly recognizable at this point. He hadn’t officially announced his campaign yet, but his aides were setting up photo ops everywhere. Here in New York and down in Washington. Local news and national. Everywhere and anywhere they could get airtime. “So is mine,” Gillette said firmly.

“May I get you a drink, sir?” A waiter in a white dinner jacket and tuxedo pants appeared at the table.

“What are you having, Senator?”

“A little something to take the edge off.”

Gillette glanced up at the waiter.

“Beefeaters and tonic,” the young man replied.

“Two,” Gillette ordered, glad he always tipped well. “Another for my guest and one for me. Bring us water, too, will you?”

The waiter gestured to a busboy as he moved off to get the drinks.

“When will you officially announce your campaign?” Gillette asked softly, watching the busboy pour.

Stockman finished what was left of his drink. “This week. The plans are already made.”

“I’m surprised all this hasn’t leaked to the press.”

“My inner circle’s very loyal to me.”

“Only eleven months until the election, Senator. You’ve waited till the last minute, haven’t you?”

“A conscious decision, Christian. I wanted to let the other eight jokers make idiots of themselves in the first televised debate before I declared. Makes me the clear choice very quickly.”
“It gives you less time to raise your war chest, too,” Gillette pointed out, remembering from Tom McGuire’s report that Stockman wasn’t wealthy.

“Money won’t be a problem.”

He’d said it confidently, Gillette noticed.

The waiter was back quickly, placing the drinks down on the table.

Gillette picked up his glass. “Here’s to your campaign, Senator. I wish you the best.”

Stockman picked up his glass, too. “Thank you.” He took a sip. “I’m surprised, Christian.”

“Why?”

“I thought you stayed away from alcohol.”

Gillette glared at Stockman for a moment. So the senator had his own Tom McGuire combing through backgrounds. “I usually do, but I’m making an exception today.” Ordering alcohol was standard procedure when he wanted to get information out of someone at lunch or dinner. To make the other person think he was drinking, too. That way they felt more comfortable, and most people didn’t notice that his glass stayed full. “This is a special occasion.”

“You better drink it,” the senator said, raising an eyebrow. “Otherwise, I’ll wonder about your motives.”

Gillette took a healthy swig. “Satisfied?”

Stockman glanced around, making certain people at the other tables weren’t trying to listen. “Let’s talk,” he said, leaning toward Gillette.

Gillette leaned forward, too, aware of the gin already seeping into his bloodstream. He hated how he loved the feeling. How the alcohol made him relax so fast. Made him less worried about all the critical decisions facing him. And made him less competent, which was a problem. A small lapse in judgment could cost millions.

“Tell me about the companies in the Everest portfolio,” the senator said.

“What do you want to know?”

“What kind of companies are they?”

“All different kinds.”

“Give me a few examples.”

“We own a food company that—”

“Where’s it based?”

“Boston.”

“What do they make?”

“Frozen entrées, cookies, rolls—”

“What else?” Stockman interrupted.

Gillette took a sip of water, aware that Stockman was paying close attention to which glass he chose. “A power-tool manufacturer in Philadelphia, a waste management company based in Cleveland, a—”
“Anything in California?”

Gillette nodded. “An information management company.”

“What do they do?”

“They maintain data files for state governments: driving records, criminal records, credit information. That kind of stuff.”

“Personal information?”

“Very personal.”

“Now that could be valuable,” Stockman commented. “How about Texas? Anything down there?”

“We own a couple of businesses in Texas: the third largest rental car company in the country, and one of the largest grocery chains in the western half of the U.S.” Gillette watched the senator’s eyes bulge. “All that information is on our website.”

“I don’t have time for research, Christian. People do that for me,” Stockman said curtly. “I assume these companies you own have operations all over the place.”

“That’s right. The waste management company is based in Cleveland, but it operates landfills and hauling companies in twenty-one states. The food company has facilities up and down both coasts, and in Chicago and St. Louis. I believe, in total, with the twenty-seven companies in the portfolio, we have offices, plants, and distribution centers in all fifty states.”

“Excellent.”

“Why?”

“As I told you at Donovan’s funeral reception, I want votes from you, Christian. Those million employees at your portfolio companies as well as their families and friends. I want you to let me talk to them, then I want you to follow up with memos and videotapes that support me.”

“Senator, I don’t—”

“And, over the next year, I want to make announcements and speeches from your factories and offices. You know, with lots of cheering people in front of me while the TV cameras are on. In return, you’ll have a friend in Washington who has lots of other friends in Washington. Understand?”

The waiter was headed toward their table, but Gillette waved him off. “I appreciate that offer, Senator.”

“Good,” Stockman said, continuing quickly. “I know one of the companies in your portfolio is a media company. Newspapers, magazines, and a string of radio and television stations. NBC affiliates on the TV side. Correct?”

“That’s right.”

“Which will be very helpful. You should work with my PR people on ideas there. Point is you need to do everything and anything you can to get me elected.”

“I’m not prepared to go that far,” said Gillette flatly. He didn’t like Stockman now that he’d had a chance to spend some time with him, but he could have gotten past that. He did business with plenty of people he didn’t like—and who didn’t like him. But he didn’t believe in trying to influence people at their workplace. Even so, he could have figured out a way to string the senator along without committing to anything so as not to make an enemy—at least, not right away. The reason for his up-front refusal was that he wanted to provoke a reaction. He wanted the confrontation because he wanted to know why Stockman had dug so deeply into his background. Why the senator was going after Everest—and him—so hard. Maybe it really was just for votes, but Gillette suspected there was
something else. “I’m not letting Everest Capital get dragged into all that.”

“Dragged?”

“You heard me.”

Stockman straightened up in his chair and paused, moving his lips without speaking. Silently counting to ten to let off steam. “Do you understand what will happen if you don’t cooperate with me?” he asked. “Do you understand how powerful I am?”

Gillette remained silent.

“You’ll have an enemy in Washington instead of an ally.”

“I hear you.”

“Is that good business?”

“Maybe not, but I’m chairman of Everest, and I have to do what I think is best in the long run. And I think it’s best to stay out of this.”

Stockman smiled. A fake smile. Like he had a pain in his side but was trying not to let on. “I hear Everest Capital is going to be raising a new fund soon.”

Gillette looked up slowly from the table. “How did you hear that?”

“I hear lots of things. Which is why you’d be a fool not to work with me.”

Gillette ticked off the different ways Stockman could have gotten that information. Remembering who he’d told about his plans for the new fund. “What are you saying?”

“You still own shares of companies you’ve taken public. Don’t you, Christian?”

When private equity firms sold companies to the public, they didn’t sell all their holdings in the initial public offering. The investment bankers—who distributed the new shares to their individual and institutional clients—wanted the private equity firms to retain at least some of their ownership after the IPO. As a sign of good faith. So the new investors would feel like the existing owners had continuing confidence in the business’s prospects. That they weren’t getting out at the top. And, once a company was trading publicly, there were strict rules governing how and when the original owners could sell their shares.

“That’s right,” Gillette agreed. “We own some publicly traded stuff.” Which was no secret. Stockman’s aides could have found that information in the mandatory SEC filings available on the Internet. “But we don’t count those as portfolio companies. Not like the twenty-seven we control.”

“One of those public companies you still own a piece of is Dominion Savings & Loan down in Virginia,” Stockman continued. “It’s headquartered across the Potomac River from Washington in Alexandria, but it has branches in the District. I see them all over the place on my way in to the Capitol from my apartment in Georgetown.”

“Yeah, so?”

“What if the federal regulators were to uncover problems at Dominion?”

“Dominion’s squeaky-clean. There’s nothing—”

“Still, what if they did? Would that be a problem?”

“It’s a waste of time to talk hypothetically. At least, in this case.”
The senator smiled thinly. “Humor me, Christian.”

“What are you trying to tell me?”

Stockman spread his arms, shrugged, and gave Gillette a quizzical look. “I don’t know what you mean,” he said. “It’s just a simple question. If the feds start a probe into Dominion’s IPO, would that be a problem for Everest?”

“Depends on what they find,” Gillette said bluntly.

“My aides tell me Everest took in two billion dollars on that IPO. After investing just two hundred million three years ago,” Stockman added.

“Our profit on the deal was a billion eight,” Gillette acknowledged. “It was a great transaction. And, like I said, we scrubbed Dominion with Ajax and steel wool for ninety days before the SEC came on the scene. Then they were in our shorts for months before the IPO.”

“All the same, if an investigation was announced, it wouldn’t be good for your next fund, would it? Might make your partners wonder what was going on at Everest. Might even make them not invest.”

Dominion’s loan portfolio was almost forty billion dollars. In a loan portfolio that huge, there were bound to be problems, especially when the portfolio was grown quickly. And Gillette knew that to maximize the value of the transaction, to get that billion eight profit, Donovan had grown the Dominion loan portfolio very quickly during the year before the IPO. Gillette also knew that Donovan had given Dominion’s employees huge bonuses to grow the business, even the credit officers—the people charged with making certain the loans Dominion made were good-quality loans, loans that were likely to be repaid—had gotten something. Which was a tremendous conflict—to pay credit officers to grow a portfolio rather than protect it.

Donovan had been chairman of Dominion while Everest controlled it, and Marcie Reed had been his second—like at Blalock. She and Donovan hadn’t told the other managing partners much about what was going on, but Gillette knew that the general strategy had been to grow Dominion as fast as possible. Suddenly he was concerned that Stockman’s threats might be backed up by credible information.

“One of the Big Four accounting firms audits Dominion,” Gillette pointed out, “and has since before it was public. I’m comfortable everything is fine there.”

Stockman chuckled snidely. “Are you now?”

“Yes.” Not really. As Donovan had gotten older, he’d developed a bulletproof mentality, as if he thought he was somehow above the law. It wouldn’t surprise Gillette at all if Donovan had done something shady at Dominion to assure Everest of that huge payday.

The senator drew himself up in his chair, his forced smile fading. “Are you going to support me, Christian?”

“Senator Stockman, I think we should—”

“Answer the question.”

“Not to the extent you’re talking about. Now, I’m willing to consider—”

“Thank you for the drinks,” Stockman said, standing up abruptly. “Unfortunately, I don’t have time for lunch thanks to your being so late. I wish you all the best as the new chairman of Everest Capital.” He smiled again. “For as long as you are chairman, anyway.”

Gillette watched the senator move off, stopping to shake hands at several tables as he worked his way toward the door, smiling and chatting with people as if his nasty exchange with Gillette hadn’t happened.

Tom McGuire knew that Bill Donovan had found out something about Stockman. Something so significant that, in McGuire’s judgment, Stockman would have wanted Donovan dead. And, by extension, now would want him
dead.

Gillette had been tempted to tell Stockman that he knew about Rita Jones, but he’d held off. It was something he could use more powerfully later. Especially if he could get evidence.

He eased back into the chair, pulled out his Blackberry, and began scrolling through his e-mails. It was Stockman’s move now.

Gillette punched in Jeremy Cole’s number on his cell phone as he steered the rented Taurus south on the Jersey Turnpike. McGuire was going to be pissed. Pissed that Gillette had given his security detail the slip and gone out on his own. But it had to be this way. He didn’t want McGuire—or anybody else—knowing about this trip. He checked the rearview mirror as the line rang in his ear. He hadn’t noticed anyone following him.

“Hello.”

“Jeremy, it’s Christian Gillette.”

“Hey, Christian. How are you?”

“Fine. Glad I caught you. I thought you might be at practice.”

“Nah, we’ve done our field work for the day. Gotta go watch films in a few minutes. Pain in the ass, but, hey, gotta do what you gotta do, you know?”

Gillette guided the car off at Exit 8 and headed west toward Princeton. He’d been out of New York City for an hour. “Did your agent hook up with the Giants yet?”

“Yeah. The deal’s gonna be announced tomorrow. The lawyers are making a few last-minute tweaks, but it’s basically done. I can’t tell you how much I appreciate it. That was amazing. Thanks.”

“No problem.” Gillette handed the woman in the toll booth a five, then drove through the gate without waiting for the nickel change. “I need a favor.”

“Name it. Anything.”

“I need a bodyguard. Know where I can get one?”

Cole thought for a moment. “Some of the guys on the team use them. A couple of the running backs and one of the wide receivers. You know, the megabuck guys.”

“Yeah, like you now.”

Cole hesitated. “God, you’re right. I hadn’t even thought about that.”

“Talk to those guys and find out who they use, then call me back. All right, Jeremy? As soon as you can.”

“Of course. I’ll get back to you tonight. Tomorrow morning at the latest.”

Gillette tossed the cell phone onto the passenger seat and picked up his Blackberry, scrolling down the small screen as he drove. Thinking about how he needed to hire his own security detail, not one arranged for and managed by Tom McGuire, who was going to be mad as hell when he found out he wasn’t going to be able to buy his company back from Everest. Not without a lot more than three hundred million, anyway.

A horn blared and Gillette’s eyes flashed up from the tiny screen. While he’d been focused on the Blackberry, the Taurus had drifted into the oncoming lane. He jerked the steering wheel right, barely avoiding the dump truck bearing down on him, then to the left to miss a telephone pole. Finally, he skidded to a stop on the gravel shoulder.
Gillette put his head back, closed his eyes, and let out a long breath.

Twenty minutes later he swung the Taurus into Jose Medilla’s driveway. For the first few minutes after the close call with the truck, he’d been able to stay focused on the road, able to keep his fingers off the cell phone and the Blackberry. But the shock had worn off quickly and his fingers had gotten itchy. After one last scroll through the screen, Gillette put the Blackberry onto the seat beside the phone, climbed out of the car, and headed toward the house.

Isabelle opened the door before Gillette even knocked. He froze. He’d been expecting Selma.

She gave him a wide smile. “Buenos días, Señor Gillette.”

“Buenos días.” She was even prettier than he remembered. Delicate features. Beautiful black hair. Those huge brown eyes. A vulnerability hiding behind the long, curved lashes that naturally made him want to protect her. “May I come—” Gillette stopped himself, searching for the words in Spanish. College, just to the west of here, seemed so long ago. He’d been good with Spanish back then, but had forgotten a lot since. “Um, los siento. Puedo entrar—”

Isabella opened the door wide. “Sí. Come in. Selma’s expecting you. She’s upstairs with Maria.”

“Oh,” he said, stepping into the foyer, “you speak English.”

She held her hand out, turning it from side to side. “I’m pretty okay. We grew up speaking Spanish and English in Puerto Rico. My father said it would come in handy one day to know English. I guess he was right.”

“He was definitely right.”

“Chreeees!”

Maria bounded down the stairs, followed by another little girl Gillette didn’t recognize. “Who’s this?” he asked, picking up Maria. Watching Isabelle move off toward the kitchen.

“This is Julie,” Selma explained. “She’s Alex’s youngest. Alex and his wife are down here today buying furniture. I’m sure Alex’s wife will have them shopping until the stores close.” Selma kissed Gillette gently on the cheek. “You’re wonderful. I’ve never seen Jose and Alex closer. This has been an amazing experience for them.”

Maria threw her short arms around Gillette’s neck and kissed his other cheek. “You like me better than Mommy, don’t you, Chris?”

“I like you better than anyone.” He spotted Isabelle in the kitchen, putting something away in a cabinet. “When will Jose be home?” It was almost five o’clock.

“He should be here in a few minutes. Come in and I’ll fix you something to eat.”

“No, I’m fine,” he said, following Selma toward the kitchen, Maria still in his arms. “I’m not hungry.”

“Don’t be silly. It’s cold out. A plate of my rice and beans will do you good.”

Isabelle was coming the other way. She had on a pink sweater and jeans, and it occurred to Gillette that he hadn’t noticed what she was wearing when she first opened the door. Usually he noticed things like that. “Where are you going?” he asked her, putting Maria down beside Julie as she passed by.

“Upstairs to read.”

“Why don’t you stay down here and talk?” he called after her.

“I’ll come down later,” she called back, trotting up the stairs.

“Come on, Chris.” The two little girls pulled Gillette toward the living room. “Play with us.”
“You two let him go,” Selma ordered. “Maybe he’ll come in there with you in a few minutes. Go on.”

Gillette eased into a chair at the kitchen table as Selma shooed the girls away.

“You should ask Isabelle to dinner,” Selma suggested, pulling a bowl from the refrigerator and turning on the oven.

“Oh, I don’t know.”

“I see the way you look at her.”

“Well, she’s pretty easy on the eyes.” He glanced out through the French doors at the house he’d just bought for Alex. “But I doubt we’d have anything in common, and she seems kind of shy.”

“You’d be surprised. She’s quiet at first, but there’s a lot to her once you get to know her.”

“How old is she?”

“Twenty-six.”

The same age as Faith. He’d thought she was younger. “How long is she visiting?”

“We’re trying to get her into the local community college. If we do, she’ll stay with us until she has a chance to get on her feet and get a place of her own. I don’t want her going back to Puerto Rico. There’s nothing for her there.”

Gillette heard a car pull up outside. Jose. “Would she go out with me if I asked?”

Selma laughed. “I don’t know. Ask her and find out.”

Gillette spotted Isabelle as soon as he and Jose emerged from the small study off the living room. She was sitting at the kitchen table, reading. “Thank you, Señor Medilla,” he said, shaking Jose’s hand.

“Sure.” Jose’s voice was low.

Gillette could tell that what they’d discussed was still sinking in.

“I always told you I’d do anything you asked,” Jose spoke up. “And I meant it. I’ll talk to Alex when he gets home.”

“Good.” Gillette spotted Selma coming down the stairs. “I hope Alex and his wife had a nice time shopping tonight,” he said. “The bills for their credit cards will come directly to me. The same way it works for you and Selma.”

Jose shook Gillette’s hand warmly. “Thank you, Christian. I don’t know what to say. Your kindness is very great.”

“Don’t say anything. It all evens out in the end.”

“I guess you’re right,” Jose agreed quietly. “Would you like something to eat?”

Gillette smiled. They were always trying to feed him. “No thanks.”

“Honey, I need you upstairs for a few minutes,” Selma said, moving beside her husband.

“Why?”
“There’s a lightbulb out in the bedroom.”

“I’ll take care of it later. I want to talk to Isabelle about something.”

“You’ll take care of it now,” Selma ordered, taking Jose’s arm and tugging him toward the stairs. “Bye, Christian,” she called.

Gillette hesitated as Jose and Selma climbed the steps. He could hear Jose grumbling, then there was silence.

He took a deep breath. He could deliver Bill Donovan’s eulogy to a congregation packed full of Manhattan luminaries and hold them spellbound. Fire the CEO of a $3 billion company and barely feel his heart rate change. Take a pop star to dinner and charm her. But suddenly, standing in this middle-class home in central New Jersey, his palms were clammy.

“What are you reading?” he asked, moving into the kitchen and sitting down across from Isabelle. She had the book in her lap.

“Gone with the Wind.” She held the book up so he could see the cover.

“Wow. That’s a big project.” He couldn’t think of anything else to say. “You know, you have very pretty eyes.”

“Gracias. I mean . . . thank you.”

He gazed at her. Her whole face lit up when she smiled. “So, what do you do for fun around here?” He chuckled to himself. A silly thing to ask, but he was a little on edge. His natural ability to make conversation was jammed by her incredible beauty. Something he wasn’t accustomed to.

“Not much,” she answered, putting the book down.

She still hadn’t looked directly into his eyes, he realized. “Want some dinner?”

She shook her head. “I’m not hungry but I can fix you for something.”

He laughed. “No, you don’t understand.” Her eyes raced to his for the first time, and he saw a flash of anger, as if she thought he was making fun of her grammar. “I mean, I didn’t explain myself very well.”

“Oh,” she said softly, her anger evaporating as quickly as it had condensed. “What did you mean?”

“I’d like to take you out for dinner.”

Her gaze fell to her lap again.

“Don’t get so excited. All that jumping up and down might be tough on your heart.”

“Sorry.”

“I’m kidding. I was just hoping for a different reaction.”

“I don’t think it would be a good idea to go out for us,” she said quietly.

“Not even for a quick bite?” he asked, holding back a smile at the way she had mixed her words a second time.

“No,” she answered, standing up, “but thank you. I’ll tell Jose you’re leaving,” she said, heading quickly out of the kitchen.

“Isabelle,” he called after her, rising from his chair.

But she was gone.
Gillette scrolled through his e-mails as he waited at the stoplight. The New Jersey Turnpike, on the other side of the small village of Hightstown, was only a couple miles away. Ahead of him, Route 1 lay across the road he was on. He'd be back in Manhattan in an hour.

He looked up, through the darkness. The light was still red. He shook his head. Isabelle had turned him down flat. That hadn't happened in a long time.

“Oh, well,” he sighed, glancing back down at the now darkened Blackberry screen. “Never up, never in.”

He pressed a button on the tiny keyboard, illuminating the screen. In the eerie blue florescent light he saw that one new message had just arrived. He didn't recognize the sender's address, but the subject line blared “READ ME NOW.” Most likely an add for a dating service or a travel agency. The spam was constant, but there was nothing else to do while he waited, so he pulled the full text up on the screen.

His eyes narrowed as he scanned the words:

Don't stop for anything until you're back in the city. They may try again tonight.

Gillette glanced at the sender's address again. User7@ECoffee.com.

A moment later there was a tap on the bumper and the Taurus lurched forward. Gillette's eyes flashed to the rearview mirror. The car behind his had hit him. Not hard, but enough to get his attention. He opened the door and rose quickly from behind the wheel. The woman who'd hit him was getting out of her car, too.

He glanced around the intersection. There were three cars in front of him waiting at the red light. Lots of cars flashed by in both directions out on Route 1. A strip mall to his left with a bakery, a liquor store, and a dry cleaner. Several people inside. Visible through the glass.

“I'm so sorry,” the woman called, trotting toward him. She seemed sincerely upset. “Are you all right?”

Gillette checked the passenger seat of her car. Empty. He glanced back at her as she moved toward him. Middle-aged, wearing a nice dress and tennis shoes. Probably on the way home from work. Walking in the oncoming lane, he noticed. On the other side of the double yellow line. She seemed to be watching something as she came toward him. Something over his shoulder.

He sprinted forward two steps and dove over the Taurus's trunk just as the sound of gunshots crackled in his ears. He tumbled to the asphalt on the other side of the car, then scrambled to his feet and sprinted toward a gas station fifty yards away. Zigzagging as he ran.

Two more shots. Like firecrackers on the Fourth of July.

A setup.

Without the e-mail, he'd be dead.

A bullet slammed into a telephone pole as he raced past it, and he glanced over his shoulder. A guy with a pistol was chasing him. The woman was still standing by the Taurus.

Gillette headed toward the gas station, but the attendant inside had seen what was happening and rushed out from behind the counter to bolt the door. Another bullet zipped by and slammed into the large window in the front of the building, shattering it. Gillette ran past the station and around back.

There was a wide, empty parking lot behind the station. With a full moon hanging in the sky like a beacon, the guy would have a clear shot at him. So Gillette stopped as he turned the corner of the building and backed up to the cement wall, sucking in air. Then he noticed the restrooms a few feet away and darted for them. The first door was locked, but the second was open and he hurried inside, leaving it slightly ajar. Climbing up on the toilet beside the door and holding his breath.

Gillette could hear the man outside, breathing hard. The guy would have to do something fast. No doubt the
attendant inside the station had already called the cops—unless he’d been shot.

The man reached inside for the light switch and flicked it up and down, but the bulb was burned out. Gillette could hear the switch clicking.

Suddenly the man burst into the pitch-black restroom, shooting blindly, bullets screaming and echoing around the small, enclosed space.

Gillette grabbed the beam above him with both hands and kicked, slamming one of his hard-soled shoes into the side of the man’s head. The gun flew from the man’s hand and clattered against the far wall as he crumpled to the floor. But he was up again instantly, racing away.

Gillette dropped down, searching for the gun in the gloom, finally spotting it under the sink. He bent down, grabbed it, and headed out the door. As he came around the side of the building, the assailant and the woman were jumping into the car ahead of the Taurus. Too late. No chance to get them.

He bent over and grabbed his knees, sucking in air. He needed to hire an outside security firm as soon as possible.
**Economic Incentive.** If you believe that those around you are ultimately driven by what’s in their best economic interest, you have only one choice if you want their best: pay them well. More than they could earn anywhere else.

*It’s called capitalism.*

*It’s also called common sense.*

“CHRISTIAN.”

Gillette glanced up from the computer screen at his assistant, Debbie Long. She was standing in his office doorway, leaning on the knob, a pen and notepad in hand.

Debbie was young and cute—twenty-eight, with short brown hair and a trim figure. She was also a lesbian. Tom McGuire had confirmed that before Gillette hired her. So there was no sexual tension between them, which was exactly how Gillette wanted it. A perfect business relationship. No chance of her developing some silly crush on him, or of him getting any stupid ideas of his own.

Debbie was very good at her job, too. Efficient, loyal, and willing to put in the time. She often worked fifty to sixty hours a week—and never complained. She had the most positive attitude of anyone he’d ever met. She never seemed to have a bad day. If she did, she didn’t show it. In short, she was perfect.

So Gillette paid her well: a hundred thousand dollars in salary and last year a fifty-thousand-dollar bonus. Which, even in New York, was good money for an executive assistant who didn’t occasionally use the boss’s toothbrush in the morning. He’d probably pay her a seventy-five-thousand-dollar bonus this January so she’d understand that the deal would keep getting better—as long as she kept performing. He might even give her a small portion of the ups. Which Cohen and Faraday would scream about, but he didn’t care. This was his show now.

“What’s up?” he asked gruffly.

“And a very good morning to you, too.”

He was still distracted by the incident in New Jersey last night, but he intended to do something about it this morning. “Debbie, I—”

“Come on, Chris,” she interrupted. “Perk up.”

Gillette’s eyes moved deliberately to hers. “Someday we’ll go to dinner and talk about how you stay so sickeningly positive.” They’d never been together outside the office. Part of their unspoken pact to keep everything business.

“No, we won’t,” Debbie replied flatly.

“Why not?”

“You wouldn’t be able to handle what I’d tell you.”

“I can handle any—”

“Your ten o’clock is here,” she cut in.

Gillette shook his head and smiled. Glad she wasn’t going to let their relationship go any further. “Fine. Show him in.”
Debbie moved to one side and waved the visitor on.

A moment later a well-built African-American man moved past her. He was dressed in black—jacket, turtleneck, slacks, and shoes. Cut and sleek looking, he had a cool, confident air about him. As if nothing in his world moved faster than he wanted it to.

Gillette gestured toward a corner of the office and several comfortable high-backed chairs arranged around a coffee table. “We’ll meet over there.” He looked back at Debbie. “Keep everyone away from here until I’m finished. No exceptions.”

She nodded, her expression turning serious when she heard Gillette’s tone change. “Right.”

Gillette waited until Debbie had closed the door, then moved to where the man stood. As they shook hands, Gillette felt immense physical strength in his grip. “I’m Christian Gillette.”

“Quentin Stiles.”

“Have a seat.” Gillette pointed to one of the chairs. “Would you like something to drink?”

“No.”

“I appreciate Jeremy Cole putting us in touch,” Gillette said when they were both seated. Cole had called late last night to tell Gillette he’d found someone with an excellent reputation. “Thanks for coming to see me on such short notice.”

“No problem. My company is based in Manhattan.”

Gillette picked up a bottled water from the table. “What’s your background, Quentin?”

“Five years with the Army Rangers, then three with the Secret Service. The last five I’ve been on my own in the private sector.”

“What’s the name of your company?”

“QS Security.”

“Clients?”

“The president of the United States, for one.”

“I mean, after you quit the Secret Service.”


“How many people at QS?”

“Forty. And I’m not one of those guys who hires temporary help if I get a couple of big jobs at the same time. I only take the number of jobs I can handle with the people I’ve trained. People who understand how I do things.”

“Ever lost a client?” Gillette asked, drinking some water.

“Never.”

“Close?”

“Define ‘close.’”

“Anyone you’ve been protecting ever been hurt?”
“No.”

“Attacked?”

“Sure.”

“You ever been shot?”

“Yup,” Stiles replied, pulling back his jacket and lifting up his shirt to point at a nasty scar beside his navel, then to another one on the left side of his rib cage.

Gillette gazed at the wounds, wondering how it would have felt if one of the bullets had hit him last night. “Why’d you quit the Secret Service?”

“They didn’t pay very well.”

“What do you charge?”

“Two thousand a day, plus expenses. Another thousand a day for each additional person.”

Gillette whistled. “You must be good.”

“Very good.”

“You don’t talk much, do you, Quentin?”

“My clients don’t usually care about talk. They care about being safe.” Stiles glanced around the office. “If you’re really looking for companionship, I can put you in touch with another kind of firm. High end. No questions asked.”

“Thank you, no.” Gillette took another drink of water. “Get some references to my assistant, will you?” But he already knew he was going to hire Stiles. Something about the man impressed him. And, as analytical as he was, Gillette had learned over the years to trust his instincts, too.

“I’ll leave telephone numbers with her on my way out, numbers of people I’ve worked with.”

“Good.”

“What’s the job?” Stiles wanted to know.

“Protecting me full-time.”

“How long?”

“I don’t know.”

“Then it’s three thousand dollars a day. I charge an extra grand when it’s open-ended.”

Gillette did some quick calculations. Almost a hundred thousand a month just for Stiles. Plus another thousand bucks a day for anyone else Stiles used. A lot, but so be it. “Okay.”

“Why?” Stiles asked after a few moments.

“Why what?”

“Why do you need protection?”

“Someone blew up my limousine.” He didn’t want to mention last night yet.

Stiles’s eyes flashed to Gillette’s. “The one that exploded in front of a church over on Park Avenue?”
“Yes.”

“I heard about that.” Stiles shook his head. “And you waited three days to get in touch with someone like me?”

Gillette shook his head. “No. We own a firm that provides executive protection. The CEO of that firm has people with me.”

“What firm are you talking about?”

“McGuire & Company. You familiar with them?”

“Of course.” A quizzical expression ran across Stiles’s face. “If you own them, and Tom McGuire already has someone with you, why did you call me?”

Gillette liked the fact that Stiles was familiar with McGuire & Company, particularly that he knew who Tom McGuire was. “Last night I was attacked,” he said quietly. “A woman—”

“Stop talking,” Stiles ordered, scooping up the television remote from the table. He pointed it at the set in the far corner of the room and clicked. When it was on, he turned the volume up high, then pulled his chair close to Gillette’s. “Go ahead, but keep your voice down.”

“What’s the problem?” But Gillette knew what Stiles was thinking. And he liked how suspicious the guy was.

“Keep your voice down, please.”

Gillette leaned toward Stiles. “What’s the problem?” he repeated innocently.

“Where was the McGuire guy last night when you were attacked?”

“Not around.”

“So the guy who’s supposed to protect you isn’t around when you’re attacked.” Stiles placed the remote back down on the table.

“I gave him the slip here in Manhattan. I’m a pretty good driver when I want to be.”

“Then I have a question and an observation.”

“Go ahead.”

“First, the question.”

“Okay.”

“Why did you want to slip away?”

“I had personal business.”

Stiles gave Gillette a frustrated look. “Mr. Gillette, if I’m going to protect you, there can’t be any secrets between us. I have to know everything about you. But I will promise you this,” Stiles said, holding up his right hand as though he were about to take an oath. “No one will ever know what I know. No one.”

Gillette stared hard at Stiles. He had that air about him that made you trust him. “It involved a woman,” Gillette explained. A partial truth, but probably enough to satisfy Stiles’s curiosity.

“Okay. Now, here’s my observation. Just the fact that you were able to slip away tells me something. With all due respect to your driving skills, I can assure you right now that you wouldn’t be able to slip away from me or any of my men under any circumstances. Do you understand?”
Gillette was already feeling safer. “Yes.” And it had occurred to him that he’d been able to lose the McGuire guy easily, too.

“Good. Now why would someone want to blow up your limousine?”

“Don’t know.”

“Speculate.”

For the next five minutes Gillette described Everest Capital and the events of the last week. What the firm did and the massive amount of money it—he—controlled. Bill Donovan dying suspiciously at the estate. How Gillette had been elected the new chairman of Everest by one vote. How there were a number of people who might want him dead. And how there were very few people he could trust at this point. Maybe no one.

“Tell me exactly what happened last night,” Stiles requested when Gillette was finished. “When you were shot at.”

Gillette took several more minutes to explain the incident in New Jersey. “I guess it could have been a random carjacking,” he said, finishing the story.

“What kind of car were you driving?”

“A rented Taurus.”

Stiles shook his head. “People don’t go out of their way to steal a Taurus. And a carjacking? I seriously doubt that. Particularly if there were two vehicles working together, and they shot at you before driving you to an ATM. It makes no sense. No, they were after you. Plain and simple.” Stiles paused. “How much are you worth, Mr. Gillette?”

“A lot,” he answered. “And, with Donovan dead, I could be worth a lot more.”

Stiles pointed at Gillette. “In other words, as far as Donovan goes, you had motive, too.”

Gillette gave Stiles a strange look. “I like how you try so hard to ingratiate yourself a potential client, Quentin.”

“I call it as I see it,” Stiles replied firmly.

“While you’re at it, call me Christian.”

“I don’t get close to my clients. Now answer my question. How much are you worth?”

“Around seventy million.” In addition to his stake in the funds, which Cohen estimated was worth sixty, Gillette had banked ten during his career at Everest, thanks to the salaries, bonuses, and payouts on the ups he’d earned on earlier funds.

Stiles’s expression didn’t change. “And, as a result of Donovan’s death, how much could you be worth?”

“Billions.” Again, Stiles’s expression didn’t change. Which Gillette liked.

“Just by virtue of being chairman of Everest.”

“If I’m chairman long enough.”

“So, if someone else were in your position, they could be worth billions, too?”

“Yes.”

Stiles picked up the remote and turned the television off, then stood up and extended his hand. “Nice to meet you, Mr. Gillette. I’ll give your assistant those telephone numbers on my way out, and I’ll wait to hear from you.”
Gillette stood up, too, and shook Stiles’s hand. “Can I look at your gun?” He’d seen it when Stiles had shown him the bullet scars.

Stiles pulled his jacket back, revealing a shoulder holster and the black handle of a pistol.

“What kind is it?” asked Gillette.

“Glock forty cal.”

“Let me have it.”

Stiles withdrew the weapon from the holster and popped the clip, then handed the gun to Gillette.

“Not going to let me have it loaded, huh?”

“No.”

Gillette held the Glock for a few moments. He liked the way it looked and the way it felt in his palm. He handed it back to Stiles, who reinserted the clip and slid the weapon smoothly back into the holster. “You’re hired, Quentin.”

Stiles was heading toward the door. “I want you to start immediately.”

Stiles turned back around to face Gillette. “Sorry, Mr. Gillette, but I have a few things to take care of first.”

“Get one of your people on them.”

“I can’t. I have to—”

“I’ll pay you five grand a day plus two for each additional man. But you have to start right now.”

Stiles eyed Gillette for a few moments, then glanced around the office. As if he was trying to figure out whether or not this was real.

Okay,” Stiles agreed, moving back to where Gillette stood and handing him a business card. “I’ll be with your executive assistant for the next half hour, going over your schedule and your routine. Before the end of the day, I’ll need fifteen minutes to sweep your office for listening devices. Call if you need me,” he said. Then he was gone.

Gillette went to his desk. “Debbie, have Ben come in,” he instructed through the intercom. “And give Mr. Stiles any information he needs.”

“Anything?”

“Anything,” Gillette confirmed, checking stock prices on Bloomberg. Dominion S&L was off 3 percent in early trading, but the overall market was up. There might be a fly in the ointment, a silver-haired one with designs on the Oval Office.

A few minutes later, Cohen entered Gillette’s office and sat down. “Who’s out there with Debbie?” he asked.

“A guy named Quentin Stiles. He’ll be my personal bodyguard from now on. We’ll pay him five thousand a day plus expenses.”

“Five thousand?”

“And two thousand a day for any additional people he uses. He’ll have a contract to you this afternoon.”

“But Tom McGuire has people with you,” Cohen protested.

“I need my own person,” Gillette said firmly. “Not Tom’s, not yours, not anyone else’s. Just mine.”

“That seems like a pretty big non sequitur to me.”
Gillette drew himself up in his chair, tempted to forbid the use of Latin at Everest, but he controlled himself. “No more questions about this.” He wasn’t going to tell Cohen about last night’s shooting. There was no need for him to justify anything to Cohen. Or anyone else for that matter. “Got it?”

Cohen squinted. “Got it.”

“Good.” Gillette checked Bloomberg again. Dominion’s share price had fallen another twenty cents in the last few minutes. “Have you gotten the money to those kids yet?”

“It’s all taken care of.”

“Thank you.”

“Sure.”

“How about those questions I had about Faith?” Gillette asked. Yesterday afternoon he’d tasked Cohen with following up on what Tom McGuire had relayed about Faith Cassidy. “Anything?”

“Yeah.” Cohen flipped back several pages in his pad. “Sales of her latest album are off 30 percent from her first one—when you compare where the first one was after the same number of release weeks.”

“When was that last album released?”

“A few weeks ago.”

“And her contract negotiations have been on hold for a while?”

“Yes,” Cohen confirmed. “According to the chief counsel at her record label, anyway.”

“Did he give you specifics on the marketing dollars the label committed to that album versus the first one?” asked Gillette.

Cohen nodded deliberately. “Fifty percent less.”

“Fifty percent? Did he tell you why?”

“He’s still checking.”

“That prick,” Gillette muttered under his breath.

“What was that?” Cohen asked quickly.

“Nothing.” The situation was exactly as McGuire had described it. Donovan was getting back at Faith for not letting him have what he wanted in the limousine. This was all about revenge.

“When are you seeing her again?” Cohen wanted to know.

“She’s on the West Coast doing some PR. She’s supposed to be back tonight or tomorrow.”

“Be careful,” Cohen warned.

“Don’t worry, Ben.” Gillette checked another stock quote. “You were going to give me the latest on Laurel Energy, right? Did they finish shooting seismic up there yet?”

“Yeah, but it’s strange,” Cohen said, shaking his head.

Gillette glanced up from the computer. “What is?”

“Last night they found the team leader’s SUV abandoned fifty miles north of this no-phone, one-horse town
called Amachuck. The tapes from the shoot were in the front seat, but he was gone. There was no sign of him.”

“Did we get the tapes to the lab?”

“They’re analyzing them as we speak.”

“Any idea what happened to the guy?”

Cohen shrugged. “The truck died. There were heavy snows up there yesterday. Our people think he must have tried to make it out on foot. But he’d been up there quite a few times. He would have known that he was still fifty miles from town. He should have just stayed in the truck. That was his best shot.”

Gillette peered at Cohen for a few moments, thinking. “You said the truck’s battery died?”

Cohen checked his notes. “That’s what I was told. The key was in the truck when the guys found it. They tried to start it but it wouldn’t go.”

“How does a battery die out in the middle of nowhere? I mean, once the engine starts, the battery doesn’t matter anymore, right?”

“I guess. I don’t know much about cars.”

“Why would you turn the engine off and let the battery die?”

Cohen shrugged. “Beats the hell out of me.”

“Let me know as soon as the lab calls,” Gillette instructed.

“Of course.”

“Have we heard from the U.S. Petroleum lawyers?” asked Gillette.

“They called our attorneys about the oil field service division yesterday. Richard Harris must really want Laurel.”

“Yeah,” Gillette agreed. “Maybe he knows something we don’t.”

“You really think so?”

“Maybe. Listen, you, Faraday, and I are getting together later to talk about promoting Kyle and Marcie.”

“What’s to talk about?” Cohen grumbled. “You’ve already made the decision.”

Gillette nodded. “Yes, I have.”

“And you aren’t going to let me be the chairman of even one company.”

“We’ve been over that, Ben,” Gillette said firmly. “You’re going to be focused internally. You’re going to be in charge of what goes on here at Everest. I need you to do that for me while I run most of our portfolio companies and help Faraday raise the next fund.”

“Okay,” Cohen said quietly after a few moments. “I don’t like it, but I accept it.”

“Good.”

“And you know I’ll do the best job I can.”

That was true, Gillette thought to himself. That was Cohen. If he accepted a job, he did the best he could. Whether he was excited about it or not. “I do.”
“But if that’s how it’s going to be, I need people around here to know I’m in charge.”

“I’ll make an announcement tomorrow,” Gillette assured him.

“I need more than that,” Cohen pressed.

“What do you mean?”

“I need a title.”

“A title?”

“Yes.”

“But you’re already a managing partner.”

“I need to be the chief operating officer.”

Gillette pushed out his lower lip. That didn’t seem like a big deal. If Cohen wanted to be COO of Everest, so be it. He almost felt grateful to Cohen for coming up with a solution that gave them both what they wanted. “You got it. From now on, Ben, you’re COO.”

Richard Harris stood on a crowded Dallas street corner, waiting for the light to change. He could have sent his executive assistant to pick up his roast beef and provolone sandwich, but the deli was only a few blocks away from U.S. Petroleum’s shiny new sixty-seven-story headquarters building and it was a beautiful day. The exercise would do him good. Make him feel better about having potato salad with his sandwich.

Harris glanced back over his right shoulder at the skyscraper that had been his pet project for the last two years. It was an impressive structure, dominating the Dallas skyline. In thirty days he’d have Laurel Energy to add to the trophy case, he thought to himself, smiling. Christian Gillette thought of himself as a master negotiator, but the young buck still had a lot to learn about red herrings and hidden agendas. Someday he’d be as good as Donovan, but not today.

As the Metro bus barreled along beside the curb, a man in the crowd on the corner slipped behind Harris and pushed. Not hard. Just a subtle shoulder to Harris’s back. Just enough to make him stumble into the street with the bus ten feet away.

One moment Harris was on the street in front of the crowd. The next he was gone. Cartwheeling across the intersection like a rag doll. Dead before his body stopped tumbling—three hundred feet from where he’d been struck.

In the ensuing chaos the man who had pushed Harris walked calmly away into the Dallas afternoon.

Last night, he’d missed. Gillette was still alive. But today had been a different story. Harris was dead.

Now it was time to finish off Gillette.
Partner. The hardest things in life to have.

“LET’S GO.” GILLETTE MOTIONED FOR Debbie to close the door of the small conference room outside Donovan’s old office. Where Donovan and the managing partners had always met.

It seemed strange not to have the old man here, Gillette thought to himself. Even stranger that he’d thought about it. He wasn’t a sentimental man.

He’d already had the personal items in Donovan’s office boxed and sent to the estate, and all Everest-related information in Donovan’s desk and credenzas catalogued and filed. He’d move in this weekend. Not that he liked the office very much, but he had to take it. It was the alpha office, and everyone needed to know he was the alpha dog.

“We’ve got a lot to cover,” he continued as Debbie sat down beside him. He was pushing things forward the same way Donovan would have. The only other people in the room were Cohen and Faraday. It was the first time they’d met as a group since the funeral.

“What’s she doing here?” Faraday demanded, his British accent more pronounced than usual.

Over time, Gillette had come to recognize what flare-ups of Faraday’s accent meant. Faraday was irritated. “She’s taking the minutes of the meeting.”

“Bill never brought his assistant in to take minutes.”

“Maybe he should have.” Gillette glanced across the small table at Faraday, glad he’d made time earlier to go out and pick up the new contacts. No more blurry images. And it had given him a chance to see Stiles in action, which had impressed him. “Don’t be afraid of change, Nigel,” he counseled, noticing that today’s razor cut was on Faraday’s chin.

“Speaking of that,” Faraday piped up, “I vote we go business casual now that Bill’s gone. Everybody else in New York is, and I’m sick of wearing suits and ties.”

Gillette shook his head. He liked formality. The same way Donovan had. It made people serious. “No.”

“Don’t be afraid of change, Christian,” Faraday said sarcastically, giving Gillette an irritated stare, then looking over at Cohen. “What do you think, Moses? Want to go casual?”

“It’s Christian’s decision.”

“Yeah, but what do you think?”

Cohen shrugged. “It doesn’t matter to me.”

Faraday groaned. “Have your own opinion once in a while, will you?”

“Hey, I—”

“Who’s the black guy hanging around today?” Faraday continued, switching subjects. “The one who looks like he could break me in half with two fingers.”

“Quentin Stiles,” Gillette replied, amused at the way Faraday had easily segued from topic to topic. He was the consummate salesman. “My new bodyguard.” The fact that Faraday had asked about Stiles indicated that Cohen and Faraday hadn’t buddied up since they’d been passed over for chairman. Cohen had known since this morning about
Stiles but apparently hadn’t told Faraday. They’d never been close, but Gillette figured they might form some kind of alliance after the events of the last week. He was glad they hadn’t. “Stiles will be with me full-time from now on.”

“I thought Tom McGuire was taking care of your personal security,” Faraday said.

“I needed another set of eyes and ears, given what’s happened.”

“Hmm. Hey, what about Bill’s old office? You going to take it?” Faraday wanted to know. “Because if you don’t, I will,” he volunteered quickly. “In fact, I should get it. I’m the lead money-raiser around here. I deal with investors more than anyone else. It makes sense for me to have it. Always good to impress the investors with the best digs.”

“I’m taking it,” Gillette said firmly. “But thanks for bringing up our investors and getting us to the first agenda item. Which is the new fund.”

“New fund?” Faraday asked.

“Yes. Everest Capital Partners Eight.”

“I thought Seven was only 50 percent invested.”

“Over 50 percent,” Gillette made clear. “Which means I can start raising Eight whenever I want to.”

Faraday turned to Cohen. “Is that right?”

“Yes.”

“I’ve already started the raise, Nigel,” Gillette continued. “I met with Miles Whitman over at North America Guaranty yesterday morning.”

Faraday sat back in his chair and folded his arms tightly across his chest. “Thanks for telling me,” he muttered.

“I wanted to get things kicked off as soon as possible. Miles was available on short notice. He committed a billion five.”

“A billion five?” Faraday asked incredulously.

“Yes. And, Nigel, there’s no need for you to follow up with Miles. I’ll deal directly with him on this.”

“But, I—”

“Don’t sweat it,” Gillette broke in, hearing the insecurity in Faraday’s tone loud and clear. “You’re going to have your hands full bringing in the other thirteen and a half billion.”

“Thirteen and a half?”

“That’s right.”

“Holy shit. You mean we’re going to try to raise fifteen fucking billion?”

“Yes.”

“No one’s ever raised a private equity fund that big.”

“We’ll be the first,” Gillette said matter-of-factly. “By the way, Paul Strazzi is going to be in the market raising a $10 billion fund for Apex at the same time.”

“That’s comforting news.”
“Have confidence, Nigel.”

Faraday gave Gillette a quick salute. “Aye, aye, Captain. But in the future, could you at least let me know when you’re going to talk to one of our big investors? We’ll look like fucking amateurs if I call one of these guys and he says you’ve already been in touch.”

“Of course,” Gillette agreed. “Let’s get together later and talk specifics. You’re going to need to hire at least one more person. Maybe two.”

“Maybe three.”

“Like I said, let’s talk later.” Gillette looked around. “Next topic. I’ve agreed to sell Laurel Energy to U.S. Petroleum for a billion dollars. We invested three hundred million in that business, so it’s an excellent transaction for us: a seven-hundred-million-dollar profit. And we know the buyer’s good for the money. There’ll be no financing contingency.” He glanced at Cohen. “Ben, I’ve asked Kyle to take the lead on this one.”

“Right!” Cohen jotted down a note to himself.

“I want to close the transaction quickly,” Gillette continued. “No earlier than January first, though. We don’t want our partners getting hit with capital gains taxes this year.”

“Whoa,” Faraday spoke up. “At least Bill let us have some discussion about selling a portfolio company before he made his decision.”

“The offer came out of nowhere,” Gillette explained. “Directly from Richard Harris, the CEO of U.S. Petroleum, at Bill’s funeral reception. I had to make a decision right there.” Here was another sign that Cohen wasn’t running to Faraday to tell him about what was going on. “Ben was in the room with me when Harris made the offer.”

“Shouldn’t we get info on the seismic tests in Canada before we commit to Harris?” Faraday asked.

“We’ll get those next week,” Gillette answered. “If we win the lotto, we’ll renegotiate. Any more questions?”

“Yeah,” Faraday said. “Why does Cohen already know everything?”

“I’ve promoted Ben to chief operating officer,” Gillette answered without hesitation. “Things happened fast in the last few days, and I needed someone with me while I negotiated. I’m going to need someone focused internally, too. Ben’s the best suited for that job.”

Faraday shoved his hands in his pockets and slouched back in his chair, annoyed. “What about our portfolio companies?” he asked, the edge in his tone sharpening. “Who’s getting the chair positions now that Donovan and Mason are gone?”

“I’ll chair fifteen of the twenty-seven. Kyle and Marcie will split the other twelve, six and six.”

Faraday was quiet for a few moments. Finally he looked over at Cohen. “Did you know about this, too?”

Cohen looked away.

“Yes, he did,” Gillette admitted.

“Christ!” Faraday shouted, yanking one hand out of his pocket and banging the table.

“Oh, God.” Debbie dropped the pen and put her hands to her chest. She’d been focused on taking minutes and hadn’t seen Faraday’s explosion coming.

“Easy, Nigel,” Gillette warned.

“Easy? Damn it, Chris. You’re making major decisions, and I’m hearing about them days later. But Cohen’s in on everything real time. I’m a managing partner here, too. And you tell me to be easy?”
“I have to do what’s best for the firm,” said Gillette calmly. “I’m the chairman.”

“Good for fucking you.”

“Nigel, I don’t think—”

“I didn’t even find out first from you that you’d axed Mason.” Faraday wasn’t finished with his tirade.

Gillette’s eyes narrowed. “So, how did you find out?”

“Troy called me.” Faraday raised one eyebrow. “Did you know that Paul Strazzi hired him?”

Gillette stared back at Faraday but said nothing.

“Ha,” Faraday crowed triumphantly. “You didn’t know.”

“When did this happen?” Gillette demanded.

“Yesterday. Strazzi called Mason at his apartment after the funeral reception to set up a meeting. Strazzi knew what happened before I did, for Christ’s sake. Before any of us but you, apparently.”

So there was a rat inside Everest. Miles Whitman had warned him that Strazzi would do anything to get an advantage, and having someone inside Everest would be the best way to do it. Now he knew for sure Whitman was right, and he needed to ID the traitor immediately. Quentin Stiles could help. And he could help find out who e-mailed him last night just before the attack in front of the gas station.

“And you aren’t going to let Moses or me have even one chair position,” Faraday continued, ranting. “You’re going to promote Kyle and Marcie to managing partner and let them have the chairs right away. This is fucking bullshit!”

Gillette glanced at Cohen. So Ben was filling in Faraday after all. At least on some things. Probably things he was pissed off about, such as Kyle and Marcie’s promotions. “Yes,” he confirmed. “I’m going to promote them. And I’m going to give each of them 5 percent of the ups.”

“Shut up, Nigel,” Gillette snapped. “Kyle and Marcie are extremely talented. Tom McGuire tells me Kyle’s been approached several times in the last six months by other private equity firms.” He glanced at Cohen. “Marcie, too. Right?”

Cohen nodded.

“So, if I don’t promote them and give them a piece of the action, they’ll leave. Then we’d have to hire people from the outside who’d squeeze us for more than 10 percent. People we wouldn’t know.” Gillette paused. “Sit down, Nigel.”

Faraday sank slowly back into his chair, teeth gritted.

“I’m going to meet with Marcie and Kyle after this,” Gillette explained. “I’ll write an e-mail to the rest of the firm in the morning making the announcement.”

“How much of the ups of Fund Eight are you going to give Cohen and me?” Faraday blurted out angrily, unable to control himself.

“Jesus, Nigel. Don’t be so pushy,” Cohen urged.

“Fuck you, Moses. He’s going to screw us. I know it.”

“I’m going to give you what you deserve, Nigel,” Gillette said calmly. “If you raise the fund quickly, you’ll do
well. If not, you’ll be disappointed.”

“How much are you going to keep for yourself?” Faraday demanded.

“I haven’t decided.”

“More than twenty-fucking-five percent, I’ll bet.”

“Like I said, I haven’t—” Gillette stopped talking as the door opened and Cohen’s assistant entered the room.

She leaned down and whispered something into Cohen’s ear. Cohen’s jaw slowly dropped.

“What is it?” Gillette demanded.

Cohen didn’t answer right away.

“Ben.”

Cohen shook his head. “Richard Harris was killed this afternoon in Dallas,” he murmured. “Three blocks from U.S. Petroleum’s headquarters.”

Gillette felt his mouth go dry. “How?”

Cohen glanced up at his assistant, then back at Gillette. “He was run down near his office.

Cohen’s face blurred in front of Gillette’s eyes. First Donovan. Then the guy up in Canada. Now Harris.
The Government. Serving and protecting, faithfully.

Until the evil in those who wield power deem the probability of their crimes being discovered small enough to abuse their positions for personal gain. Or, worse, they’re blinded by ambition.

If you’ve never been the target of a government conspiracy, you can’t truly comprehend the frustration—and, ultimately, the fear—involved. If you have, you know that despite your innocence, you’re very vulnerable. Because the government can do almost anything it wants in its pursuit of you—legal or not. And you can do almost nothing to stop it.

Then, even if you’ve been an atheist all your life, you suddenly believe in God. Because, at that point, he’s your only chance. Your only chance.

Typically, Paul Strazzi surrounded himself with his success: His office at Apex filled with elegant furniture and antiques. A Rolls-Royce limousine. His five-bedroom penthouse atop the most prestigious apartment building in Manhattan, a sprawling East Hampton estate, fine wines from France, and cigars imported from Havana by an old friend who knew his way around customs at Newark Airport.

Opulence. Everywhere, all the time.

But this office was bare-bones: ten by ten and windowless—a prison cell. Walls unpainted. Furnished with just a metal desk and two spindly chairs. Tucked into one corner of a run-down warehouse located in a war-zone section of the Bronx.

It reminded Strazzi of the East New York hellhole tenement he’d grown up in. Despite how much he abhorred its appearance, it did serve one extremely important purpose. It provided him a place to meet with someone in secrecy. When that person was a U. S. senator, it took on an even greater importance.

He glanced to his left at the lone decoration on the wall. The only item he’d kept all these years as a reminder of a childhood he despised. Hanging by a twisted wire from a single nail, encased by a simple black frame—the letter from the insurance company denying his mother the money she needed to fight her cancer.

At the time the doctor discovered her sickness, she’d missed four monthly premiums in a row because she’d had to use the money she usually set aside for health insurance to put food on the table for her three boys. The man she worked for as a maid in Manhattan had repeatedly stiffed her, always telling her he’d pay her next week. Finally she’d realized that he had no intention of ever paying. And because she was a single mother—Strazzi’s father had abandoned them years ago—there was no other source of income.

There had been no compassion from the insurance company. The pleas for making an exception this one time had fallen on deaf ears, and she’d died in her bedroom on a hot summer afternoon.

It had taught Strazzi the most important lesson of his life: Most people have no compassion for those they don’t know—even for many they do. In the end everything comes down to money.

So, he’d learned to have no compassion himself—except for those very few he was closest to. He’d learned to bring it down to money, just like everyone else did. To use all those he wasn’t close to for personal gain.

Now, because of the sense of purpose and focus the lesson had instilled, he was worth billions. Sometimes he wondered if he would have traded it all for a loving father and a normal childhood.

Strazzi gazed at the name at the bottom of the letter from the insurance company. Harold Bleaker. The man who’d denied his mother coverage, a chance at living. Fifteen years ago, he’d ruined Bleaker’s life, destroyed the one-shop dry-cleaning business Bleaker had poured his life savings into after he’d tired of the insurance business. Strazzi had
opened his own shop, next door to Bleaker’s, charging half of what Bleaker charged for everything, put Bleaker out of business in three months. He also paid an attractive young woman to approach Bleaker one night in a bar as his business was collapsing, get him drunk, and take him to a hotel, where their encounter was secretly recorded. Then Strazzi had the tape delivered anonymously to Mrs. Bleaker. He did the same thing to Bleaker’s married son, using the same woman.

Strazzi smiled as he stared at Bleaker’s signature. Whoever said revenge didn’t taste sweet was a pussy. It was sweeter than honey, and he’d loved every second of it.

There was a light tap on the door and Strazzi rose from his chair, passing one large hand over his gray crew cut, musing at how a powerful person could knock so meekly.

He opened the door and Stockman moved quickly past him into the office, as if something was chasing him. Strazzi leaned into the dimly lit corridor and glanced around. Satisfied no one was there, he closed and relocked the door. Stockman had already removed his coat and taken a seat in front of the desk.

“Morning, George.”

“Hello, Paul.” Stockman checked the letter hanging on the wall to his right, peering at it hard so he could read the small print. He abandoned the effort when he realized it was one of those artifacts that held significance only for the person who had hung it. “Nice place,” he said sarcastically, gesturing around.

“It serves its purpose.”

“Uh-huh. So, why did you have me come here?”

Strazzi chuckled. “I figured you didn’t make it to this section of the Bronx very often, and I thought it might do you some good to see how your constituents live.”

“Thanks for the educational opportunity,” Stockman replied drily. “What did you want to talk about?”

“Let’s start with Donovan’s widow.”

“I made the call,” Stockman confirmed. “I told her I had information from a reliable source that there were significant problems in the Everest portfolio. As we agreed.”

“I know you did,” Strazzi confirmed.

“You do?”

“Yup.”

“How?”

“She called to tell me that she plans on seeing Gillette this afternoon.”

“Oh, good.”

“And once the information on Dominion Savings & Loan is released to the public through your friend in the House, she’ll sell out to me immediately. She’ll roll over on Gillette so fast he won’t have a chance to react. As soon as Pete Allen has his press conference.”

Peter Allen, the senior congressman from Idaho, was vice chairman of the House Select Committee on Corporate Abuse. A man Stockman controlled.

Stockman flicked a piece of lint from his pants. “Are you worried that it won’t be enough?”

“That what won’t be enough?”
“What we’re going to claim is wrong at Dominion.”

“Enough to what?”

“To make the widow sell her stake in Everest to you,” Stockman answered, irritated that Strazzi wasn’t seeing things as clearly as he was.

“You spoke to her. You heard her voice. She’s a cat on a hot tin roof. She’s looking for an excuse to sell. Why wouldn’t it be enough? The newspapers will be all over it. She’ll be out of her mind. She’ll think her whole net worth is about to evaporate.”

“Everest doesn’t control Dominion anymore,” Stockman pointed out. “They only own about 10 percent of it now that it’s public. Gillette might be able to deflect the heat so there’s no real damage to Everest.”

“But what we’re saying we have on them would have happened while they did control Dominion,” Strazzi countered. “And Allen has to point that out in the news conference. He has to say that we have documents that show Everest’s direct involvement.”

“He will,” Stockman assured Strazzi.

Strazzi leaned back in his chair, not satisfied. Of course, he never was satisfied in situations like this. Not until he actually saw the scenario play out and everybody did what they were supposed to do. “Are we still on for Friday?”

Stockman nodded. “Allen will hold the press conference sometime around noon.”

“You sure he’s going to do this?”

“Absolutely. I’m his godfather in the Senate. He needs me.”

“Has Allen pushed you at all on whether or not the information is credible? Has he asked to see documentation?”

“No. And he won’t. He knows better than that. I helped him with a tough situation he had a while back. Something that could have snowballed and destroyed him. Everything’s good.”

Strazzi broke into a broad smile. He couldn’t help himself. “Gillette will have to abort his try at that next fund before it even gets off the ground. And the widow will sell me her stake in Everest. I’ll call for a vote of the limited partners right away and have Gillette thrown out on his ass. Then I’ll install my person as chairman.” His smile grew broader. “Me. Hell, with 25 percent of the vote in my back pocket, it’ll be a lock. Gillette only won by one vote the other day, and there wasn’t even a scandal at that point. I’ll probably get a hundred percent.”

“It would be nice if you had something on Gillette personally,” Stockman pointed out. “Because we won’t be able to pin Dominion on him. We’ll be able to pin it on Everest, but not him specifically. He’d be able to prove very quickly that he wasn’t involved. That it was just Donovan and Marcie Reed who worked on the Dominion IPO. I mean that’s the whole reason for using it—because he wasn’t close to it. So he won’t be able to figure out what we’re doing.”

“I’m working on that,” Strazzi answered.

“What are you doing?”

“I hired the Everest managing partner Gillette fired last weekend. His name’s Troy Mason. If there’s anyone who can give us dirt on Gillette or the companies he works with directly, it’s Mason. He’ll know where the bodies at Everest are buried.” Strazzi paused. “When will you announce your candidacy, George?”

“Right after Allen’s press conference on Everest. Right after he tells the world he’s going to investigate them.”

“Nice symmetry.” Strazzi nodded approvingly. “Once we have control of Everest, you’ll have yourself another couple million votes—and my checkbook,” he added.
“And, because of my help, you’ll control twice as much private equity,” Stockman countered. “The two most powerful private equity firms in the world. It goes both ways, Paul.”

Strazzi nodded slowly. He already had his empire but, very shortly, he’d double the size of it, and destroy Donovan’s legacy at the same time. Very quickly he’d wipe the man off the face of the private equity map.

“How are you going to pay for all this?” Stockman wanted to know. “The widow’s share of Everest and my campaign, I mean. You told me her stake is going to cost at least two billion, which is what I told her someone might offer her. Like you told me to do on the call. And you promised me a hundred million for my campaign.”

Strazzi glanced over at Stockman. He didn’t really have to tell anyone how he was going to pay for anything. It was none of Stockman’s business. But he wanted the senator to be confident about everything when he gave Pete Allen the go-ahead to hold the press conference on Friday. “My stake in Apex is worth almost 5 billion. I’ve already had discussions with several of my personal bankers about using it as collateral. I haven’t told them what for yet, but it won’t be a problem to get at least two billion in cash out of that. I might even be able to use the Everest stake as collateral, too. But if the bankers think there are problems with that portfolio, I won’t get much.” He paused. “Plus, I’m going to negotiate with the widow.”

“What do you mean?” Stockman asked.

“I mean I’m going to try to use her as the bank, too.”

“I don’t understand.”

“When I meet with her to talk about buying her stake, I’m going to tell her I’ll pay her a billion in cash and the other billion over five years. Two hundred million a year.”

“She might not agree to that,” Stockman said worriedly. “Don’t blow this, Paul.”

Strazzi let out an exasperated breath. Politicians. Idiots, most of them because they never actually had to make money. They lived off others. They didn’t understand that everything in business was a negotiation. Right down to the price of paper clips. “Relax, George. It’ll be fine.”

“What about my campaign? Let’s say the widow holds out for all cash up front and you have to come up with two billion. How are you going to pay for my campaign then?”

“I’ve got three hundred million in CDs, my friend.” Strazzi saw relief spread across the senator’s face. “It won’t be a problem. Trust me.”

“And you’re going to let me use your portfolio companies as places for speeches and announcements. At Apex and Everest, right?”

“Just like we talked about. Don’t worry.”

“I want access to that media company Everest owns right away,” Stockman kept on. “I want the TV and radio stations.”

“You’ll have it.”

They were silent for a while, and Strazzi thought about what he was so close to.

Finally Stockman spoke up. “Are you sure that guy you just hired from Everest is on our side?”

“What do you mean?”

“I hate to admit it, but Gillette’s pretty cagey. Maybe he cut the guy loose as a ploy, knowing you’d go after him immediately. Maybe the guy’s a Trojan horse. Maybe he’s still working for Gillette.”
Strazzi’s eyes narrowed. Stupid as most politicians were about business, they understood intrigue. “That thought crossed my mind,” he admitted, “but I have an insurance policy. Mason’s on our side. I’m positive.”

Stockman took a deep breath. “Okay.”

Strazzi reached into the desk’s top drawer, pulled out a cigar, and ran the length of it slowly under his nose. “Do you think Donovan ever told Gillette he found out you and I were working together?”

Donovan had discovered what was going on thanks to an aide in Stockman’s office who he had on the payroll, an aide who was quickly dismissed.

“I don’t think so,” Stockman answered. “He and Gillette weren’t very close the last couple of years. At least, according to your contact.”

Strazzi lit the cigar and took several puffs. “I think that’s right.” He shook his head. “It wouldn’t be good for us if Donovan had. Gillette might see through this thing very quickly.”

Stockman cleared his throat. “Do you think Bill Donovan was murdered?”

Strazzi’s eyes flashed to Stockman’s. “How would I know?” he demanded.

“Do you think he was murdered?” Stockman asked again.

“I told you,” Strazzi said quietly, “I have no idea.”

“What about Gillette?”

“What about him?” Strazzi asked curtly. It irritated him to think that Stockman was getting the better end of this deal. He took it personally when anyone got the better of him in any situation.

“What about his limousine blowing up outside the church at Donovan’s funeral? What do you think of that?”

“I think Gillette has enemies. I think he’d better watch his step if he wants to kiss his girl at midnight on New Year’s Eve.”

Jimmy Holt hurried along the corridor, head down, hands jammed in his pockets, the report clutched tightly under one arm. He was a senior energy analyst at the engineering firm of Pullen, Marks of Houston—and his heart was in his throat. The tapes had just finished telling him an amazing tale.

“Hey, Jimmy.”

Holt spun around, toward the voice. Sam Abernathy, another analyst at the firm, was leaning through his office doorway into the corridor. “What?” Holt snapped. “What do you want?”

“Jesus.” Abernathy ambled up to Holt. “You all right, Jimmy?”

“Of course.” Holt took a deep breath, aware that he needed to relax, that Abernathy might somehow make a connection between his anxiety and the report if he wasn’t careful. “Why?” he asked as casually as he could.
Abernathy shook his head. “You seem nervous.”

Holt turned around quickly and hurried away. In the same direction he’d been headed before the interruption. It was the best thing to do. Otherwise, Abernathy would see how nervous he was.

“Oh, you wanna have lunch today?” Abernathy called.

“Yeah, sure. Buzz me in an hour.”

Moments later, Holt knocked on his boss’s door.

“Jimmy?”

“Yeah.”

“Come in, come in.” Bill Perkins ushered Holt inside, then quickly shut the door after him. “Well?”

Holt held the report out. “It’s incredible. It’s one of the largest untapped oil and gas fields in the world.”

Perkins snatched the manila folder from Holt’s hand and quickly reviewed the summary page Holt had prepared.

“The thing is worth megabillions,” Holt continued. “I’ve never seen anything like it.”

“You didn’t tell anybody, right?” Perkins’s voice was shaking.

“Right. Just like you told me. I came straight to you.”

Perkins nodded. “Good.” He hesitated. “Now forget you know anything about it. You understand me?”

Holt shook his head. “What’s this about, Bill?”

“Don’t ask. Don’t ask and don’t tell. That’s the best advice I can give you.” Perkins nodded toward the door. “Now, get out of here.”
Subordinates. Only slightly less difficult to deal with than partners.

NICKNAMED “POISON” BY THE YOUNGER men at Everest, Marcie Reed had emerged from the womb destined for private equity. A master manipulator, Marcie was as aggressive as they came, easily intimidating CEOs with her cold, steel blue eyes, a knack for numbers, and her comfort with confrontation. She demanded results—and got them.

Marcie was five eight and slim, with shoulder-length blond hair, a thin face, and long, tapered legs. She rarely wore panty hose under her short skirts and dresses, and she always sported high, high heels. She knew what she had and didn’t hesitate to use it.

When she tasked the younger men at Everest, they quickly put aside other assignments—even projects Donovan had given them—hoping that the bedroom smile and light touch to the back of their hand meant something more than just thank you. That maybe, just maybe, after a few drinks at the bar downstairs, she’d take them home to her sprawling loft in SoHo. Then they might be able to confirm that rumor about a sexy tattoo on the small of her back.

Thirty-two and single, Marcie had been around money all her life—and it showed. Nothing impressed her. Her father, the CEO of a multinational drug company, had taught her the value of thinking from forty thousand feet, of always seeing the bigger picture. And her mother had given her style and grace. So she had that deadly combination of beauty, brains, and sophistication—and she knew it.

Which Gillette intended to capitalize on.

He’d suggested to Donovan that Marcie be promoted to managing partner six months ago, but the old man had balked, telling him to pound salt and keep his mouth shut. Still psychologically mired in a bygone era, Donovan didn’t want a female partner. But Gillette saw opportunity and now he could do what he wanted.

“Hello, Marcie.” Gillette checked Dominion’s stock price—off another thirty cents this afternoon. Donovan had been the chairman while Everest controlled Dominion, and Marcie his second. A board member and the Everest person most active at Dominion on a day-to-day basis, Marcie had been in charge of the initial public offering on which Everest had made one of its biggest killings. “Busy today?”

“Of course.” She sat on the other side of his desk, twirling her blond hair impatiently. Marcie understood efficiency. Donovan’s obsession with it had rubbed off on her, too. “I’m always busy. You know that.”

“Right. Well, look, obviously there’ve been a lot of changes in the last few days. Unfortunately, Bill’s gone, and —”

“Not unfortunately for you,” she cut in.

“And, as I’m sure you know by now,” he continued, unfazed by her comment, “I fired Troy.”

“And Paul Strazzi hired Troy over at Apex,” she said. “Rumor going around is that Strazzi’s paying him three million a year.”

“Don’t get any ideas,” Gillette warned, rifling through his e-mails while they talked, slowing up when he saw that an old friend was blasting out to everyone that he had a new cell phone number—a sure sign the guy was ending an affair because these days you could keep your number even if you lost your phone or switched providers. “Understand?”

“I can’t help having ideas,” Marcie retorted. “It’s what I do.”

“Strazzi did hire Troy,” Gillette confirmed. “I don’t know what they’re paying him, but I doubt it’s three million.”
He shook his head. “I’m sorry Troy had to go, but I had no choice.”

Marcie laughed harshly. “Troy’s an asshole. He was always asking me to dinner, trying to get me in bed. I’m glad he’s gone.” She glanced around the office impatiently, then refocused on Gillette. “By the way, congratulations . . . Mr. Chairman.”

“Thanks.”

“You deserved it.”

She was good, Gillette thought to himself. She was completely insincere, but the remark sounded pure and honest coming from her mouth. He almost smiled as he thought about how that ability was going to make his stake in Everest worth much more. How easily she could wrap men around her little finger—even experienced executives. He’d seen it firsthand.

“What do you make in salary as chairman?” Marcie asked.

Gillette glanced up. She always asked pointed questions out of the blue. “Five million,” he answered directly. He was about to make her a managing partner. With the promotion she’d have access to all of Everest’s internal numbers, so there was no reason to be coy.

“Jesus. What does that come out to an hour?”

“Around seven hundred bucks.”

Her expression turned serious for a moment, then relaxed as she quickly finished the calculation. “Oh, I get it. Twenty-four—seven—three-sixty-five less about four or five hours of sleep a night. Seven hundred an hour.”

“Exactly.” Gillette nodded approvingly. “Which isn’t outrageous. Plenty of lawyers in Manhattan charge more than that.”

“But that doesn’t include your bonus.”

“So?”

“What’s that going to be this year?”

“Probably another five.”

Marcie whistled. “That certainly helps the hourly—”

“Let’s get to why I called you in here,” Gillette interrupted. “I’m promoting you to managing partner and giving you 5 percent of the ups in the next fund, which, by the way, I’ve already started raising.”

“Oh?”

“And the target for Eight is fifteen billion.” Gillette made certain to look away as Marcie crossed her legs at the knees. She was wearing a skirt that was even shorter than usual, and she’d lifted one leg very high as she’d crossed it over the other. “Miles Whitman at North America Guaranty has already committed a billion five.”

“Good,” she said, her voice emotionless.

“I know you’re busy with your portfolio companies, but I want you to get involved in the money raise this time around, too.”

She nodded enthusiastically. “See, Christian, that’s why the limited partners elected you chairman. You just want to get your hands on fifteen billion as fast as possible. You aren’t caught up in the whole male domination thing like Bill was.” She leaned forward. “You know the gatekeepers at the insurance companies and the pension funds will love to see me walk through their doors.” Her eyes were flashing. “You know they’ll be more likely to commit big
bucks if they think they get to take me to dinner once a quarter to give them an update.” She smiled slyly. “You have no problem using me. I like it.”

“Good. I think you’ll like this, too. I’m taking your salary from five hundred thousand to a million starting January first. And, like I said, you’ll get 5 percent of the ups of Everest VIII.

She nodded again.

But not enthusiastically, he noticed. It was as if she expected it, as if she was even a little disappointed at the number. The same way he’d reacted to Miles Whitman’s commitment to Everest VIII. Like they were talking about the weather and the forecast wasn’t great. Which was exactly why he was promoting her, he reminded himself. She was so good. Of course she was excited; she just wasn’t showing it. “You’re going to chair six of our companies,” he continued. “I’ll send you an e-mail on that by close of business tomorrow. I haven’t made all the decisions on which companies you’ll have yet.”

“Are you keeping the other twenty-one? You can’t possibly—”

“No, I’m going to chair fifteen.”

“Who’s getting the other six?”

“Kyle.”

Marcie stopped twirling her hair. “You’re promoting Kyle to managing partner, too?”

“Yes.” She wasn’t happy, that was obvious. Clearly she’d wanted this to be a solo deal. She didn’t want to share the spotlight with Kyle Lefors when Everest published the announcement of her promotion in *The Wall Street Journal*.

“What about Cohen and Faraday?” she asked.

“Ben will be focused internally. I’ve promoted him to chief operating officer.”

“I bet he was *real* happy about that,” Marcie said sarcastically.

“Why do you say it like that?”

“He’s dying to be chairman of at least one of our companies. Faraday, too. They’ve been pissed off for a while that Donovan kept those positions for just you and Mason.”

“Too bad. We all need to focus on what we do best. That’s the bottom line. Ben needs to run the shop, and Nigel needs to raise the next fund. Both of those jobs are critically important if we’re going to become the most dominant private equity firm in the world.”

“I like the sound of that.”

“You should. You’ll be very rich if we’re successful.”

Marcie shrugged. “Just serve me up as an appetizer on the fund-raising side, Mr. Chairman. I’ll make Nigel’s job a lot easier.”

Gillette checked Dominion’s ticker one more time. The price had dropped another ten cents. “I need to ask you a question,” he said, still gazing at the screen.

“Okay.”

His eyes moved to hers. “When you were running the IPO diligence for Dominion, did you ever get a sense that there was anything wrong?”
“Like what?”

“Like the loan portfolio might not be as clean as we and the investment bankers claimed it was in the offering documents, like the Dominion senior executives might have been playing shell games with the files to hide that.”

Marcie tugged at her skirt, pulling it toward her knees. “No. Why?”

“Just curious.”

“Oh, no. You don’t just ask questions like that, Christian. Come on, what did you mean?”

Gillette stood up. “The stock’s been off the last few days, but the overall market’s been strong,” he explained, moving out from behind the desk. “Seems like something’s going on.”

“I’m supposed to believe that the trading pattern over the last few days would make you think the Dominion senior executives were playing shell games with the loan portfolio when the IPO went off months ago?” she asked, standing up to block his path to the door. “Come on.”

“Okay. Somebody told me there might be a problem.”

“Who?”

“I can’t say.”

“Tell me, Christian.”

“No.”

They stared at each other for a few moments, their faces close.

Finally, Marcie walked to the door, hesitating there a moment. “Watch out for Kyle, Christian.”

“Why?”

“There’s something about him I don’t trust.”

“Good job today.”

“Thank you.”

“I’ve heard nothing about anyone at the scene seeing anything unusual. The Dallas cops are calling it an accident.”

“Couldn’t have gone any smoother.”

Tom McGuire lit a cigarette and tossed the match into an ashtray. Gillette thought he didn’t know about the investment bankers who wanted to take McGuire & Company public at a much higher price than his backer was willing to pay. McGuire took a puff. Gillette had proven to be a tough adversary, but he wasn’t as smart as he thought he was.

“Where are you?” McGuire asked.

“Still at LaGuardia Airport. I landed a few minutes ago.”

“You’re calling me on a pay phone, right?”

“Of course. Like I’m supposed to.”
“So you’ll be trying again soon?”

“Yeah.”

McGuire hesitated. “There’s one thing you should know.”

“What?”

“Gillette’s hired another bodyguard. A man named Quentin Stiles. I’ve checked him out. He’s good.

Kyle Lefors’s nickname at Everest was G-2. Short for Gillette-2. Thirty-one, he resembled Gillette in many ways: physically, with his dark hair and gray eyes, and in the way he approached problems—analytically and from all angles. Gillette could still remember Donovan laughing the day he’d hired Lefors out of Harvard Business School five years ago. How the old man had called it the second coming of Jesus.

In those days Gillette was Jesus, the favorite son, the one who got the best assignments, the one who served as Donovan’s deputy at the high-profile portfolio companies. In those days, Mason had run a distant second.

But all that changed a few years ago when Donovan proposed purchasing a Michigan-based manufacturer of bath and shower products. A company that, in Gillette’s opinion, Everest should have stayed far away from. It owned tired brands in the twilight of their life cycles, and the purchase price was outrageous—thirty times earnings. Earnings that were spiraling further down every month.

The deeper Gillette dug into the company’s operations, the more he objected to the transaction. And the more irritated Donovan became, finally sticking a finger in Gillette’s face one night and telling him to back off or find another job.

Gillette didn’t understand. Donovan never irrationally fell in love with companies the way some gunslingers did—convincing themselves they could work miracles with rusty assets that were at the scrap heap gate. Donovan stayed stone cold sober when it came to investing, never thinking with his heart.

Gillette didn’t understand until he found out that the company’s largest shareholder was one of Donovan’s oldest friends, a man Donovan had known for thirty years who’d recently lost everything in an ugly divorce. Everything except his ownership in the company because the wife’s attorney had convinced her it wasn’t worth anything. That it made sense to trade it for everything else in the estate because no one in their right mind would buy the company.

Enter Donovan. Paying a hundred million for his friend’s share of the company alone. He’d known the company was teetering on the brink of insolvency, but hadn’t cared. He was saving an old friend—who’d ultimately taken twenty million of the hundred and bought Donovan a twelve-thousand-square-foot beachfront mansion in the Caymans with fifteen acres of land along with it. It had been a slick way for Donovan to slip eighty million dollars out of Everest to an old friend—and twenty million to himself.

After figuring out the real deal, Gillette had stopped objecting. Dutifully processing the due diligence information and drafting a memo to Everest’s limited partners describing the acquisition and the “solid” opportunity it represented. In his heart believing the company wouldn’t survive more than two years. He’d been wrong. It had gone bankrupt in less than one. Ten months after acquiring the company, Everest had been forced to write off its entire three-hundred-million-dollar investment. In twenty years, it was one of only a handful of companies Everest had bought that crashed and burned.

But, in the end, it hadn’t mattered at all. Not one iota. Because the rest of the companies in the fund had been huge winners and the limited partners barely noticed the three-hundred-million-dollar write-off. It was just a footnote and a ha-ha during the annual partners’ meeting at the Plaza. No one even questioned Donovan’s motives. Instead, they’d thanked him profusely for being their most successful gunslinger.

After that, Gillette’s relationship with Donovan was never the same. They hadn’t spoken for weeks after closing the deal, and for months after that it had been difficult for Gillette to even be around the old man. He hadn’t said a
word when the bankruptcy hit, and Donovan never acknowledged the mistake. Instead, he subtly blamed the bomb on Gillette at the partners’ meeting. Over time, they’d reestablished a working relationship, but it had never been like the old days.

And Troy Mason had become the messiah. The one who would ultimately run Everest Capital.

Until Donovan had met an untimely death on a Connecticut stream.

“Hello, Kyle.” Gillette was the only one at Everest who didn’t call Lefors by his Donovan-given nickname. He’d never liked it. “What’s up?”

“Just putting chicken in the bucket for the man,” Lefors answered smoothly. “Punching that Everest time clock.”

While Marcie was relentlessly aggressive—a bull in a china shop—Lefors was smooth. He was always ready with an amusing story or an engaging remark to put others at ease. Calmly, almost imperceptibly taking center stage when he wanted to, he never appeared rushed or uncomfortable.

Marcie and Lefors were different in their methods, but equally effective. And, down deep, they both craved their own empires. Which Gillette was wary of because, sooner or later, they’d both want to break away from Everest and start their own firms. It was the natural progression.

“Did you hear about Richard Harris?” Lefors asked casually.

“Yeah.”

Lefors opened a bag of potato chips that was lying in his lap. He inhaled junk food constantly, but never gained weight. “Think he was murdered?”

Gillette glanced up from his computer. Dominion had come back a little at the closing bell but had drifted lower again in after-hours trading. “Why do you ask?”

Lefors shrugged. “A man like Harris probably had lots of enemies. You don’t get to be CEO of U.S. Petroleum without ruining a few careers. I never met him, but I heard he was a deliberate man. Deliberate men don’t step in front of buses. That’s why.”

“It was an accident,” Gillette said. “At least, that’s what I was told. No one at the scene saw anything suspicious.”

“I’m considering all the possibilities,” Lefors said, munching on a chip. “Like you’ve taught me.”

“Just make sure Harris’s death doesn’t throw a wrench into our deals with U.S. Petroleum.”

“I’ve already talked to the business development guy there who’s handling everything,” Lefors answered. “I reminded him that we still expect to close both transactions no later than January tenth. He started backpedaling at first. Said things would probably go on hold with Harris’s death, so I reminded him of the five-million-dollar no-go fee I put in the letter of intent I made him sign.”

“What if we crater the deal?” asked Gillette. “Does the no-go fee go both ways?”

“No,” Lefors replied proudly. “We don’t pay a cent if we cut off negotiations.”

“Good.”

Lefors wiped his mouth with a paper napkin. “So, why did you want to see me?”

“I’m promoting you to managing partner.”

Lefors stuffed several more chips in his mouth. “Do I at least get a cost-of-living increase?” he asked through a mouthful.
“More than that,” Gillette said straight-faced. “Six percent.”

“You’re a generous man.”

“I’m kidding,” Gillette said, breaking into a grin. “You’ll make a million a year, up from the five hundred grand you make now. And I’m going to make you chairman of six of our companies.”

Lefors tossed his tie over his shoulder and brushed crumbs off his shirt. “What about incentive comp? I heard we were raising a new fund. You going to spread some of the ups around now that Donovan and Mason are out of the picture?”

“How did you find out we were raising a new fund?” Gillette wanted to know, irritated. Nobody in New York could keep a damn secret. For such a big city, sometimes it seemed like a small town.

“I gotta plead the Fifth on this one, Christian. I can’t give away my sources. My network would fall apart if it got out that I didn’t keep things confidential.”

“This time you’re going to make an exception, Kyle,” Gillette said. “Tell me.”

“All right, all right.” Lefors closed the bag of chips and dropped it on the floor. “A buddy of mine over at North America Guaranty & Life told me. I went to business school with him. He’s putting together some kind of investment memo on us for the Mac Daddy over there. For Miles Whitman.”

“I know who the Mac Daddy at NAG is.”

“You know who all the Mac Daddies in New York are, Christian. That’s why I like hanging with you.” Lefors shook his head. “Thirty-six and chairman of Everest Capital. Did you wake up this morning and pinch yourself to make sure you weren’t dreaming? I mean, where do you go from here? Hell, you are one of the Mac Daddies now.”

Lefors could charm a leopard out of his spots, so you couldn’t assume he was being sincere. Still, it was nice to hear that someone understood what he’d accomplished. Marcie had congratulated him, but only because that made sense from a political perspective. There was no doubt that her congratulations were insincere. But you never knew with Lefors. He might actually mean it. Which made him more unpredictable than Marcie. And, therefore, more dangerous. “I’m giving you 5 percent of the ups on the next fund.”

“What’s the target raise?”

“Fifteen billion.”

Lefors let out a low whistle. “Hey, I might actually be worth something someday. No more filling chicken buckets. If you can raise that much,” he added.

“I can and I will.”

“Is this the same deal Marcie’s getting?”

Gillette knew what was coming. Lefors was a natural negotiator, a man who always assumed that no one started with their best offer. Which wasn’t necessarily a bad assumption. But in this case, he was wrong. “Yeah, and don’t think you’re going to get any more. You aren’t.”

“I want two million a year in salary and 10 percent of the ups.”

“Then I’ll promote Danny Wagner instead of you.” Wagner was another Everest managing director.

“Wagner.” Lefors laughed. “What a joke. You wouldn’t promote him if he was the last private equity guy on earth. He’s okay at blocking and tackling, like Cohen, but he can’t get people, you know? Which is what really sets a private equity person apart. What sets you apart. You take control of a situation whenever you want to. It’s a gift. Not many people have it.”
Gillette passed a finger slowly over his lower lip. Lefors was right. The bluff had been called. Wagner would never be a managing partner. “Or I could go outside the firm.”

Lefors shook his head. “Look, in the last six months I’ve been approached by three other private equity firms. They’re all offering me nice packages, better than what you just did. Of course, you already know that. From Tom McGuire. And here’s how I know you know.” He pulled the tie from over his shoulder and laid it down over the buttons of his shirt. “So I’m having lunch with a senior partner at one of these firms a few weeks ago, and I notice two guys a few tables over. One of them looks real familiar. I can’t place him for a while, then suddenly I remember. A couple of months ago I rode out to Kennedy Airport with Donovan. I was briefing him on developments at a couple of our portfolio companies. He was on his way to Africa for that presidential delegation, remember? And I was with him because you know how he always had to be doing ten things at once? Anyway, he’s dragging a McGuire bodyguard with him, too. The guy’s sitting in the front seat with the driver. Turns out, it was the same guy who was watching me eat lunch.” Lefors hesitated. “And he didn’t touch his food the whole time. He was just watching me. Like he was trying to read my lips.”

“I know you’ve been approached,” Gillette acknowledged quietly, “but I don’t care. The deal I presented to you is the deal. There’s nothing more.”

Lefors said nothing.

It was time to deliver the knockout punch. If there was one person in the firm who was economically motivated, it was Lefors. He’d made it into Yale undergraduate by conning the university’s admissions office. He’d grown up in a Louisiana trailer park outside a small town thirty miles north of Baton Rouge called McManus. His real high school transcript was a train wreck because he hadn’t tried, but he’d made 1580 on his SATs, then submitted a fraudulent application to Yale—third in his class with a 3.96 GPA, captain of the football team, student council. All bogus claims. But Yale had fallen in love with the SAT scores and were too frothy to have a kid from rural Louisiana that actually fit their admissions standards. Lefors had conned them perfectly. And, Gillette knew, for a con man, it always came down to money.

“Kyle, I know which three firms are recruiting you. They’re nice firms, but the biggest fund any of them has is nine hundred million. You’ll make a lot more owning 5 percent of the ups of a fifteen-billion-dollar fund than you ever would owning even 50 percent of a nine-hundred-million-dollar fund. Which, of course, you won’t get. You’d get ten at most. And, if you keep doing well here, you’ll get more. Don’t be stupid.”

They stared at each other over Gillette’s desk for several moments.

Finally, Lefors nodded. “Okay, fine.” He laughed. Nervously this time.

Which Gillette picked up on instantly. He’d only seen Lefors nervous a few times.

“No hard feelings, right?” Lefors asked. “I mean, you’d expect me to negotiate because I—”

“How did you know Troy was in the basement with the Hays woman?” Gillette interrupted, changing tracks. “At Donovan’s funeral reception.”

“Marcie told me,” Lefors answered quickly.

“What?”

“Sure. Marcie always watched Troy like a hawk. Personally, I think they had something going on. She was pissed he was down there.”

And Marcie had made it seem like she couldn’t stand Troy. “Why did you tell me Troy was in the basement with Ms. Hays?”

“I thought Troy was out of control for a while. I heard he was banging women at all his portfolio companies. I was worried it could hurt us big-time.” Lefors hesitated. “And . . .” His voice drifted off.
“And what?” Gillette pressed.

“And I figured if I told you, it might create a spot for me.” Lefors looked around. “Guess what? It did.”

Gillette gazed at Lefors for a moment without responding. It had just hit him. Lefors was from a tiny, backwoods Louisiana town, but he didn’t have a trace of a southern accent. In the five years Lefors had been at Everest, Gillette couldn’t remember a single time he’d heard even the slightest twang. Lefors ought to have an accent thick enough to cut, but he didn’t. He’d erased it because he knew it wouldn’t go over well in the New York private equity world. Or maybe he wasn’t really from Louisiana.

“Christian.” Debbie’s voice crackled through the intercom.

“Yes?”

“Ann Donovan is here to see you.”
The Wild Card. You never know.

“PLEASE, COME IN.” DONOVAN’S WIDOW looked much better than she had the day of the funeral. There was color to her face, and her lips weren’t as drawn and tight. “Let’s go over here.” He took her gently by the arm and guided her to the chairs around the coffee table, where he’d interviewed Quentin Stiles. “Would you like something to drink?”

“No, thank you,” she said, her head shaking slightly. She was in the early stages of Parkinson’s. “I’m sorry to drop in on you like this without calling ahead.”

“No problem.” Gillette settled into a chair beside hers. “How are you?”

“Better.”

“I’m sure it’s been difficult. If there’s anything I can do . . .”

The widow patted his hand. “Thank you, dear,” she said softly.

“Everyone around here misses Bill very much. It hasn’t been the same without him.”

Her lips formed a wry smile and she pulled a tissue from her black purse. “I’m sure not everyone misses him. I’m not naïve, Christian.”

“Of course you aren’t.”

“Bill wasn’t an easy person to deal with.”

“Well, he . . .” Gillette’s voice trailed off again.

The widow glanced into Gillette’s eyes. “I’m sure it was terrible when he turned his back on you, when he started favoring Troy. You must have hated him for that.”

“I never hated him.”

“It was despicable what he did,” she muttered. “Stealing money from Everest to help a friend. And himself,” she added. “A friend who was a horrible person anyway, trying to bed every woman he could,” she continued, her voice beginning to tremble. “You’d think a man in his fifties wouldn’t have to chase twenty-year-olds.”

Gillette knew her bitter tone wasn’t really directed at Donovan’s friend.

“But Bill helped him,” the widow continued, sniffing. “Got him all that money after his wife finally wised up and took him for everything he had. Or so she and I thought.” She shut her eyes tightly. “He ended up with more money after the divorce because of Bill, and Bill’s fee was that mansion in the Caymans.”

Gillette hesitated. “How did you know?”

“I overheard him on the phone one night laughing about it.”

“Oh.”

“Bill thought I was out, or off in another wing, I suppose.” The widow dabbed at the corners of her eyes with the tissue. “He didn’t keep track of me very closely for the last few years of our marriage. But he should have.”

It was better to say nothing. Gillette understood what she meant thanks to Tom McGuire.
She drew a deep breath, her head shaking more noticeably. “Bill did leave me quite a fortune.”

“Yes, he did.”

“And I intend to protect it.”

“Of course.”

“Most of that fortune is tied up in my ownership stake in Everest.”

Gillette sensed there was more coming. That the widow hadn’t dropped by just to tell him what he already knew.

“How are the portfolio companies doing?” she asked.

“Most of them are doing fine. We have problems with a few, but that’s normal, Ann. I’m sure Bill told you stories about things that happened to our companies.”

“No, he didn’t.”

“Oh.”

“Are there any big problems the world hasn’t heard about?”

There were always problems, but she didn’t need to hear about them. “No.”

“What about the companies that were taken public? The ones that trade on the stock exchanges and Everest still owns shares of?”

Gillette felt his pulse tick up slightly. “They’re all fine,” he said calmly. “Why?”

“I heard there might be problems.”

“ Heard?”

“From someone.”

“Someone?” Gillette leaned forward in his chair. Stockman was already at work. “Who was it?” He wanted her to confirm his suspicions.

“It doesn’t matter,” she said quickly. “What does matter is that I’ve been offered a lot of money for my ownership stake. A lot of money,” she repeated. “Not as much as I’d get by holding on to it until you sell all the portfolio companies over the next few years. But of course that assumes there aren’t any problems with the portfolio, too. That assumes everything goes smoothly and that you can sell all those companies for big price tags. But if it turns out there are problems, I’ll be very sorry I didn’t accept this offer.”

Gillette sat in his office staring at the ceiling. It was seven o’clock and the only light in the office came from the computer screen.

He ran his hands through his hair and exhaled heavily. The widow wouldn’t say who had told her there were problems in the Everest portfolio and that she ought to get out now for a discounted price, but he was certain Stockman was involved. The timing was too coincidental. If it turned out Marcie hadn’t been diligent enough while Everest controlled Dominion and there were problems with the loan portfolio—or, worse, there was fraud—the fallout would rain down on Everest. Gillette could see the headlines: “Market Manipulation.” “Insider Dealings.” Raising a $15 billion fund—any fund—would quickly become impossible.

The problem was he didn’t know who to believe: Stockman or Marcie. The auditors had been all over Dominion before the IPO, but in a $40 billion loan portfolio, experienced auditors could still miss things. Lots of things. Even
if Stockman was bluffing, it might not matter. In the Internet age, rumors could be just as devastating as facts.

Maybe Stockman hadn’t been the one to actually approach the widow, Gillette thought to himself. Maybe it had been one of his aides or someone involved in the campaign. Maybe Stockman had made the call to Ann Donovan to set up the meeting with whoever had actually delivered the message so it didn’t look like he knew anything. Just him doing her a favor. He and Ann had known each other socially for a long time, and it would be appropriate for him to help her if he happened to hear important information. Even though Stockman and Bill Donovan had hated each other, Stockman and the widow always got along—probably because they shared a common loathing. The outside world didn’t know the extent of the animosity between the two men. In public, at the never-ending string of charity functions, they behaved as though they were friends. But, down deep, they despised each other.

The widow was seriously considering selling her Everest stake. Gillette had no doubt of that after their conversation today. Which created a huge problem. If she sold it, that 25 percent voting block she controlled would fall into someone else’s hands, someone who would undoubtedly want to install his own chairman.

If Stockman was responsible for putting the fear of Jesus into the widow, then he had to be working with someone else. He didn’t have the resources to buy her position—$2 billion assuming a 50 percent discount to Cohen’s $4 billion estimate of its value. In fact, there were very few people who did have that kind of wherewithal and would have an interest in buying it. Gillette could count on the fingers of one hand who it might be—and Paul Strazzi was at the top of the list. And Strazzi’s call to Troy Mason right after the funeral reception proved he had a mole inside Everest.

Gillette hadn’t heard any rumors of a Strazzi-Stockman connection, and, if you’d been at the top of the financial food chain long enough, you usually would. He considered putting Tom McGuire on it—to confirm a Strazzi-Stockman connection. Tom had already done all the background work on Stockman, so it would be easier. But he didn’t know if he could trust Tom anymore. It would have to be Stiles.

Maybe it made sense to sell McGuire & Company back to Tom and his brother cheaply, Gillette thought to himself. Maybe then he could trust them again. Maybe it was worth $200 million after all.

Gillette groaned as he dropped his feet to the floor. These were the tough times. When there was no one to trust.

There was a sharp knock on the door.

“Come in,” Gillette called. Despite the feeble light, he recognized Faraday’s round face at the doorway. “Have a seat.”

“Yes, sir,” Faraday shot back sarcastically, moving into the office and dropping heavily into a chair in front of the desk.

“What’s the problem, Nigel?”

“What do you mean?”

“Why the hostility?”

“Fuck off.”

“You been drinking?”

“I was downstairs for a while,” Faraday admitted, slurring his words.

“Downstairs” meant the steak place on the first floor. In the back of the restaurant there was a pub with dark paneled walls and friendly bartenders. All of whom Faraday knew well.

“How many scotches?”

“None of your fucking business.”
“Nigel, we can’t work this way. I know why you’re pissed off, but there’s nothing I can do about it. The limited partners elected me. You’ve got to get past it.”

“You could give me one company to be chairman of, Christian. Just one. That would help.”

“Look, I—”

“And you didn’t have to tell Marcie Reed she was going to run the money-raise for Fund VIII.”

“What?”

“She came into my office a few hours ago looking for our investor lists. Said when you promoted her to managing partner, you made her chairwoman of six of our companies and told her she could co-raise the new fund with me.”

Gillette rolled his eyes. Marcie only knew one speed and one direction—full ahead. “I never told her that. What I told her was that in a few cases she could help. I hope you didn’t give her the lists.”

“Of course not.”

Managing thirty type-A personalities was going to be hell. That was clear. “Let’s talk about Fund VIII,” Gillette suggested. “You’re going to need to hire at least two people, and probably—”

“I want a company,” Faraday interrupted, his voice a monotone.

“Nigel, let it go.”

“I want a company,” he repeated, standing up. “I deserve one.”

“It’s not about deserving one. It’s about knowing how to run one. You don’t. You’re the fund-raiser at Everest. You’re the expert at that.”

“I don’t care about raising money right now.” He took a step around the desk. “I want a company, damn it.”

Gillette stood up. Over the Brit’s shoulder, he saw Stiles at the door. But he shook him off. He wouldn’t need help with Faraday. “Don’t do this, Nigel. You’ll regret it.”

Faraday stopped a few feet away. “What are you gonna do, Christian, fire me, too? Like you did Troy. You gonna get rid of all of us?”

“Don’t let the scotch talk you into a mistake.”

“You think you’re so fucking superior, Chris.” Faraday blinked slowly, his eyes glassy. “Now, are you going to make me chairman of at least one company?”

“No.”

“You fucking son-of-a-bitch!” Faraday lunged, aiming for Gillette’s chin.

He was faster than Gillette had anticipated, but nowhere nearly fast enough. Gillette avoided the punch easily and landed a swift, straight blow to Faraday’s stomach, catching the Brit by the throat as he doubled over, thumb and forefinger closing tightly around the soft skin of the man’s pudgy neck. As Faraday slumped to his knees, Gillette grabbed the other man’s right wrist, rotated it inward and brought it up almost to the back of his neck. Then he forced Faraday’s face against the wall.

“Let me go,” Faraday gasped.

“I warned you, Nigel.” Gillette jerked him to his feet, bringing his wrist to the small of his back, then pushed him toward the door. Finally, he shoved him through the doorway roughly. “Go home and sleep it off,” Gillette called as Faraday stumbled toward the lobby. He glanced over at Stiles, who was grinning. “What’s your problem?”
“Where’d you learn that?”

“Green Berets.”

“Yeah, sure. You didn’t—”

“Come in for a second,” Gillette interrupted, heading back into his office. “I need to talk to you.”

“Okay.”

“I need you to check out something else for me,” Gillette said when the door was closed.

“In addition to identifying the Strazzi mole and finding out who sent you the e-mail last night right before you were attacked?”

Gillette had spoken to Stiles about those things after his meeting with Marcie Reed. “Yeah.”

“What else you need?”

“The guy I just promoted this afternoon.”

“Kyle Lefors.”

“Right.” Gillette liked the way Stiles was on top of everything. “Check out his background.”

A confused expression came to Stiles’s face. “I thought I read that he’s been here for five years.”

“That’s right.”

“Why check out his background now?”

“I need to know if he really grew up in Louisiana.” Gillette looked up. “Oh, and one other thing.”

“George.”

“Yes?”

“It’s me. Paul.”

“Yes?”

“The widow met with Gillette this afternoon and delivered the news. It went off perfectly. She’s very scared.”

“How do you know? Did she call?”

“No,” answered Strazzi.

“Then how do you know?”

Strazzi realized he shouldn’t be saying this on a cell phone, but he couldn’t help himself. He had to tell someone. “I have a contact inside Everest.”

“You have every angle covered, don’t you, Paul?”

“Always.”
Gillette and Whitman were meeting in the same conference room they had met in before. In all the time Gillette had known Whitman, they’d never met in his office. Gillette knew it was precautionary on Whitman’s part. As the chief investment officer of the country’s largest insurance company, Whitman was constantly in the middle of confidential transactions—often as the money backing one side of a hostile takeover. Whitman couldn’t afford to have outsiders see something sensitive on his desk or credenza and word of a big public transaction leaking out. So he always met with people in conference rooms.

“Thanks for getting together with me on such short notice, Miles.”

“No problem. What’s up?”

“I need your advice, and maybe your help.”

“What about?”

“Donovan’s widow.”

“Oh?” Whitman straightened up in his chair.

“She came by my office today to let me know that her stake in Everest was very important to her.”

Whitman spread his hands. “And this was a surprise to you? I don’t see the significance. Don’t take this the wrong way, Christian, but I’ve got to get out of here as soon as I can. I’m late for a—”

“Someone’s been telling her there are problems with the Everest portfolio.”

Whitman stopped talking and stared.

“So she’s concerned,” Gillette continued, glancing at Whitman’s bow tie. A conservative dark blue today.

“Are there problems with the portfolio?” asked Whitman quietly.

“You know how these things go,” Gillette answered. “Portfolio companies are like children. There are always problems.”

“Any big problems?”

“Not that I know of, but the widow’s spooked.”

“Tell her everything’s fine and send her a box of candy. There’s nothing she can really do about it.”

“She was talking about selling her piece of Everest.”

Whitman’s eyes flashed to Gillette’s. “What?”

“Yeah. With that big fat 25 percent voting bloc.”

Whitman pointed at Gillette. “You can’t let her do that, you hear me? You cannot let that happen.”

“I hear you, Miles. Believe me. I don’t want to be out on my ass.”

Whitman settled back in his chair. “Right. Of course you don’t.” He glanced around. “Have you made any organizational changes yet?”

“What do you mean?”

“Promotions.”

“I’m going to promote Kyle and Marcie to managing partner. I told you that.”
“Yeah, sure. Anything else?”

Gillette thought for a moment. “Well, I’m going to make Cohen the chief operating officer. That’s really more an internal thing than anything else. So the troops know he’s in charge.”

“Oh? When does that take effect?”

“I just need to send out an e-mail tomorrow morning.”

Whitman nodded. “Good move. He seems like a decent guy. Harmless, but decent. That kind of thing will probably make him happy. Wouldn’t make you or me happy, but Cohen seems like the type who would appreciate it. And you want to keep turmoil to a minimum right now.”

Kathy Hays eased the car to a stop after slowly negotiating the long, twisting driveway through the dense woods. She’d taken an extra day and a 300-mile detour to visit her family in Pittsburgh. There she had told them how she was starting a new life in Los Angeles—which was what she’d been told to say—but this was about as far from L.A. as you could get.

She stepped out of the car and gazed through the night at the tiny house that she’d call home for the next six months. That’s what they’d said. Six months, then she could go on with her life. She shrugged as she started walking through the gloom toward the house, gravel crunching beneath her shoes. For what they were paying her—and what they were willing not to tell anyone—she could do anything for six months.

As she climbed the front steps to the porch, she reached into her purse for the house keys they’d given her, thinking about Troy Mason. How she’d gotten him fired. How he had a wife and a young child. It was awful. She shook her head. But they’d given her no choice. If she didn’t work with them, they’d have told her parents and all of her parents’ friends about her prostitution arrest in college at the University of New Mexico.

Kathy slid the key into the front door. So stupid. A one-time thing, but she’d solicited an undercover cop and he’d taken her straight to jail. She’d served ten days, paid a small fine, and that had been that—or so she’d thought. Until they approached her on the street that day to tell her they’d found out about it.

She flipped on the living room light and took a deep breath. A musty smell came to her nostrils. This was definitely the best outcome. Good money, no worries about her parents finding out anything, and Troy Mason would catch on somewhere else. And they’d promised her no one was going to get hurt.

Kathy put her purse down on the table by the door and glanced around the room. Six months. It couldn’t go fast enough.

She shivered as she stood a short distance down Fifth Avenue from the apartment building entrance, pulling the flimsy coat tightly around her body. She’d been waiting for three hours in the darkness—and the freezing cold. She’d never experienced anything like it. The trees across Fifth Avenue—at the eastern edge of Central Park—swayed from side to side against a sudden gust, and she tried pulling the coat even closer to her body.

A blue sedan eased to a stop in front of the apartment building and two men got out. One of them hurried up the steps and through the doorway, while the other remained outside, checking the sidewalk in both directions. It was almost ten o’clock and, because of the wind and cold, there was no one on the street. So he spotted her right away and moved directly toward her.
“Why are you standing here?” he demanded.

“I’m waiting for someone.”

“Who?”

“A friend.”

“Well, move off for now, miss,” he said politely.

“Why?”

“Just do it.”

Then she saw a limousine approaching. He had to be in there.

“Move off now,” the man ordered, his voice intensifying.

Isabelle took a few steps down the street, as if she were obeying, then spun around and tried to dart past him. But he caught her easily, gathering her slender body up in his huge arms and carrying her away from the entrance as Gillette’s limousine pulled to a stop.

She tried to break free, slapping the man about the face and shoulders, but he was too strong for her.

When they were far enough away from the entrance, he put her down and held her against the wall. Trying to be as gentle as possible, he pulled her wrists behind her back and held them together with one hand while he frisked her with the other.

“What’s this?” he demanded, yanking a steak knife from her coat pocket and holding it in front of her face.

“Protection.”

“Uh-huh. Sure.” The man grabbed his radio phone. “Stiles!”

“Yeah.”

“Get Gillette inside! Fast!”

Reggie’s was the best pool hall in Harlem, best from the standpoint of the caliber of play. But it was a rough place, too. Much rougher than the place he’d been in the night of the funeral reception.

Gillette had worked his way into a game with a tough opponent, again able to convince the gate he was good for the five grand without actually putting it up. All he had on him was a pair of twenties for the cab home.

There was nothing left on the table but the eight and the cue ball. The eight was against one side, a few inches from a corner pocket, and the cue ball was all the way at the other end of the table. Lots of felt to cover, but it was an easy shot, one Gillette had executed a thousand times. Hit the side of the table and the eight at the same time and the eight would roll straight into the corner pocket. Game over, pay me five grand.

He leaned over the table, and lined up the shot, drawing the stick smoothly back through his fingers, seconds from the win.

But suddenly he needed something more. He could feel it. Sinking the shot and taking the five grand wasn’t going to do it for him. Not this time.

He hit down on the cue ball, shooting it across the table toward the eight with tremendous backspin. The eight slammed into the corner pocket, but the cue ball rolled back toward Gillette, toward the opposite corner pocket—and
dropped in. Scratch. Game over, pay him five grand.

The crowd erupted and Gillette glanced up at his opponent. There was a broad smile on the man’s face.

“Five grand,” the man demanded over the din, sauntering toward Gillette. “Fork it up, rich boy.”

“Double or nothing,” Gillette offered.

“No way. I want five grand, and I want it now.”

Gillette glanced around. If he couldn’t convince the man to play again, things were going to get bad. A few of the man’s friends were in the crowd, guys who looked like they might enjoy beating up a Manhattan punk dressed in expensive clothes.

Gillette’s eyes flicked to the gate, who was fidgeting, nervous that he’d misjudged the rich boy’s ability to produce the dough and might end up having the shit kicked out of him, too. Gillette looked back at his opponent, feeling a rush in his head and chest. He’d put himself in a terrible jam—and it felt awesome.

“How about I give you two-to-one odds on ten grand?” Gillette suggested.

The man gave Gillette a curious look. “What do you mean?”

“If you win, I pay you twenty grand. If I win, I get ten grand. Netted against the five I just lost, you’d only owe me five if I win. Five to win twenty. That’s a damn good deal.” He could see he’d gotten the man’s attention.

“Four-to-one.”

People were so damn predictable when it came to money. “No. Two on ten. That’s it.”

“Let me see the money.”

Gillette pointed at the man’s friends. “You really think I’d risk getting into it with them?”

“People don’t usually carry that much cash around. I want to see it.”

“They do if they want to play big stakes pool in this place,” Gillette said calmly, “and live.” He could see the gears in the man’s head spinning as he tried to figure out what to do.

Thirty minutes later Gillette walked out of the pool hall onto 134th Street, five thousand dollars richer and very satisfied. As he emerged onto the sidewalk, he stopped and handed five hundred dollars to a woman pushing a baby carriage. Her eyes widened when she saw how much it was. Gillette simply nodded, then moved toward the curb, glancing around for a cab. It wasn’t going to be easy getting one up here. He might have to take the subway.

“Hey, you really thought you gave us the slip?”

Gillette spun around, startled. Relieved when he saw Quentin Stiles standing beside a black sedan parked twenty feet away.

Stiles walked up to Gillette deliberately and tapped him on the chest. “Don’t ever do that again,” he warned sternly. “You do and I drop this assignment. Understand?”

Gillette nodded, suddenly feeling very safe. “Okay.”

Stiles motioned toward the car. “Come on, let’s go. I don’t want you out on the street like this.” He took a few steps and looked back over his shoulder. “By the way, nice playing in there. You might even give me a game.”
Infatuation. So powerful sometimes. Powerful enough to distract a man who prides himself on never being distracted.

“NO. I’M NOT GONNA LET you to go in there without me.” Stiles stood between Gillette and the hotel room door, arms crossed defiantly over his maroon turtleneck and a sharp wool blazer.

“Quentin, it’s all right. I’m telling you.”

“I said no.”

“She’s harmless. There’s no reason to be suspicious.”

“I’m paid to be suspicious.”

“And I’m the one paying you,” Gillette reminded Stiles sternly. “You better let me go in there.”

“You hired me to do a job, Christian. To protect you. I’ll do that job as I see fit, no matter what.”

“I could let you go.”

“You mean fire me?”

“Sure.”

“Fine,” Stiles retorted.

Gillette glanced down the hall. A maid was picking up towels off a cart outside a room she was cleaning, trying hard to seem like she wasn’t listening. “Gets you mad, huh?” He’d heard an edge in Stiles’s voice, and he liked it. He wanted to see Stiles lose that signature cool.

“I don’t get mad. Getting mad gets in the way.”

“Okay. Then this won’t get you mad. You’re fired.”

“Great. I’ll alert the media. But I’m still not letting you in that room alone. Besides, Cohen already paid me for a month.”

“I want my money back.”

“No refunds. It’s in the contract.”

“You’re making that up—”

“Page seven, paragraph two.”

“Cohen would never have agreed to that.”

“Well, he did.”

Gillette gritted his teeth. “Quentin, I don’t have time for this. I want to—”

Stiles put his hand on Gillette’s shoulder. “Christian, my guy found a knife on her last night when she was outside your building.”
“It was a steak knife, for Christ’s sake.”
“So what? That could do the job.”
“No. That could be paranoia.”
“We’ve been over this. You pay me to be paranoid.”
“Quentin, listen. Isabelle wouldn’t hurt anyone.”
“You told me you just met her. How would you know?”

Stiles was right. “Look, she only came to this country a few weeks ago. She’s never been to New York City. Her sister probably told her the city was dangerous and that she should have some protection on her.”

“How did you meet Isabelle?” Stiles asked.
“It doesn’t matter.”

“Everything matters if I’m going to protect you. I keep telling you that. You have to buy into it if I’m going to keep you alive.”
“I think you use that line as a device.”
“A device?”
“So you can pry.”
“That’s ridiculous. I would never—”

“All right, all right,” Gillette muttered, exasperated. “I work with Isabelle’s family down in New Jersey. With her sister and brother-in-law. That’s where I was coming back from the other night when I was attacked outside Hightstown.”

“What does ‘work with’ them mean? You do business with them?”
“Not exactly.”
“What, then?”
“I’ve helped them.” Gillette suddenly realized that he’d never told anyone that, and it felt good to say it. Of course, he knew he’d exact a price someday. So it wasn’t like Jose was getting anything free.

“How exactly have you helped them?”

“Financially. I moved them out of the Bronx and bought them a house in a good school district in central Jersey.”

“Oh, I get it. They’re like your personal social project. It makes you feel better about all that money you make.” Stiles shook his head. “You’ve got that knight-in-shining-armor complex.”

Gillette glanced up. The edge in Stiles’s voice had sharpened, making him wonder about Stiles’s background. “Maybe I do,” he admitted. He’d never thought about it that way. “But so what?”

“It could bring you down.”
“No way.”
“Yeah, it could.”
Gillette checked his watch. Seven thirty. Tom McGuire was going to be at Everest in an hour to talk about buying McGuire & Company. He had to move if he was going to be on time.

“Let me go in there and check it out first,” Stiles suggested, aware of the time constraint. “If everything’s okay, you go in. I’ll stay by the door. Inside the suite, but you’ll never know I’m there.”

“You’ll scare the hell out of her.”

Stiles raised one eyebrow. “Why? Because I’m a big black guy?”

Gillette stared at Stiles for several moments, then broke into a wide grin. “Yep.”

Stiles grinned back, then stepped to the side and pointed at the door. “Knock.”

Isabelle opened the door immediately—as though she’d been waiting on the other side. She was wearing a white, terry-cloth robe that fell close to her ankles and had a script “W”—for Waldorf—on one lapel. Her hair was down and wet, presumably because she’d just stepped out of the shower. And she smelled wonderful, like a rose garden on a summer evening. He took a long look at her. She was so gorgeous.

“Buenos dias, Isabelle.”

She smiled up at him, her eyes dancing. “Hello, Christian.”

She seemed happy to see him this morning. It was all over her face. “This is Quentin Stiles.” He motioned toward Stiles. “Quentin works for me. He needs to spend a few minutes with you before I come in.” Fear flashed across Isabelle’s face, and Gillette reached for her hand to reassure her. “Don’t worry,” he said softly. “It’ll be fine.”

Stiles moved beside Gillette. “Ma’am.” He pointed down the short hallway toward the suite’s bedroom. “Please go sit on the bed,” he instructed. “I’ll be there in a minute. And you stay where you are,” he said to Gillette as he moved past.

For several minutes Stiles searched the suite. “Okay,” he called when he didn’t find anything. “You can come in.”

Gillette moved quickly down the hallway and into the bedroom. Isabelle was standing by the end of the bed.

“I’ll be at the door,” Stiles said quietly as they passed. “You need me, you yell.”

Gillette glanced at Isabelle’s slender frame. “Somehow I think I’ll be able to take care of myself.”

“Still.”

“Quentin’s very good at what he does,” he said to her when Stiles was out of sight. “But sometimes he goes a little overboard.”

She shrugged. “It’s okay. He’s just protecting you. I understand.”

“Please sit down. Was everything all right last night?”

“Wonderful,” she answered, sitting down on the end of the mattress.

After Stiles had reported the incident outside the apartment building and Gillette knew it was Isabelle they had detained, he’d instructed Stiles to put her up in the Waldorf for the night. And to tell her he’d stop by in the morning. Gillette had called Selma to tell her everything was all right, then left his apartment to play pool.

“I’ve never stayed in a place as nice as this,” she told him as he sat down beside her on the bed. “It’s incredible. They brought me these little chocolates last night before I went to sleep, and this bed is so comfortable. I’ve never slept on a mattress this soft. I feel like a princess.”

Gillette studied her face for a few minutes. Physically she was a mature, beautiful woman. But she was still a
“Why did you come to the city last night?” he asked.

“To see you. I was hoping we could have that dinner you asked me to.”

“Why didn’t you just call me?” The robe fell open as she crossed her legs at the knee, exposing her thighs. Gillette glanced at her smooth brown skin for a moment, then away, not wanting to offend her. Aware that she’d noticed his glance. “Why were you waiting outside my building?”

“I didn’t think you’d take my call,” Isabelle murmured, looking down. “After the way I acted the other night.”

“Why did you change your mind?”

She shook her head. “I didn’t really change my mind.”

“What do you mean?”

“I wanted to say ‘yes’ the other night when you were in New Jersey.”

“Then why didn’t you?”

Isabelle hesitated. “I don’t know.”

“Come on,” he urged. “Tell me.”

She took a deep breath. “I hear Selma and Jose talk about you all the time. How you went to really good schools, how you’re an important person, how your father was a senator, how rich you are.”

Gillette’s dark eyebrows furrowed. “How do they know all that?” He’d made a point not to tell Jose and Selma much about himself, to stay as anonymous as possible. Maybe Stiles wasn’t so paranoid after all. “I never told them about my father or where I went to school, and certainly not how much I’m worth.”

“I think you mentioned the name of your firm to Jose one time. Selma went on the website and checked it out. Your background is on there, I think. I don’t know how she found out who your father was.”

Now that Isabelle mentioned it, he remembered telling Jose about Everest once. So the part about his background made sense. Everyone had a brief biography posted under the “Staff” section of the Everest website, and all the news clippings about his father’s fatal accident would have mentioned children. If Selma had done a general Internet search of his name, she would have found out about his father. And, so far, he’d bought two houses for them. They would assume he was rich if he could do that.

“So you’ve heard them talk about me? So what?”

“Why would you want to spend time with someone like me?” Isabelle asked directly. “When you could spend time with more interesting people. People you have more in common with.”

“I think you’re very interesting,” Gillette answered. “Now we just need to get to know each other a little. Right?”

“Why do you find me so interesting?”

“You left your country to come to a place you’d never been. That took a lot of courage. I find courage interesting.” He smiled. “And any woman who hangs around my front door packing a knife has to be, well, very interesting.”

She put her face in her hand, embarrassed. “I’m sorry about that.”

He gazed at her face. So beautiful.
“The second reason I didn’t say ‘yes’ the other night,” she spoke up, “was that I didn’t think Selma or Jose would want me to go with you. I thought they’d be angry if we went out.”

“Why?”

Isabelle shrugged. “I don’t know. Maybe because if we didn’t work out they’d be afraid it would make their relationship with you bad. When I told Selma you asked me out and I said no, she got mad. Jose did, too.” She folded her hands on her bare knees. “So, here I am.”

“Okay, but I need to know why you had that knife in your pocket last night.”

She shook her head. “Pretty silly, huh? I’m sorry about that, but I’ve heard a lot of bad things about New York City, that people rob you on the street in broad daylight with guns.”

“A knife wouldn’t do much good if you’re being robbed by someone with a gun,” Gillette pointed out.

“Sí, I guess I just wanted some kind of protection. It made me feel safer to have it with me.”

“You hear that, Quentin?” Gillette called out loudly. They couldn’t see Stiles from where they were sitting. “She just felt safer having it with her.”

“Yes, yeah,” came the response.

Gillette winked at Isabelle. “And?” he called back.

“And we’ll talk about it later,” Stiles answered gruffly.

Gillette took her hand. “Well, look, the dinner invitation is still open. You’ll probably have to go through a metal detector and be frisked before Quentin will let you within a hundred feet of me again,” he said so Stiles could hear, “but if you’re willing to deal with all that, I’d like to take you.”

Isabelle turned and put her arms around him. “I’d love it.”

He stiffened, uncomfortable with the hug. “How about tonight?” he asked, gently pulling her arms from around his neck. “You can stay in the city today. I’ll have someone come by later this morning to take you shopping. Would you like that?”

“Shopping. Oh, no, please,” Isabelle said, laughing. “I don’t think I could handle all that torture.” She looked up at him, her laugh fading. “I know this is obvious, but I’ll say it anyway. You and I have different color skins. Is that a problem for you?”

“Not at all.” He started to touch her cheek with the back of his fingers, then stopped. “You still salty?”

Gillette looked up. He’d been jotting down notes on a small pad—making lists. It seemed like he was always making lists—and they kept getting longer and longer. “Salty?” He was headed to Everest to meet with McGuire, and Stiles was sitting beside him in the back of the Town Car. It was a different car than the one he’d ridden home in last night. Stiles was rotating vehicles constantly, having them searched meticulously before the driver opened a door or turned the key. Making it as hard as possible for anyone to plant another bomb. “What does ‘salty’ mean?”

“You know, angry.”

“About what?”

“About me searching Isabelle’s room. And her.”
“How thoroughly did you search her? Did you make her take her robe off?”

Stiles held his hands up. “Of course not.”

“That’s not what I heard,” Gillette teased.

“Hey, I’d never do something like that.”

Gillette shrugged. “I was down the hall. I couldn’t see.”

“Christian,” Stiles said, his voice rising, “I’m serious.”

“Hey, where’s that Quentin cool? I thought you never got angry.”

Stiles eased back against the seat. “I’m not angry,” he replied, his voice dropping back to normal. “It’s just that I take my job seriously.”

“You know what I think?”

Stiles glanced over. “What?”

“I think you were into seeing Isabelle again. I think you were impressed with what you saw last night and wanted her to see you in action. You like her.”

“Hey, what’s not to like?”

“I knew it.”

“Ah, you don’t know anything,” Stiles muttered. “Listen, I’ve got a couple of updates for you.”

“Oh? What?”

“First, Kyle Lefors is definitely from Louisiana. He grew up in a little town outside of Baton Rouge called McManus.”

“Right. What else?”

Stiles hesitated. “Yesterday, Paul Strazzi met with Senator Stockman in a warehouse office up in the Bronx.”

Gillette’s eyes narrowed.

“Is that important?” asked Stiles.

“Oh yeah.” Hiring Stiles was turning out to be one of the best moves he’d ever made. Even if the guy was stubborn as a mule. Maybe because of it.

“Why?”

“I’ll tell you later.” He was damn glad he’d ordered Stiles to put one of his men on Strazzi’s tail. “What about that e-mail? The one I got right before I was attacked the other night in New Jersey.”

“No much yet,” Stiles answered. “We know it was sent from an E-coffee store. You know, the chain that offers five minutes of free Internet time with each cup. We just don’t know which of the company’s five thousand locations it came from. You have to get to their servers to figure that out. I’m trying to run it down through a couple of contacts, but I don’t know how far I’ll get. And I’m not sure it would do us much good even if I could identify the outbound location. There’d be no way to know exactly who the sender was because customers don’t pay for specific terminals.”

“Try to figure out which location it came from,” urged Gillette. “You never know. It might help.”
“Okay, I’ll stay on it.”

“Good.” Gillette tossed the notepad into his briefcase and relaxed into the leather seat. “Tell me about your childhood, Quentin.”

Stiles looked over at Gillette. “Why?”

Gillette shrugged. “Looks like we’re going to be spending a lot of time together. I’m interested.”

“No, you’re not.”

“What’s that supposed to mean?”

“You’re just making conversation.”

“Quentin, I’m a busy guy. I don’t ‘just make conversation.’ ”

“What do you want to know?” asked Stiles after a few moments. He was staring ahead intently at a street vendor pushing his cart.

“Where’d you grow up?”

“About sixty blocks north of here.” Stiles relaxed as they passed the vendor without incident. “In Harlem.”

Gillette broke into a grin. “So, you probably know that pool hall where you picked me up pretty well.”

Stiles nodded. “Wasted more hours in there than I care to count.”

“Are you really that good?”

“Oh yeah.”

“Got any brothers or sisters?” Gillette asked, wishing he had time to play Stiles right now. It would be a hell of a lot of fun to take him for five grand.

“A half brother and a half sister. That’s all I know about, anyway.”

“Do you keep in touch with them?”

“No.”

“Why not?”

“I just don’t.”

It was clear Stiles didn’t want to talk about it. “Did you go to college?”

Stiles snickered. “I didn’t even finish high school. Dropped out junior year.”

But he had excellent grammar, Gillette realized. In fact, he spoke more clearly and concisely than a lot of people Gillette knew who had paid hundreds of thousands to play in the Ivy for four years. “But how did you—”

“My grandmother,” Stiles interrupted.

“What about her?”

“She’s the reason I’m where I am today. The answer to what you were about to ask.”

“What did she do?”
“She raised me. She was my mom, my dad, and my best friend. She’s a great person. I owe her a lot.”

“Why did she have to raise you?”

Stiles was quiet for a while. “My mother was strung out most of the time,” he finally answered, his voice barely audible. “She’d be gone for weeks at a time. We had no idea where she was. Then suddenly she’d show up at the door looking like shit and spend a couple of weeks on my grandmother’s couch. Sleeping most of the time. Then she’d leave again without even saying good-bye. It was a constant cycle.

Gillette grimaced. “That must have been hell.”

“It made me cry when I was a kid. When I was a teenager, it just pissed me off.”

“Did you ever talk to her about it?” Gillette asked, thinking about the day he’d approached his mother about her drinking. He was sixteen, and he’d tried to talk to her calmly one afternoon in the kitchen. Getting out only a few words before she’d erupted in a violent rage, hurling pots and pans at him until he ran. His father had warned him that night not to try again, and he never had. He’d never told his father about how he’d saved her life that day she’d fallen in the pool, either. “Ever try to help her?”

“Once.”

“What happened?”

“She pulled a gun on me, told me she never did drugs,” Stiles replied. “Told me she’d kill me if I ever told anybody she did.”

“Jesus.”

“After that I joined a gang and dropped out of school.”

“I doubt your grandmother was happy.”

“She wasn’t, but she couldn’t control me when I was a teenager. Nobody could.”

“Then why is she responsible for where you are today?”

“You know,” Stiles said, pointing at Gillette. “You’re like a dog on a bone. You just won’t let things go.”

“Thanks.”

“Some things are personal. Sometimes you need to know when to back off.”

“You want to tell me,” Gillette said calmly. “We all want to tell our secrets to someone,” he said, repeating what Tom McGuire had said.

“What are you, some kind of amateur psychiatrist?”

“I analyze people all the time, Quentin. It’s the most important skill I have. I have to motivate people. You can’t motivate them until you understand them.”

“Don’t you mean manipulate them? Isn’t that really what you do?” Stiles looked over at Gillette. “Yeah, I’ve been watching.”

“Call it what you want,” Gillette said sharply, “but I have to be able to make people believe in themselves even when everything is falling down around them. If that takes a certain amount of manipulation, so be it. In the end, they’re better off and so am I. Which is all that matters.”

“Just because you think you can get inside other people’s heads doesn’t mean you can get inside mine.”
“You told me about your mother’s drug problem.”

“Yeah, I did,” Stiles murmured, looking out the window. “I haven’t told anyone about that in a long time.”

“So,” Gillette pushed, “why is your grandmother responsible for where you are?”

Stiles checked the intersection while they waited for the light to change. “One day me and my boys get into it with a gang from a neighborhood a few blocks over, and I end up getting shot in the chest.”

“One of the scars you showed me,” Gillette said, pointing to the spot on his own chest. “Right?”

“Yeah. When I’m better, my grandmother has two neighbors drag me down to the Army recruiting office in Times Square and make me enlist. I was cursing and screaming all the way down in the cab, but it was the best thing that ever happened to me.”

“They might have dragged you down there, Quentin, but they couldn’t make you enlist. You had to do that yourself.”

“True. But, while I’m standing there looking at this hard-assed-looking white guy with a high and tight haircut and a mean-motherfucker stare, I realize I have to get out of Harlem. Even though I hate the guy, I know he’s my best shot at making something of myself. Otherwise there’ll be another gang fight, and I’ll end up getting shot again. Things might not have turned out all right that time.”

“Is your grandmother still alive?” Gillette asked.

“Yup. She still lives in the same projects.”

“How old is she?”

“Seventy-two.”

“What about your mother? Do you keep in touch with her?”

“No.”

“Why not?”

“She was killed a week after I left for basic. Shot by a cop in a drug bust at a crack house a few blocks from my grandmother’s place.”

Gillette looked away.

“What about you?” Stiles asked after a long pause. “Where’d you grow up?”

Gillette turned back around. He hadn’t expected Stiles to be interested. “Beverly Hills.”

Stiles groaned. “A 9-0-2-1-0 brat.”

“You know it,” Gillette said unapologetically. “Spent most of my time in high school at the beach playing volleyball and surfing.”

“And chasing girls.”

“Yep.”

“What does your father do?”

Gillette looked out the window. “He’s dead.”
“Oh.” Stiles hesitated. “How?”

“Plane crash.”

“How long ago?”

“Fourteen years.”

They were silent for a while.

“Before he died,” Gillette finally spoke up, “he ran an L.A. investment bank. Made a killing when one of the big New York houses came in and paid way too much for it. Stayed on to run it for the New York people for two years after the deal, then went into politics. Won a seat as a United States congressman in his first campaign, then became a senator after one term in Congress.”

“Never went without very much did you?”

“I can’t remember ever going without anything,” Gillette admitted matter-of-factly. “Christmas was just another day.” Until he was twenty-two, anyway.

“I didn’t know there was a Christmas until I was six and one of my friends told me about it.”

“That’s tough.”

“Got any brothers and sisters?” Stiles wanted to know.

Gillette took a deep breath. He’d lied to Faith about this one, too. Not because he didn’t trust Faith. He just didn’t want to talk about it. But Stiles had revealed some painful things, and it wouldn’t be fair to hold back. “I have an older brother and a younger sister.”

“Keep in touch with them?”

Gillette shook his head.

“Why not?”

“I just don’t.”

“Where did you go to college?” Stiles continued, unfazed by the warning tone in Gillette’s voice.

“Princeton.”

“Figures. Dad get you in?”

“I think the performing arts building he paid for probably had something to do with it.”

“And after Princeton?”


Stiles grunted. “I know what Goldman Sachs is,” he said, irritated.

“Oh. Well, I spent a couple of years in their mergers and acquisitions group before Bill Donovan offered me a job at Everest Capital.”

“I thought Goldman Sachs was the most prestigious investment bank in the world. Why’d you leave?”

“Investment bankers are nothing but agents. All they do is take commissions. They make money off other people’s sweat. They make good dough doing it, but I didn’t like it. Besides, the real money is in private equity. So
“Why’s private equity so much more satisfying?”

“Because you take risks. Lots of risks. You put your money where your mouth is. Investment bankers risk other people’s money.”

“Is that what gets you off?”

“What?”

“Taking risks. Is that why you play pool in Harlem with no money in your pocket?”

Gillette closed his eyes and allowed his head to fall back against the seat. “Yeah,” he admitted.

Stiles chuckled wryly. “How much money is enough, Christian? I mean, your family’s already wealthy. Why do you need more? What good is one more beach house that you visit a couple of days a year? One more penthouse apartment in one more European city? Why not enjoy life, instead?”

Gillette stared hard at Stiles for a few moments, Isabelle’s image running through his mind. Then Faith’s. “It isn’t really about the money.”

“You just said it was.”

“Not in the sense that I can buy more things with it. It’s a scorecard. That’s all.”

“Ah.” Stiles nodded. “Well, at least you understand that.”

“What are you talking about?”

“It’s all about the game for you, all about power and control, about being the puppet master. Making people do what you want and seeing how many balls you can keep in the air at once. Finding out how much capacity your brain really has. How much pressure you can take.” Stiles checked the intersection ahead. They were only a few blocks from Everest. “It’s all about finding your limits, isn’t it?”

Stiles was exactly right, though Gillette wasn’t going to admit it. “How would you know?”

“You aren’t the first big-money guy I’ve protected, and you’re mostly all the same. You work eighty-hour weeks for twenty years, then you wake up at forty and wonder where the hell your life has gone. So you take six months off to travel the world and spend time with your family. To really get to know them, you tell yourself. After about three months, you find out they aren’t really that interesting. Or, worse, they don’t find you very interesting. You realize you’ve got to get back in the game, so one morning you call an old friend who owns a small but growing financial firm and suddenly you’re in the middle of it again and you couldn’t be happier.” Stiles glanced at a man standing on a corner near the Town Car as they waited at a red light. “It’s a curse for guys like you. You never get rid of it.” He looked over at Gillette. “And don’t let yourself believe that Isabelle is the answer.”

“What are you talking about?”

“I saw the way you were looking at her this morning, and I heard a lot of your conversation. Don’t let yourself think there’s a fairy tale in all that, that you could be her knight in shining armor. Like I said, it’s something you have to watch out for. I’ve seen it before with you rich guys.”

“Quentin, I—”

“Rich, good-looking white boy plucks vulnerable Hispanic girl out of poverty and they end up riding off into the sunset together on a white horse. I know how you think the book reads. Seems romantic, but the reality is very different. She won’t fit into your world. Both of you will end up being sorry.”
“You’re jumping the gun a little. I haven’t even gone out with her.”

“Don’t.”

Gillette chuckled. “Quentin, you’re jealous. That’s what this is all about.”

“You’re wrong. I’m just trying to give you good advice.”

“I thought you didn’t talk to your clients.”

“I usually don’t,” Stiles agreed hesitantly.

“So, why me?”

“I don’t know,” he answered lamely.

“Well, she and I are going to dinner tonight.”

Stiles shrugged. “Fine. I don’t give a shit.”

They were quiet for a few minutes.

“Are you married?” Gillette finally asked.

“Divorced.”

“Kids?”

“No.”

Gillette hesitated, thinking about the best way to ask the question, but there was only one way—directly. “Was your wife white?”

Stiles’s expression remained impassive for a few moments, then he nodded.

“Was she wealthy?”

“Not like you, but her family lived in a nice part of town. You know, big brick houses and Mexican maids.”

“Any black families in the area?”

“Not within a mile.” Stiles looked over. “I checked.”

So Stiles had experienced it firsthand. No wonder he was ringing the warning bell. “My mother was an alcoholic,” Gillette said. “On good days she just scared the hell out of me stumbling around the house. On bad days she got her kicks chasing me with a belt.”

“Really?”

“Yeah.” Gillette paused. “When my father died, my mother cut me off from the family money. She closed my checking account, canceled my credit cards, everything.” Gillette looked over and saw that Stiles was suddenly hanging on every word. “I was riding my motorcycle cross-country after graduating from Princeton when my father died. I got the word when I was in western Pennsylvania visiting my grandfather, my father’s father. He was poor all his life until Dad made lots of money and made sure he was okay. But he stayed in the same little mining town even after Dad gave him the money. So I’m staying there when my mother called to tell my grandfather his son had died. She called to tell me I was off the payroll. That I was completely on my own. From that point on I had to beg and borrow until I got on my feet.” He smiled grimly. “That’s when I picked up pool. It took me almost six weeks to get back to California, and I played every day for food money. You get good fast when the price of losing is starving.”
“Why did it take you six weeks to get back to the West Coast? I thought you said you had a motorcycle.”

“The clutch burned out right as I got to my grandfather’s place. It was in the shop when my mother called to cut me off. All I had on me was a hundred bucks, so I sold the thing for a grand to the mechanic who was working on it, and I road freight trains back to California.”

Stiles gave Gillette a look that suggested he thought Gillette was truly insane. “What?”

“Yeah. There was a Conrail main line that went through my grandfather’s town. I jumped on an empty box car one afternoon while the train was dropping off coal cars at the electric plant at the edge of town. Six weeks later, I was in L.A. I love trains now.”

“Why didn’t you ask your grandfather for cash? You said your father gave him money when he sold the investment bank.”

Gillette shook his head. “He didn’t know how things were between my mother and me. It would have killed him to find out. Besides, I don’t ask anyone for money.”

“Then how did you pay for Stanford Business School?”

“Worked two jobs and took out a student loan.”

“But I thought you didn’t ask anyone for money.”

“When it’s their business, I don’t care.”

“Uh-huh.”

“And I paid back every cent of that loan. Early, too. I wasn’t one of those kids who welshed.” Gillette hesitated. “I’m telling you all this because I want you to know I’ve made everything I have on my own.”

Stiles was quiet for a few moments. “Why did your mother do it?” he finally asked. “Why did she cut you off?”

Gillette took a deep breath. “Because she wasn’t really my mother.”

Stiles gave Gillette a confused look. “What do you mean?”

“You asked me if I kept in touch with my brother and sister. I told you that I didn’t.”

“Yeah, so?”

“They’re actually my half brother and half sister,” Gillette answered, his voice a whisper. “My father had an affair with a young Hollywood actress.”

“And your stepmother couldn’t handle it.”

“It drove her insane.”

“Do you ever talk to your real mother?”

“I don’t even know who she is,” Gillette admitted. “All I know is that she’s a star now.”

As they turned onto Park Avenue from Fifty-first, a blue sedan darted alongside the Town Car, then slammed into the front passenger door of the vehicle, hurling Stiles into Gillette and Gillette against the door. Gillette’s head hit the window hard, and for a few seconds his vision blurred. When it cleared, he looked up and out the window. Directly into the barrel of a gun.

There was a single gunshot just as Stiles threw himself in front of Gillette.
Gillette strained his neck to see over Stiles’s shoulder, but the assassin was gone.

For a few moments Gillette heard someone moaning on the street outside the vehicle. Then nothing.
The Urge to Trust. Even the most skeptical and cynical among us are, at times, vulnerable to deception. In the same way that we struggle to keep secrets to ourselves, we want to believe that those we’ve chosen to associate or partner with will not hurt us. Perhaps because we want to believe our ability to assess character is superior. Because we want to believe we are so endearing that others would hate to take advantage of us. Or because we desperately want to believe people are inherently good. For whatever reason, even the most experienced and savvy have their moments of vulnerability.

It is then that the enemy can advance.

GILLETTE HUSTLED ACROSS THE SIDEWALK toward the entrance to the Everest building. Stiles was a few feet ahead of him; one of Stiles’s men was close behind.

When they were through the revolving door and inside the elevator, Gillette leaned back against the car wall and let out a long breath. “Well, Quentin,” he said, “I bet you didn’t think the financial world would ever be this exciting.”

Stiles motioned to his subordinate to stay behind in the lobby, then pressed the button for thirty-two. He and Gillette were the only people in the car. “No, I didn’t,” he admitted, shaking his head. “Which reminds me, my fee’s going up.”

“Oh, I see,” Gillette shot back, his voice rising. “Things get a little rough and you bail on me.”

“I’m not bailing on you,” Stiles snapped. “I just want to get paid right for the risk. You understand that, don’t you? Just like in finance. Risk, reward.”

“What I understand is you’re changing the deal on me.”

“I didn’t get all the information when I signed on.”

“I told you about the limousine outside the church. That was all you needed to know.”

Stiles pointed at Gillette. “I’m gonna guess that at some point you changed a deal on somebody.”

“Well, I—”

“Besides, I’m not changing the deal,” Stiles interrupted. “I’m in, as agreed. And I will keep you alive.” He slipped his hands into his pockets and leaned back against the wall, too. “You sure as hell pissed somebody off, or you’ve got something they want.”

“I’ve got something they want.”

“You’re probably right. In your world people want money more than revenge.”

As the elevator rose, Gillette’s mind flashed back to the image of the pistol aimed at him from outside the window. Of how, for a split second, he’d thought he was dead. How, when he’d heard the gun go off, he’d expected a flash of excruciating pain, then nothing. Then he’d realized that the shot had come from the gun of one of the two men Stiles had trailing them in another vehicle, that the assassin had been hit.

For a brief moment afterward, he had lain sprawled on the seat, wondering if it was all worth it. Wondering if Faith and Stiles were right, if it was time to enjoy life a little. Maybe having an empire wasn’t all it was cracked up to be.

“Hopefully the cops will get something out of the guy when he wakes up after surgery.”
“If they do,” Stiles answered, “they’re miracle workers.”

“Why?”

“He died in the ambulance.”

“Oh.” Death. So close. He could almost feel it.

The first two attacks had shaken Gillette, but hadn’t made him consider getting out, or actually think about death. But now it was clear that whoever was behind the attacks wasn’t going to stop until he was dead—or they were. And this time he’d stared right down the barrel of the gun.

“Maybe they can ID him and still find out something. Link him to whoever’s behind this.”

“Don’t count on that, either,” Stiles said dismissively. “My guess is they’ll find out he was some random thug who got half the cash before and would have gotten the other half after.”

“Your cup’s running over with optimism.”

“Comes with the turf.”

The elevator slowed as it approached the thirty-second floor: Everest Capital.

“Quentin,” Gillette spoke up as the doors parted. “I . . .” He dropped his voice. “I appreciate what you did in the car.” He stopped outside the elevator. Far enough away from the Everest receptionist that she couldn’t hear. “You put yourself between me and a bullet.”

“Reflex,” Stiles said firmly. “Nothing else.”

“Still, I—”

“That’s what you get from me, Christian. Execution.” Stiles hesitated. “Look, somebody wants you dead, and that won’t be the last time they try. Whoever they are,” he added after a beat.

“How are we going to find out who they are?” Gillette asked, following Stiles as he headed toward the receptionist. “The cops haven’t been able to.”

As of yesterday afternoon, the New York City Police Department had no leads on who had blown up the limousine, and the New Jersey State Police were still coming up empty on the attack in Hightstown. The car the shooter had been driving in New Jersey—the one that had stopped directly ahead of Gillette’s at the traffic light—had been left at the scene, but it was stolen.

“I’m working on it,” Stiles answered. “Oh, by the way, I’ve implemented a new policy here at Everest.” He acknowledged another of his men who was standing inside the lobby doorway. “And the guy waiting in your office won’t be very happy about it. Also, from now on, I need to be informed at least thirty minutes in advance any time you plan to change locations. No exceptions. Got it?”

“What if I have to go to the head and I can’t wait that long?”

“Christian.”

Gillette held up one hand. “All right.”

Stiles shook his head. “You aren’t taking this seriously enough. A guy just tried to kill you. I can’t believe you—”

“Quentin,” said Gillette firmly, “I’m taking it very seriously. I’m just trying not to let it get to me.” He patted Stiles on the shoulder. “And, again, thanks for what you did out there. You say it was reflex, but I don’t care. It took a lot of guts.”
Stiles shrugged. “I can’t have one of my clients killed. Bad for business. Besides, I knew you wouldn’t be able to
get yourself out of the way in time.”

“Why?”

Stiles grinned. “You white guys are too slow.”

“Hey, any time you want to race, you let me know, pal,” Gillette retorted, chuckling as he turned toward his
office.

“What happened to you?” Debbie asked as Gillette approached.

“What do you mean?”

She was staring at him intently. “You look like somebody just tried to run you down.”

“Is Tom in my office?”

“Don’t avoid my question.”

“Deb.”

She stuck her tongue out. “Yeah, and he’s irritated about something.”

“What?”

She shrugged “How would I know?”

“That’s helpful,” Gillette muttered, reaching for the doorknob.

“Sorreeee,” she shot back. “Hey, what is wrong with you?”

He grimaced. “Nothing. Sorry.” He motioned toward the office. “No calls while I’m with Tom. Okay?”

“Okay.”

As Gillette opened the door, he glanced over his shoulder. Stiles was speaking to the man posted at the lobby
doorway. “Except Quentin,” he called to Debbie. “If he needs me, interrupt immediately.”

“All right.”

“Hello, Tom.” Gillette held out his hand as he walked toward the other man.

McGuire was relaxing in one of the chairs in the corner. He stood up as Gillette made it to where he was sitting.
“Hello, Christian.”

They shook hands and sat down across from each other, the coffee table between them. Gillette saw instantly
what Debbie meant. There was something eating at McGuire. “What’s the problem, Tom?”

McGuire’s eyes shot to Gillette’s “What do you mean?”

“You’re pissed off at something. I can tell. Usually it’s like you’re in the middle of a poker game. I wouldn’t be
able to read your expression if my life depended on it.”

“You’d be pissed, too,” McGuire snapped.

“Why?”

“I had to give up my gun to that prick by the lobby doorway,” McGuire fumed, his face turning red. “What the
“Tell me what’s going on around here?”

The new policy Stiles had referred to. It had to be. Everyone would be searched at the Everest door from now on. No exceptions. “I’ve put Quentin Stiles in charge of my personal security. What he says goes.” Gillette had never even known McGuire carried a gun. “It has to be this way.” Stiles had probably implemented the policy just for McGuire. Just to piss him off. But so be it.

“And you took my people off the assignment. From what I understand, Stiles is totally in charge of your security now.”

Stiles had made that request yesterday, and Gillette had agreed. “Yeah, that’s right.”

“I don’t understand,” McGuire complained. “What’s the problem? Don’t you trust me?”

“Calm down, Tom.”

“Calm down? I’ve got a lot of satisfied customers who’ll tell you we’ve done a tremendous job protecting them. But the guy who owns my business fires me. Now, you tell me. Should I feel good about that?”

“Tom, I—”

“How much diligence did you do on Stiles before you hired him?” McGuire pushed. “How do you know if he’s any good?”

“Oh, he’s good.”

“How do you know?”

“I was attacked again a few minutes ago, and he saved my life.”

McGuire turned his head to the side, as if he’d been struck by something. “What?”

“Yeah, right out on Park Avenue.”

“What happened?”

“A guy ran his car into mine, then jumped out and tried to shoot me. But one of Stiles’s men nailed the guy. They had it covered.”

“Jesus,” McGuire said softly. “Well, I’m glad you’re all right. But I still don’t understand why my people were taken off the job.” His voice had gotten strong again.

“Too many fingers in the pie, Tom. Simple as that. Stiles wanted his guys on it and nobody else’s. I don’t know much about personal security, but it made sense to me from an organizational standpoint. Consolidation of leadership and all that. I okayed it.”

“What happened to the guy who tried to shoot you?”

“He’s dead.”

“Good. Whoever’s behind all this needs to understand that you’re protected by people who know what the hell they’re doing.” McGuire looked down. “I’m glad Stiles’s people are doing a good job.”

“Thanks.” Gillette stood up and moved to his desk. “You’re here today to talk about buying the company.” He clicked the computer mouse several times as he moved it around on the pad. “Right?”

“Yes, I—”

“Give me one second, Tom.” Gillette punched in the Dominion Savings & Loan ticker and recoiled at what he
saw. Dominion’s stock price was off six dollars in overnight trading. Off almost 15 percent from yesterday’s close. “Christ,” he whispered.

“Oh, nothing?”

“No, nothing.” Gillette moved back to the chair and sat down, wondering what was going on with Dominion. Focus, he told himself. On the task at hand. “So let’s talk. Earlier this week you offered me 300 million for McGuire & Company.”

“Which, according to my backer, is a fair price.”

“Oh, course he’d say that,” Gillette replied calmly. “He’s on the buy side.”

“What are they telling you they can get for it?”

“Five hundred million.” Typically, Gillette would have kept his cards close to his chest, but McGuire needed to understand how big the difference in offers was. “Two hundred million more than you’ll pay. That’s a huge gap. One I can’t ignore. I have a responsibility to my limited partners to listen to these guys. I’d have a lot of unhappy investors if they found out I had passed on $200 million.”

“You’re telling me the investors wouldn’t be happy if you doubled their money? Which is what $300 million does.”

“Not if I left two hundred on the table.”

“They wouldn’t have to know.”

“Somebody would find out, Tom. Somebody would have a contact at one of the investment banks we’re talking to. Just like your backer does. Then all of our partners would know, and I’d be out of a job.”

“Yeah, well, your investors can kiss my ass,” McGuire snapped. “They don’t see how hard it is to run this company. They don’t see the crap Vince and I deal with. The tough decisions we make on a daily basis. The risks we take. They don’t see any of that. They don’t deal with the stress.”

“And they’re happy not to,” Gillette replied. “They just want to make as much money as they can, and they don’t give a damn about your stress. That’s why they have us hire you. To deal with all that.”

McGuire took a deep breath, trying to keep his cool. “I don’t know a lot about IPOs, but doesn’t the process take a while? Isn’t there a lot of back and forth with the SEC?”

“Usually,” Gillette agreed.

“And isn’t that market unpredictable? One day, IPOs are everywhere. The next, the door shuts and nothing goes public for a year.”

“That can happen.”

“Well, the deal I’m offering you will be quick, clean, and ironclad. We could have it done in thirty days. And you won’t have people trying to find out if you wear boxers or briefs. We already know everything.”

Now that Stiles had taken over his personal security, there was no reason to bargain. “Tom, you should think
about how the sweat equity shares we gave you when we bought the company would be worth tens of millions in an IPO,” Gillette advised strongly. “And I’ll make sure the investment bankers don’t lock up your shares. I’ll make sure you get cash.”

“But our backer is willing to give Vince and me half the company if you agree to sell it to him,” McGuire countered. “For no money.”

McGuire had mentioned that in the limousine, but Gillette wasn’t buying it. Giving managers half the company for no money down was outrageous. Ten to 15 percent allocated over three to four years was normal—what Everest usually did. And he’d heard of very experienced executives getting as much as 25 percent, if performance warranted it. But never fifty. That kind of allocation made it nearly impossible for the investors to earn an acceptable return. So, if it was true, there was something strange going on. “Would you get any cash in his deal?”

“Some.”

“But not much, right?”

“Enough. Plus, he’s willing to double our salaries,” McGuire continued quickly. “And, if we keep growing the company, our shares could be worth hundreds of millions a few years down the road.”

“How much is enough, Tom?” As Gillette said the words, he realized how ironic they sounded coming from him. He was worth seventy million and he was working eighty-hour weeks—and dealing with assassins. But he needed to put McGuire in a box, so he pressed. “Isn’t ten million guaranteed today pretty damn good?”

“No, it isn’t. After taxes it would be under five, and that wouldn’t be enough for a life’s work. Stupid as it sounds, five million doesn’t go very far these days. I want more. This is my best shot at really cashing in. There won’t be another opportunity like this.” McGuire spoke faster the more animated he became. “I’m going to turn it back on you. Isn’t $300 million enough? Why do you have to be a pig and go for five?”

“It’s my duty to my limited partners.”

“Well, I have the same duty to myself.”

“I can’t accept a $200 million discount, Tom. It’s that simple.”

“After all Vince and I have done,” McGuire muttered. “After the way we’ve slaved over the last three years for you and the rest of your damn partners here at Everest. That’s how your going to treat us?”

“It all comes down to the best deal. You know that.”

McGuire rose from his chair, glaring down at Gillette. “Screw you and your best deal, Christian,” he hissed, turning and stalking from the office.

Gillette watched him go. Happy he’d hired Quentin Stiles.

“I heard about what happened this morning on Park Avenue,” Cohen said, sitting down in front of Gillette’s desk. “You all right?”

“Fine,” Gillette answered. “Thanks to Stiles.” He checked Dominion’s stock price quickly. It had dropped another two dollars in early trading. He clicked on the “Company News” option, but there were no stories explaining the price drop. “His guys saved my ass.”

“Really?”

“They’re very good.”

“I’m glad. Obviously.”
“Yeah, McGuire was pissed that I called his guys off the job, but it was the right move.”

“I saw Tom walking out a few minutes ago. He didn’t look very happy.”

“He wasn’t. But when you saw him, I don’t think he was ticked about Stiles taking over.”

“What was it then?” Cohen asked curiously.

“Tom and Vince want to buy McGuire & Company back from us.”

Cohen straightened up in his chair. “Wow. That’s interesting. Did he mention price?”

“Yeah.”

“How much?”

“Three hundred million.”

“But the investment bankers are talking five hundred.” Cohen had been in on the IPO discussions with the investment bankers. “And we’re close to signing the deal.”

“Which is why Tom’s so pissed. He thinks I ought to ignore the I-bankers and take his $300 million offer.”

“We couldn’t do that. The limited partners would crucify us.”

“Which is exactly what I told him. But, of course, he wouldn’t listen.” Gillette smiled thinly. “He got pretty angry about the whole thing at the end of our meeting.”

Cohen took a deep breath. “Maybe it’s a good thing you did take his guys off your security detail.”

Gillette glanced up from the computer screen. “Ben Cohen,” he said quietly. It was the first time he could ever remember Cohen saying something like that. Implying that someone’s intent might be evil. “I’m proud of you.”


“Maybe someday you could take over one of our companies after all. You’re finally starting to analyze motivation, not just numbers.”

“What do you mean?”

“You think McGuire might be lax with my security because he’s bitter that I won’t sell him the company, right?”

“Yeah.” Cohen hesitated. “You know, I’ve never really had faith in Tom and Vince.”

“Why not?”

Cohen pushed out his lower lip. “I can’t put my finger on it. Maybe it’s because the whole time we’ve been involved with them, I’ve thought they were angling toward this goal. You know, buying the company back from us on the cheap. For a while I was worried they might hold down profits so they could buy it more cheaply, but I don’t think they’ve done that. Not that I can tell, anyway. Probably because you’ve ridden their asses about performance from the day we acquired the company.” Cohen gave Gillette a respectful nod. “I don’t think Donovan ever fully appreciated what a great job you’ve done with that company.”

Gillette stared at Cohen for a moment. “Thanks.”

“I know Tom respects the hell out of you, Christian,” Cohen continued. “He doesn’t like you, but he respects you. I overheard him say that to Donovan once.”

Starting with the day he’d graduated from Princeton, Gillette’s father had urged him over and over never to
completely trust anyone in business, but maybe Cohen had just earned it. Maybe he was the exception. They’d known each other for ten years, and Cohen had always been loyal, even after being passed over for chairman. He’d been deeply disappointed, but he’d been able to control his emotions and still be supportive and helpful. Unlike Faraday and Mason, who’d been openly resentful.

“You said you had some information for me,” Gillette reminded Cohen.

Cohen cleared his throat. “We heard back from the engineering firm about the seismic shoot in Canada.”

“And?”

“It’s not good,” Cohen said glumly.

“Why?”

“There’s oil on the option properties, but not much. Nothing to get excited about, nothing that would really turn the dial in terms of Laurel Energy’s value. I spoke to a couple of analysts at the firm earlier this morning. After they gave me the bad news, they said most people are starting to think that there really aren’t a lot of big undiscovered fields left up in Canada. That the exploration guys are looking more to fields offshore from Africa and South America. Canada’s played, I guess.”

“That wasn’t what they were telling us a few years ago when we got into this thing.”

“Things change. Unfortunately,” Cohen continued, “I’ve got more bad news. Lefors got a call last night from the corporate development people at U.S. Petroleum. They’re out. They’ve terminated the offer to purchase Laurel Energy. U.S. Petroleum’s been paralyzed by Harris’s death. Nobody can do anything until a new CEO is named and that could take a couple of months.”

Gillette rubbed his eyes. A hell of a day this was turning out to be.

“Sorry, Christian,” Cohen said gently. “I know you wanted an early win. Selling Laurel to USP at the price they were offering would have been nice.”

“What about the $5 million no-go fee?”

“Lefors mentioned that to the USP guys on the call. And they—”

“And they told him to pound sand,” Gillette interrupted, anticipating what Cohen was going to say. “They probably told him to litigate.”

“Not quite. They told him they’d pay us $500 thousand,” Cohen explained. “What do you want me to do?”

“Have you looked at that letter of intent Lefors had USP sign?”

“I scanned it earlier this morning.”

“How do you feel about the no-go fee language? Is it tight? Would we win in court?”

“It’s pretty tight, but there’s one clause in the paragraph that might give them some wiggle room. I’d say the odds would be sixty-forty us if we sued.”

Sixty-forty. Not enough to justify several hundred grand in attorney fees. “Tell them we want a million bucks.”

“Okay.”

“Settle at seven hundred fifty. That’s how it’ll go down.”

“Christian, there is one piece of good news,” Cohen spoke up.
“What?”

“Yesterday afternoon a group named Coyote Oil contacted Lefors and started asking questions about Laurel.”

“Coyote Oil?” Gillette had never heard of them.

“I’ve never heard of them either,” Cohen acknowledged, reading Gillette’s expression. “I’m having Lefors check them out. So far, about all he’s been able to find out is that they’re based in Casper, Wyoming. They’re privately held, so there isn’t much information available. Lefors asked them for some general stuff so we could qualify them. They’re e-mailing that to us this morning.”

“Have Lefors forward a copy of the info to Debbie so she can print it out for me,” Gillette instructed.

“Okay.”

“It’ll be tough to get what USP was offering with the bad news on the option properties. We probably shouldn’t even bother with them.”

Cohen held up his hand. “Lefors said they were aggressive on the phone. Said they were trying to establish a base up in Canada quickly.”

“You just told me Canada was played.”

“Maybe they have information we don’t. Fortunes are made faster with inside information than through slow and steady. We both know that. They claim they have a big backer, too,” Cohen continued when Gillette didn’t say anything. “Someone with very deep pockets.”

“Everybody has a backer with deep pockets,” Gillette said, exasperated, thinking about Tom McGuire. “Who is it?”

“They wouldn’t say.”

“Of course not.” Gillette banged the desk with his fist. “They don’t have anyone. They’re on a fishing expedition. They aren’t real.”

“My gut says we give them a chance, Christian. You told me to always have a recommendation for you when I brought up something. Well, here it is: Give this a shot. Let it play out.”

Another new wrinkle to Cohen’s personality. Normally Cohen never paid attention to his gut—only hard data. Suddenly things were different. “What do you—”

“Like I said, Lefors mentioned to me that they were aggressive on the initial call,” Cohen interrupted. “We should at least give them a chance.”

“But they aren’t going to pay what we want, especially if they’re small. Even with a big backer they aren’t going to have the strategic interest that big boys like U.S. Petroleum have.”

Cohen shrugged. “I still think we should follow up.”

Gillette studied the other man for a few moments. It seemed strange for Cohen to recommend going forward with a group he’d never heard of. He liked dealing with well-known players. But maybe this was a chance to test his instincts without risking anything but time. “Okay. Knock yourself out.”

“Great,” Cohen said approvingly, standing up.

“Don’t go anywhere. We’re not finished.”

“What’s up?” Cohen sank slowly back into his seat.
Gillette was hesitant to tell Cohen, but he wanted someone else’s opinion. He wanted to make certain he wasn’t being completely paranoid. And, of everyone he’d thought of going to, Cohen seemed like the best choice. Gillette took a deep breath. He was starting to trust the man. “Yesterday, Senator Stockman met with Paul Strazzi.”

Cohen had been checking his notepad. “So?” he asked, glancing up. “He’s probably just trying to shake Strazzi down for votes. The same way he tried to with you.”

“They met in a Bronx warehouse. If the senator was looking for votes, he’d meet Strazzi at Apex.”

“A Bronx warehouse?” Cohen asked curiously. “Really?”

“Yes.”

“That is strange. How’d you find out?”

“I had Stiles put one of his people on Strazzi,” Gillette explained.

“What do you figure is going on?”

Gillette hesitated, thinking about the best way to explain. “I had lunch earlier this week with Stockman.”

“At the Racquet Club. I remember. And?”

“We hadn’t even ordered and Stockman was turning up the heat on me about backing his campaign. Said he wanted me to tell our portfolio company employees to vote for him. Said he wanted to use our facilities for speeches and photo ops, and use our TV and radio network to support him.”

“Incredible.”

“Yeah, but I didn’t bite. I said I wouldn’t do it. I’m sure it was all he could do not to throw his gin and tonic against the wall.”

“He told you how you’d have an enemy in Washington, I bet.”

“Exactly,” Gillette confirmed. “But there was something else.”

“What?”

“He started talking about Dominion.”

“Dominion Savings & Loan?”

“Yeah.”

“What did he say?”

“He made it sound like he had information proving that we withheld data from the SEC during the IPO process, that the loan portfolio was in much worse shape than we reported. Basically, he said we defrauded the public investors.”

“That’s ridiculous.”

Gillette glanced out the window. It was a clear, beautiful day. The temperature had finally risen above freezing again. “Is it?”

“What do you mean?”

“Donovan and Marcie did that thing on their own. We never talked about it much at weekly meetings.”
Cohen put a finger to his lips and thought for a moment. “That’s true.”

“So, how would we know what went on there?”

“The accountants were all over Dominion from the day we bought it,” Cohen pointed out. “They would have found something.”

“They didn’t at Enron or Worldcom. Or any of the other big-company accounting scams. And Bill was very tight with the senior partner at the accounting firm on the audit.”

“But banks and savings and loans are different. There’s federal and state examiners, too. There’s so much scrutiny someone would have figured out what was going on.”

“Not necessarily. As long as people keep putting money in, you can keep playing the shell game. You know, credit one person’s loan payment with someone else’s deposit.”

“Yeah, but—”

“Stockman also claimed there were payments sent out to insiders after the IPO. Payments that shouldn’t have been made.”

“Fraudulent payments?”

“Yes.”

Cohen spread his arms wide. “How in the world would Stockman know about all this?”

“From someone inside Dominion,” Gillette answered. “Or someone inside Everest.”

“No way,” Cohen argued.

“Ben, don’t go naïve on me again.”

“Who then?” Cohen demanded. “Who’s the rat?”

“Obviously, it wouldn’t have been Donovan,” Gillette answered.

“Obviously.” Cohen stared at Gillette for a few moments, then his eyes grew wide. “Marcie?”

“I didn’t say that.”

“You implied it.”

Gillette pursed his lips. “Yes, I did,” he agreed quietly.

“But she’d be crazy to leak information like that,” Cohen protested. “If Stockman used what she told him, she’d face criminal charges. Why would she implicate herself?”

“Why would she necessarily implicate herself?”

“Because . . .” Cohen’s voice trailed off as he put the pieces together.

“Right,” said Gillette, seeing that Cohen understood. “Donovan’s dead. All the blame can be shoveled into his grave. They can say he was the one responsible for working with the auditors and someone at the company to hide what was going on. It’s perfect.”

“If what you’re saying is true, then Donovan was murdered,” Cohen whispered. “Whoever was responsible would need him out of the picture.”
“Agreed.”

“But why? What’s the endgame?”

Gillette leaned back and ran his hands through his hair. “Who’s our biggest rival?”

“Ape,” Cohen answered right away.

“Right. Paul Strazzi. He doesn’t want us to raise this next fund. He wants me to fail in the worst way. And he hated Bill. He’d want nothing more than to destroy Bill’s legacy.”

“But enough to have him killed?”

“Miles Whitman warned me that Strazzi would do anything to screw us. Anything. I think he was right. I think Strazzi was willing to do anything. And he did it.”

A troubled expression clouded Cohen’s face. “I still don’t see the endgame. So we get some bad press on Dominion for a while if what Stockman told you turns out to be true. So what? Raising the new fund goes on hold for a while until we sell a few more portfolio companies at good prices and we continue to show the investment community how we kick ass in private equity. I still don’t think Strazzi would kill someone to maybe put our next fund on hold temporarily.”

“Exactly,” Gillette agreed, leaning forward over the desk.

“Exactly what?”

“None of it would make sense if Strazzi thought he’d only be able to put us on hold temporarily. But it might if he thought he could take us out of the game permanently. Or take us over.”

“Take us over?”

Cohen’s reaction to this was going to be interesting. “Donovan’s widow dropped by to see me.”

“What did she want?”

“To let me know that her most important asset in the world was her stake in Everest. And to let me know she was worried about it.”

“Why?”

“Someone warned her there were problems with our portfolio companies. With the liquid stuff, too.”

“You mean our leftover IPO shares.”

Gillette nodded.

“Like Dominion.”

“Yes.” Gillette checked Dominion’s stock price again—off another dollar. “Then I have lunch with Stockman. When I wouldn’t let him use Everest as his personal campaign platform, he goes off into the Dominion thing.”

“You think Stockman is the one who spoke to the widow.”

“Or one of his aides.”

“Did you ask the widow who approached her?”

“She wouldn’t say.”
Cohen put his head back against the chair. “Are you worried the widow might sell her Everest stake? I mean, whoever buys it could call a vote, then use the 25 percent voting share that goes with the stake to elect their own chairman.”

“The thought had crossed my mind.”

“But, like I said before, so what? What if there’s some bad stuff going on at Dominion? I don’t think that alone would cause the widow to sell her stake. Dominion having problems wouldn’t decrease the value of her investment that much.”

“What if we had to reverse the entire transaction and pay a couple of billion bucks back to the public investors?”

Cohen cringed.

“And pay a huge fine on top of the two billion if the SEC proved that we conspired to conceal information from the auditors,” Gillette continued. “On top of all those headlines the widow is reading in the newspapers, what if she thought there were problems with some of the Everest portfolio companies, too.”

Cohen squinted. “Problems? Like what?”

Cohen had always been focused internally. On administration. On human resources, accounting issues, and the limited partners. Making certain they were kept constantly updated on events at the portfolio companies.

Every ninety days Cohen was responsible for compiling reports on each of Everest’s companies and sending them out to the limiteds. Reports that included summary financial statements for the first three quarters of the year, and full-blown audited numbers for year-end. The reports described important events that had occurred at the companies during the previous ninety days—an acquisition, a major new product rollout, a strategic partnership. All things that would make the limited partners feel good about the portfolio companies—and, therefore, their investment.

One thing the quarterly reports rarely contained was bad news. Only when bad news was about to be reported by the press was it relayed to the investors.

Cohen had no way of knowing about dirty little secrets at the portfolio companies because dirty little secrets weren’t discussed at the weekly managing partner meeting with Donovan. Donovan didn’t want Cohen or Faraday knowing about them. He thought that the fewer people who knew about the bad stuff, the better. He felt Cohen was too much of a straight arrow and might insist that some of the dirty laundry be communicated to the limited partners, that Cohen might argue it was their fiduciary duty to disclose it. And Donovan knew about Faraday’s drinking. He was worried Faraday might say something to someone who mattered after one too many scotches.

Donovan was keenly aware that much of business was psychological, that markets were fickle and could sway drastically on rumor and conjecture. These days so many conclusions were drawn based on snippets of information, companies could easily be convicted in the court of public opinion without having done anything wrong.

So Donovan had controlled bad information. Portfolio company problems were discussed in separate, off-site meetings. Only Donovan, Gillette, and Mason participated in those meetings because they were the only ones who held chair positions at Everest’s portfolio companies.

Gillette gazed at Cohen, weighing the risk of telling him these things. The guy might have a panic attack and send out letters on his own to the limited partners, alerting them to the issues. Without approval. Which would create massive problems. Cohen might not understand that portfolio companies always had problems, some of which could look insurmountable or even sinister to the outside world. But they usually went away as long as everyone kept their cool.

“I’ll give you a for instance,” Gillette finally said. “Right now our waste management company has an environmental problem at one of its landfills.”

Cohen squinted and swallowed hard. “Which one?”
“Easy, Ben.”

“Which one?” Cohen pressed.

“It doesn’t matter.” The company operated more than thirty landfills, so there’d be no way Cohen could pin the site down. No one at the landfill was going to admit anything if he called around. The few people at the site who knew were under strict orders to say nothing. “I’ll tell you that it’s one of the rural facilities. It’s way away from any major metropolitan area.”

Cohen let out a frustrated breath.

“Ben, I’m the chairman of this company. My job is to determine when we can take care of a problem in-house and when a problem gets to the stage that the outside world has to know. Right now, in my judgment, it isn’t at that stage.”

“But how do you know?”

“You never know for sure.”

“You aren’t an environmental expert.”

“But I’m working with someone who is. That’s all I can do.”

“What’s the environmental problem?” Cohen asked. “Will you tell me that?”

“I will. But you have to keep it quiet. Can you do that?”

Cohen hesitated. “It’s a slippery slope, Christian,” he said, his voice wavering.

“Ben, at the most senior levels, that’s what business comes down to every day. Negotiating slippery slopes. You haven’t had any experience doing that. You’ve lived a protected life at Everest handling administration and looking after the limited partners. Donovan, Mason, and I have dealt with the tough stuff.”

“Tell me what’s going on.”

Gillette eased back in the chair and put his feet up on the desk. “A few weeks ago we found out that a large pond on the property is contaminated. There are very high levels of mercury in the water. Everything in it basically floated to the top, belly up. Apparently, the people who operated the landfill before we bought the company were burying toxic drums in a field beside the pond and they’ve leaked into the groundwater. We found the drums last week, and we think we can contain the spill. I don’t think we’ll have to go to the EPA.”

“Christian, that’s ridiculous. You have to tell the EPA.”

“Do you know how much money it would cost us if we did?”

“There must be insurance,” Cohen argued.

“There’s supposed to be, but there isn’t. And what the EPA would make us go through would probably bankrupt the company. The CFO has already done that analysis.”

“Jesus.”

“Yeah, Jesus. Now you start to understand what Bill, Troy, and I have had to deal with.”

“What else is hiding out there in our portfolio companies?” Cohen asked quietly.

“That I know about?”

“Don’t be funny, Christian.”
“I’m not being funny; I’m being dead serious. What you have to understand, Ben, is that there are always problems at every portfolio company. You just have to learn how to deal with them. And the keys to doing that are figuring out how quickly can you get your hands around the problem, what can you do about it, and, most important, not letting it get to you. Ever. That’s mostly what being chairman of a company is all about. Staying calm no matter what.”

“What else is out there?” Cohen repeated tersely, uninterested in the lesson.

Gillette stared at Cohen for a moment. This was so risky. “We’ve got an issue at the records management company in California. One of our employees sold personal information to a direct marketing company.”

“You got to be shitting me.”

“Nope.”

“What kind of information?”

“Drivers licenses, credit card numbers, home addresses.”

Cohen’s eyes widened. “My God. What steps have we taken?”

“The employee who sold the information was fired, and we’re trying to assess what liability the company has. We’ve also alerted senior executives at the company that bought the information about what happened, that one of their midlevel managers was buying the information. They are cooperating with us fully. They fired their guy as well.”

“Have you notified the individuals whose information was sold without their permission?”

“No.”

“Why not?” Cohen demanded.

“It involved over twenty thousand people.”

“So?”

“I can’t have the California consumer advocacy people in there at this point. They’re worse than the Gestapo. I haven’t told you this, Ben, but we’re no more than six months away from taking this company public, too. At the price the I-bankers are talking, it would be a ten times return for us. It would be one of the best investments we’ve ever made. If this thing leaks, the IPO could be delayed indefinitely.”

“But these individuals have had their private information sold. Who knows what the people at the direct marketing company have done with the stuff.”

“We’re trying to figure that out. Trying to contain the spill. Just like at the landfill. So far there’s no indication anything bad has happened. No indication that there have been illegal charges made on credit cards or anything like that. We think the guy bought the stuff just so he could target a set of consumers for a new product introduction.”

Cohen looked out the window at something in the distance.

Gillette raised one eyebrow. “So, you still want to be chairman of one of our companies, Ben?”

“My God, it can’t be like that at all of them.”

“It isn’t,” Gillette agreed. “And the company I give you might be clean when you take over. The thing is, two weeks after you become chairman, you might get hit between the eyes with something out of left field.” He hesitated, thinking through a scenario. “Let’s say I make you chairman of our grocery store chain. At first, everything’s great. Then one of our tractor trailers plows into a father and his three kids at an intersection. The father
and two of the kids are killed instantly. The third one lives, but he’s paralyzed for life. The cops find out that the truck driver was blind drunk and had cocaine in his system, too. They dig further and find out we aren’t administering the required drug tests to our drivers. The mother of the three kids files a $500 million lawsuit, and the insurance company tells you they won’t cover it because a clause in the policy says they aren’t responsible for claims if we aren’t administering drug tests. A $500 million settlement will bankrupt the company. You think the amount is absurd, but your lawyer isn’t so sure. All the jury would hear about at the trial is that Everest Capital manages $20 billion. The woman might actually have a chance of getting her $500 million.” Gillette crossed his arms over his chest. “What do you do, Mr. Chairman?”

Cohen hesitated, struggling for an answer. “I . . . I don’t know.”

“‘I don’t know’ doesn’t cut it, Ben.”

“Well, I—”

“Let me throw you another curve. The state’s attorney general’s office decides the company has been negligent in the whole thing. They decide to press criminal charges against the senior executives. Which, by the way, is very possible. Guess what? You’re the most senior executive of all. They show up at Everest and take you away. The news cameras are set up and rolling when you come out of the building and your girls see you in shackles, trying to hide your face.”

Cohen shook his head. “All right, what would you do in that situation?”

Gillette smoothed his tie. “You wouldn’t want to know, Ben,” he finally answered, his tone guarded.

Cohen glanced at Gillette uncertainly, wanting to press but afraid, too. “How would Stockman be able to find out about these problems?” he asked.

“Simple. Troy Mason.”

“Oh, shit. That’s right.”

“Troy knows all the stuff I just told you about,” Gillette continued. “See, there was this other weekly meeting you didn’t know about, Ben. An off-site meeting, usually at a condo Bill rented on the Upper East Side. Bill, Troy, and I discussed all the major problems at all the portfolio companies at it so Troy was in on everything. He could give Strazzi a lot of information. Strazzi would then pass it on to Stockman. In fact, it wouldn’t surprise me if Troy made copies of a few files in the days after Donovan died as an insurance policy. So he’d be sure to remember it all and be able to back up what he was saying with proof. In case he didn’t get the nod to be chairman of Everest.”

“Strazzi would have the money to buy the widow’s stake in Everest,” Cohen pointed out.

“One of the few people who would,” Gillette agreed. “And, knowing Strazzi, he’d probably get it at a discounted value.”

“We could make her an offer, too,” Cohen suggested.

Gillette shook his head. “Nah. The only way we’d be able to come up with that kind of cash would be to use her stake as collateral. Bankers wouldn’t lend us any money against it if they thought there were problems with our portfolio. And, believe me, Strazzi would make certain every banker in New York thought there was.”

Cohen’s face went pale. “You know what this means? It means Strazzi’s the one trying to kill you.”

Gillette stared at Cohen for a few moments. “I thought of that, too, but it doesn’t make much sense. I can see why Strazzi would want Donovan gone, but not me.”

“Why not?”

“He’d need Donovan dead so he could put the blame for Dominion on him. But he can get me out of the way by
getting the widow’s stake. Why risk being linked to another murder if there’s another, less risky way to get what you want? Strazzi’s ruthless but not stupid.”

“I don’t know,” Cohen said, pulling a piece of paper from his pad and placing it on Gillette’s desk. “If he’s willing to commit one murder, why not another? I think we should go to the cops.”

“With what?”

“With what we just talked about.”

“We’ve got no proof.”

Cohen bit down on his lower lip. “We should at least give the cops a heads-up.”

“What’s this?” Gillette asked, glancing at the paper Cohen had put down on his desk.

“Your consent to my becoming Everest’s chief operating officer. You need to sign it.”

Gillette leaned back. “This seems kind of formal.”

Cohen shrugged but said nothing.

“Is it really necessary?”

“I told you,” Cohen said, his tone turning serious, “I want people to know I have complete authority from you to do what I need to do. When you send out the e-mail, I want you to tell everyone about this,” he said, nodding at the paper.

“All right,” Gillette agreed, picking up a pen. He scribbled his signature at the bottom. “Here you go.” His expression brightened as he handed the consent document to Cohen. “You know what just occurred to me, Ben?”

“What?”

“You haven’t used Latin the entire time you’ve been in here.”

Cohen nodded. “Hey, I’m trying to listen to the boss.”
Conspiracy. Two or more individuals working together in the shadows to carry out evil—assassination, overthrow, fraud.

The strength of a conspiracy is measured by the commitment, planning, and ability of the conspirators to maintain secrecy.

But the success of a conspiracy is ultimately determined by the ability of the conspirators to make all traces of their bond evaporate after the crime is committed. Like specters fading into the mist, their relationships vanish, trails grow cold, and there is nothing and no one to connect.

Then no person of authority will question what has been achieved. Or, if they do, nothing can be proven or altered. And those who have been targeted—dead or alive after the crime—never get the justice they deserve.

TOM MCGUIRE CROSSED WILLOW STREET, striding deliberately, and moved down the sidewalk toward the Brooklyn Heights promenade—a wide walkway overlooking New York Harbor. From here, he had a panoramic view of Lower Manhattan.

McGuire ambled up to the black, wrought-iron fence at the edge of the promenade. Below him, cars and trucks roared up and down the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway. He leaned both arms on the top of the fence and checked his watch. Three minutes in front of noon. Three minutes early. He was always on time and despised people who were routinely late. People like Christian Gillette. Of course, he despised Gillette for more important reasons now.

“Hi, Tom.”

McGuire turned toward the voice. His brother, Vince, moved up to the fence beside him. Three years younger, Vince was short and dark. A fireplug who wore his black hair slicked back and sported a gold bracelet and a pinkie ring. It was hard for Tom to believe they’d come from the same parents. About the only things they had in common were being at the FBI before founding McGuire & Company, punctuality, and poker faces.

“So?” Vince began in his gravelly voice. He’d smoked a pack of cigarettes a day until five years ago, when a doctor thought he’d detected a spot on Vince’s lung. It had turned out to be a false alarm, but it had been enough to scare Vince away from tobacco for good. His voice still bore the scars of the habit. “What’s the deal?”

“I met with Gillette this morning and he wouldn’t budge. He’s not interested in $300 million.”

“Our guy won’t go any higher?”

Tom shook his head. “No. Says if he pays more than three hundred his people will question him too hard, and he definitely doesn’t want that. Neither do we. So we stick to the original plan.”

Vince spat over the fence at a truck whizzing past beneath them. “What the hell happened on Park Avenue this morning?”

“Stiles’s men were too quick. They’ve turned out to be very good, and our guy fucked up.”

“Gillette’s a tough target.”

Tom ground his teeth. “Yeah, but remember we’re using people we don’t know well because we don’t want any connection to us when this is over. Unfortunately, the people we’ve hired have turned out to be idiots. Look, we’re gonna have to go to somebody we trust.”

“But if they’re caught—”
“I know, I know,” Tom cut in, scratching his head.

Vince spat again. “Fuck Gillette. If he knew what was really going on, he’d sell us the thing for $300 million in a heartbeat. Then we don’t get in any deeper.”

“But then our guy doesn’t get what he really wants.”

“Fuck him, too,” Vince shot back over his shoulder. “You know what? I think we just keep delaying our side of the deal until we buy the company. What’s he going to do at that point? Go to the authorities? No way. He’s in as deep as we are.”

“Not quite.”

“Deep enough,” Vince said loudly.

“Look, he’s smarter than that. He’d figure out what we were up to when thirty days from now Gillette’s still alive. He’d make the closing, and his money, contingent on us doing what we promised to do—kill Gillette.” Tom saw that his brother was getting uncomfortable. “Vince, we’ve got to stick with the original plan,” he urged. “And, the next time we go, we’ve got to make sure we get Gillette.”

Vince gazed out over the harbor, a pained expression on his face. “I don’t know,” he muttered. “This thing’s getting too close. I mean, Donovan was easy. No way to link us to that.” He took a deep breath. “But Gillette’s becoming a problem.”

“There’s another problem.” Tom hadn’t told Vince everything. Hadn’t wanted to upset him. “And it’s a big one.”

Vince glanced up. “What is it?”

“Gillette’s close to signing an IPO deal with a Wall Street firm.”

“To IPO McGuire & Company?” Vince asked incredulously.

“Yeah.”

“You gotta be kidding. That prick. When did he tell you?”

“He didn’t,” Tom answered. “Our guy found out through a contact of his.”

“What a shit Gillette is. He was gonna sell our company right out from under us.”

“That’s why I had to go to him last week and put the $300 million offer on the table. Our guy told me Gillette was going to sign with the investment bank in the next day or two. If he did that, we’d have no chance of buying the company. So I figured I could buy us some time with the offer. I figured Gillette would think twice about signing up to sell the company if we were pissed off. Then he went and hired Quentin Stiles.”

“So we’ve got no choice,” Vince said in a resigned voice. “We have to get Gillette.”

“Yep. And fast.”

Vince let out a long, exasperated breath. “All right,” he said quietly.

“It’s just a damn good thing that bomb in the limo went off thirty seconds early,” Tom spoke up. The bomb had been set to detonate at a certain time. It wasn’t controlled by a remote device, as McGuire had told Gillette. “It would have been a fiasco if it had gone off on time and Gillette had been killed then.”

“Hey,” Vince piped up angrily, “I thought I had a green light. The guy says he wants Gillette dead. I’m just trying to do my job. I didn’t know it was premature.”

“Easy, brother,” Tom said gently. Vince’s fuse was short. “I told you before it was my fault. I didn’t know there
was another agenda, that things had to happen in a certain order, that they had to get Mason out of the way before we could go after Gillette. I thought we had a green light, too.”

“Was he pissed?”

“Oh, yeah.”

“Well, everything turned out okay. So he shouldn’t be—”

“Look, he’s still backing us isn’t he? He’s over it.”

Vince grunted. “Shit, the way things are going, that might have been our best shot to get Gillette.”

“He’s like a damn cat,” Tom agreed. “It’s like he’s got nine lives or something.”

“Yeah, and we’ve only taken a few shots at him so he’s got a lot more left.” Vince turned to look at his brother. “The guy Stiles’s people killed today on Park Avenue—any way at all he can be linked to us?”

“No,” Tom said firmly. “It was all in cash between us, and there were no relationships between him and anyone at our firm. I checked before I hired him.” He chuckled. “Besides, the cops aren’t buying Stiles’s explanation that it was a hit gone bad. They think it was a case of road rage. Some woman at the scene told the cops she saw the whole thing. That the guy driving Gillette’s car cut our guy off. That the guy jumped out of the car screaming and yelling with a gun right after he got cut off.” Tom laughed harder. “Sometimes it’s better to be lucky than good. I can guarantee you our guy wasn’t screaming and yelling.”

“Why would the woman lie like that?”

“Who the hell knows? Maybe she liked the attention she was getting from the cops.”

“What about cell phone calls?” Vince asked.

“What do you mean?”

“Did he ever call you on his cell?”

“Never. Always used a pay phone and a prepaid calling card.”

“You can’t be sure of that.”

“I’m sure, Vince. When he called, the area codes that came up on my caller ID were always from the cities he was in. And, even if on the off chance he did call me on a cell phone once or twice, so what? What does that prove?”

“Did he talk to you right before he tried to kill Gillette?”

“No. It was the day before.”

Vince took a deep breath. “Good.”

Tom scanned the area. There was a woman with a baby carriage sitting on a bench fifty feet away. She was definitely out of earshot as long as he kept his voice down. “Look, we’ve got to get Gillette, and we’ve to do it fast. You agree?”

Vince nodded.

“And at this point I’d feel better if I called in someone I had complete faith in. I know it’s risky. I know it could link us, but we don’t have any choice.”

“Who are you thinking about?” Vince asked.
“Dominick,” Tom answered immediately. “He’s the best.”

Vince looked out over the harbor for a few moments, then finally nodded. “Yeah, call him.”

Cohen emerged from the Clark Street subway station into bright sunlight and glanced at his watch. One fifteen. He was early, but he wasn’t familiar with Brooklyn Heights so being early was good. He had no idea how far the walk was.

“Excuse me,” he called to a woman passing by.

“What?” she snapped.

“What way is the promenade?”

She pointed. “That way. Just keep walking. You can’t miss it.”

Mason sat down in front of Strazzi’s desk. As usual, Strazzi was smoking a big fat cigar. Mason hated smoke, especially cigar smoke. “Hello, Paul.”

“Mr. Strazzi.”

Mason’s eyes flashed to Strazzi’s. Yesterday, Strazzi hadn’t wanted that. “Huh?”

“Call me ‘Mr. Strazzi’ today.”

“Why?”

“Because I feel like it.”

Strazzi was certifiable. Mason already sensed that others at Apex thought the same thing but weren’t willing to say so because they were afraid they were being listened to. Mason had heard rumors about the office being bugged. But Strazzi was paying him $3 million in salary. Guaranteed for one year, thanks to the employment contract he had signed yesterday. If Strazzi wanted to be called ‘Buddha,’ so be it. “Um, okay, Mr. Strazzi.”

Strazzi took a long drag off the cigar. “It’s time for you to earn that big salary I’m paying you, Troy.”

“I thought I already was.”

“Do you enjoy Vicky, boy?”

Mason glanced up, his head suddenly pounding. He and Vicky had gone to the Parker Meridian Hotel three times this week: two lunches and once after work. “What do you mean?” he asked innocently.

“You know exactly what I mean. You and Vicky are screwing like rabbits.” Strazzi was smiling broadly behind his cigar. “I bet your wife would go ballistic if she found out you were banging a secretary.” Strazzi laughed harshly. “After less than a week here, too. Nice, Troy.”

So pissed off she’d leave him immediately, Mason knew. Melissa had already told him if there was one more incident, she was gone. And that she’d pry as much out of him as the flamethrower lawyer she hired could pry. Running up big legal bills in the process. “Mr. Strazzi, I don’t—”

“Don’t waste my time, Troy.” Strazzi tapped the cigar on the round ashtray. An inch-long ash tumbled to the glass. “I know what’s going on, but your secret’s safe with me. I just want information.”

“Information?”
“Yeah.”

“What kind of information?”

“About the Everest portfolio companies.”

Mason tugged at his collar. “What about them?”

“I need to know where the problems are.”

“Problems?”

“The dirty laundry, boy,” Strazzi said, exasperated. “Every private equity firm has problems in the portfolio. I want to know about Everest’s.”

Mason gazed over the desk at Strazzi. He should have guessed. This was the real reason he’d been hired. “Why?”

Strazzi shook his head. “That’s a need-to-know issue, and you don’t need to know.”

Strazzi was trying to cripple Gillette’s attempt to raise a new fund. That had to be the objective, Mason thought to himself. He took a deep breath. What the hell. He didn’t have any loyalty to Everest. Donovan was gone, and he hated Gillette. The prick had tried to ruin him. “I might be able to tell you a few things.”

“I need more than that, Troy. I need hard data. I need proof. I need files.”

“I can’t get into Everest.” Mason sensed an opportunity here. He’d made copies of several files the day after the chairman vote had taken place. “I’ve been barred from the place permanently. I can’t get to the files.”

“Use your imagination.”

“Why don’t you use your rat at Everest?” Mason suggested, certain Strazzi had already tried that. But those files were locked up tight. The Everest chairman and the other person on the board were the only ones with access. Which was why they were having this conversation. “Wouldn’t that be easy?”

Strazzi’s eyes narrowed. “You know damn well my rat can’t get to all the files.”

All the files. Strazzi had said all the files. Which meant his rat could get to some of the files. Which also meant his rat was at least a managing director, not some low-level associate. Only managing directors and above sat on boards.

“I might be able to help you out,” Mason said, thinking about the file copies locked up in the wall safe in his apartment. “But I want a million bucks.”

“Why should I do that?”

“Gillette gave me a million to leave Everest, but I had to sign a separation agreement to get it. One of the terms of the agreement was confidentiality. According to the agreement, I can’t convey anything to anyone about the Everest portfolio unless a court makes me do so. I’d be taking a big risk telling you these things.”

“You and I both know it would be almost impossible for Gillette to prove anything in court.”

“Still.”

“I could tell your wife about Vicky if you don’t help me.”

“What good would that do? Then I definitely won’t get you anything.” Mason paused. “A million dollars, Mr. Strazzi. It’s pocket change for you.”

Strazzi said nothing for a few moments, then nodded. “Okay.” He eased back in his chair. “Now give me a taste.”
“What do you mean?”

“Give me an idea of what kind of problems Gillette has on his hands.”

A little preview wouldn’t hurt. And he wasn’t going to give Strazzi enough to figure anything out on his own. “Everest owns a waste management company.”

“Regent Waste. I know that.”

Strazzi had done his homework. Of course, you didn’t get to be worth $5 billion being unprepared. “One of their landfills has bad contamination problems. The EPA doesn’t know.”

“What landfill is it?”

Mason shook his head. “You can read that in the file. After I get my million.”

“Half a million now,” Strazzi said, “half a million when I have the files.”

Mason thought about it for a moment. “All right.”

Strazzi took another long puff from the cigar. “What else is there?”

“We—” Mason interrupted himself. “I mean, Everest owns a records management company in California. Drivers licenses, credit histories, employments records. There’s an issue there, too. Again, government agencies haven’t been informed.”

“Good.” Strazzi smiled. “Half a million will be in your account by close of business today. And I want the files on my desk by seven tomorrow morning. Understand?”

“Yes.”

“Say, ‘Yes, sir’ to me, Troy.”

Mason swallowed hard. “Yes, sir.”

Strazzi pointed at Mason with the cigar. “If you try to run with my money, my people will find you. And it won’t be pretty when they do.”

Cohen sat on one end of the bench looking out over New York Harbor at Lower Manhattan. “Hello, Tom.”

McGuire sat at the other end of the bench, ten feet away. “Hello, Ben.” He didn’t look in Cohen’s direction either.

“I understand your meeting with Gillette didn’t go well,” Cohen began.

“Nope. He wouldn’t budge. Wouldn’t even consider 300 million for McGuire & Company.”

“It’s because we’ve got investment bankers telling us they can get five hundred.”

“I know.”

Cohen continued looking straight ahead. “And Christian was smart enough to hire Stiles. He didn’t like you being in charge of his personal security while you were trying to buy the company back. He figured that if he pissed you off, you might tell your boys not to be as diligent as they otherwise would be.”

“Did he actually say that to you?” McGuire wanted to know.

“In so many words.”
“Fucker.”

“Smart fucker.” Cohen chuckled. “I told him I’d never really trusted you or Vince.”

“Thanks a lot.”

“Hey, you’re the one who said there couldn’t be any proof of connections when this was done. I thought it was a nice touch.”

“I did say that. And it was a nice touch,” McGuire added. “Look, you’ve got to make sure Gillette doesn’t sign a deal with the investment bankers before we can get this in motion.”

“All you have to do is execute on your end and there won’t be a problem, but you’re starting to make me think Christian is untouchable. Our guy is getting very frustrated. When we first decided to start this, I told him you were the best. I sold him hard on you. Now he’s wondering. First, you guys blow up that limousine in front of the church, and, second—”

“Hey,” McGuire broke in angrily, “you told me I had a green light.”

“I also told you I wanted to know before you made any attempts on Christian’s life. Christ, I would have been killed in that explosion, too.”

“How was I supposed to know you were going to be riding with him?” McGuire snapped.

“All I’m saying is that our backer’s getting angry. I told him you guys were the best. Don’t embarrass me. Get this thing done.”

“Gillette’s a dead man,” McGuire said quietly. “Count on it. We’re bringing in the best.” He winced. “The problem is that this guy’s worked for us before, so there’s a connection issue. But he’ll get it done,” McGuire said confidently. “Despite Quentin Stiles.”

“Good.” Cohen looked out across the water. “There’s something else we have to talk about,” he said. “Something that could derail everything.”

McGuire glanced over. “Oh?”

“Yeah, and it’s going to mean another job.”

“Christian.”

Gillette looked up from a financial statement he was reviewing. Stiles stood at the office door. “Yes?”

“I have information for you.”

“What?”

“That e-mail you got the other night in New Jersey. Right before you were attacked?”

Gillette sat up in the chair. “Did you find out where it came from?”


Gillette put down his pen slowly. Faith Cassidy had stayed at the Beverly Hills Willshire Hotel. She’d told him that when she called earlier.

The phone rang and Gillette recognized the number on his caller ID. “I have to take this, Quentin.”
“Sure.” Stiles backed out, closing the door.

Gillette picked up the receiver after the third ring. As agreed. “Hello.”

“Falcon?”

“Yes. What do you know?” he asked impatiently.

“Give me the response first.”

Gillette nodded, pleased that the informant was sticking to the procedure. “Five.” This was the fifth time they had spoken.

“And.”

“The season is winter. Now, what do you have?”

“The adversary moved. The subject has been played and will deliver in the morning.”

“Thank you,” Gillette said quietly. “Call me right away with anything else. Got it?”

“Yes.”

Gillette hung up the phone, then opened the top left drawer of his desk. The number was scrawled on a piece of scratch paper hidden below two manila envelopes. He gazed at it for a few moments, then dialed.

“Hello.”

Gillette recognized Jose Medilla’s voice right away. There was no need to bother with coded confirmations. “Jose, it’s Christian.” He hesitated. This was a moment he hadn’t been looking forward to. One Jose probably hadn’t been looking forward to, either.
**Quid pro quo. Literally, this for that.**

*There’s always a quid pro quo. Nothing comes for free.*

GILLETTE MOVED INTO THE LOBBY of the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and headed up the plushly carpeted stairs toward the main lobby. He was surrounded by a security detail—five of Stiles’s men. Stiles was already inside securing the lobby and dining room.

Earlier in the afternoon, Gillette had increased Stiles’s fee to ten thousand dollars a day—over Cohen’s protest. Stiles was dedicating so much of his time and so many resources to the job, Gillette felt it was necessary. And this wasn’t going to last much longer. One way or the other, it was going to be over soon.

As he reached the top of the stairs, Gillette spotted Stiles standing beside a huge vase of fresh flowers on a table in the middle of the lobby. A wire ran from one ear down into Stiles’s turtleneck, and a thin silver microphone curled around his cheek to his lips.

“I don’t like this, Christian,” Stiles said, as the men formed a barrier around them. “I don’t like having you out in the open like this. Not after what happened this morning.”

Gillette moved closer to Stiles and glanced around the lobby. “It’ll be fine, Quentin.”

Stiles’s expression turned grim. “Don’t tell me how to do my business, Christian. And I won’t tell you how to do yours.”

“Like I said, it’ll be fine.”

“Why don’t we set up in a private room upstairs?” Stiles suggested. “That would be more intimate anyway.”

Gillette shook his head. “It’s our first date and I tell her we’re eating in a private room because my head of security is worried someone might try to kill me if we eat in the dining room. That doesn’t seem like a plan to me. Not if I want her to stick around through dessert.”

“Still, I—”

Stiles stopped speaking as Isabelle moved toward them. She was wearing a black, strapless dress with her dark hair up off her dainty shoulders. For jewelry, she had on diamond earrings, a sapphire necklace, and a gold bracelet on her left wrist. Black suede heels finished her outfit. There was a hint of red on her full lips, and her fingernails were the same color.

Gillette gazed at her face as she neared him. Always mystery in those brown eyes—and it seemed more pronounced tonight. Like she was scared of something—or someone.

“Hello there,” Gillette said quietly as she moved inside the security detail.

“Hi.” She clasped her hands and looked down.

It was an uncomfortable moment for her, he knew. So he leaned down and gave her a gentle kiss on one cheek. The scent of a pleasing perfume came to his nostrils as his lips touched her soft skin.

“It’s good to see you, Christian,” she murmured.

Gillette slipped an arm around her, his hand coming to rest on the small of her back. He gave her a gentle hug. “It’s good to see you, too.” He nodded to Stiles over her shoulder, thankful Stiles hadn’t searched her. “Did you
enjoy yourself today?” He’d arranged for a woman from the Waldorf to spend the day with Isabelle. To take her to Fifth Avenue to buy a dress for tonight, to take her to have her hair done, and to help her pick out jewelry.

She looked up into his eyes. “I’ve never had a better day in my life. Thank you. How can I ever repay you?”

“Have dinner with me.”

She smiled. “Love to.”

“Let’s sit down,” he suggested, gesturing toward the dining room.

Stiles had made arrangements for them to sit at a quiet table in a back corner of the room. When they reached the table, Stiles held out a chair for her.

“Thank you.” Isabelle smiled up at Stiles as she sat down.

He nodded back politely, and, when she was seated, moved away and stood against the wall.

“Aren’t you going to get my chair?” Gillette called.

“Double my fee and I’ll consider it.”

“I just did, remember? Jesus, for twenty grand a day you ought to drive the limo, cook dinner, and play the piano,” Gillette kidded, sitting down across from Isabelle. “Everything okay?”

“Perfect.”

“What would you like to drink?”

“What are you having?”

“Water.”

“No wine?” she asked, disappointed.

“No, but don’t let that keep you from having some.”

“Will you order for me?”

“Sure. Red or white?”

“Red, please.”

When Gillette had ordered and the waiter was gone, Isabelle leaned across the table. “Does it bother you to have him watch you eat?” she whispered, motioning toward Stiles.

“No, I’m used to it.”

“Why does he have to be around all the time? Those other guys, too?”

Gillette hadn’t wanted to get into this so soon, but it was stupid to think she wouldn’t ask about it. Anyone would. “Isabelle, in my position I have enemies. Quentin is in charge of protecting me from them. But it’s just a precaution,” he assured her.

“Is that why the men held me last night when they found the knife in my coat? Why they made me stay here in the hotel? Because they thought I was your enemy.”

“They thought you might be working for someone.”
“I hope you know how silly that sounds. How could I possibly be working for anyone? Right?”

“Right.”

A faint alarm went off in Gillette’s head. It would have been easy for someone to find out about his connection to Jose and Selma. He’d been to their house in New Jersey at least six or seven times since moving them down there. He’d met Selma at a charity dinner in the early summer where she’d been the waitress for the table, and when the dinner was over, he’d asked about her family. Ironically, it turned out Jose had been laid off in a downsizing at Blalock, the power-tool manufacturer Everest owned. He’d been working at the Newark, New Jersey, plant—commuting from the Bronx—and lost his job when the factory installed robots. Before leaving, he’d asked Selma if he could meet Jose.

They’d met a week later, and he’d turned out to be perfect. Exactly what Gillette was looking for. A man who would be unfailingly loyal to a person who made his family’s life better. So Gillette had moved them to central New Jersey and gotten Jose another job.

“I mean, the idea that I would come to New York City with a knife to kill you is crazy,” she continued, her voice low. “It’s incredible that the men who work for you could even come up with that. The whole thing is ridiculous.”

Isabelle had shown up out of nowhere. Neither Jose nor Selma had ever mentioned anything about Isabelle until the night last week when he and Jose had come in off the deck and she’d suddenly appeared. Which meant, if there was something going on, Jose or Selma—or both—might be cooperating with someone. Which also meant that his order might not be carried out tonight. But then he’d know what the deal was.

Gillette stared at her hard. “Sure. Ridiculous.”

Killing someone was the easy part. Everyone was vulnerable. Presidents, kings. It didn’t matter. Regardless of how much security there was. History had proven that anyone could be assassinated with enough planning and bribing. The hard part was leaving no traces or trail. Nothing authorities could later use to track down the assassin, then link him or her to others.

To leave no traces, the hit had to occur at a time and place of the killer’s choosing. In the middle of a remote forest next to a stream, for example. Not in a crowded dining room where waiters and busboys could easily be members of a security force.

For now, it had to be just about surveillance. Just gathering information.

Unless, out of the blue, an opportunity presented itself.

“Fourteen.”

Gillette took a sip of water. “Fourteen?” he repeated, astonished.

Isabelle nodded. “Yes. Nine sisters and five brothers.”

“Where are you in all of that?”

“I don’t understand,” she said, her thin dark brows knitting together.

Gillette picked up the bottle of Merlot sitting on the table and poured Isabelle a second glass. “Which number are you?” he tried again, glancing over at her as he finished pouring. Her diamond earrings sparkled in the dim light. Suddenly he was tempted to have a glass. “Are you the youngest? The oldest?”

“Oh, oh,” she said, finally understanding. “I am third from youngest.”
He thought about it again: the taste of a nice Merlot would be so satisfying. Especially with Isabelle sitting across from him. He’d only had that one sip of gin at lunch with Stockman, but it had been delicious. Before that sip, he hadn’t had a drop of alcohol since the night of his high school senior prom when he’d lost control of his father’s Ferrari on a tight turn on Ocean Highway north of Carmel. The night he’d almost died.

“Did you leave a boyfriend back in Puerto Rico?” he asked.

She giggled, embarrassed by the question.

“Should I not have asked?”

“No, it’s okay. I did have a boyfriend. I asked him to come here with me, but he wouldn’t.”

“I’m sure that’s been hard.”

Isabelle shrugged. “There was really no choice, you know? There aren’t many good jobs in Puerto Rico. No way to really get ahead. You have to come here. But my boyfriend didn’t want to leave his friends.” Her expression turned sad. “What could I do?”

“When did you decide to come here?”

She looked up at him curiously. “Why do you ask?”

“Just wondered,” he answered, taking a bite of his food. Trying to sound as if it had been just an innocent question anyone might ask.

“About a month ago. My boyfriend and I had a fight, and I was talking to Selma on the phone about it.”

“Is she the one who invited you to come and stay with them?”

Isabelle nodded. “Yes. Of course. She said not to worry about my boyfriend. That I would meet someone nice here.” She gazed at Gillette for a moment, then looked away again.

Gillette watched her look away, then down into her lap. Suddenly he wanted to reach out and touch her soft skin. Wanted to inhale her beauty. “Isabelle, I—”

She looked up and broke into a grin.

As if he’d done something amusing. “What is it?” he asked.

She leaned over the table and lightly wiped one corner of his mouth with her finger. Then held it up so he could see. “Mashed potatoes.”

Gillette smiled slightly. “I forgot to tell you about my eating disorder.”

“Oh?”

“I don’t always get everything into my mouth.”

She laughed, wiping off her finger with her napkin. “Why aren’t you drinking a glass of wine with me?” she asked. “Is it because you have to work tomorrow? Or do you never drink?”

“I don’t drink,” Gillette answered. Now he was committed to not having any. Disappointing, but best. “I know a lot of people enjoy it, and I have no problem with that. But for me, it’s just not—” He interrupted himself, spotting a familiar figure moving through the tables. For several moments he watched her approach over Isabelle’s shoulder. As she neared them, he stood up. Dropping his napkin on the table.

Before Gillette could step into the aisle, Stiles whisked past him and moved toward the woman. At the same time a busboy put down his tray and fell in behind her.
“Can I help you?” Stiles asked smoothly, folding his arms across his broad chest. Putting himself directly between Gillette and the woman.

“Do you know who I am?” the woman snapped.

Stiles took a hard look at her, his expression morphing into one of recognition. “Sure. You’re Faith Cassidy.”

“That’s right. Now, let me past so I can speak with Christian.”

Stiles shook his head. “Can’t do it.”

“Christian and I know each other. Let me past,” she insisted.

“Sorry.”

Gillette tapped Stiles on the shoulder. “It’s all right, Quentin. You can let her past.”

“No, I can’t. Not until we check her out and make sure she isn’t carrying anything,” Stiles said firmly. He nodded at the busboy, who was standing behind her. Obviously, he was one of Stiles’s men.

“She’s clean,” the man confirmed after he’d patted her down.

Faith rolled her eyes, indignant at having to undergo the search. “What’s going on, Christian?” she demanded.

Stiles moved aside so Gillette could pass.

“There’ve been a few incidents,” Gillette explained. “We had to tighten security.”

“I’m sorry to hear that, but you could have told him I’m no threat.”

“I could have,” he agreed.

“But?”

“But he’s in charge. What he says goes.”

“Oh, God,” she groaned, looking past him at Isabelle, an annoyed expression contorting her face. “You certainly get around.”

“She’s a friend,” he said, glancing back over his shoulder.

“Sure she is,” Faith said sarcastically. “I thought we were going out when I got back from L.A. Or was our night no big deal? I thought it meant something to you. It did to me.”

“I thought you were going to call,” he said, avoiding her question.

Faith hesitated. “Yeah, well.”

Gillette noticed people at the tables around them staring at her, whispering to one another and pointing. There was no privacy for a celebrity like Faith. “How did you know I was here?”

“What do you mean?”

“I don’t think you landed at LaGuardia, hopped off the plane, and just happened to decide on the Jetway to come straight to the back of the Waldorf dining room. How did you know I was here?” he repeated.

“I called your office and your assistant told me,” Faith murmured.

“My assistant went home before I left. You hadn’t called at that point. Besides, I didn’t tell her I was coming
“All right,” Faith said, groaning. “I don’t know who she was. I don’t remember her name.”

“Was it Marcie Reed?”

“Where were you tonight, Troy?” Melissa asked angrily, hands on her hips. “It’s eleven o’clock.”

Mason closed the door of their penthouse apartment, removed his coat, and dropped it deliberately on a chair. Buying time. Trying to think. He’d been with Vicky for the last few hours, over at the Sheraton on Seventh Avenue, and he was exhausted. He should have used the time in the taxi on the way home to come up with an alibi, but he’d passed out as soon as he’d eased onto the backseat of the cab. The driver had been forced to shake him awake after pulling up in front of the apartment building.

“Tell me, Troy!”

Mason grimaced. “Shhhh. You’ll wake up the baby, honey,” he said, moving toward her.

“I called Apex three times,” Melissa said, ignoring him. “Everyone I talked to said you’d left a long time ago.”

He tried to slip his arms around her, but she stepped back and turned away. Facing the sliding doors to the spacious balcony that overlooked Manhattan from forty-two stories up. “I had a business dinner.”

“I bet. Who’d you eat?”

He shook his head and let out a long, frustrated breath. Why was he so driven to have sex with other women? Melissa was beautiful. She had a lovely face and, even at thirty-seven, an incredible body. And she was completely uninhibited. She craved sex and gave him anything he wanted. So why look elsewhere? He’d never be able to answer that question. He’d been asking himself the same thing over and over again for years, and he was no closer to an answer today than he had been the first time he’d asked himself.

He slipped his arms around her. This time she didn’t move away. Just let her head fall back against his shoulder.

“Why am I not enough?” she whispered.

“You are, baby. I told you. I had dinner tonight.”

“Don’t lie to me, Troy,” Melissa pleaded, turning to face him.

“I was at Carmine’s with the CEO of this company I might buy.”

“So, I’d see that receipt on the next Visa statement.”

“I put it on the Apex corporate card I just got today.”

Melissa shook her head. “You told me the other morning they weren’t going to give you a corporate card. Remember? You were irritated because you were going to have to fill out all this paperwork to get reimbursed.”

“I told Strazza I didn’t have time for that bullshit, so he finally gave me one.”

Melissa rolled her eyes. “Sure he did.”

“Honey, I—”

Someone rang the doorbell.

Strange, Mason thought. The doorman should have buzzed to let them know someone was coming up. “Yes?” he
called.

“Pizza delivery.”

Mason looked down at Melissa. “Did you order a pizza?”

“No.”

“What’s the name on the delivery?”

“What?” came the muffled reply.

“The name,” Mason repeated.

“I don’t hear you.”

Mason cursed under his breath and moved quickly to the door, yanking it open in frustration. “What’s the damn name on the—” He stopped short, swallowing his words as he gazed at the revolver, then at the two Hispanic men in the hallway.

“Back up,” hissed the one pointing the gun at him.

Mason obeyed, putting his hands in the air without being told.

“Troy, what’s going—” Melissa saw the men, shrieked, turned, and raced toward the baby’s room.

The second man darted past Mason and caught her before she got far. Dragging her to the floor, pulling rope from his jacket, and binding her wrists tightly behind her back.

Instinctively, Mason made a move toward her.

“Take another step and I keel you, fucker,” the man with the gun warned. He quickly closed the hallway door. “Then I keel her. And I keel her real slow. Lots of pain.”

Mason froze, heart pumping madly. There was nothing he could do.

The man on top of Melissa stuffed a rag in her mouth, then pulled her roughly to her feet and pushed her onto the couch and down on her stomach. Then he bound her ankles, and, with another length of rope, pulled her ankles and wrists tightly together. “She’s going nowhere now,” the man said fiercely.

“Now him,” the one holding the gun ordered.

The second man moved behind Mason and bound his wrists tightly behind his back.

“What do you want?” Mason asked, glancing at Melissa’s terrified eyes. Flickering all around above the gag. “Money? Jewelry?”

“Shut up. Sit down there,” the man holding the gun ordered, pointing at a chair beside the couch.


“Information.”

It was déjà vu. “What?”

“Information about companies at Everest Capital.”

A chill raced up Mason’s spine. “What companies?”
The man holding the gun pressed the barrel against Mason’s cheek. “You tell me.”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about.”

“Sí? You don’t know anything?”

“No.”

“Okay. Sure you don’t.”

The man moved to where Melissa lay on the couch, not taking his eyes from Mason’s. He smiled, pointing the barrel at her head. “What about her? You think she knows about these companies?”

“She knows nothing!” Mason shouted, standing up.

The second man moved quickly to Mason and slammed him in the stomach. He sank to his knees, wrists straining at the rope, gasping for breath.

Jose bent down very close to Melissa’s ear and pulled the gag from her mouth. “Where does he keep his files?”

“I don’t know,” she whimpered. “I swear I don’t.”

“Why did you send me that e-mail from Los Angeles?” Gillette demanded.

Faith looked at him strangely, putting a hand on her chest. “What e-mail? What are you talking about?”

They were standing in the middle of an upstairs room at the Waldorf that Stiles had hastily arranged. “The one from the coffee shop. What did you mean I needed to be careful? And who are ‘they’?”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about.”

“I know you sent that e-mail, Faith. We have a record of you doing it.”

“You couldn’t possibly have a record of it,” she retorted. “They don’t—”

“Don’t what?” Gillette asked when she stopped short.

She said nothing.

“Faith, you have to tell me—”

“Why did you lie to me?” she demanded.

“Lie?”

“About your mother’s death.”

It was Gillette’s turn to go silent.

“Did you think I wouldn’t find out?”

“I figured you would sooner or later,” he admitted. “I’m sure it wasn’t hard.”

“Why did you tell me she died that day?”

“She did for me. Maybe not physically, but in every other way. I’d had enough.”

“You pulled her out of the pool, didn’t you? You found her and you saved her life?”
Gillette stared back at Faith. “Yes.”

“And you didn’t tell me about your brother and sister, either. Why did you tell me you were an only child?”

“How did you—”

“I saw them mentioned in an article about your father’s plane crash. Your mother was mentioned, too.”

Faith glared at him for several moments, then her expression softened. Finally she smiled sadly, moved close to him, and slid her arms around his neck. “Thank you for helping me,” she said softly, hugging him. “The label called this morning to tell me they were doubling my ad budget.”

Gillette had called the music company’s CEO yesterday and ordered the increase. “I told you I would.”

“A lot of people tell me they’ll help me but they don’t.” She gazed up at him. “Remember what you said to me at dinner? About trusting no one?”

He nodded.

“I trust you,” she whispered, pulling his mouth to hers.

For a moment Gillette hesitated, then he pressed his lips against hers and kissed her deeply.

Jimmy Holt stumbled through the parking lot toward his car, drunk. It had been all he could do not to tell the other energy analysts from the office about the huge new oil and gas field in Canada, all he could do, as he stood at the bar and listened to them talk sports and women, not to cut in and describe the data he’d lifted from the tapes. Increasingly difficult with each beer.

So he’d left. Afraid that a seventh beer would make him spill his guts. Despite his boss’s warning.

Holt fumbled through his pockets for his keys, his head spinning. Finally locating them. Pointing the car key at the door and pressing the button. Vaguely aware of the car’s parking lights flashing and of reaching for the door. Knowing that he shouldn’t be getting behind the wheel. But he wasn’t going to leave his car here and have to come get it in the morning.

Suddenly he felt himself pitching forward. Forced to trot, then run, to keep from falling face-first. So drunk he was unaware it wasn’t the alcohol causing him to stagger ahead. Unaware that he’d been violently pushed.

Holt’s forehead slammed into the curb as he finally tumbled forward, the cement opening a gaping wound above his left eye. As blood poured onto the cement, Holt vaguely felt the barrel of the gun pressed to his temple. Then there was a flash and everything went dark.

Mason closed his eyes tightly, his heart in his throat. He was dangling over the railing of the balcony by his wrists, forty-two stories up. He tried to yell for help, but the heavy gag muffled his cries.

Then he felt himself dropping. He fell maybe only five feet and it lasted less than half a second, but now he was screaming like a baby as they hauled him back over the railing.

“Where are your files?” the Hispanic man hissed into Mason’s ear, pulling the gag down around his neck. “Don’t tell us and we’ll drop your wife over.”

“Wall safe in the bedroom,” Mason gasped. “Let me go in there. I’ll open it.”
Kathy Hays sat on the porch of the cabin, listening to the sounds of the night. She pulled her sweater tightly around herself and shivered. It wasn’t cold here in Mississippi, but it was eerie. She peered into the darkness, certain she’d seen something move among the Spanish moss draping the trees. She held her breath and looked harder. Nothing. Just a small tree moving in the breeze.

She let out a long breath. The time was going slowly.

“I’m sorry about what happened tonight,” Gillette said quietly to Isabelle as he held her.

“Don’t worry about it,” she whispered. “It’s incredible to me that you’d choose to be with me. I mean, Faith Cassidy is a superstar.”

“Well, I—”

His cell phone rang and he pulled it hastily from his jacket pocket. “Yes,” he answered, turning away from her and pressing the tiny phone tightly to his ear so she wouldn’t hear.

“Christian, it’s Jose.”

“Yes?”

“You were right. He was keeping files on companies at Everest. We got them. All the ones in his safe at his apartment.”

“Perfect. I’ll see you tomorrow.” Gillette closed the phone, and gazed at Isabelle. It was crazy to think she could be working with anyone who would want to kill him. Wasn’t it?

Stiles smiled as he snapped pictures of Stockman coming out of the apartment building with Rita Jones on his arm at dawn. Gillette would be happy. Which made Stiles happy. He liked Gillette. Hadn’t thought he would at first, but Gillette had proven to be a man of courage and compassion. A man he respected.

Stiles chuckled as he snapped a picture of Stockman and Rita Jones kissing on the street corner. People were so stupid sometimes. So incredibly stupid.
Choices. Sometimes there are no good ones. Sometimes, because of our own actions, we create situations where any choice is awful. Then it comes down to making the one that’s simply the least bad.

MASON SAT IN HIS SPACIOUS office at Apex, dreading the interoffice call from Vicky that would let him know Strazzi was ready to talk. He glanced nervously at his watch: 6:58. They were supposed to meet at seven, but Strazzi was usually five to ten minutes early. Maybe, by some incredible stroke of luck, Strazzi had been delayed—or wasn’t coming in. Maybe he’d been—

Mason’s phone rang. He glanced at the screen. Vicky. He picked up the receiver slowly. “Yes?”

“Paul’s ready to meet. He wants you in his office right away.”

Mason swallowed hard. These were the bad times.

Three minutes later he was in Strazzi’s office.

“Sit down.”

“Yes, Mr. Strazzi.”

“It’s Paul today.”

Mason sat down in the chair in front of Strazzi’s desk. “Okay . . . Paul.” Strazzi was one weird fuck. Maybe getting out of Apex was the best thing, which was surely how this was going to end up anyway. Thrown out was more accurate. Or worse.

“Do you have what I want?” Strazzi asked, his gaze intense.

Mason swallowed hard, felt his breath shorten. Strazzi versus the two men from last night. Neither option was much of a bargain.

But he’d lived through what the two men from last night would do—hung from his balcony forty-two stories above the street. Just before they’d left last night with his files, they’d told him if he gave Strazzi any information—even verbally—they’d kill him. Told him they’d know right away if he did because they had an inside contact, and somehow he believed them. He’d looked long and hard into the eyes of the one with the gun—dead, black, shark eyes—and seen a man who wouldn’t hesitate to kill.

On the other hand, Strazzi was an unknown. His threats might be empty. There was that chance. And Strazzi’s people couldn’t be any worse than the two men who’d terrorized him and Melissa last night.

“Troy!”

“I don’t have the files,” Mason muttered, eyes down.

Strazzi banged the desk. “What!”

“I don’t have the files,” Mason repeated. The half million had hit his account late yesterday afternoon, as promised. “I’ll give the money back right—”

“I don’t give a damn about the money.” Strazzi was seething. “Where are the files?”

“I don’t have them anymore.”

Veins in Strazzi’s forehead bulged. “Did Gillette get to you?”
As Mason was removing the files from the wall safe in the bedroom last night, listening to Melissa’s muffled sobs as she lay on the couch bound and gagged, he’d realized that only one person in the world could have been responsible for what was happening, only one person had the motive, the knowledge, and the courage. Christian Gillette.

There was no way to prove Gillette’s involvement. The only way to prove it would be to locate one of the men and get him to talk, which wasn’t going to happen. There were fifteen million people in the New York metropolitan area. It would be a complete waste of time to attempt to find the men. Besides, even if he could find them, they’d probably never admit to being involved with Gillette.

“No,” Mason answered, glancing around the office, wondering if Gillette had bugged Strazzi’s office. “He didn’t.” Wondering if that’s what the two men meant when they’d warned him not to say anything to Strazzi about what had happened. It wouldn’t surprise him if there was a bug in here. Gillette would stop at nothing. He was that driven, Mason knew. “It wasn’t Gillette.”

“Then what happened?” Strazzi roared.

“I destroyed the files.”

“You what?”

“Last night I reread the confidentiality agreement I signed as part of the separation agreement from Everest. It’s a bear, Paul. Very tight. But what the hell was I supposed to do? I need that million bucks.” He glanced up at Strazzi. “I spoke to my lawyer. He warned me I might do jail time if I gave you those files.”

“That’s ridiculous. This is civil, not criminal. You would—” Strazzi interrupted himself as he stood up, towering over Mason. “Where are the files, Troy?”

“I told you. I don’t have them. I destroyed them.”

Gillette greeted the three Coyote Oil executives, taking their business cards without looking at them or giving them his. Cohen and Kyle Lefors had already been in here with them for fifteen minutes.

“This is Don Hansen,” Cohen said as Gillette shook hands with the third man. “Don’s the CEO of Coyote.”

“Hi.” Gillette gave Hansen a quick nod, then sat down at the head of the table. He motioned for the others to sit, too, glancing first at Cohen, then at Lefors, who had already taken extensive notes, which were now spread out on the table in front of him. “So, you have an interest in Laurel Energy?” he asked before Hansen was seated.

Hansen pulled his chair up and folded his hands together on the table. “I heard you were a damn direct son-of-a-bitch,” he said in a heavy Texas accent.

Hansen looked uncomfortable to Gillette, as if his suit was a size too small. As if he couldn’t wait to get back to Coyote headquarters in Wyoming to put on his plaid flannel shirt, boots, Stetson, and jeans with a big silver belt buckle. “How’d you hear I was so direct, Don?”

“Your damn partners,” Hansen answered, pointing at Cohen and Lefors with a wry grin. “They’ve been singing your praises. Said I better hold on to my damn wallet while I’m in here. Apparently, if I’m not careful, you’ll get it from me and I won’t even know you took it. They say you’re one of the best damn negotiators around.”

Hansen tossed ‘damn’ around as much as Faraday dropped the f-bomb, Gillette noticed. Everybody had to have their handle. “They did, huh?”

“Yup.”

“Well, Don, time is money. As a CEO, I’m sure you appreciate that.”
“Of course.”

“So, what’s your interest?” Gillette asked again.

Hansen sat up straight in his chair and forced a serious expression onto his face. “We’re prepared to offer you what U.S. Petroleum did. A billion in cash for your stock, and we take over the Citibank debt.”

“How exactly do you know what U.S. Petroleum offered?” Gillette asked, his eyes flashing to Cohen, who glanced guiltily away.

Hansen didn’t answer for a moment. “Well, I, uh, uh . . .” he stammered.

“I told him, Christian,” Cohen admitted. “I thought it would be more efficient that way. Everybody puts their cards on the table and we see what’s what. No screwing around.”

Gillette gritted his teeth. The first rule of negotiation was never to open the bidding as a seller. Cohen was terrible at this. “Why are you willing to pay us what U.S. Petroleum offered? Is it because of the option properties?”

Hansen shook his head. “No. Mr. Cohen told us the seismic tests you did showed there wasn’t much to those properties. Some reserves, but no mother lode.”

“Why a billion then?” No sense beating around the bush when both sides had perfect information. Thanks to Cohen singing like a canary, everybody knew everything. “The level of reserves at Laurel may not justify that kind of price.”

Hansen smiled widely at Cohen and Lefors. “Damn. For a savvy negotiator that’s one hell of a strategy your partner has. Negotiating against himself when I—”

“All the same,” Gillette cut in. “Why?”

“Okay, okay,” Hansen said, his head bobbing. Appreciating where Gillette was coming from. “Let me explain something. We’re backed by a group who’s trying to buy up reserves very quickly, specifically those in Canada.”


Hansen’s eyes flashed around the room and his head settled down into his shoulders, as if he wasn’t sure he wanted to talk. “The confidentiality agreement we signed goes both ways, right?”

Before agreeing to meet with the Coyote executives, Gillette had instructed Lefors to make them sign a nondisclosure agreement that made Coyote liable for monetary damages if they disclosed any confidential information about Laurel Energy to the outside world.

“Yes,” Gillette agreed. “Under the terms of the agreement Kyle had you sign, we have to stay quiet about anything you tell us concerning Coyote Oil.”

“All right,” Hansen said, his voice dropping. “Based on good inside information, we think there are still some huge undiscovered fields up in Canada. So, we need a base of operations there. We need critical mass.”

The explanation seemed thin to Gillette. “Our information is that the experts think Canada is played.”

Hansen began rocking slowly back and forth in his chair. “Mr. Gillette, I’ve been in this business forty years. Started out at seventeen on a rig in the Gulf of Mexico as a grease monkey. Now I’m a CEO. Been just about everything in this industry you can be and been almost every place in the world where there’s reserves. You know what I’ve learned?”

Gillette knew what was coming. Guys like Hansen in every industry said it: When everybody else is getting out, you should be getting in. The contrarian play. Gillette could have given the speech word for word himself, he’d heard it so many times. But, in the unlikely event Hanson was serious about doing a deal, he wasn’t going to steal
the man’s thunder in front of two subordinates and piss him off. “What’s that, Don?”

“When everybody goes left, you go right, and when everybody goes right, you go left. If you do the opposite of what others are doing, as long as you have good information and conviction, then you make big money.” He stopped rocking. “Unfortunately, your option properties are pretty dry. But, like I said, we think there are still some huge undiscovered fields in Canada. In the same general area as your properties. My experience is you don’t find those gems unless you got feet on the ground so you can hear things you wouldn’t from a thousand miles away. Laurel’s an excellent company. We think a lot of the senior executives and believe they can help us make progress quickly. A couple of our guys know a couple of your guys from way back, so we’re willing to pay a little more to get access and experience.”

A decent speech, Gillette thought to himself. Probably practiced a dozen times on the flight from Casper to New York to make it sound natural, but there was still something forced about it. “Who’s your backer, Don?”

“A European group.”

“You’ve got to be more specific. If we’re going to start negotiating, I have to understand that you have money, that you can come up with a billion dollars and convince Citibank to stay with Laurel after you take control. I’m sure you understand.”

“Of course, of course,” Hansen replied quickly. “How about if I get a name to Mr. Cohen and you two call them together. Or go visit with them if you feel like it. They’re based in Switzerland.”

Criminal liability. That was bullshit and Mason knew it. “Damn it!” Strazzi cursed loudly. Stockman was right. Without Mason’s files, Donovan’s widow might not agree to sell her stake in Everest. He’d told her he had proof. Not being able to produce the files might blow the whole thing.

Strazzi picked up the TV remote and turned the set on. He was scheduled to meet with her later, after the announcement had been made. He checked his watch: 12:55. He’d only have to wait another five minutes.
The Attack. Most times you can’t predict exactly where or when it will come. All you can do is prepare and try to anticipate what the enemy will do, then counter with everything you have when the guns go off.

“THANKS FOR YOUR TIME TODAY.” Hansen pumped Gillette’s hand energetically. “I really hope we can get a deal done. This thing makes a lot of sense for everybody.”

During the rest of the meeting, Gillette had quizzed Hansen hard about his experience in the energy industry, trying to make certain he was who he said he was. Toward the end of the meeting, Stiles had come into the conference room and placed a full background report on Hansen down in front of Gillette, which Gillette had read right in front of Hansen as Hansen described how he’d made a lot of other people a lot of money for a lot of years. How it was his turn to get rich. Admitting his Swiss backers had cut him a very good deal, but only because he deserved it.

“We’ll get back to you next week,” said Gillette. He and Hansen stood facing each other at the entrance to the Everest lobby. The other two Coyote executives were already headed toward the elevators. “Cohen and Lefors will follow up with your people by phone tomorrow morning. I doubt we’ll actually go to Switzerland, but I appreciate your making that option available to us.”

“Sure, sure. Anything to help move the deal forward quickly.” Hansen paused and looked around the ornate setting.

Gillette noticed something wistful in Hansen’s expression, which made him certain the Coyote Oil headquarters were barren compared to this.

“I look forward to hearing from you,” Hansen finally said.

When Gillette turned back toward his office, he spotted Cohen walking quickly toward him. Cohen’s face was pale. “What’s the matter, Ben?”

“Come with me,” Cohen urged, his voice low. “Right now.”

When they were inside Gillette’s office with the door closed, Cohen turned on the television and flipped the channel to CNN. “I just got word,” Cohen said breathlessly. “From one of our contacts down in D.C.”

“Word about what?”

Cohen pointed at the screen as the picture switched from a pretty blond anchorwoman to a wooden lectern. “This is it.”

An alarm went off inside Gillette’s head as he gazed at the screen. He moved quickly to his desk and clicked into Bloomberg, glancing back and forth between the television screen and the computer monitor. He’d checked the Dominion S&L stock price several hours ago, a few minutes after the 9:30 open. It had drifted down twenty-five cents in the first few minutes of trading, but there had been no major move at that point.

Gillette clicked the mouse one last time and the price flashed onto the screen. Off fifteen dollars to ten dollars a share. Dominion’s stock had dropped 60 percent in the last three hours. Three billion dollars of shareholder value gone in less time than it took to play a pro football game. Three hundred million of that was Everest’s. Fifty million the widow’s.

Gillette glanced back to the television screen, his head pounding. Cameras were clicking madly.
Congressman Peter Allen moved behind the lectern and acknowledged the press corps assembled in front of him, smiling confidently at no one in particular. He was a tall man with gray hair and stark features who had a reputation in Washington for straight talk.

An aide nodded.

Allen took the cue. Buttoning his chalk-stripe suit jacket and putting on a dour expression, then turning his head slightly to one side for effect. “Thank you for coming today,” he began in a low voice. “As most of you know, I’m Peter Allen, congressman from Idaho and vice chairman of the House Select Committee on Corporate Abuse. I’m here today to talk about another example of insatiable greed in the corporate boardroom, of insiders preying on unsuspecting small public investors, on individuals, to make themselves rich. In the terrible tradition of Enron, Worldcom, and Tyco.” Allen paused to check his notes. “This time the guilty party is a well-known investment firm in New York.” He looked up. “Everest Capital.”

Allen took a moment to stare out at America without speaking, allowing the cameras to document his stern expression.

“The partners at Everest Capital recently sold one of their companies to the public,” Allen continued. “A savings and loan business called Dominion. Many of us here in the Washington, D.C., area are familiar with Dominion,” he added. “It has branches all around the District and across the Potomac River in Virginia.

“With a fast-growing loan portfolio, Dominion had been a highflier for Everest, so Everest decided to do an IPO. They decided to sell most of their ownership in Dominion to people like you and me. To dump it on us while it looked like Dominion was doing well. Trying to make us believe Dominion would do even better in the future.” Allen paused. “Unfortunately, Dominion wasn’t doing as well as the partners at Everest Capital led us to believe. The loan portfolio, mostly residential mortgages, was actually in terrible shape. Dominion bought a significant number of large, prepackaged portfolios from mortgage bankers, and, apparently, didn’t do its diligence. Didn’t review those portfolios as well as it should have before buying them.” He took a deep breath to let everyone know this was a crucial point in the press conference. “I have information indicating that billions of dollars of those loans will never be repaid, that many of the loans are already nonperforming. In other words, the people who owe money on the loans haven’t sent in their monthly mortgage checks in a long, long time.

“The Dominion executives, their outside auditors, and probably the senior partners at Everest have committed fraud. They should have told us that the loans were bad, that the people who owed Dominion money weren’t paying. But they didn’t. In fact, they provided false documents that tried to show that everything was fine, that people were repaying the loans.” Allen held up a manila folder for effect. “That’s how Everest did the IPO. With smoke and mirrors. Sound familiar?” he asked rhetorically.

“The bitterest pill to swallow here is that Everest made billions of dollars,” Allen said tersely. “They still own a small piece of Dominion, which I suspect will lose a significant amount of its value today because of my announcement. But that loss will be tiny compared to the huge amount of money Everest got in the IPO: about $2 billion.

“So who really loses?” Allen asked the television cameras. “Not the partners at Everest Capital. Not the investment bankers who took Dominion public. Not the lawyers who made millions in fees documenting the IPO. None of them lose a dime. The people who lose are the ones who bought the shares from Everest Capital. The little guys. The IPO price was forty dollars a share, but, as we speak, Dominion shares are trading at,” Allen hesitated, glancing at his aide off camera for the sign, “three dollars a share. That’s almost $4 billion of shareholder value erased.

“This afternoon, I’ll officially inform the Securities and Exchange Commission that I want them to begin a full investigation of the Dominion Savings & Loan IPO. Banking regulators will also be moving on Dominion headquarters to determine the extent of the fraud. In addition, I’ll be contacting the chairman of Everest Capital, a man named Christian Gillette, to demand that he and his partners refund all the money they made in the IPO. I’ll also be seeking a very large fine. It’s clear to me that Everest insiders knew what was going on behind the scenes at Dominion. An Everest partner was chairman of the board before Dominion went public, and Everest owned a hundred percent of the firm before the IPO. Make no mistake: Everest knew what was going on.
“Finally, I’ll be demanding that regulators initiate a full-scale investigation into Everest Capital on behalf of my committee. Everest owns a hundred percent of nearly thirty companies around this country. Big ones, too. We need to know what’s going on at Everest so we can avoid situations like Dominion in the future, so we don’t have innocent people being bilked out of billions.”

Allen looked around, satisfied with his delivery. “Any questions?”

Strazzi slammed his hand down on the desk, then picked up the remote and muted the television as Peter Allen answered the first question from the press. Allen had mentioned Everest Capital several times. Mentioned Christian Gillette by name. Even described how he was going to have regulators open an investigation into Everest. Just as Stockman had promised. But Allen hadn’t mentioned the specific portfolio companies Strazzi had told Stockman to give to Allen. Clearly because there hadn’t been any documentation. Because Troy Mason hadn’t forked over the files.

“Damn it!” Stockman might be right, Strazzi realized. Without those specific names mentioned during the press conference, the widow might not sell him her stake in Everest, might not be convinced that she should let go of that stake for the 50 percent haircut he was going to offer her.

“Paul.” Vicky’s voice blared through the intercom.

“What?”

“Senator Stockman is on 122.”

Strazzi picked up the receiver and punched the extension. “What the hell happened, George?” he growled.

“Without the files, Peter wouldn’t go along,” Stockman explained, his voice barely audible.

“What are you talking so low?”

“I’m about to make my own announcement. There’s a lot of people around. Aides, reporters.”

“I’m pissed, George,” Strazzi hissed. “You told me this yokel from Idaho would play ball.”

“And you told me you’d have the proof.”

“If the widow backs off because of this, you can kiss my support good-bye,” Strazzi warned.

“What? That’s ridiculous. I’ve done everything I told you I’d do.”

“Get Allen to call another press conference later this afternoon,” Strazzi snapped. “Before four thirty. I’m meeting with the widow at five to close the deal. Just get Allen to say he’ll be focusing on those companies when he investigates Everest. That’s all you have to do. Just get him to mention the names. Nothing specific about why he’ll be targeting those companies. I’ll do the rest.”

“I don’t know if Allen will play ball.”

“Make him!” Strazzi yelled, slamming the phone down.

“Jesus Christ,” Faraday whispered as Allen’s press conference ended. He had joined Gillette and Cohen in Gillette’s office. “Is it possible what Allen said about Dominion is true?”

“Anything’s possible, Nigel,” Gillette answered calmly.

“Could they really make us give back the fucking money? All two billion?”
“Not before the investigation is finished. That’ll take a while.”

“But it could happen?”

“Sure. And we might be liable for that big fine Allen mentioned, too.”

“Would we have to give what we got back, too?” Faraday asked anxiously. “Personally.”

“Of course.”

“Fuck me. All two million?”

“Yes.”

“I paid taxes on that. I only netted a little over one.”

“The SEC won’t care. They’ll want two. They’ll tell you to deal with the IRS.”

“Shit!” Faraday eyed Gillette. “How can you be so fucking calm?”

“Having a heart attack won’t do any good,” Gillette snapped, checking the Dominion ticker. The price had sunk to just more than a dollar.

Faraday snorted. “Two million might not be much to you, Christian. Thanks to Mommy and Daddy.” Like many people, Faraday thought Gillette had a large personal net worth because of his family. “But for Cohen and me, it’s huge. Our piece of Everest might be worth sixty million, but it isn’t liquid. It’s tied up in our portfolio companies. I can’t use it to pay my debts.”

“I understand.”

“Well, what the fuck are you going to do about it, Mr. Chairman?”

Gillette glanced over at Cohen. He was typing out an e-mail on his Blackberry. His face was pale. “Ben.”

“Yes, Christian?”

“I want you to call Walter Price immediately.” Price was CEO of Dominion. “Tell him I’ll be in his Washington office at ten o’clock tomorrow morning. Tell him I’ll want a full report.”

“Tomorrow’s Saturday.”

Gillette hesitated. He’d forgotten. He rarely paid attention to what day of the week it was anymore. “I don’t care. Call him and tell him I’ll be there at ten. Tell him to be ready.”

“Okay.”

“And tell Marcie Reed I want to see her at three o’clock here in my office.”

Cohen stood up and nodded. “Starting your own investigation?”

“Yes,” Gillette answered sharply, reading the words rolling across the bottom of the television screen. Smiling slightly to himself, despite everything that had just happened.

Stockman moved behind the lectern. It had been set up in a room in the bowels of the Senate side of the Capitol, an American flag on either side. His staff was lined up behind him.

“Thank you for coming today,” he began. He was extremely satisfied with the turnout. Every major newspaper
and television network was here. They’d all been briefed about the press conference this morning, and it made him proud to see that everyone had shown up. Obviously, they believed he was a serious contender. He cleared his throat. “I’ll make this short and sweet. I’m here this afternoon to announce that I’m running for the Oval Office. I’m offering my leadership to the entire country now, not just to the great state of New York. And, as I’ve done in New York, I’ll stand up for regular people. The man on the assembly line. Single moms trying to make it.” He paused, making eye contact with several reporters. “Make no mistake, I will be the next president of the United States.” He stared straight into the television camera, a steely expression on his face. “Questions?”

Several reporters thrust their arms in the air and shouted.

Stockman pointed at a young woman from CBS. “Yes?”

“Can you give us a specific example of how you’ll stand up for regular people?”

Stockman thought for a second, then nodded. “Certainly. A little while ago, my colleague from the House, Peter Allen, laid out another example of corporate boardroom abuse. Everest Capital, an investment firm, defrauded thousands of public investors when it took one of its portfolio companies public. It’s a savings and loan called Dominion, and, in a very short time, as a result of the fraud, the stock has cratered from a price in the forties to a dollar a share. Lots of regular people have lost money and probably will lose their jobs. It’s a damn mess, but it didn’t have to happen. I’ll make investment companies like Everest Capital accountable. I’ll make certain men like Christian Gillette aren’t around to crush regular people again.”

Gillette watched Stockman’s press conference, his eyes narrowing as Stockman mentioned Everest and him by name. Thanks to Quentin Stiles, the campaign wasn’t going to last very long. Unless Stockman cooperated.

“Christian.”

Gillette looked up from the television. Marcie Reed stood at his office door. “Come in.” He gestured toward one of the chairs as he turned off the television. “Have a seat.”

“I’m busy, Christian,” she said, sitting down across from him, her short skirt riding up her thighs. “Let’s make this quick.”

“We’ll take as long as we need to,” he said flatly.

Her eyes flashed to his, picking up on his tone. “What’s going on?” she asked, her voice softening.

“Did you hear about Congressman Allen’s news conference?”

She nodded deliberately. “Yes.”

“And?”

“And what?”

“Marcie, Allen accused us of fraud in the Dominion IPO. You and Donovan ran that process for us. Bill’s dead. That leaves you.”

“Allen’s wrong,” she answered matter-of-factly. “As far as I know, there were no problems at Dominion when it went public. The auditors were all over it. I don’t know where the congressman could be getting that kind of information. We’ll be cleared.”

She was good, Gillette thought. He’d seen her in action before, convincing a CEO she had sensitive information about his company when she didn’t. Enabling her to manipulate him even though she was bluffing. “I’m going to ask you straight up, Marcie. Are you working for Paul Strazzi?”
“What!”

“Are you working for Paul Strazzi?” Gillette repeated.

“No. How could you possibly think that?”

“Like I said, you and Donovan did the IPO. The rest of us didn’t hear much about it.”

“What does that have to do with Paul Strazzi?”

“I think he’s trying to take over Everest. I also think he’s working with someone inside this firm.”

“That’s ridiculous,” she said, shaking her head.

“Is it?”

“Yes.”

“You and Bill didn’t tell us much about what was going on with Dominion. Why was everything so hush-hush?”

“This is ridiculous,” she said, standing up and heading for the door. “I’m not going to sit here and take it.”

“Senator Stockman is about to get some bad news,” Gillette called as she reached the door. “Information that would probably end his run for president if it were released to the public.”

Marcie slowly turned back around.

“Information I will release.” Gillette studied Marcie’s expression, certain he saw fear, an emotion that he’d never seen her show before. “Unless he works with me. Unless he tells me what’s really going on with Congressman Allen and who his contact is inside Everest.”

“Why would Stockman know anything?”

“He’s working with Strazzi.”

“How do you know that?”

“I just do.” He pointed at her. “Now, do you want to tell me anything, Marcie? Believe me, it’ll go a lot better for you later if you cooperate with me now.”

She stared at him for a few moments. “There’s nothing to tell,” she finally said.

Gillette saw indecision. “Why did you tell Lefors that Troy Mason was in the basement with a woman at Donovan’s funeral reception?” he asked, hitting her with everything. “Why didn’t you just come to me?”

Marcie shook her head. “That’s absurd,” she said, turning to go. “Absolutely absurd. I never told anyone that. I didn’t know Troy was down there with a woman.”

Gillette gazed at the empty doorway when she was gone. He’d detected hesitation in her reaction to questions about Dominion but not to the question about Mason.
STRAZZI USHERED THE WIDOW INTO his office, holding the chair for her as she sat down. “Would you care for something to drink, Ann?” he asked politely, moving behind his desk. It made him want to puke to be so pleasant, but he had no choice. He needed her to relax, needed her to feel comfortable while they discussed her selling her Everest stake, so he made the effort, made those insincere gestures he hadn’t made in so long, the kind of gestures others made toward him. “Water? Coffee?” he asked, sitting down, too.

“Hot tea,” she answered.

Almost defiantly, Strazzi noticed. She was tense; the stress was obvious in her voice. And she was clutching that black purse in her lap with both hands like there was a million bucks inside and someone was eyeing it. Still, she seemed calm. “Of course, Ann.” He picked up the telephone slowly, like he had all the time in the world. “Vicky.”

“Yes?”

“Could you bring Mrs. Donovan some hot tea?”

“Right away, sir.”

“Thank you.” He smiled as he put down the receiver. “Vicky’s wonderful,” he murmured, trying to act as if this was just another day. “Always a joy to be around, always a smile on her face.”

The widow didn’t respond.

“Well, how are you, Ann?” Strazzi asked, forcing sadness into his tone and concern into his expression. “I’m sure this has been a difficult time.”

“Don’t put the act on for me, Paul. I know what you want. Let’s not waste time.”

Strazzi’s expression hardened. “All right,” he agreed, leaning forward.

“Do you have something you want me to consider?” she wanted to know.

“Yes.”

“What?”

“Did you see Congressman Allen’s press conference earlier this afternoon?” Strazzi asked, trying to dial up the heat before he got into the details of his offer.

“I did.” The widow sniffed. As if she found the fact that he’d ignored her question annoying. “One of Stockman’s aides called me beforehand so I was sure to see it.”

“Then you understand how difficult the Dominion situation is. That savings and loan is going down. You might as well use your shares to start your fire on Christmas morning,” Strazzi stared at the widow. “How much have you lost?”

“Fifty million,” she answered indifferently. As if it had been fifty cents.

Strazzi leaned back in his chair, trying to figure out if she really didn’t care, or if she was that good a poker player. “Dominion’s the tip of the iceberg, Ann. You heard Congressman Allen. He’s going to send in the storm troopers to do a full-blown investigation at Everest. If they find anything, Christian Gillette and his people will have
a hell of a mess on their hands.” Strazzi hesitated. “And, like I told you before, my information is that they will find things. Bad things.” He paused again. “And they’re going to have to pay a big fine related to Dominion. That alone could take them down.”

“You told me you had proof there were problems with the portfolio companies,” she reminded him.

“Uh-huh.”

“Well, let me see it.”

There was a light tap on the door and Vicky came into the office, buying Strazzi time.

“Here you are, Mrs. Donovan,” she said, placing a cup of hot water, a bowl of tea bags, a spoon, and a small pitcher of cream down on a table beside the older woman’s chair.

“Thank you.”

Vicky smiled. “Do you need anything, Mr. Strazzi?”

“No.”

Vicky turned and moved quickly out of the office.

“I don’t have that documentation yet,” Strazzi said frankly when Vicky was gone. And Allen hadn’t called another press conference to mention the company names at Everest.

“Why not?” she demanded.

“I just don’t,” he said deliberately, trying not to let his irritation filter into his tone. Letting her see it would probably scare her. Maybe make her back off completely.

The widow slipped a tea bag into the hot water and began to stir. The spoon clinked off the sides of the cup. “I didn’t hear anything specific in terms of portfolio company names from Congressman Allen during the press conference, either. I thought you said he was going to mention the Everest companies that were in trouble, not just Dominion.”

Strazzi shrugged. “He didn’t get around to it.” This wasn’t going well, he thought to himself. Not well at all. In fact, he half expected her to stand up and leave. Troy Mason was going to pay dearly.

They were both silent for a few moments.

“So, what’s your offer, Paul?”

Strazzi’s eyes flashed to the widow’s. He’d been picking at a scab on the back of his hand, thinking about what he was going to do to Mason. He studied the widow’s expression. She had tried hard to seem unconcerned about Allen’s press conference, and nonchalant about her $50 million loss on Dominion. But now he saw how brittle her defiance was. She wasn’t that good a poker player after all. There was panic seeping into the crow’s feet at the corners of her eyes. He’d been around a long time and he could spot panic the moment it appeared. In addition, she was holding on to her purse so tightly now that her fingers were ghost white.

“Two billion,” he answered quietly, thanking lady luck she hadn’t brought a lawyer or an investment banker with her to negotiate. Probably because she didn’t want to pay the multimillion-dollar fee. He’d heard she was cheap.

“In cash?”

“A billion in cash and another billion in a five-year note,” Strazzi went on. “I’ll pay the note off at the rate of two hundred million a year. Plus, I’ll pay you 5 percent interest.”

“That doesn’t seem like a great deal.”
“It’s what I’m willing to pay,” he answered firmly.

“A few months ago my husband told me the Everest stake was worth at least four billion,” the widow countered.

“Maybe when the sharks weren’t circling the ship and the ship didn’t have a leak. But Everest is going down, Ann. At least, without me.”

“What do you mean by that?” She perked up, listening intently. “What can you do?”

“I have connections. I can take the heat off Everest. I can get Allen to call off the dogs if I agree to get involved. If I tell them I’ll clean up the mess. My people have already had preliminary talks with officials in Washington.” Strazzi wagged a finger at her. “But, Ann, if I’m not involved, Allen will go after Everest with the big guns, make no mistake about it. I mean, look at it from his perspective. It’s a great opportunity. It’ll make him look like he’s doing something to protect the public from Wall Street, which is always popular. Your stake won’t be worth four billion in that scenario. In fact, it could be worth less than two. Much less. Maybe nothing.”

“You just want to toss out Christian Gillette so you can get control of Everest,” the widow snapped.

“A man doesn’t offer $2 billion for something because he’s feeling generous. Not if he’s in his right mind. Sure, I want control of Everest,” Strazzi continued, not giving her a chance to speak. “And, yes, I’d kick Gillette out. As fast as I could. So what? What do you care? As long as you get your two billion.” The widow was gazing at him with a faraway look. He could see her indecision. She didn’t know what to do. It was time to turn the screws—hard. “Hey, if you want to take a chance and try to ride out the storm with Gillette, have at it. I admire your loyalty. But remember this: Gillette doesn’t have anywhere near the investment in Everest you do. He might take more chances because he has so much less to lose.”

The widow stuck out her tiny chin. “I want two and a half billion, and I want it all in cash.”

Strazzi felt his pulse jump. She was in. She was going to sell. She’d made the psychological leap. Now it was just a question of structure because they were close on price. “I won’t go higher than two billion, but I’ll increase the cash portion to a billion five. And, Ann, I can close this thing quickly. I already have a team of lawyers waiting at the first tee. I can have the cash to you by Monday afternoon.”

“Two and a quarter. All cash.”

Strazzi hesitated. He hated giving in—even a little. Especially to a woman. But he wanted this more than anything in the world. “Two billion in cash and $250 million in notes. Take it or leave it, Ann. That’s my final offer, and it won’t be on the table for long.” He stood up and moved toward the door. “I’m going to get some coffee. When I get back, there’s a fifty-fifty chance I’ll still be offering you the deal. If I’m not, I’ll offer you nothing.”

As Strazzi reached for the knob the widow spoke up. “Can you really have the cash to me Monday afternoon?”

He smiled for a moment as he stood with his back to her. “Absolutely,” he confirmed, turning around to face her. “No later than two o’clock.”

She stood up and moved to the door beside him, staring at him intently as she opened it for herself. “All right, I accept your offer. I’m using the same lawyers Bill used for our personal affairs. Porter and Hughes over on Park.”

“I know them.”

“The partner I work with there is John Meyers. He’s expecting your call.”

“I’ll get in touch with him right away.”

“Good. I’ll see myself out.”
“I have several calls into Donovan’s widow.” Miles Whitman was sitting in one of the chairs in the corner of Gillette’s office. “I don’t call her much, but when I do, she usually calls me back quickly.” He hesitated. “Not this time, though. I’m sorry, Christian,” he said quietly. “I don’t know what to tell you.”

“She’s meeting with Strazzi right now,” said Gillette, sitting across the coffee table from Whitman.

“How do you know?”

“I’m having Strazzi followed. The widow showed up at his office about an hour ago.”

“Are your McGuire guys tailing him?”

Gillette shook his head. “No, I—”

“Christian hired an outside firm,” Cohen interrupted. He was sitting in the chair beside Gillette’s.

“Why?”

“We don’t trust Tom McGuire,” Cohen said bluntly.

“Oh?”

“We may be taking McGuire & Company public soon,” Cohen continued. “Earlier this week, Tom asked Christian about buying the company back. But at a much lower price than what the investment bankers are talking about in the IPO. Tom wasn’t very happy when he found out we were thinking about taking the company public.”

“I’m sure he wasn’t.” Whitman moved to a small refrigerator near Gillette’s desk and pulled out a Coke. “You guys want anything?”

Both of them shook their heads.

“So you hired another security company to follow Strazzi just because of that?” Whitman asked, popping open the can as he sat back down. “Because you thought McGuire would be pissed off about not getting the company, and he might not tell you who Strazzi was meeting with? Or maybe tell Strazzi he’d been hired to tail him? Was that it?”

“It’s more than that,” Gillette answered. “You remember my limousine exploding at Donovan’s funeral?”

“Of course.”

“Well, there’ve been two more attempts on my life this week.”

Whitman straightened up in the chair. “My God. What the hell’s going on?”

“I don’t know. But when Tom approached me about buying the company and I realized he had a conflict, I hired another firm. Partly because of that conversation you and I had at your place earlier this week. Remember? You asked if I could really trust him.”

“Sure I remember.”

“I’m glad I decided to do that,” Gillette said. “The man I hired has turned out to be very good.”

“Thorough, too,” Whitman agreed. “I was basically strip-searched before I could come in here.”

“Sorry about that, Miles, but, given the circumstances, I’ve got to listen to what my guy’s telling me.”

“When it’s the kind of money that’s involved here, I couldn’t agree more.” Whitman took a deep breath. “It’s just a damn shame.”

Gillette looked over at Whitman. “What is?”

Gillette ran his fingers through his hair. “If Strazzi gets the widow’s stake, I don’t think I’ll be worrying too much about fund-raising. I’ll be looking for another job.”

Whitman nodded deliberately. “You’re right. He’ll install himself as the—”

Gillette’s cell phone rang, interrupting Whitman.

Gillette picked it up off the coffee table and checked the display. It was Vicky. “Hello.” As he listened to what she was saying, his expression turned grim. “Thanks.”

“Who was that?” Cohen asked.

“An acquaintance.”

“What’s wrong?” Whitman asked.

Gillette took a deep breath. “The widow just agreed to sell her Everest stake to Strazzi for $2.25 billion.” Gillette had gotten Mason’s files, but it hadn’t stopped Strazzi from getting what he wanted. Strazzi and Stockman had been able to scare the widow into selling her stake using Dominion’s crash as the stick. “The transaction is closing Monday.”

At least Stockman was going to get his for being involved, Gillette thought to himself. That was about the only thing he could take solace in at this point.

“So, Ben, are you now officially the chief operating officer of Everest Capital?” Whitman asked.

Cohen’s eyes flashed to Gillette’s. “Um, I, uh . . .” Cohen’s voice trailed off. “Christian, I didn’t tell anyone anything about this. I swear to you.”

Gillette nodded at Whitman. “Yeah, I told Miles the other day.” Cohen had that deer-in-the-headlights look. But why? “Well, actually, Miles asked if there had been any organizational changes and I told him I was promoting you.”

“Oh,” Cohen said quietly.

Suddenly Cohen seemed very uncomfortable, Gillette realized.

“I just don’t want you to think I’ve been blabbing this all around,” Cohen added.

“I’m sure you haven’t,” Gillette agreed. “Besides, it’s no big deal if you have.”

“So, is Ben officially chief operating officer?” Whitman asked again.

Gillette turned to Whitman. “Yes, he is.”

Stiles pressed his arm against the pocket of his jacket, making certain the envelope was there. Then he moved out of the dark Manhattan doorway and fell in behind a man in a long winter coat who’d just passed by.

At the corner the man stopped, waiting for the traffic light to change. Rubbing his hands together to try to keep them warm as traffic roared by in front of him on Fifth Avenue.

“Chilly out tonight,” Stiles said cheerfully as he ambled up beside the man.

The man gave Stiles a quick up and down. “Yeah, chilly,” he agreed indifferently.
Stiles pointed at him. “Hey, I recognize you.”

The man stopped rubbing his hands together, a curious expression coming to his face. “Oh?”

“Yeah,” Stiles continued, “I saw you on television today when Senator Stockman made his announcement about running for president. You were behind him along with some other people. Right?”

“You’ve got quite a memory for faces.”

“Always have.” Stiles hesitated. “You are?”

“Frank Galway, the senator’s assistant chief of staff,” he replied, holding out his hand.

Trained to constantly chum for votes, Stiles thought to himself. “You must be pretty excited,” he said, reaching into his jacket pocket.

“Yes,” Galway agreed. “The senator is clearly the man to beat. He’s got the experience and the track record. We think he’ll be ahead when the new polls come out next week. Now that will be exciting.”

“Well, I know he’ll be excited about these, too,” Stiles spoke up, pressing the envelope to Galway’s chest.

“What the hell—”

“Photographs,” Stiles said, his voice turning harsh.

Galway’s fingers closed around the envelope.

“A few pictures of the good senator and a woman named Rita Jones coming out of their love nest in Queens,” Stiles continued. “You’re familiar with the place. You pay the rent.”

“Oh, Christ,” Galway whispered.

“Don’t look so worried. As long as the senator cooperates, these pictures won’t see the light of day.”

“What do you mean, ‘cooperates’?”

“I’ll let you know when I contact you next.” Stiles turned around and headed off abruptly.

Leaving Galway confused, concerned, and alone.

The apartment was in Greenwich Village. It was a quiet one-bedroom place on Houston Street in the West Village that Stiles used as a safe house.

Stiles’s men had gone to great lengths to get Faith to it secretly. They’d smuggled her out a back entrance to the Waldorf after she and Gillette had said good-bye, then taken her up to Connecticut, changed cars in a dark parking lot, driven her to New Jersey and changed cars again, before finally bringing her back to the city. She’d been here since, protected by three of Stiles’s men who were getting her what she needed so she didn’t have to leave the apartment.

Gillette took off his coat and laid it over a chair by the door. He’d spent the last several hours enduring the same routine Faith had, and he was irritated. Stiles hadn’t allowed him any contact with the outside world during the trip around the metro area. No cell phones, no Blackberry, no nothing. Gillette hated wasting time like that, but it had to be this way. They couldn’t risk anyone finding out where Faith was. Or, worse, that they were the ones protecting her.

“Hi.” Faith rose from the couch as Gillette came through the apartment door, putting down the crossword puzzle she’d been working on.
“Hello.”

She went to put her arms around him, then hesitated, pulling back at the last minute. “How have you been?”

“Fine.”

“Thanks again for your help with my contract,” she said, hands clasped behind her. “With the ad budget, I mean. It’s already been increased. There was a big spread in USA Today, and I’ve already heard a bunch of stuff on the radio.”

Gillette smiled briefly. “No problem.” He pointed toward the couch. “Let’s sit down.”

“Do you want something to drink?”

“No.”

When they were seated, Gillette turned to her, putting one arm up on the back of the couch behind her. “Who are you working for?” he asked bluntly.

“Tom McGuire,” she answered right away. “He approached me two months ago. I was supposed to keep track of you when he gave me the order, supposed to get close to you.”

Gillette shook his head. “But why?”

She glanced down. “You know why,” she said softly. “So McGuire could set you up.”

“No, no. Why would you do it? You’ve got a great career going, you’re immensely popular. Why would you agree to help Tom McGuire?”

“Careers in my business come and go very fast, especially when the music label isn’t supporting you. I knew the record label was going to screw me on this album because Donovan told them to. It would have destroyed my career. McGuire promised me that whoever ultimately replaced Donovan at Everest would make sure my career was taken care of.” She put her hand on his. “He told me you wouldn’t help me, but you did. When I heard what they were going to do to you, I called right away. When McGuire approached me, he told me you had agreed with Donovan about pulling back support for me. He also told me that they were going to destroy you, not kill you. I’m no murderer, Christian. I had no idea they were going to do what they did to Donovan, either. If I’d had any idea what they were really doing, I would never have gotten involved.”

Gillette nodded. “It’s a good thing you contacted me when you did,” he said softly. “I would have been dead. Literally.” He paused. “Who’s McGuire working with at Everest?”

She shrugged. “I don’t know who. But I know it’s someone high up.”
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Routines. Most of us are creatures of habit, more comfortable with order than anarchy. By maintaining a routine, we avoid original thought. We make it easier on ourselves.

But routines can also create opportunity for the enemy.

Strazzi put one foot up on the bench and tightened the laces of his running shoe, his breath rising in front of him as he leaned over. It was a crisp, clear Saturday morning in Central Park. The temperature was hovering around freezing and the sun was only halfway above the horizon.

He jogged several mornings a week in the park, usually doing around three miles. From Monday to Friday, the days he jogged would vary, depending on his hectic schedule. But, on weekends when he was in the city, he always ran on Saturday and Sunday mornings. And always at the same time.

Finished with the laces, Strazzi put his feet together and bent over, trying to touch his toes. For a man in his late fifties he was still in good shape. He straightened up, stretched his upper body, took a few quick breaths, then headed off at a slow but steady trot. Moving north along the eastern edge of the park. Tasting last night’s cigar as he jogged.

Near Harlem, he cut left, toward the running trails he liked.

Ten minutes later he was moving along a narrow path through dense woods, thinking about how very soon he would control 25 percent of the Everest vote. How, once he controlled the widow’s stake, he’d immediately call a meeting of the investors to vote on removing Gillette. Win the vote easily and install himself as chairman after convincing the rest of the investors that he was the best, really the only, alternative. That, without him, the government was going to descend on Everest like the Allies on Normandy.

He smiled to himself as the path turned steep. As chairman of Everest, he would control the two largest private equity firms in the world—and more than $40 billion. He wouldn’t just be a god of private equity, he’d be the god.

Halfway up the hill, Strazzi thought he heard someone behind him. Despite his own loud, labored breathing, he was almost certain he heard footsteps. Twenty to thirty feet back, pacing him. He tried glancing over his shoulder, but tripped on a rock jutting out from the rutted path before he could spot anyone. He stumbled forward several steps, barely regaining his balance, sweat coursing down his face.

Forty billion dollars. Enough to make a man paranoid. Enough to make him a target.

The footsteps were still there. He was sure of it. Closing in on him as he headed through the most remote section of the trail, deserted this early in the morning.

Finally, he reached the top of the hill. Here the path was level and smoother. He could look back without having to worry about losing his balance.

When he did, he saw a man who was his size but much younger. The man wore running shorts, a Windbreaker, a baseball cap, and dark glasses despite the low light.

Strazzi put his head down and ran as fast as he could. His legs churned, and he gasped for air as lactic acid quickly built up in his muscles.

But the man behind him continued to gain ground. Strazzi could hear the footsteps pounding on the path. His pursuer was only a few paces back and there was still a long way to go before he’d break out of the woods. He tried to go faster. Tried to keep his legs under him as his lungs seared two baseball-sized holes in his chest. But his legs finally gave way, and he tumbled to the ground.
He felt the man’s hand on his arm and tried to scramble away, but it was no use. “Help!” he yelled. “Help!”

“What’s wrong, pal? Hey, you all right?”

Strazzi brought his hands slowly down from his face and gazed up into the dark glasses beneath the brim of the baseball cap. “Huh?”

“You all right?” the man repeated.

Strazzi bobbed his head, confused, then struggled to his knees as the man helped him up. “Yeah, yeah,” he panted. “I’m fine,” he said, suddenly embarrassed.

“Sit here,” the man instructed, gently helping Strazzi sit on a large rock beside the path. “You need liquids. That’s your problem.” He pulled a small bottle of water from a pack around his waist, twisted the cap off, and handed the bottle to Strazzi. “Here.”

Strazzi grabbed it and guzzled, hand shaking as he brought it to his lips. Wiping his mouth with the back of his hand when he was done. “Thanks,” he gasped, handing the bottle back to the man.

“Sit here for a few minutes and catch your breath,” the man advised. “Then walk out. Don’t try to run anymore.”

“I won’t,” Strazzi agreed. He watched the man jog off. He’d been certain his number was up.

Gillette gazed down at Washington, D.C., from the cabin of the private jet headed toward Reagan National Airport, cruising above the Potomac River through the clear, early morning. The city was off to the northwest. He could see the Capitol, the Washington Monument, and the White House, forming a neat triangle just to the south of downtown.

“A couple of minutes and we’ll be on the ground,” Stiles informed Gillette, slipping into the seat beside him. He’d just checked with the pilots. “We’re cleared to land. No delays.”

“Thanks,” he said, still looking down on the city. “I like D.C.,” he murmured, more to himself than Stiles.

“Not me,” Stiles replied.

“Why not?” Gillette asked, turning away from the window.

“You ever try to get around in this city?”

“What do you mean?”

“The streets are screwed up, man. You think you’re going east and you end up going west. Or you’re almost where you need to be, then suddenly they throw a park in front of you. I mean, the road ends just like that.” He snapped his fingers. “It’s so damn frustrating. You can see the other side of the park where the road starts up again. A hundred yards away through the woods. But you sure as hell can’t get there because the park goes left and right as far as you can see. So you ask somebody how to get over there,” Stiles said, pointing toward the front of the plane as if he was pointing toward the other side of an imaginary park. “They laugh and tell you that you have to go to the other side of Maryland to get there.”

“I’m gonna guess you were late for something once,” Gillette said, grinning. “Probably a woman.”

“Maybe.” Stiles grinned back. “Anyway, that’s why I like New York City. Streets go east and west and avenues go north and south. Except for some issues in Greenwich Village, it’s pretty easy. This place is a nightmare.” Stiles looked out the window past Gillette. “So, why do you like Washington?”

Gillette had come to Washington for an early spring weekend during his junior year at Princeton with several members of Tiger, his Eating Club. They’d gone out to dinner in Georgetown, and he’d met a girl at a bar.
haired girl from American University. He’d spent the rest of the weekend with her. And the next, and the next, and the next. She traveled to Princeton on the train, or he went to D.C. They were inseparable from the beginning, and he hadn’t cared about the crap he’d taken from his friends for being so suddenly devoted. It had been his first real love affair, and he’d been certain they would marry. But in May, two months after they’d met, she’d been diagnosed with an inoperable brain tumor. She’d died in August.

“Christian.” Stiles nudged Gillette’s elbow as they touched down. “Hey, so why do you like Washington?”

Gillette looked over at Stiles. “The architecture,” he said, thinking about Isabelle, then Faith. “You gave the pictures to Stockman’s aide last night?”

Stiles nodded. “Yeah. You should have seen the guy’s face.”

“Good. We’ll call the senator when we’re done here. Go see him in person and drop the bomb.” Gillette unhooked his seat belt as the jet slowed down and eased off the runway. “You know what?”

“What?

“We should go out sometime, to dinner or something. We’ll bring dates.” Gillette picked up several folders from the seat pocket in front of him. “I assume there is someone.”

“Yes, there is. I’d like that. Thanks.” Stiles stood up as the plane neared the general aviation terminal. “Now, listen, we’ve got to be careful getting you off the plane. In fact, we’ve got to be careful the whole time we’re here.”

“Yeah?”

Stiles pulled his shoulder holster down from the overhead compartment and slipped into it. “I’m sure a lot of people know about you coming down here today. It would be logical for someone to try something. They’d have plenty of time to prepare, and they’d be able to pick their spot.” He reached up into the overhead compartment again. “Put this on,” he ordered.

“What is it?”

“A bulletproof vest.”

“Quentin, I—”

“Put it on.”

Gillette shook his head, taking the vest from Stiles. “Why do I feel like I’m not sure who’s working for who at this point?”

“Senator Stockman.”

Stockman looked up from his desk. He’d been drafting a speech. “What is it, Frank?” he snapped. He hadn’t slept well last night, and he was in a foul mood.

Galway grimaced. “I have to talk to you about something, sir.”

“Is it important?”

“Very.”

Stockman let out a heavy sigh. “Sit,” he said, pointing at a chair in front of the desk. “What is it?”

“I was approached on the street last night.”
Stockman put down his pen. “Oh?” He’d heard an ominous tone in Galway’s voice.

“I thought at first this guy was just being nice. Said he’d seen me on TV while you were delivering your announcement about running.”

Stockman spotted an envelope in Galway’s trembling hand. “But he wasn’t.”

A confused look came to Galway’s face. “Sir?”

“He wasn’t being nice.”

Galway swallowed hard. “No, he wasn’t.”

“What did he want?”

“He wanted to give me these,” Galway explained, reaching forward and handing the envelope to Stockman.

Stockman took the envelope, placed it on his desk, and removed the stack of photos. Carefully examining each one before finally looking up at Galway. “We have a problem,” he said calmly.

“I thought you might see it that way, too, sir.”

“Have you shown these to anyone else?”

Galway shook his head.

“Did the person who gave you these say what he wanted?” Stockman asked.

“No, sir.”

“Did he give you a way to contact him?”

“No.”

“Did he say when he would contact you again?”

“Sometime this weekend. Nothing specific.”

Stockman ran his hands through his silver hair and shut his eyes tightly. Christian Gillette. It had to be.

Strazzi had been sitting on the rock for five minutes, letting his heart settle down. “All right,” he muttered to himself, “time to get home.” As soon as he got back to the penthouse, he was going to hire a full-time bodyguard. Like Gillette had done. “Come on, get up,” he urged himself, groaning.

As Strazzi made it to his feet, he noticed the man. He was standing twenty feet away in the middle of the trail. The same man who’d helped him a few minutes ago.

Strazzi smiled and waved. “Thanks again for the water. It hit the spot.”

The man said nothing.

“Hey, did you hear me?”

The man began walking toward Strazzi. When he was ten feet away, he reached behind his back and pulled a pistol from a holster. Aiming it directly at Strazzi’s chest and squeezing the trigger.

Strazzi scrambled off the rock the second he saw the gun, but the bullet still struck him. It caught him in the
shoulder and put him down as it tore out his back. Strazzi groaned and grabbed at the wound, but still was able to pull himself to his feet and stumble into the woods, ducking around trees as he ran. He hurled headlong into a sapling when he looked back to try to see if the shooter was there, tumbling to the ground as it snapped under his weight. But he was up again instantly, moving deeper into the thick cover.

The second bullet got him in the back of the thigh, tearing his hamstring. He pitched forward, landing heavily in the thick cover of leaves, grabbed his leg and screamed in pain.

The assassin moved deliberately toward where Strazzi lay. He always enjoyed these last few seconds—when the victim knew it was over. He wondered how it felt to know the number of breaths remaining could be counted on the fingers of one hand. He’d killed a lot of people in his life, but the question always came to him at this moment. Had from the very first time. How did it feel to know death was close and there was nothing that could be done?

He stood over Strazzi for several seconds, gazing into his eyes. Trying to comprehend the terror Strazzi was enduring. Strazzi wasn’t yelling anymore, just whimpering pitifully, overcome by the inevitability of his death.

The assassin leaned down, pressed the barrel to Strazzi’s temple, and pulled the trigger. Blood, bone, and brain blew out the other side of Strazzi’s head, onto the leaves. After a violent tremor, his body went still.

Walter Price was the chief executive officer of Dominion Savings & Loan. Three years ago, Donovan had recruited Price out of Citibank, where he’d headed their huge retail operation. He had given Price ten million a year plus bonus plus stock options to make Dominion a player. To grow it fast. Which Price had done, increasing Dominion’s asset base from three billion to forty. A huge increase that Gillette now feared might have been accomplished mostly by sleight of hand.

“It just isn’t true,” Price said evenly. “We have less than two hundred million in nonperforming loans. That’s about half of 1 percent of our total asset base. That’s nothing. It’s right in line with industry averages. A little better, actually.”

“Then why does Congressman Allen hold up a folder in front of the television cameras and say he has proof that you have billions in nonperforming loans? How do you explain that?”

“I can’t,” Price replied simply.

“You gotta do better than that, Walter. I told you to have a report ready for me. You haven’t prepared anything.”

“*There’s nothing to prepare. We’re fine.*”

“Walter, I—”

“Look, Christian, we have state and federal examiners around all the time. It’s ridiculous how much time they spend in our offices. And we have our own internal people constantly spot-checking. If there was anything to find, someone would have.”

“You’re telling me I have nothing to worry about.”

“I’m telling you to go out and buy as many shares of our stock as you can. By this time next week our share price is going to be back up where it was before all this bullshit. Maybe higher.”

Gillette sat back in the leather chair and thought for a second. Assume what Price was saying was true. Assume there wasn’t anything wrong. Assume all of this had been neatly choreographed. But if you assumed that, you also had to accept what Price was saying would happen, that when no one could find anything wrong with Dominion, its stock would go shooting back up. There’d be some pissed-off investors who’d dumped at the bottom because they believed they might as well get something before the shares were delisted. But there would also be some extremely
happy people who’d speculated and bought when the price was a buck and change because the downside was so small. So what was the point?

Then it hit him. Of course. This was Strazzi’s way of manipulating the widow, of scaring the hell out of her so she’d sell her stake in Everest. Strazzi had tried to get information on the portfolio companies from Mason to cement his case, but he’d been beaten to the punch. However, it hadn’t mattered. All he’d ultimately needed was Dominion’s implosion. And, after Monday, it wouldn’t matter if the stock came roaring back. Strazzi would own the piece of Everest he wanted. The widow might cry foul, but he’d just tell her to go screw herself.

Gillette nodded to himself. There was a way to check it all out.

“I appreciate you meeting with me, Walter,” he said, standing up and shaking the other man’s hand. He needed to get going right away.

Because the answer wasn’t in Washington. It was back in New York.
The Showdown. Someone must lose.

“THEY HAVE TO GO,” GILLETTE said firmly, pointing at Galway and another aide as he and Stiles entered Stockman’s office.

“All right,” Stockman muttered, motioning for them to leave.

“But my man stays.” Gillette gestured toward Stiles as the two aides disappeared through the doorway.

Stockman nodded.

Gillette sat in front of Stockman’s desk while Stiles moved to the window, checking on the two men he’d left on the street with Gillette’s driver.

“It’s two o’clock Saturday afternoon,” the senator spoke up. “What in the hell’s so damn important that you had to see me right away?” the senator asked angrily.

“I think you know.”

“What’s that supposed to mean?”

“Quentin gave your aide the photographs last night,” Gillette answered. There was no need to be evasive. It was time to hit Stockman between the eyes. “I’m sure you’ve seen them by now.” He watched Stockman clench his teeth, then take a deep breath. Trying to stay in control. The senator had a nasty temper, and Gillette could tell he was close to erupting. “Right?”

“Yes,” Stockman admitted curtly.

“You’ve been seeing the Jones woman for a while, haven’t you? In fact, you’ve brought her to Washington a few times.”

“Well, haven’t we been busy?” Stockman asked.

“All things done in the dark eventually come to light.”

“You should be glad I’m a rational man, Senator,” Gillette finally said, his voice devoid of emotion, forcing himself to focus. “Glad this is only about you and me reaching an understanding that benefits me in business. Glad I don’t have time for revenge.”

“If all you wanted was to destroy my chance of being president, these damn things would already be at The New York Times,” Stockman said, reaching into a drawer and dropping the envelope full of photographs on the desktop. “I know that.” He hesitated. “So, what do you want?”

“Answers.”

“Answers to what?”
“Are you and Paul Strazzi working together to force me out of Everest Capital?”

Stockman hesitated.

“If you answer my questions,” Gillette continued forcefully, “I burn the duplicate set of those photographs. If you don’t, The Times will have them within the hour.”

“Yes,” Stockman answered quietly. “We’ve been working together.”

“Why?”

“I want votes and Strazzi wants Everest. It’s as simple as that. Plus, Paul hated Donovan,” Stockman added. “There was that, too.”

“What about Dominion Savings & Loan?”

“What about it?” Stockman hissed.

“There aren’t really billions of bad loans at Dominion, are there?”

“It’s your investment,” Stockman retorted snidely. “You tell me.”

“Goddamn it, answer me.”

Stockman clenched his teeth again.

“Senator.”

“No, there aren’t. No more than there are at any other savings and loan that size.”

“Why does Congressman Allen think there are?”

“What do you mean?” Stockman asked, grimacing as he glanced at one of the photographs.

“I saw the press conference yesterday afternoon. Allen claimed he had evidence that there were billions.”

“Allen owes me.”

“Still, I don’t think a prominent congressman calls a press conference and accuses the partners at Everest Capital of fraud without documentation—no matter how much he owes you. He could be writing his own ticket out of Washington.”

Stockman mulled over the question. “Okay, we had help.”

“Where?”

“Inside Dominion.”

“What kind of help?”

“Earlier this week, somebody ran a few official-looking reports indicating that the loan portfolio was in terrible shape. Grossly inflating bad loans. I gave Allen that report.”

“Who was the person inside Dominion who ran the false reports?”

“I don’t know,” Stockman snapped. “I wasn’t involved in that. That was Strazzi’s responsibility.”

“Who’s Strazzi using inside Everest?” Gillette demanded.
Stockman’s eyes flashed to Gillette’s.

“Come on, Senator. You must have someone inside Everest, too. That’s the only way Strazzi would have been able to convince a senior person inside Dominion to cooperate, to run those reports for Allen.”

Stockman looked around the office like a caged animal. “Marcie Reed.”

Gillette made certain not to react, despite being elated to have nailed the rat. He’d deal with her later. “A few more—” His cell phone rang and he pulled it out quickly. Isabelle. He’d bought her a cell phone yesterday and, like a child, she couldn’t stop using it. He shut off the ring and shoved the phone back in his pocket. He was going to see her in a few hours anyway. “Is this Dominion scam something Strazzi’s been planning for a long time?” he asked.

Stockman drew a measured breath. “No. Strazzi was just being opportunistic,” he answered deliberately. “I know he’s been trying to figure out a way to take Bill Donovan down for a long time. But, like I said, in terms of Dominion, he just took advantage of the situation.”

“You mean you don’t think he had Donovan killed,” Gillette said bluntly.

“That thought never crossed my mind.”

“Bullshit, Senator. That’s exactly what you were thinking. Because it makes so much sense. Without Donovan around, Marcie Reed can pin the bad loans on him, claim he was the one who knew and didn’t tell anyone. Am I right?”

Stockman stared at Gillette, a blank expression on his face.

“You really only have to convince one person there are problems at Dominion,” Gillette pointed out. “And that’s Ann Donovan. So she’ll sell her Everest stake to Strazzi for a rock-bottom price. Then he can throw me out with that huge voting bloc of hers. Right?” he asked again, boring in on the truth. “Once Strazzi has her stake, you don’t care if the world finds out that the story about the bad loans isn’t true. It doesn’t matter then. I mean, Allen will be hot as hell, but what do you care? You’ve probably got something on him that’s ten times worse than the fraudulent report you provided him. So, what’s he going to say? Nothing,” Gillette answered his own question. “I would have come after him with everything I had for screwing our reputation. But if the plan had worked, I wouldn’t have been around to do that. Strazzi would have been chairman. After Strazzi takes over, you tell Allen he has nothing to worry about, that you’ll protect him. He’s pissed, and he loses a little credibility, but the public has a short memory.” Gillette stared hard at Stockman. “That’s how it was supposed to go down, right?”

“Yes,” Stockman agreed.

“You provided access to Allen. In return, you got Strazzi’s support, including his multibillion-dollar money bag, I’m assuming. That’s why you weren’t concerned about being able to raise campaign money when we had lunch. You knew you had whatever you needed.”

“Nice work, Detective.”

“How long has Marcie Reed been working with Strazzi?” Gillette asked.

The senator shrugged.

“Come on.”

“Six months.”

“How long have you been working with him?”

“Longer than Marcie Reed.”

“Did Donovan know about you and Strazzi working together to take him down?” Gillette asked, thinking about
what McGuire had told him, how Donovan had found out something nasty about Stockman.

“Yeah,” Stockman admitted. “He found out about it three months ago. He had someone on the payroll in my office here in New York who reported back to him. I fired the fucker when I found out what was going on.”

“So why did you approach me at the funeral reception about supporting you?”

“I don’t understand.”

“You already had Strazzi with you,” Gillette pointed out. “If I’d agreed to help you, I’m assuming you wouldn’t have given Allen the fraudulent Dominion loan reports. But then you would have lost Strazzi and all his money.”

“I wasn’t convinced Strazzi’s plan to fleece the widow was going to work,” Stockman answered. “Besides, what I wanted most was your TV and radio networks. I can always raise money when the media endorses me.”

Gillette stood up. Marcie and Kyle were meeting him at Everest, and there was something he needed to do before they arrived. “I’ll be in touch,” he said, reaching the door.

“Well?” Stockman asked, standing up, too.

“Well, what?”

“I answered your questions. Give me the other set of photos.”

Gillette stopped and turned around. “Let me ask you one more time. Did Strazzi have Bill Donovan killed?”

Stockman shook his head. “No,” he said firmly. “Paul’s a tough son-of-a-bitch, but he wouldn’t take it that far.”

Gillette gazed at Stockman for a few moments, then motioned to Stiles. “Let’s go.”

“Hey!” Stockman roared. “What about the photographs?”

Gillette glanced back again. “Senator, I’m not sure I’m done with you yet.”

As they waited for the elevator in the hallway outside Stockman’s office, Gillette and Stiles were silent. But after they’d gotten into the car and the door had closed, Gillette spoke up. “Send the photographs to The Daily News Monday afternoon. We’ll claim we don’t know anyone at The News, and we have no idea how they got them. Okay?”

“Yup.”

Gillette checked his watch as he sat in front of Marcie’s computer: 3:30. Marcie and Kyle were supposed to be here at 4:00 so he could go over the companies each of them would be taking charge of as chairperson. They’d grumbled about it being short notice—and Saturday—but both had agreed to come.

He flipped on the computer, drumming his fingers on her desk as the CPU hummed to life. While the virus program scanned the hard drive, he picked up her phone and dialed the lobby.

“Yes?” Stiles was sitting at the front desk.

“Quentin, don’t let anyone past you until I say so.”

“You don’t have to tell me twice.”

“I’m in Marcie Reed’s office.”
“I know.”

Gillette was about to hang up, then brought the phone back to his ear. “You know, if this security thing doesn’t work out, you always have a job as the Everest receptionist.”

“You’re a helluva guy, Christian.”

Gillette grinned as he hung up and inputted Marcie’s password. He kept everyone’s password in a file on his computer, which updated automatically if anyone changed theirs. Early last week, he’d brought in a technology specialist from the outside to set up the program. The guy had promised him that the internal technology people at Everest would never detect what he’d done.

Gillette hit the Enter key, then went quickly to Marcie’s e-mail, searching her messages for any correspondence related to Dominion. He wanted to have something other than Stockman’s claim that she was Strazzi’s rat, some tangible piece of evidence, because Marcie was tough. He assumed she wouldn’t roll over at just an accusation.

Of course, she was probably going to join Apex as soon as Strazzi bought the widow’s stake. She’d certainly inked that deal before agreeing to help Strazzi, so it wasn’t as if threatening to fire her was going to get him anything. But if he had evidence that she’d helped Strazzi manipulate Dominion’s share price, she’d have to answer to the SEC for securities fraud. The public had lost billions, and she’d be facing a long prison sentence. Under those circumstances, she’d talk.

He searched her incoming messages first, then the deleted ones. There were hundreds, and it would take time to do this thoroughly. He checked his watch again: 3:45. If he couldn’t find anything now, he’d come in tomorrow and go through the files with a fine-tooth comb. He’d have plenty of privacy then.

Finally, Gillette searched the sent items folder, reading certain ones based on the subject line. Scanning quickly. As he scrolled down, one message caught his eye. He raced back up to it, having flashed past it in his haste. The subject was “Payments” and it had been sent to a KHays@MPBrands.com. MP Brands was one of Everest’s portfolio companies, the one Kathy Hays worked for. His eyes narrowed. KHays had to stand for Kathy Hays—the woman he’d caught Mason with in the basement of Donovan’s mansion, the woman Lefors had told him about as he’d come out of Donovan’s study.

Gillette clicked on the message.

“Christian.” Stiles’s voice blared through the intercom.

“What?”

“Marcie Reed just got off the elevator.”

“Stall her,” Gillette urged, his eyes flashing over the e-mail. It said:

You’ll be paid $250,000 when it happens, and $25,000 a month for six months after that. At the end of six months, you’ll be on your own. You’ll resign from MP Brands as soon as it happens.

Gillette checked the date and time of the e-mail—two weeks ago yesterday, at 1:45 in the afternoon. He glanced down and reread it.

So Strazzi had made certain Mason would be fired from Everest. He’d paid off Kathy Hays to set Mason up. Then Marcie had told Lefors at the reception that Kathy Hays was down in the basement with Mason, knowing Lefors would run to Gillette with the information, knowing Lefors would instantly see an opportunity to have Mason fired and be promoted to managing partner.

Strazzi wanted Mason because he knew all about Everest, and he wanted Mason bitter so he’d give up that information readily. It had all worked perfectly until Jose had shown up at Mason’s apartment and gotten the files. But, in the end, the widow had still agreed to sell out just because of Dominion.

Hopefully, there was still time to stop the transaction between Strazzi and the widow. Gillette was confident that
if the widow understood what was really going on, she wouldn’t sell—if for no other reason than because she’d realize her stake was worth much more than what Strazzi was offering, and that, when the real story came out, Dominion’s stock price would climb back to where it had been before and the feds wouldn’t go after Everest.

As Gillette quickly printed out a copy of the e-mail, he heard a commotion outside, growing louder and louder from down the corridor. He recognized Marcie’s voice. She was yelling at someone.

He snatched the copy of the e-mail from the printer and headed through the doorway, remembering as he moved past the executive assistant’s desk outside Marcie’s office that he’d left her computer on. As he turned around to shut it off, she and Stiles appeared around the corner. Stiles was trying to restrain her gently, but it wasn’t working.

“Get your hands off of me,” Marcie demanded. “I mean it.”

“Ma’am, I—”

“I’m going to my office!” she yelled at him. “I’m a goddamn managing partner here and you better not try to—” She stopped short when she saw Gillette by her executive assistant’s desk. “Hello, Christian.”

“Hello, Marcie,” he said calmly, folding the e-mail copy and sliding it into his pocket. “What’s the problem?”

“Your personal goon tried to keep me from coming in even after he searched me. He put his damn hands all over me.”

Gillette motioned for Stiles to move off. “When Lefors gets here, let him come in,” he called.

“Right.”

“Quentin was following my orders, Marcie,” Gillette explained when Stiles was gone. “He wasn’t doing anything wrong.”

“What’s going on around here?” she demanded, pushing her hair back over one ear. “Why all the CIA-headquarters-level security?”

Gillette hesitated. “There’ve been two more attempts on my life since the limousine explosion,” he answered. Her eyes widened and she brought her hands to her mouth. “Oh, my God. What’s going on?”

She could have won an Oscar for the performance, but he wasn’t buying it. It was looking more and more like Cohen had been right. Strazzi was behind everything: the murder of Bill Donovan and the limousine explosion. Probably the other two attempts to kill him as well. And Marcie was working with Strazzi. As far as he was concerned, she was guilty by association. “I think someone’s trying to take over Everest.”

“Who?”

“I—”

“Hi, Christian,” Lefors called, appearing around the corner. He was holding a half-eaten Three Musketeers bar.

“Hi, Marcie.”

Gillette nodded. Marcie looked away.

“Let’s go to the small conference room outside my office,” Gillette suggested, trying to understand what was going on between them. Was it petty rivalry—or something deeper? “We’ll talk there.”

“I’ll be down in a minute,” Marcie said, heading toward her office. “I’ve got to get something.”

Gillette watched her disappear through the doorway, wondering how he was going to explain her computer being on. He gestured to Lefors and they moved down the corridor to the conference room. “How do you feel about Coyote Oil?”
“Good,” Lefors answered. “I went through the information they sent and they look real.”

Gillette hadn’t had a chance to scan what Coyote had sent over. “Are you and Cohen going to call Switzerland?” he asked as they moved into the conference room.

“Yeah. Late tomorrow night, I think.”

“Ask the tough questions, Kyle.”

“I will.”

Marcie entered the conference room a few moments later. Gillette saw she was upset right away. Her cheeks were flushed and her lips were drawn tightly together. As she sat down, she crossed her arms over her chest. She’d seen the e-mail to Kathy Hays on the screen and knew someone had been spying on her. “What’s wrong?” he asked.

“Nothing,” she snapped, staring at the tabletop.

“Come on,” Gillette urged. This wasn’t going to end well for her, so they might as well get on with it. “Tell me.”

“I think you know.”

Gillette glanced at Lefors, who was studying Marcie intently. “Know what?”

“You turned on my computer and went through my e-mails. Or he did,” she hissed, jabbing an outstretched finger at Lefors.

Lefors held up his hands. “Moi?”

“Yeah, you.”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about.”

“Sure you don’t.”

“Why would I do something like that?” Lefors asked innocently.

“Because you don’t want me to get promoted. You’re trying to find something to hurt me with, something bad to show Christian so that he won’t make me a managing partner, too.”

“That’s ridiculous. I think every private equity firm should have a token female partner.”

“You asshole!” she yelled, springing up from her chair.

“Enough,” Gillette ordered, silencing both of them. “I need a few minutes alone with Marcie,” he said to Lefors. “Wait for me in your office.”

“Okay,” Lefors replied, standing up and moving to the door, giving her a triumphant look as he headed out.

When Lefors was gone, Gillette motioned for Marcie to sit back down. “Is there anything you want to tell me?” he asked. She was twirling her hair.

Her eyes moved slowly to his. “That sounds ominous.”

“Take it however you want. Just answer me.”

She shook her head. “I’ve got nothing to say.”

Just like her, Gillette thought to himself. Deny, deny, deny. He was going to have to drag it out of her. “Have you been working with Paul Strazzi?”
“Paul Strazzi?” she asked, putting a hand on her chest. “Of course not. Why would I do that?”

“That’s a good question.”

“Then why would you think I was?”

“Because Senator Stockman says you have.”

“What?”

“Yeah. I was in Stockman’s office two hours ago, and he told me you were Strazzi’s hookup on this Dominion thing, the one here at Everest who directed someone at Dominion to cook the books and make it appear that there were billions in bad loans. So the stock price would tank when Congressman Allen made his announcement yesterday. Which it did.”

Marcie’s eyes widened and she stopped twirling her hair.

“Strazzi’s trying to take over Everest,” Gillette continued. “He’s convinced Ann Donovan to sell her stake in Everest to him. That stake has a 25 percent voting bloc that goes along with it, which would give him enough votes to kick me out and get himself elected chairman.” Gillette paused. “But I’m sure you already knew all that.”

Marcie shook her head. “No, I didn’t—”

“Marcie, don’t insult me.”

She gazed at him for a long time, then her shoulders sagged slightly.

“Tell me the truth,” Gillette pushed.

Still she didn’t answer. “If you were involved, you’ve got big problems with the feds,” he pointed out. “Criminal problems. If you come clean with me, I’ll do what I can to protect you.”

Her eyes darted to his.

“Who’s the person at Dominion you worked with?” he asked.

She hesitated.

“Don’t aggravate me, Marcie. I can—”

“Okay, okay. It’s a guy named Marty Reisner. He’s the chief information officer at Dominion. He knows everything about Dominion’s software systems. He’s a magician with data.”

Gillette nodded. “Why’d you do it, Marcie? Why’d you help Strazzi?”

“Come on, Christian. Donovan was never going to promote me, and Strazzi offered me a lot to join Apex. It wasn’t much of a decision.”

“But the bad loan reports were run after Donovan was killed. You must have known that I’d promote you, or at least thought I might. Why risk getting caught up in a scandal without finding out what I was offering?”

“Strazzi’s giving me a much better deal than you ever would. A lot of independence, too. I invest in whatever I want, and I get a huge chunk of the ups. That’s the bottom line. And I’m not worried about the feds. They won’t be able to link me to any of this Dominion stuff. In the end, it’s Reisner’s word against mine.”

“And Stockman and Strazzi’s word,” Gillette reminded her. “No, you’ve got a big problem. Did you know Strazzi was going to kill Bill Donovan,” he asked bluntly.

“He was murdered, and Strazzi was behind it. You must have known what was going on.”

“I didn’t know anything.”

“Sure you did. It fits perfectly. Donovan had to be out of the way for Strazzi to be able to buy the widow’s stake. And the whole thing would have worked if Stockman had shown just a little restraint. I never would have been able to figure out what was going on if he wasn’t having an affair with the Jones woman. I never could have gotten him to talk.”

“Affair?” Marcie asked hesitantly.

“Yeah. And I have photographs.”

“Jesus,” she whispered. “Look, Christian, I didn’t know anything about Donovan being murdered. I swear. Strazzi approached me a few months ago and offered me a deal. Help him find a way to take Donovan down, and I get to run all that money myself. As far as I know, Strazzi was just being opportunistic with this Dominion thing. He just wanted the widow’s stake so he could kick you out. I don’t believe he had anything to do with Donovan’s death.”

Gillette leaned back. No way to know yet if she was lying. “I was the one who turned on your computer this afternoon, Marcie,” he said. “Not Kyle. I went through your e-mails looking for things about Dominion.” He watched her closely, but she didn’t react. Just started twirling her hair again. “I didn’t find anything. Which didn’t surprise me. I was sure you wouldn’t send anything incriminating by e-mail. There would always be a record on the server.”

“Right,” she said quietly. “I’m not stupid.”

“But I did find this,” he said, pulling the Kathy Hays e-mail from his pocket and sliding it across the table toward her. “This came from your sent items folder. What it shows is that Strazzi set Troy Mason up with this woman, Kathy Hays. Through you,” he added.

Her hand moved slowly across the polished tabletop to the paper. She opened it and gazed at the words. “I didn’t write this.”

“Come on, Marcie,” Gillette pushed angrily. “Tell me the truth.”

“I mean it. I didn’t write it.” She checked the top of the e-mail to make certain it was from her computer. “Someone got on my computer while I was out.”

“Marcie, you’re in a lot of trouble with this Dominion thing. You must know that. Like I said, if you work with me, I’ll do everything I can to help you. I know people down at 26 Federal Plaza. I can’t promise anything, but I’ll do my best.”

“No one can prove anything,” she said defiantly.

“Admit that Strazzi set Mason up,” Gillette demanded.

“Maybe he did, but I didn’t know about it. I did not write that e-mail,” she repeated firmly.

“Kyle said he knew the woman was in the basement with Mason at the funeral reception because you told him.”

“He’s lying,” she said tersely.

“But what about this e-mail?”

“I didn’t write it!”

Gillette held up his hands. “Okay, fine.” This was going nowhere. “I want you out of here right now,” he said calmly. “I’ll call you tomorrow to tell you where we go from here.”
“Does this mean I’m fired?” she asked, rising from her chair.

“Yeah. You’re done.”

“Fine,” she said, stalking toward the door. “Don’t bother calling me.”

Gillette watched her disappear, then picked up the phone quickly and dialed the lobby. “Quentin.”

“Yeah?”

“Find Marcie and get her out of here right now. Don’t let her take anything. Tell her we’ll box up her personal crap and send it to her. Got it?”

“Yup.”

Gillette put the phone down and headed to Lefors office.

He was reading a newspaper, feet up on the desk, a bag of Fritos in his lap.

“Hey.” Lefors tossed the paper on the desk when he saw Gillette and dropped his feet to the floor. “What the hell’s going on with Marcie?”

Gillette shook his head. “Nothing.” He wasn’t going to tell Lefors anything at this point. Something told him Lefors knew a lot more about what had happened over the last week than he was letting on.

“Did you want to talk about the companies I’ll be taking over?” Lefors asked expectantly.

“We’ll do that later. Right now I need you to answer one question.”

“Okay, what?”

“How did you know Kathy Hays was in the basement with Troy Mason at the funeral reception?”

Lefors gave Gillette a strange look. “You already asked me that.”

“I’m asking again.”

“Marcie told me.”

“You sure you want to stick to that story?”

“Yes,” he answered after a few seconds.

Gillette stood in the doorway for several moments, staring at Lefors. Then he turned away and headed toward his office.

“It’s true. I agreed to sell my Everest stake to Paul Strazzi,” Ann Donovan confirmed. “I’m sorry, Christian. Both of us know what that means. Paul intends to remove you as chairman. You’re a nice young man and I’m sure that it’s a terrible disappointment but I had no choice. You’ll find something else.”

“Could I just say—”

“I had to do what I had to do,” she interrupted. “I had to protect myself. This Dominion thing was very scary to me. I lost something like $50 million. I don’t come from a wealthy family. I still worry about money. Paul’s paying me over $2 billion and most of it’s in cash. Given everything that was going on, I had to take his offer.”

“Besides Dominion, what else do you think is going on at Everest, Mrs. Donovan?” Gillette asked.
She glanced past him, admiring a painting of the estate hanging over the fireplace. “I understand that there are other problems with the Everest portfolio companies.”

“Did Paul Strazzi tell you that?”

“He and one other person.”

“Was it Senator Stockman?” The widow’s eyes raced back to Gillette’s, and he had his answer. “Did Strazzi actually show you any evidence of problems with our portfolio companies? Did he give you any specifics?”

The widow hesitated. “No.”

“Mrs. Donovan, what I’m about to tell you will come as a shock, but you have to hear it.”

“It doesn’t matter what you tell me, Christian. I’m not going to change my mind.”

“Strazzi manipulated the Dominion stock crash,” Gillette kept going. “With Stockman’s help. It was all done so you’d sell your stake at a discount. Even Strazzi couldn’t pay you what your stake is really worth, which is over four billion, according to Ben Cohen. Even Paul Strazzi doesn’t have that kind of money for one investment. He had to figure out a way to drive the price down.”

“I don’t believe you.”

“One of the people who reports to me at Everest was in on it, Mrs. Donovan. I confirmed that this afternoon.”

“No—”

“You’ve got to listen to me,” he said firmly. “You’re making a huge mistake. As soon as the market figures out what these guys did, Dominion’s stock price is going to come screaming back. You’ll regret this.”

She closed her eyes. Her head was shaking badly. “I don’t know anything about problems with loan portfolios, and, to tell you the truth, I don’t care. All I know is that the value of my Dominion investment is worth almost nothing.” She put a hand on her frail chest. “I spoke to my lawyer a little while ago, and he says there shouldn’t be any problems. Everything is on track. Monday afternoon I’ll have $2 billion in my account. Real dollars, Christian. Not a piece of paper that says I own a fund I don’t understand.”

Gillette sat in his office, just the banker’s lamp on. It was nine o’clock. He was supposed to be meeting Isabelle for a late dinner at his apartment at ten. He should have been looking forward to it, but he was distracted. He’d been so certain he could change the widow’s mind.

“Sounds like the widow is pretty set on what she’s going to do,” Cohen said.

“Yeah,” Gillette agreed softly.

“That’s too bad.”

“Yeah.”

“Well, just so you know, I checked out these guys at Coyote Oil,” Cohen said. “I talked to their backers in Switzerland.”

Gillette looked up. “That fast? Lefors told me you were calling them tomorrow night. Their Monday morning.”

“Um, I didn’t want to wait.”

“So they were in the office on a weekend?”
Cohen shook his head. “No. Hansen gave me their cell phone numbers. I talked to the lead guy in Europe. We had a conference call with him and some of his subordinates a few hours ago.”

Gillette checked his watch. “Jesus Christ, what time was it over there?”

“Midnight.”

“They must really want to do this deal.”

“They do,” Cohen agreed. “Turns out they’ve got some big insurance companies from Norway and Sweden in on the deal, people who understand the oil and gas business very well.”

“Which ones?”

“I’ve got the names in my office. I’ll get them to you Monday.”

“So you’re satisfied this all checks out?” Gillette asked.

“Yeah, yeah,” Cohen said enthusiastically. “We talked to senior people in the investment arms of each of the big insurance companies, too. They’re ready to pay us what we want. The deal can be done in thirty days.”

“Lefors was on the calls, too?”

“What?”

“You said, ‘We talked to the senior people.’ ”

“I did?”

“Yeah.”

“No, Lefors wasn’t on the calls. It was just me.”

“Oh.” Gillette glanced around the office and shook his head. “It doesn’t add up, Ben. Why would Coyote overpay like that? Especially with such sophisticated backers.”

“Who cares, Christian? Let’s just get it done.”

The phone rang, distracting Gillette from a nagging thought, one that had been running through his mind ever since the Coyote Oil executives had visited. He picked up the receiver, not recognizing the number on the screen. “Hello.”

“Christian.”

“Yes?”

“It’s Miles.”

“Hi, how are you?”

“Fine. But Paul Strazzi isn’t.”

“What do you mean?”

“He was found dead an hour ago in a remote section of Central Park. He was murdered.”

“Murdered?” Gillette asked. Cohen was studying him intently.

“Yes. Shot to death.”
“Jesus. Do the police know who did it?”

“No. They aren’t even saying if it was a robbery or some kind of hit.”

“What the hell was Strazzi doing in a remote section of Central Park?” Gillette asked.

“Jogging, probably. He was religious about it. He and I talked about it at lunch last week.”

“Well, then it can’t be a random robbery. I doubt anyone would think he was carrying much cash if he was jogging. It must have been a hit.”

“I wouldn’t rush to that conclusion,” Whitman cautioned. “Hell, it could have been a gang. Sometimes they kill people indiscriminately. What’s it called, ‘Wilding’?”

“What time was Strazzi killed?” Gillette asked.

“I don’t know.” Whitman was silent for a few moments. “So, Christian, how are you going to celebrate?”

Celebrating another man’s death. A strange thought. “I’m not going to celebrate, Miles.” Not even if he was trying to have me killed, Gillette thought to himself.

“You know what I mean,” Whitman said softly.

“I’m having a late dinner with a friend tonight.”

“Really? Where are you going?”

“I haven’t decided yet.”

“You know there’s this new place down in SoHo called Nom de Plume. It’s a writer and actor hangout. You’re bound to see celebrities. I know the guy who owns it. It’s next to impossible to get in there, especially on a Saturday night, but I can call him and get you a table.”

“Thank, Miles, but I—” Another line on Gillette’s phone rang. “I’ve got to take this,” he said recognizing the number.

“Let me know if you want me to get you in there.”

“Thanks.” Gillette picked up the other line. “Hello.”

“Christian.”

The voice was almost inaudible. “Yes.”

“It’s Ann Donovan.”

She must have heard the news about Strazzi, too. “Hello, Mrs. Donovan,” he said calmly.

“Did you hear?” she asked meekly.

“About?”

“Paul Strazzi.”

“Yes, I did.”

“My lawyers just called because Strazzi’s lawyers called them. The deal with me is off,” she said, her voice shaking. “I hope I didn’t offend you in any way when you were here this evening.”
Now wasn’t the time to gloat. “Of course not.” Now was the time to build a bridge. “I heard what you were saying, Mrs. Donovan. You aren’t comfortable having so much of your net worth tied up in Everest. You want to diversify, which is smart. And I think I can help if you want me to.”

“Thank you, Christian,” she said, her voice growing stronger.

“But you have to work with me.”

“Yes, yes, of course,” she agreed, relief obvious in her tone. “Of course.”

“No negotiating behind my back.”

“No, no. From now on I’ll call you right away if anyone approaches me. Okay?”

“Yes, that’s exactly what I want.” He paused. “Good night, Mrs. Donovan. I’ll be in touch with you soon.”

“Good night, Christian. Thank you for your understanding. And, again, I hope you weren’t upset with me today.”

“Not at all. I understood.” Gillette hung up the phone and glanced over the desk at Cohen, who was looking back like an expectant father.


“Paul Strazzi was murdered in Central Park.”

“What?”

“That was the widow. The deal’s off to sell her stake.”

Cohen relaxed into his chair and let out a long breath. “Congratulations, pal.”

“Thanks.”

A sly grin came to Cohen’s face as he lounged in the chair. “So, how did you do it?”

“Do what?”

“Kill Strazzi.”

Gillette leaned forward and began searching the Web for stories on Strazzi’s death. “Go get Stiles,” he ordered, ignoring Cohen. “Tell him I want to see him right away.”

“I feel so much for you,” Isabelle whispered, pulling back from the kiss for a moment. “It’s all happened so fast.”

“I know,” Gillette agreed.

“It scares me,” she said.

“It shouldn’t.”

“Why not?”

Gillette hesitated, gazing at her long, black hair cascading down one side of her neck. “It just shouldn’t.” The phone on the end table beside the couch rang. He was tempted to ignore it, but then he saw who it was. “Yes, Miles.”

“Are you going down to SoHo?” Whitman asked. “You need to tell me now if you are. I’m going to bed.”
Gillette smiled over at Isabelle. “No, I’m staying right here. But thanks.”

“Okay. Hey, why don’t you come out here to Connecticut tomorrow for lunch? I’ve got some ideas I want to talk to you about. Ideas about the new fund. You’ve never been out here, have you?”

“No, I haven’t.”

“Well, call me in the morning. We’ll set it up.”

“Yeah, sure.” Gillette hung up, hesitating a second before turning back to face Isabelle. “Where were we?”

“Right here,” she murmured, slipping her arms around his neck and kissing him deeply.

Stiles pressed the two buttons on either side of the Glock’s barrel, releasing the top half from the bottom so he could clean the gun. He was sitting in Gillette’s study on the first floor of the apartment, cleaning apparatus spread out in front of him on old newspapers covering the desktop.

Gillette was upstairs with Isabelle. Alone with her. And that made him extremely uncomfortable. Gillette hadn’t convinced him yet that she could be trusted.
“QUENTIN, I WANT YOUR ASSESSMENT of the last twenty-four hours.”

Stiles stretched and groaned. He’d fallen asleep in Gillette’s study chair a few hours ago, cleaning his gun, and his neck was sore from sleeping in an awkward position. “I’m not sure there’s much to assess.”

“Strazzi’s dead,” Gillette reminded Stiles, checking his watch. It was almost nine o’clock.

“Big deal,” Stiles muttered, getting up from the chair and sprawling onto the study’s long leather couch. “You make it sound like he was the Wicked Witch, we’re the Munchkins, and, now that he’s dead, we can all come out and play.”

Gillette took a bite of an apple he’d gotten in the kitchen on his way downstairs from the bedroom. “I think Strazzi was the one trying to kill me. I didn’t for a while, but now I think he was. I think he was responsible for Donovan’s murder, too. Donovan had to be out of the way before he could put the Dominion thing in motion, then go to Ann about her Everest stake.”

“Wouldn’t just the Dominion scandal have accomplished the same thing?” Stiles asked sleepily. “Wouldn’t Donovan have come under the hot lights the same way you are now?”

“But that wasn’t real and, if he were alive, Donovan would have been able to prove it right away,” Gillette argued. “Even if the feds had somehow been able to force him to sell the stake because, by some huge coincidence, there actually was something bad going on that Strazzi didn’t know about, Donovan would have sold it to someone else. Never to Strazzi.”

Stiles thought about it for a few moments, then nodded. “Yeah, I guess you’re right.”

Gillette took another bite of the apple. “Did you get anything from your friends at the NYPD on Strazzi’s murder?”

“Yeah, he was definitely hit. Whoever pulled the trigger knew what they were doing, too.”

“But who would want Strazzi dead?” Gillette asked, more of himself than Stiles.

“That’s the million-dollar question.”

“I can think of a lot of people who’d want him dead,” Gillette said, “but nobody who’d actually pull the trigger.”

“Or arrange for the trigger to be pulled?”

“Not if it really came down to it.”

They were silent for a few minutes.

“Isabelle still upstairs?” Stiles asked.

“Yeah.” Gillette looked up. “By the way, did your guy get to Canada yet?”

“I’m expecting his call soon.” Stiles said, checking his watch. “So, how was your night?”

Gillette smiled. “Excellent. A lot of fun, and no sharp blades in the back. Imagine that.”

Stiles put his hands underneath his head and shut his eyes as Gillette walked out. “Yeah, imagine that.”
Pepper Billups had been working with Stiles and QS Security for three years.

Like Stiles, Billups had been Secret Service but was now enjoying the private sector. The money was better—if you were willing to work the hours—and there was more satisfaction. Even on days like this, when he’d just finished flying eight hours straight. First from New York to Calgary on a Gulfstream V, then from Calgary to Amachuck on a little King Air through some rough turbulence.

The trick to days like this was being able to sleep on any kind of equipment in any kind of weather. Before joining the Secret Service, Billups had been an Air Force pilot flying the big cargo planes—C-5s and C-130s. He’d been through his share of bad storms, especially during long flights like the ones from Delaware to Guam. During those flights, the crew would take turns at the controls, catching a few hours sleep strapped to a cot in the back with the cargo. If your turn to sleep came while you were flying through the massive thunderclouds that built up over the Pacific in the summer months, so be it. It was sleep or exhaustion, so he’d figured out how to sleep. Compared to some of those flights, a King Air and turbulence over Canada was a day in the park.

Billups descended the steps of the small prop plane in the darkness of the early morning, bundled up in his parka against the freezing cold. As he reached the snowy, windblown tarmac, he was approached by a short, wiry man sporting a ski hat and a full beard.

“Ernie Grant?” Billups asked.

“That’d be me. You must be Pepper Billups.”

A grin spread across Billups’s wide face. “How could you possibly tell?”

“When my contact said you were black, I told him I didn’t need any further description. We don’t get many of you guys up here. No offense,” he added.

“None taken,” Billups assured the other man, who seemed friendly enough.

“Follow me,” Grant called loudly over the wind, turning and heading for a Jeep that was barely visible, twenty yards away, in the gray light.

Billups followed Grant to the idling Jeep, slamming the door shut after he’d hopped inside. Shivering. Glad it was warm inside. “Christ,” he said, rubbing his nose. “What the hell’s going on?” It felt like someone had sprayed Novocain in his nostrils.

“The inside of your nose is frozen,” Grant explained. “Couple of seconds and it’ll thaw out. From now on, if you have to run while you’re outside, cover your nose with your arm.”

“Right.” Come to think of it, he’d seen Grant do that as he sprinted for the Jeep. “So, let me get this straight, you’re a big-game guide?”

“Yeah.”

“What kind of big game do you have up here?”

Grant gunned the Jeep’s engine and peeled out toward a gap in the chain-link fence surrounding the tiny airport. “My specialty is reindeer. Guys come from everywhere for ’em.” He smirked. “I guess there’s something about blowing away Rudolph. I don’t get it, but these guys love it.”

Billups grunted. He didn’t get it, either. “You were with the Mounties, right?”

“Yeah, until about five years ago when I got into the guiding thing. There’s a lot more money in that.”

“But you trained with Quentin Stiles at some point, right?” The Jeep’s engine was loud, so they had to yell to hear each other. “At Glyncio or something.” Stiles always seemed to know someone from somewhere. The guy was amazing.
“Yup.”

“Well, I appreciate you helping us out.”

“Glad to do it. First we’ll stop at the garage and look at the truck, then we’ll go over to the police station and you can see the body. Okay?”

“Sounds good.”

Ten minutes later, Grant pulled up in front of what looked like an abandoned building. It was next to a church that wasn’t in great shape either. “This it?” Billups asked skeptically.

“Yeah. Come on,” Grant called, climbing out of the Jeep and heading across the snow toward the building.

Billups covered his mouth and nose with his arm and followed. A door in front opened as they neared the building, and he hurried inside after Grant, stamping on the cement floor to get the snow off his boots. To his surprise, the inside of the garage, though messy, was warm and modernly outfitted.

“Which way, Marcel?” Grant asked a small man in greasy overalls.

Marcel gave Billups the once-over, then waved for both of them to follow him. He led them to the back of the shop and a Ford Explorer. “Some guys coming down from the oil fields found it abandoned out near Lake McKenzie. We towed it back in.”

“Where’s Lake McKenzie?” Billups asked Grant.

“About fifty miles north of town. What was wrong with it, Marcel?” Grant asked, turning toward the little man and pointing at the SUV.

Marcel shrugged. “Don’t know. The guys who found it said the battery was dead, but I haven’t looked at it yet.” He hopped in behind the steering wheel and turned the key. Nothing happened.

“Yep,” Grant said. “Battery.”

“Or the starter’s gone,” Billups observed.

Marcel lifted the hood and climbed up on the bumper to get a better look. “But why would the battery die out by Lake McKenzie when the guy was coming down from the oil fields? Why would he turn off the engine, then try to restart it? Even if he was refueling, he wouldn’t have turned the engine off for that long, certainly not long enough for the battery to die.” Marcel leaned under the hood, scanning the engine with a flashlight. “Hold this,” he said, handing Billups the light. “Right here.” He pulled Billups’s hand. “That’s it. Keep it right there.”

Billups watched the little man lean farther over the engine.

“That’s strange,” Marcel said, scratching his head with his dirty fingernails.

“What is?” Grant asked.

“Give me the flashlight.” Marcel snapped his fingers as he reached back.

Billups handed it to him.

A few moments later Marcel jumped down from the bumper.

“What was it?” Grant asked.

“Alternator plug was out.”

“So what?”
“So the truck was running off the battery the whole time,” Billups answered for Marcel. “It would have kept going for a while, but, when the juice was drained from the battery, the engine died.”

“The guy driving this thing didn’t know much about engines,” Marcel spoke up. “It’s not like it would have shut down right away. It would have been a gradual thing. The lights would have flickered before going out. It was snowing that night, so the windshield wipers would have gone slower. The engine would have had power surges. Anyone who knows even a little bit about engines would have stopped and seen that the plug had been pulled out.”

“Pulled?” Billups asked.

Marcel nodded. “I’m pretty sure.”

“How can you tell? Maybe it just fell out.”

“I don’t think so. I plugged it back in, then tried to pull it out. It’s hard to pull out, and there were fingerprints in the grease down there.”

“You think someone caused this guy’s truck to break down?” Billups asked. “You think it was intentional?”

“Yeah, I do.”

Gillette tossed the apple core in the kitchen trash can, then climbed the stairs to the second floor of the apartment and moved down the hallway toward the master bedroom. Strazzi had to be responsible for everything. It was the only explanation Gillette could come up with that fit. He scratched his head. It still felt like he was missing something.

So he went over it again.

Strazzi had killed Donovan. Actually, based on what Faith had told him, McGuire or one of his men had probably committed the murder—at Strazzi’s direction—undoubtedly in return for Strazzi’s willingness to buy McGuire & Company and give Tom and Vince half the company for free. Strazzi had to be Tom and Vince’s backer. Then he’d put the Dominion scandal in motion to scare Ann Donovan.

Gillette reached the bedroom doorway. He hesitated, biting his lower lip. But if all that was true, why would Tom McGuire give away Stockman’s affair with Rita Jones? That made absolutely no sense. Knowing about Stockman’s affair was what had enabled Gillette to figure out Dominion, enabled him to force Stockman to tell him that Marcie was involved. And Marcie had told him what was really going on. Knowing what was really going on at Dominion might have enabled him to derail Strazzi’s ultimate objective.

Most important, there was still Strazzi’s murder to explain.

Then it hit Gillette. Why the Explorer had been found abandoned fifty miles from the nearest town, tapes still in the front seat. He pulled his cell phone from his pocket and dialed the home number of Heidi Franklin, a young Everest associate he hoped had no hidden allegiances.

A few minutes after leaving Marcel’s garage, Billups and Grant pulled up in front of the town’s tiny police station, which, on rare occasions, also served as the morgue.

“Hello, Bill,” Grant called as he and Billups came through the front door.

Bill Harper was chief of police. He and a lone deputy comprised the entire force.

“Bill, this is Pepper Billups. He’s here from New York to ask a few questions and to look at the body.”

“Hello, Pepper,” Harper said gruffly, sipping from his coffee mug as he rose and came out from behind the desk.
“Where is it?” Billups asked.

“Out back,” Harper replied, jabbing a thumb over his shoulder.

“Let’s go.”

Harper glanced at Grant.

“He’s all right,” Grant said. “A friend of a good friend.”

Harper grabbed his coat off a hook and led them to the back of the building, then out a creaky door into the cold. They trudged across a small field through the gloom and a foot of snow to a tiny shack. Harper pulled a set of keys from his pocket, fumbling through them for the right one as the wind whipped the snow up. Finally, Harper found the key, inserted it in the lock, and turned.

It was damn cold up here, Billups thought. And it wouldn’t get much lighter than it already was because they were so far north. The world was a dull gray, as though a volcano had erupted nearby and ash was obscuring the sun. As he followed Grant and Harper into the shack, Billups wondered what in the world possessed people to live up here. They had to be crooks or loners, running from something. Or they were socially incapable. Of course, Ernie Grant seemed to be a good guy.

Harper flicked on a bare bulb hanging from the ceiling. “Right there,” he said, pointing at the body. It was lying on a piece of plywood supported by two sawhorses, and had been draped with a grimy blanket.

Billups moved slowly across the room and pulled the blanket back, grimacing as the dead man’s face came into view. The eyes and the mouth were wide open. Thanks to the cold there hadn’t been much deterioration. He didn’t like dead bodies. Not like some guys he knew, who were fascinated by them. “Where’d you find him?” Billups wanted to know.

“Local guy fished him out of Lake McKenzie not more than a quarter of a mile from where the SUV was found,” Harper answered. “For this time of year, finding it was a million-to-one shot. The guy was doing some ice fishing and thought he’d hooked the biggest walleye of his life. Shook him up pretty bad when he saw an arm coming up through the hole instead of a fish.”

“What are you going to do with him?” Billups asked.

“Hand him over to the family. They’re coming up tomorrow.”

“How’d you identify him so fast?”

“His wallet was still on him.”

“And he was one of the guys shooting seismic up north?”

“Yep. In charge of it for Laurel Energy, according to his family.”

“So that was definitely this man’s SUV I just looked at over at Marcel’s garage?” Billups asked, thinking about how Marcel believed that someone had tampered with the truck.

“Yeah.”

“How do you think he got in the lake?” asked Billups.

“Put there.”

“How do you know?”

“With the ice as thick as it is right now, someone would have had to cut a hole in it to get a body in there,” Harper said confidently. “He wouldn’t have just fallen in. Highly unlikely in this scenario.”
“Aren’t there places where streams or rivers come into or leave the lake? Don’t those areas stay free of ice?”

“Yeah, at both ends of the lake. Unless it’s really cold. But the north end is a few miles from where his Explorer was found, and it’s through dense woods. I don’t see this guy leaving his truck to traipse through the woods. He’d stay on the road.”

“Is the south end closer?”

“Oh, yeah.”

“How much?”

“Not far from where the truck was parked.”

“So maybe he went in at the south end.”

Harper shook his head. “I doubt it.”

“Why?”

“The current flows north to south. I don’t think his body would have drifted upstream.”

“Uh-huh. Well, it’s possible he could have gotten lost in the storm and gone up to the north end. It was snowing, wasn’t it?”

“Yes. Heavily.”

“So it’s possible?”

Harper moved up beside Billups. “It’s possible, but I really don’t think it happened that way. Like I said, I think somebody put him in the lake.” Harper pulled the blanket up from the side. “Look at this,” he said, pointing at the dead man’s fingers.

Billups glanced down. They were smashed. “Ah, Jesus. What happened?”

“Experience is everything in my line of work,” Harper said. “About four years ago, around this same time, a guy in town named Lennie Mitchell killed his wife. Tossed her in the lake through a hole he’d cut in the ice with a chain saw. Wanted it to look like she’d fallen in. Same way I think whoever killed this man did. Lennie’s wife was a loner. Liked to ice fish by herself. Lennie claimed she went up to the lake by herself one afternoon. Which she did a lot. I knew that. Trouble was, this time she didn’t come back.” Harper paused. “We found her at the south end of the lake a few weeks later and her fingers looked just like this. See, Lennie’d stepped on them over and over as she tried to pull herself out of the hole. He broke every one of them. He admitted that to me back there in the office one Sunday morning. He couldn’t lie to me anymore.” The wind made an eerie sound as it whipped through the shack’s eaves. It sounded like an animal in pain. “I bet if we were to go up to Lake McKenzie and look real hard, we’d find a depression in the ice. A place where somebody cut a hole in it to throw this guy in. It’ll already be iced over, but the depression should still be there.”

Billups stared at Harper. “Why would someone have killed him? You said his wallet was on him. Was there money in it?”

“Yeah. And credit cards. It wasn’t a robbery.”

“Then what was it?”

Harper shrugged. “To tell you the truth, Mr. Billups, I don’t have a damn clue.”

Gillette pushed open the bedroom door, expecting to see Isabelle’s form beneath the covers of the king-sized bed.
But she wasn’t there. He glanced toward the bathroom. The door was closed. She had to be in there.

“Isabelle,” he called.

No answer.

“Isabelle.”

Still no answer.

Gillette moved slowly into the room, listening for sounds from the bathroom—running water, footsteps—but heard nothing.

“What the hell?”

As he turned back toward the door, he saw her, knife clenched in both hands. He reeled backward, hands to his face, yelling as she came at him. “Jesus Christ! What are you doing?”

At that instant, Stiles burst into the room and grabbed Isabelle from behind just as she reached Gillette. They flew past him and tumbled to the floor. Seconds later, Stiles had the knife in one hand and Isabelle’s wrists clasped tightly together behind her back in the other.

Gillette’s cell phone rang. He glanced at Stiles, who was lounging on the couch, eyes closed. They’d moved back to the study after turning Isabelle over to the police. “Hello.”

“Christian?”

“Yes.”

“It’s Tom McGuire.”

“Hello, Tom.”

“How are you, Christian? Everything okay?”

“Sure. Why wouldn’t it be?”

“Just a question, Christian. That’s all.”

“Okay.”

“Hey, have you signed the deal with the investment bankers to do the IPO yet?” McGuire wanted to know.

“No.”

“Oh, great.”

Gillette heard relief in McGuire’s voice. “I’ll probably do that next week.”

“Let me talk to you one more time about buying the company before you do,” McGuire pleaded. “I have some ideas.”

What a traitor, Gillette thought to himself. He had no reason to doubt Faith. She’d saved his life. “I don’t think it’s worth either of our—”

“Please, Christian. Please. You owe me that much.”
“We’re too far apart in price.”

“Maybe not as far as you think. I’ve spoken to my backer and I think I can get him to come up.”

“To five hundred million?”

“I think so.”

“So talk.”

“No, not over the phone. I want to do it in person.”

“Why?”

“I want this to be face-to-face, man-to-man.”

“Where are you, Tom?”

“My house on Long Island. I hate to ask, but could you come out here? My wife’s going somewhere with her sister today, and I have the kids.”

“Tom, that’s really—”

“Christian, I haven’t asked for many favors over the last few years,” McGuire interrupted. “Vince and I have kept our heads down and done what you’ve asked. We’ve done pretty well, too. We’ve always delivered good numbers. Please. I really need to talk to you,” McGuire urged.

Stiles sat up slowly and stared at Gillette, able to hear McGuire pleading on the other end of the line.

“All right,” Gillette agreed, staring back at Stiles. “What time?”

“Two o’clock,” McGuire replied. “How about I e-mail you directions on how to get here?”

“Fine. How long’s the drive?”

“About an hour.”

Gillette hesitated. “Okay.”


“It’s okay, Tom. I’ll see you then.”

“What did McGuire want?” Stiles asked when Gillette had hung up.

“To see me again about buying the company.”

“When does he want to see you?”

“Today.”

“What time?”

“Two o’clock. At his house.”

Stiles shook his head. “Are you thinking what I’m thinking?”

Gillette nodded. “Yeah, I am.” A setup all the way.

Stiles’s cell phone rang. He snatched it off the coffee table, checked the number, and answered. “Hello? Hey,
Pepper. What?” Stiles was silent for a few moments, listening to Billups relate what he’d found out. “Really? Yeah. Okay, call me if there’s anything else.”

“What is it?” Gillette asked when Stiles had hung up.

“That was Pepper Billups,” Stiles replied. “The guy I sent to Canada to poke around, as you suggested.”

“Did he find anything?”

“Yeah. Apparently the guy who was in charge of the seismic shoot up there for Laurel Energy was definitely murdered.”

“Jesus.”

“The truck he was driving was tampered with,” Stiles continued, “and the cops are pretty certain he was thrown into some lake near where the truck was found.” Stiles put the phone back down on the coffee table. “Wasn’t that the guy who was bringing the seismic tapes back for analysis?”

Gillette nodded. “The tapes were recovered. There were some Laurel people a few hours behind the guy. They stopped when they saw his truck, got the tapes out of the front seat, looked around for him for a while, then reported him missing when they got to town.” He glanced out the window. Everything was falling into place. All he needed was one more piece of the puzzle.

“What is it?” Stiles asked, reading Gillette’s expression.

“It’s—” Gillette’s cell phone rang again. “Hello.”

“Christian, it’s Ben.”

“Hello, Ben,” Gillette said deliberately.

“Sorry to bother you on a Sunday, but these guys at Coyote Oil are really bugging me about moving forward.”

“Oh?”

“Yeah, and I think we should. I mean, they’ve agreed to our price.”

“Uh-huh.”

“Well?”

“Well what?”

“Can I tell them we have a deal?”

“Yes,” Gillette agreed after a few moments.

“Great, thanks.”

“Sure.”

“You okay, Christian?” Cohen asked.

“Why?”

“You seem distracted.”

“I’m fine.”
Cohen hesitated. “All right. Talk to you later.”

“Yeah, later.” Gillette ended the call, then dialed Heidi Franklin’s number at Everest. “Heidi? Yes, hello. Look, I’m sorry to make you go into Everest on a weekend, but it was very important. Right.” He hesitated, gazing intently at Stiles as the young woman told him it wasn’t a problem because she only lived a few blocks from the offices. “Did you check it out, Heidi? Were you able to find it? Oh, that’s great. And how long does he have?” Gillette nodded. “Thirty days.” That would explain why they’d had to start the Coyote Oil process so soon.

At a few minutes before one o’clock, Gillette moved out of the elevator and headed through the lobby toward a limousine waiting on Fifth Avenue to take him to Tom McGuire’s house on Long Island. Halfway across the lobby, one of Stiles’s men fell in beside him. Stiles was taking absolutely no chances at this point.

After hanging up with Heidi Franklin, Gillette had told Stiles his theory about what had happened in Canada. That the tapes the Laurel Energy men had recovered from the front seat of the Explorer abandoned near Lake McKenzie on their way back from the oil fields weren’t authentic, that they had been put there to be found by whomever had tampered with the Explorer and murdered the man found in Lake McKenzie by the fisherman. These tapes told a very different story from the ones the men who had murdered the Explorer’s driver had stolen.

Gillette believed that Laurel Energy had stumbled onto a huge field with the option properties—and the executives at Coyote Oil knew it. That they were behind the incident at Lake McKenzie. They and their backers. Which was why they were so hot to get the transaction moving, why they were willing to pay what U.S. Petroleum was willing to pay despite the fact that the tapes left in the Explorer showed that there wasn’t much of anything in the ground up there.

Gillette had also told Stiles he was convinced that Ben Cohen was involved. He’d told Stiles how Heidi Franklin had checked the Everest Capital operating agreement and confirmed that, upon the death of the chairman, the chief operating officer would assume control of Everest for a period of thirty days. The reason it hadn’t happened after Donovan’s death was because there had been no chief operating officer at that point. Donovan had never appointed one. Thus the need for a quick chairman vote three days after Donovan’s death.

If Gillette was out of the way, Cohen would be in control for thirty days. But that might not be enough time to get the Laurel deal with Coyote done before his term was up and someone was elected chairman. Maybe not enough time to get all the necessary approvals. Which was why they’d started the process now, before Cohen’s thirty days had begun to tick.

The burning question was, who were ‘they’? Strazzi was dead. His wallet was gone but McGuire was still working. As was Isabelle. He could send Faith to McGuire to try to figure out who was pulling the strings, but that would put her in terrible danger. McGuire was sharp. He’d wonder why Faith had dropped out of sight for two days only to reappear asking lots of questions.

Before leaving his apartment to come downstairs, Gillette had called the senior partner at the engineering firm in Texas that had performed the original analysis of the tapes found in the Explorer. He’d directed the partner to have the seismic tests reshot, this time under intense security. To have armed guards present while it was being done, and to have the guards bring the tapes back to the engineering firm from Canada. To keep the tapes under lock and key, with one person guarding the lock and another guarding the key. To spare no expense to make certain the same thing didn’t happen again. The partner promised to have the shoot redone within thirty days, and to make the circle of people involved much smaller this time.

“Good afternoon, sir.”

“Thanks.” Gillette nodded to the doorman as he headed out of the lobby. It had warmed up overnight. At one in the afternoon, there was bright sunshine and it was more than sixty degrees. Gillette took a deep breath of fresh air as he headed down the steps, then checked warily up and down Fifth Avenue. Stiles’s man in the lobby was beside him and there were two more men by the waiting limousine.
Vince McGuire sat in the front seat of a sedan with one of his men, watching the entrance to Gillette’s apartment building. They were both smoking, front windows rolled down in the warm weather.

“Hey, here he comes.” Vince nudged the driver as Gillette came through the doorway and moved down the steps. “Don’t lose his limo on the way out to Tom’s house,” he warned. “You hear me?”

“Yeah, I got it.”

As Gillette reached the bottom step, one of the two men standing by the limousine suddenly pulled a pistol from his shoulder holster, aimed it at the other guard’s chest, and squeezed the trigger. Then, before the man next to Gillette could react, the shooter turned the gun on him and fired, putting him down with one shot, too.

Gillette spun and raced up the steps back toward the front door, but the assassin was too quick, squeezing off another round almost instantly, sending Gillette to the steps.

The assassin raced up the stairs to get to Gillette, hurdling the moaning guard. He pointed the gun directly at Gillette, who was still trying to crawl up the stairs, and fired again. “That’s for Paul Strazzi!” he yelled, then sprinted back down the steps to a dark car that had screeched to a halt in front of the building and jumped into the backseat. Then the car squealed away.

“Jesus Christ!” Vince yelled, tossing his cigarette out the window. “Did you see that shit?”

“Yeah! What the fuck’s going on?”

“Did you hear what the guy yelled after he shot Gillette the second time?” Vince asked excitedly.

“Yeah,” the driver answered. “‘That’s for Paul Strazzi.’ That’s fucked up.”

Vince started to open his door to check out the scene, then heard the sound of sirens and stayed in the sedan.

Moments later, several ambulances pulled up and the EMTs raced to the fallen men. Within five minutes all three were inside the ambulances and headed to hospital.

Vince shook his head. “I can’t believe this,” he said, pulling out his cell phone and dialing Tom. “I mean, there’s no way Gillette’s alive. The guy hit him square in the back of the head with that second bullet.”

Tom answered on the second ring. “Hello.”

“Tom, it’s me,” Vince said excitedly.

“What is it?”

“You’re not going to believe this. Somebody just shot Christian Gillette.”

“What?”

“Yeah. It just happened. Right in front of his building. A couple of Stiles’s men were shot, too. Must have been an inside job because it looked like the shooter was the third guy on Gillette’s security detail.”

“Makes sense,” Tom muttered. “Stiles had him wrapped up tighter than a ball of barbed wire.”

“Get this, Tom,” Vince continued. “The guy put a second bullet into Gillette as he was lying on the steps, then shouts, ‘That’s for Paul Strazzi.’ ”

“For Strazzi? What?”

“I’m telling you, Tom, that’s what the guy yelled.”

Tom glanced out the window of his home. “But why . . .”
“They must have figured Gillette learned Strazzi was behind the Dominon thing and took matters into his own hands. That Gillette had Strazzi killed.”

Tom nodded to himself. “Yeah. I guess that’s right.” He chuckled. “The only thing that really matters is he’s dead. We’re off the hook, Vince.”
PITTSBURGH WAS A SEVEN-HOUR drive from New York City. They’d taken one of the standard sedans Stiles’s men used on assignment—not Gillette’s Porsche nor Stiles’s BMW. They did the speed limit. They used the blinkers. They did their best to be anonymous as they headed west on the Pennsylvania Turnpike.

They’d taken turns driving and, fortunately, it had been an uneventful trip. But, by the time they’d checked into a Motel 7 on the outskirts of the city at nine last night, it had been too late to accomplish anything but have dinner.

They’d divided the night into two four-hour shifts and took turns staying awake watching television—and the door. Gillette had taken the first shift. From eleven—when Stiles had begun snoring—to three. Every so often picking up Stiles’s .40-caliber pistol that lay on the table beside his chair. Trying to get used to the feel of it in his hand.

Stiles had taken the three to seven shift—when he’d awakened Gillette. They’d left the motel at 7:30 and gotten breakfast at a Denny’s up the street. Now they were sitting in a grocery store parking lot, waiting.

“You think McGuire bought the scene in front of the apartment building?” Gillette asked, sitting in the passenger seat.

“Who knows?” Stiles answered. “But we had the hospital in on it. You were DOA,” he said, smiling. “And there were two phone calls checking up on your status. We got the numbers, but they turned out to be pay phones in Manhattan.” Stiles glanced over at Gillette. “You haven’t called or e-mailed anyone, have you?” he asked. “I know how itchy your fingers get to contact people.”

“No one,” Gillette said firmly. He let out a long breath. “Hey, she’s been in there a while.”

They’d watched a middle-aged woman park the car and go into the store thirty minutes ago. She still hadn’t come out. Quentin had decided to wait until she came back out, figuring she’d be less likely to take off without what she bought.

“Think somebody got to her in the store?” Gillette asked.

“Wouldn’t surprise me,” Stiles answered. “We know they’re keeping an eye on the house off and on. If this thing’s as big as you think, nothing would—”

“There she is,” Gillette interrupted, pointing at the woman coming out of the store. She was pushing a full cart toward a dark blue Chevy Caprice. “Let’s go.”

They got out of the car, checking for anyone suspicious as they headed toward the woman. As they’d planned, Stiles hung back when they neared her, watching the area while Gillette closed in.

“Good morning, ma’am,” Gillette said pleasantly. “How are you today?”

“Fine,” she answered, stopping beside her car and giving him a curious look.

“Sure is nice out today.”

“Yes, it is.”

She was being nice enough, but she was suspicious. Her hands were clasping the handle of the shopping cart tightly and her eyes were darting around. “Do you mind if we talk?” he asked.

“Talk?”
“Yes. It’s very important.”

She stared at him intently. “What is?”

Gillette picked up one of the grocery bags from the cart, one that looked heavy. He nodded toward the backseat.

“Let me help you with these.”

“Oh, thank you.” She unlocked the car and opened the back door.

Gillette put the bag on the seat, then picked up another one from the cart and put it in the car. “I need to talk to you about your daughter,” he said, looking her straight in the eye, trying to convey the gravity of the situation.

“My daughter?” she asked, putting a hand to her chest.

“Yes. Your daughter Kathy.”

The woman brought her hands to her mouth at the sound of her daughter’s name. “Is she all right?” the woman asked, her voice beginning to shake.

“She’s fine,” Gillette assured her.

“Then what is it?”

Gillette glanced at Stiles, who nodded subtly. The parking lot was still clear. “I need to know where she is.”

She shook her head. “I have no idea,” she said quickly.

Too quickly. Jackpot. “Mrs. Hays, I run an investment firm in New York. We own and run companies. Up until about a week ago, Kathy worked for one of those companies. It’s called HP Brands. Does that sound familiar?”

She stared back at him blankly.

“Mrs. Hays. Please help me.”

“Yes,” she whispered. “That’s the company.”

“Your daughter resigned very suddenly last week.” He hesitated. “There was a problem.”

“A problem?”

“Turns out she was having an affair with one of my partners. He’s a bad guy, and I fired him for it, but I’m worried that he’s looking for her. There’s no telling what he’ll do when he finds her. From what we can tell, he’s obsessed with her.”

The woman looked up at Gillette for a long time, a gentle breeze blowing a few strands of her long gray hair across her face. “Kathy told me not to say anything,” she murmured.

“You have to tell me, Mrs. Hays. I’m a friend. I really am.”

Vince McGuire walked quickly down Eighth Avenue toward McGuire & Company headquarters, located in a high-rise on Fifty-seventh Street. It was nearly 10:30. He almost always got to the office late, but usually stayed until eight or nine at night. Tom was the one who got in early and left early because he lived all the way out on the island.

Vince was about to reach into his overcoat for his cell phone when he felt a pair of strong hands grab his shoulders from behind. Then a hood came down over his head, obscuring the world. Before he could react, his hands were bound tightly behind his back, and he was being hustled across the sidewalk and into a car.
The last thing Vince heard before the door slammed shut was the sound of his cell phone clattering to the sidewalk as it fell from his pocket. Then he felt the car leap ahead.

Gillette’s cell phone rang, and he pulled it from his pocket. “Hello.” They were already a hundred miles southwest of Pittsburgh on I-79. A thousand miles to go.

“Christian, this is Jose.”

“Yes?”

“We have the package.”

“Good. I’ll be in touch.” Gillette hung up abruptly, not wanting to stay on the cell phone long. “They got Vince McGuire,” he said to Stiles, who was driving.

Stiles rolled his eyes. “You’re taking a big chance, Christian. Kidnapping is a serious crime.”

“You don’t think Vince McGuire is involved?”

“It doesn’t matter what I think. It’s what I can prove. And right now I can’t prove anything. Besides, even if he is involved, you still kidnapped him.”

Gillette glanced out the passenger window at the rolling countryside. “Call me Chris,” he said quietly.

“Huh?”

“Call me Chris,” Gillette repeated, louder this time.

“But I thought——”

“My friends call me Chris.”

Stiles was silent for a minute. “What made that woman——”

“You and I could be friends, Quentin,” Gillette interrupted. “And I really need someone with your talents,” he added quickly, self-conscious about what he’d said. “I need personal security all the time.”

“Just keep QS on the payroll.”

Gillette shook his head. “No, I want you on the payroll.”

“I have a business to run, Christian. Uh, Chris. People who depend on me.”

“What do you take out of the business a year?”

Stiles shifted uncomfortably behind the wheel. “None of your business.”

“Come on.”

“No.”

“What’s the big secret?” Gillette was accustomed to being direct—and having people answer his questions. Nothing important could be accomplished without straight talk. “Do you take a million out a year?”

“No.”

“Half a million?”
“Look,” Stiles said, exasperated, “I’ve mostly been putting money into the business. It’s growing, so it needs cash.”

“Now we’re getting somewhere,” Gillette said, satisfied. “How about this? We hire someone to take over for you at the company. Everest invests a little bit so you don’t have to put any more cash in, and you come to be my head of security. You still own, let’s say, 80 percent of the stock. So you control it. But somebody else deals with all the headaches.”

“That’s great, but—”

“And I’ll pay you a million a year to be head of Everest security.”

“Jesus,” Stiles whispered.

“Now, aren’t you glad you kept listening?”

Stiles glanced at the interstate stretching out in front of them. “So, what made that woman tell you where her daughter was?”

Gillette smiled over at Stiles. “My eyes,” he said, pointing at his face. “Women just can’t resist them.”

Stiles laughed loudly. “You’re delusional, you know that?”

Gillette’s smile grew wider. It was the first time he’d ever heard Stiles really laugh.

The phone rang once more, then finally the voice mail message kicked in. Again. No one had seen Vince at the office all day. He hadn’t come in and he hadn’t called.

Tom McGuire checked his watch. Five o’clock. Vince did this sometimes when he was stressed. Just went away without telling anyone.

He let out a long, frustrated breath. Something told him this wasn’t one of those times.

He picked up his cell phone and tried to call Faith. But it was just like with Vince. Voice mail.

“Damn it!”

“This is it.” Stiles pointed to the left at a dented metal mailbox illuminated by the car’s high beams. It was affixed to the top of a peeling white post at the end of the first driveway they’d seen in half a mile.

“Forty-seven, Route 12,” Stiles continued. That was the address the woman gave you, right?” he asked, pointing at the black numbers on the box.

“Yup.”

It was almost one in the morning. They’d driven straight through from Pittsburgh, stopping only twice for gas and food.

Gillette swung the car onto the dirt driveway and cut the lights, his heart beginning to race. “What’s the plan?” he asked, making sure his voice didn’t give away his uneasiness.

“First,” Stiles answered, reaching beneath his seat, “you need to take this.” He pulled out another Glock 40, the same type of pistol he carried. “Here,” he said, handing the weapon to Gillette. “Do you know how to use it?”

Gillette took the gun, suddenly feeling more secure. “I thought with Glocks you basically pointed and pulled,” he
“You’ve got to chamber the first round,” Stiles said, reaching for the gun.

“I know.” Gillette slid the top half of the gun back, then let it go. Metal on metal made a grinding noise as it snapped back into place. “Bullet chambered.”

Stiles handed him an extra fifteen-round clip. “Be careful. Will you?”

“Sure, sure.” Gillette took the extra clip and shoved it in his pocket, then looked out the window into the dark woods. This was the very southwestern corner of Mississippi. Between two tiny towns called Centreville and Gloster. Just across the border from Louisiana. “Pretty grim around here, huh?”

Stiles grinned. “You telling me that, white boy?”

Gillette opened the car door and climbed out, slipping the barrel of the pistol between his jeans and his belt at the small of his back. Then he closed the door softly behind him and jogged back toward the mailbox.

“Hey, where are you going?” Stiles hissed, getting out of the car, too.

Gillette heard him call but didn’t answer. He reached the mailbox in seconds, pulled it open, and reached inside. Not expecting to find anything. But there was junk mail—a few flyers and envelopes. He pulled out two pieces and headed back to the car.

“What you got?”

“Hopefully a name,” Gillette muttered, opening the door and holding one of the envelopes down into the car so he could see it in the light. It was exactly as he’d expected. Marcie hadn’t been lying. At least, not about being the one who’d known Troy Mason was in the basement with Kathy Hays at the funeral reception. It was clear to Gillette now that she really hadn’t known anything about that.

“What’s the name?” Stiles asked.

Gillette shut the car door, dousing the interior light. “Michael Lefors.”

Stiles moved around the front of the car to where Gillette was standing. “Lefors?”

Gillette looked up. “Yeah. Michael Lefors. As in Kyle’s father.”

“You gotta to be kidding. I thought they lived in a Louisiana trailer park.”

“They did. They must have moved here. Maybe Kyle helped them after he made some bucks in New York. Anyway, it’s only about forty miles from here to where they used to live in Louisiana.”

“So Kyle’s involved.”

“Obviously,” Gillette agreed. Marcie hadn’t sent the e-mail to Kathy Hays. It had been Lefors. He’d snuck into her office and sent it from her computer to frame her. “Lefors made this place available to Kathy Hays after she set up Troy Mason. So no one would find her.”

“So no one could figure out who’s really pulling the strings,” Stiles added. “I mean, whoever that is must have paid her, right? Why else would she do it? Why would she set up somebody, then quit her job?”

“Maybe they had something on her,” Gillette speculated, replaying Stiles’s words in his head. *Who’s really pulling the strings.* Whoever was backing McGuire, that was who.

“I think she did it for money,” Stiles said firmly, shaking his head. “Still, the whole thing is kind of confusing.”

“Why?”
“I thought you told me that Troy Mason went to work for Paul Strazzi at Apex after you fired him.”

“Yeah, so?”

“Then Strazzi must have paid Kathy Hays off. He wanted Mason out of Everest so he could get information on the portfolio companies, so he could scare the widow. A woman he made a widow with Tom McGuire’s help. So, like you said before, Strazzi had to be McGuire’s backer.” Stiles paused. “But Strazzi’s dead and McGuire still called you to talk about buying the company. Makes no sense.”

“Ben Cohen knows,” Gillette said quietly. The little bastard. Cohen never could have been chairman—even for thirty days—without an angel. So he’d sold himself out. Playing the part of the puppet in exchange for a chance to run Everest. In exchange for selling Laurel Energy for billions less than what it was really worth. The fraudulent tapes had indicated that there was no oil in the option fields when there really was. Gillette was certain now that the new seismic tests would show vast reserves beneath the surface of the properties.

McGuire was the muscle, Cohen the brains. But who was the dark angel? Maybe it was someone else at Apex. Maybe Strazzi had been double-crossed by Stockman, and Stockman was working with someone else there. Or maybe it was Cohen and Faraday working with another group. Faraday had uncountable connections to the insurance companies and the pension funds. Maybe he and Cohen were working together and had agreed to sell Laurel to someone for a rock-bottom price in exchange for having their own fund. Gillette glanced ahead into the gloom. The answer had to be at the other end of this driveway.

He motioned to Stiles. “Let’s go,” he urged, opening the car door.

Stiles shook his head and closed the door again. “We go on foot,” he said quietly. “We don’t want anyone up at the house to see us coming.”

As they moved cautiously up the driveway a light rain began to fall, rustling the leaves. The thick clouds made the night very dark, and they were forced to move slowly, picking their way carefully along the rutted dirt road as they headed toward the house.

“I hope there aren’t any damn snakes lying on the road,” Stiles muttered. “You know, they come out at night.”

Gillette stopped abruptly and pulled the pistol from his belt. “What kind of poisonous snakes do they have down here?” he asked, pointing the gun down and ahead.

“All kinds.”

“The poisonous ones, Quentin,” Gillette said, starting to move forward again slowly. “What kind of poisonous snakes do they have down here?”

“Copperheads and some rattlers. But the ones you have to worry about are the cottonmouths. I’ve got buddies from down here who tell me stories about cottonmouths actually coming into boats after people.”

“Great.”

A quarter of a mile farther on they reached the house—a quaint cabin set in the middle of a clearing. Tall trees soared a hundred feet above it. The cabin was completely dark except for a porch light. There was a compact car parked in the circle in front of the raised porch.

“Now what?” Gillette asked.

“We go in.”

“What if the door’s locked?”

“I can take care of that,” Stiles said, patting his shirt pocket. “I brought a set of picks. I can get into anything.”
“That’s breaking and entering.”

“This from a kidnapper?”

Gillette wiped moisture from his forehead. The rain was coming down harder. “Are we going right through the front door?” For all they knew, there were people in the cabin guarding Kathy Hays. People who probably had guns, too.

“Not if we can avoid it. Let’s check around back and see if there’s another door. I don’t like how open that porch is. We’d be sitting ducks up there, especially with the light on.” Stiles waved. “Follow me.”

Gillette trailed Stiles as he moved across the lawn and around the back, shading his eyes from the chilling rain. “This thing still work if it gets wet?” he asked warily as they pulled up by a large oak tree.

“The gun?”

“Yeah.”

“It’ll work. Don’t worry. By the way, if you aim at somebody, aim to kill, not to wound. Do you understand?”

“Absolutely.” He’d be more than happy to put whoever he was shooting at down for good.

Stiles pointed at the cabin through the dim light. “There’s the back door. Probably leads into a mud room or the kitchen or something. I say we try to get into the house that way.”

Gillette nodded. “Let’s do it.” He sprinted to the door, following Stiles across the lawn. They leaned their backs against the house when they reached it. Stiles tried the door—it was locked—then pulled a small case from his shirt pocket, opened it, selected a pick, and went to work.

“Bingo,” Stiles whispered, stowing the case back in his pocket when the lock popped. “Ready?”

Gillette clasped the gun tightly. Beads of perspiration were seeping into his eyes, stinging like hell. “Yeah.”

“If an alarm goes off, we’re out of here,” Stiles said. “Back into the woods that way.” He pointed. “Then we wait and see what happens. Got it?”

“Yup.”

Stiles reached for the knob and turned it slowly.

Gillette braced for the scream of an alarm, but it never came. There was a gentle click and the door swung open.

Stiles glanced over his shoulder. “Come on,” he whispered.

The inside of the cabin was dominated by a musty smell and it was pitch-black. He could barely make out Stiles’s shape only a few feet ahead.

They stole through the kitchen into a large living room, then down a hallway, checking the bedrooms as they went. All empty—until they came to the last one at the end of the corridor. Stiles put a finger to his lips and pointed, then nodded, indicating that there was someone in the bed.

The two men moved stealthily through the cabin’s back door—the one Gillette and Stiles had just entered—guns drawn.

Stiles slipped into the bedroom, leaned over the bed, and pressed his huge palm to Kathy Hays’s mouth.
Her eyes flew open instantly and she tried to scream, but Stiles’s hand stifled the sound. She grabbed his wrist with both hands, trying to pry it from her face, but it was no use. He was much too powerful. She made a move to strike his face, but he pointed the gun straight down at her.

“I’m your friend,” he hissed. “Stop.”

When she saw the gun, she went still and tears welled in her eyes.

“I’m going to take my hand away, Kathy,” Stiles said softly. “We’re not going to hurt you,” he assured her as Gillette sat down on the other side of the bed. “We just need to ask you a few questions. Do you understand?”

She nodded, her eyes wide open.

“You aren’t going to scream, are you?”

She shook her head.

“Good. Here we go.” Slowly Stiles slid his hand from her mouth.

She gasped and pulled the covers to her neck. “What do you want?” she asked, her voice shaking. “Please don’t kill me,” she pleaded.

“We’re not going to hurt you,” Gillette said quietly. “Like Quentin said, I just need to ask you a few questions. Okay?”

“Oh, Jesus,” she said, bringing her hands to her face. “You’re Christian Gillette.”

“That’s right.”

She tried to struggle away, but Stiles held her down.

“Stop it,” he demanded. “Don’t move until I tell you to.”

“It’s all right,” Gillette said soothingly, trying to calm her down. “As soon as you’ve answered my questions, we’ll leave.”

“What do you want to know?” she asked, her voice shaking even more violently. A tear slid down one side of her face.

“Were you paid to set up Troy so I’d fire him?”

She swallowed hard and nodded. “Yes.”

Of course, Gillette thought to himself. It was an easy way for whoever was behind all this to get Troy out of Everest without having to resort to murder. Whoever was behind it wanted Cohen to be chairman so they could get the Laurel deal done with Coyote. They’d probably realized that the investors would never elect Faraday, so it came down to Mason and him. Mason could be eliminated using Kathy Hays. Then there would only have to be one murder. His. It was all becoming clear.

Now it was time for the money question. The whole reason he and Stiles had made this trip. And the key to
everything. Gillette could feel his palms sweating. “Who approached you to set Mason up?”

Kathy gazed up at Gillette for several moments without answering. The sound of her breathing filled the room.

“Tell me,” Gillette demanded “Now.”

Kathy swallowed again. “A man named Miles Whitman,” she whispered.

Everything stopped and the world disappeared for a moment. *Miles Whitman.* Miles Whitman was the one behind the murder attempts, the one behind the McGuire brothers’ bid to buy the company, the one who was trying to buy Laurel Energy so cheaply. Gillette fought to breathe. Miles Whitman was the dark angel.

Gillette’s mind reeled back to the day last week he’d met with Whitman and Cohen in his office. The day he’d found out that the widow was going to sell her stake in Everest to Strazzi. When Whitman had pushed to learn whether or not Cohen was officially the chief operating officer yet. How Cohen had reacted so oddly. The reason was apparent now. Cohen had been swimming in paranoia, worried that Gillette would somehow figure out that Whitman was the puppet master—and Cohen the puppet.

But what was Whitman’s motivation in all of this? He was already one of the most powerful people in the financial world.

Another thought struck Gillette like a hammer. Whitman had said on the phone that he and Strazzi had talked about how Strazzi loved to jog in Central Park in the mornings. Whitman would have known Strazzi’s schedule. Whitman had had Strazzi hit because if Strazzi got the widow’s stake in Everest, Whitman wouldn’t have been able to buy Laurel.

The bullet slammed into Stiles’s side, below his left arm, sending him flying onto the bed beside Kathy as the report of the pistol exploded in their ears. She screamed a bloodcurdling scream as she tore the covers back and rolled toward Gillette.

Gillette dropped to one knee and began firing at the bedroom doorway over Stiles’s prone body. Stiles was grabbing at the wound. There was a groan and a heavy thud as someone tumbled to the floor in the hallway outside the bedroom, then there was more gunfire. But the shooter’s aim was high, and both Stiles and Gillette emptied their clips at the door.

As he fired the last bullet and the sound of the explosion faded, Gillette heard footsteps moving swiftly away down the hall. “Stiles!” he yelled, reaching into his pocket for the second clip. Popping the empty one and inserting the new one holding fifteen precious rounds. “You all right?”

Stiles groaned, dropping down to the floor and crawling toward the door. “Never . . . taken one in the lung,” he said.

Gillette heard someone moaning outside the bedroom door, then the sound of voices outside the house. Three, maybe four men yelling to one another. He crawled over the bed, moved to the door, and peered into the hallway.

A man lay on his side, clutching his stomach, a pistol on the floor by his head barely visible in the darkness. Gillette burst into the hallway and grabbed the gun, then hurried back into the bedroom and knelt beside Stiles. The big man had dropped his gun and was sitting back against the wall, blood pumping from the wound in his chest, the blood making an ever-widening circle on his shirt.

“Jesus, Quentin.”


“I’m gonna get you out of here, brother. I promise.” Gillette glanced at Kathy. She was sitting on the floor in a far corner of the room, sobbing. Holding her knees tightly to her chin and rocking. He pulled out his cell phone and pushed a button at random, lighting the screen. No signal way out here in rural Mississippi. It had been that way in the driveway, too, but he’d hoped he’d get something here. “Shit.” He glanced at Stiles, then at Kathy. “Stay here.
Don’t move."

There had to be a phone in the house somewhere. He’d noticed the lines overhead as he and Stiles were coming up the driveway. The best bet was the living room, he figured. He looked down the hallway and saw that someone had turned on a light in the living room. He moved that way, holding the gun in front of him, swinging the barrel from side to side, trying to anticipate where the one who’d run away was hiding, trying to anticipate which door he’d come out from behind.

He spotted the phone on a table by the fireplace and raced toward it. As his fingers closed around the receiver, he heard glass smashing and bullets whining angrily past.

Gillette dropped to his stomach as the huge front windows disintegrated under the hail of bullets. He aimed at the lamp and pulled the trigger, shattering it with one shot, and the room plunged into darkness. But the steady stream of bullets didn’t stop.

Gillette grabbed the phone again and dialed the number he’d memorized. Tom McGuire’s cell phone number. He could barely hear it ringing over the barrage. “Pick up!” he shouted. “Pick up!”

Suddenly, there was the sound of hurried footsteps on the porch and the front door flew open. Gillette fired blindly at the door as the phone continued to ring in his ear. Someone went down heavily outside, but then a torch skittered across the living-room floor. It came to rest against a couch and the upholstery caught instantly.

“Hello.”

Finally an answer.

“Tom!” Gillette shouted above the noise of the flames, which were suddenly as loud as a freight train. “It’s Christian Gillette.”

“What the fuck? How are you—”

“Yeah, I’m not dead.” There was nothing but silence. “Tom!” Obviously he was stunned. “Tom!”

“What the hell do you want?”

“I know you’re outside the cabin, Tom. If you ever want to see your brother alive, call off the dogs! I’ve got Vince back in New York! If the people who have him don’t hear from me by six this morning, he’s a dead man.”

Tom McGuire let the cell phone fall away from his ear. He had fifteen of his men around the cabin, and the flames in the living room were growing brighter and brighter. Soon, the flames and the smoke would become too much, and everyone trapped inside would have to run. Then they’d be caught. Then they’d be dealt with. It was a perfect plan.

Perfect.

Except that Gillette was still alive. And he’d gotten Vince.

Gillette watched as the flames climbed higher and higher—until they were licking the ceiling. They’d have to run for it, he knew. They only had a few more seconds.

Then the bullets stopped.
THE UNOPENED BOTTLE OF SCOTCH sat squarely in the middle of the desk. Gillette, seated in his leather chair, stared at it through the gloom of the late evening, then at the computer screen—the only source of light in the office. Dominion’s stock price stared back at him: forty-seven dollars a share. In the first few trading days of the week the price had regained everything it had lost—and then some.

There was a gentle tap on the office door. “Christian.”

It was Faraday. “What?”

“Can I come in?”

Gillette hesitated. He wanted to be alone, but Faraday had been trying to see him and he had been putting him off for a while. “Yes.”

Faraday moved into the office and sat down in front of Gillette’s desk. “How you doing?”

“Fine.”

“I’m sorry about Stiles,” he said quietly.

“It isn’t over yet. He could still pull through.”

Faraday cleared his throat. “I also wanted to say how sorry I am about the way I’ve treated you since Bill’s death.”

Gillette glanced up. The apology seemed sincere. He’d heard honesty and contrition in Faraday’s tone. “Thanks, Nigel.”

Faraday settled into the chair. “Now, will you please tell me what the fuck happened over the last couple of weeks?”

Gillette rubbed his eyes. This would take some time and he was tired. But Faraday was the only other managing partner left, and he needed to know what had happened so he could explain it to the outside world. “Over the last couple of years, Miles Whitman made some terrible investments. He took a bath on a bunch of technology stocks, then put a pile of money into some very speculative energy projects in South America that went bust, too.”

“How much did he lose?”

“Over five billion.”

Faraday whistled. “Jesus H. Christ.”

“He was hiding it all from the CEO of North America Guaranty and from NAG’s board of directors. Not only because of the size of the losses, but because he was outside his charter, too. He wasn’t supposed to be investing in those kinds of things.”

“He might have a criminal problem.”

“I think he definitely has a criminal problem. In more ways than one.”

“But what does all of that have to do with us and Laurel?” Faraday asked.

“Whitman found out that our option property in Canada contained the mother lode. Huge oil and natural gas reserves. So he came up with a plan to have a shell company called Coyote Oil, that NAG ultimately owned, buy
Laurel cheap. Ultimately, he was going to turn around and sell Laurel a few months after he got it to one of the big oil companies. He knew he’d rake in more than enough to cover his losses on the tech stocks and South American power investments. Then he was going to allocate the gain from Laurel internally to the bad investments to make it look like he hadn’t done anything wrong. He was senior enough at NAG to manipulate information like that without anyone knowing.

“How did he find out that our property had those huge reserves?”

“He secretly shot seismic up there about six months ago,” Gillette answered.

“Didn’t we just do that?”

“Yes.”

“So then we should have known about the reserves.”

Gillette pulled a glass from the lower left-hand drawer of the desk and placed it beside the scotch bottle. “People who were working for Whitman switched the tapes we had taken with tapes that showed the reserves were small.”

“How’d they do that?”

“The guy in charge of the shoot was bringing the tapes back one night alone. Whitman’s people had tampered with the truck, and it stalled out on the guy in the middle of nowhere near Lake McKenzie. At that point they jumped him. They cut a hole in the ice and made him take a swim. Needless to say, he didn’t last very long. An ice fisherman dragged him out a few days later, dead. The guy thought he’d caught the fish of a lifetime. He was a little surprised when he saw an arm coming up at him through the hole and not a fish.”

“Holy shit.”

“In water that cold you don’t last long.” Gillette glanced at the scotch bottle again. He couldn’t stop thinking about Stiles. The guy had saved his life twice. Now he was fighting for his own life. “Anyway, that’s when they switched the tapes. The tapes we analyzed showed that there was a minimal amount of reserves on the property. The authentic tapes reconfirmed the shoot Whitman had done six months ago on the property.”

“But how did Whitman know you’d sell Laurel to him?” Faraday asked. “I mean, maybe you just would have held on to it if the price wasn’t right.”

“That’s why he sent the McGuires after me. In return, he was going to give them half their company back. He was going to have NAG buy McGuire & Company, then give them half the stock for no money down.”

“But the limited partners might have brought in someone that would have held on to Laurel, too.”

“Not for at least thirty days,” Gillette said.

“Why not?”

“Once I was gone, Cohen would have automatically become chairman of Everest Capital for a minimum of thirty days.”

Cohen had been arrested as an accessory to Bill Donovan’s murder.

A confused expression came to Faraday’s face. “Why?”

“It’s in our operating document. Upon the death of the chairman, the chief operating officer automatically becomes chairman for a period of not less than thirty days.”

“Really? I had no idea.”

“Neither did I,” Gillette replied grimly. “I guess I should have thought something was up when he pushed so hard
for me to give him the title.”

“So, let me get this straight,” Faraday continued. “Whitman has Donovan murdered and sets up Troy Mason with this woman Kathy Hays.”

“That’s right.”

“But he backed you in the partner meeting where you were elected chairman.”

“He knew Troy or I would win the vote at that meeting, and he wanted both of us out of the way so he could get Cohen into the chair position. In exchange for Whitman getting him the chairman position, Cohen was going to sell Laurel to Coyote Oil for basically nothing.”

“But why did Whitman back you so hard?”

“Because he knew he could take Troy down without having to kill him. He knew Troy’s weakness. He had Lefors tell me that Troy and Kathy Hays were in the basement at the funeral reception. He knew me well enough to know I’d fire Troy on the spot. He also knew that if Troy was elected chairman, any sexual harassment suit would go bye-bye. The chairman isn’t going to fire himself.”

“Oh, okay. Now I get it.” Faraday glanced longingly at the bottle of scotch. “Did I hear that the cops nabbed Lefors?”

“Yeah. This afternoon in New Orleans.”

“What was he doing there?”

Gillette shrugged. “I don’t know.”

“What about Whitman?”

Gillette shook his head. “He’s gone. Into the mist. Just like Tom and Vince McGuire. Whitman probably stashed money in banks around the world in case something like this happened. Probably did it for the McGuires, too.”

“Do you think Whitman was behind Strazzi’s death, as well?” Faraday wanted to know.

“Yup. Strazzi was about to ruin everything with the Dominion thing. If he’d gotten control of Everest, he would have installed himself as chairman. Cohen wouldn’t have had a chance.”

“Do you think Whitman would have let Cohen stay on as chairman after the thirty days?”

Gillette shrugged.

They were silent for several moments.

“So what are your plans, Christian?” Faraday finally asked.

Gillette glanced up. “We’re going to raise the next fund. All fifteen billion of it.” He grinned. “And we’re going to buy Apex.”

Faraday’s eyes bugged out. “What?”

Gillette reached for the bottle. “I’m going to buy it from Strazzi’s estate. Nigel, in a very short time we’re going to be the most powerful private equity firm in the world.” He leaned forward and put the bottle down in front of Faraday. “Here, a small gift for your loyalty. Now, go figure out how to raise $15 billion in six months. And I’ll figure out how we’re going to make Apex ours.”

Faraday grabbed the bottle and stood up. “Yes, sir,” he said, moving to the door. When he reached it, he stopped and turned around. “Thanks for keeping me around, Christian. Seriously. If I’d been you, I’d have probably fired
me.”

Gillette smiled and nodded. He almost had.

When Faraday was gone, Gillette reached for his Blackberry and scrolled through the Outlook, looking for a number, thinking about Isabelle. How she’d turned on him. How she’d admitted that McGuire had gotten to her. How he’d been obsessed with covering as many angles as he could. How he’d threatened to kill Jose and Selma if she didn’t help. How he’d threatened to kill her. Gillette shook his head. A shame, but she was going to spend a long time in jail.

When Gillette found the number, he punched it into his desk phone quickly, then listened to the ring, hoping the person would answer.

“Hello?”

He took a deep breath and relaxed into his chair. “Hi, Faith. How are you?”
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